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We consider the interaction of a finite number of nonre1ativistic particles with a positive or zero mass 
quantum field. We show that in the weak coupling limit the quantum field gives rise to an effective 
interaction between, the particles of a Yukawa or Coulomb type, as well as, in some cases, a mass 
renormalization. In a simple exactly soluble model we investigate the higher order radiation processes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We present a rigorouB derivation of the nonrelativis
tic N -body Schrodinger Hamiltonian 

N 1 
H' = - 6 -2 - Ar + 6 V(qr - qs) 

T=l mr r<.s 

for N quantum particles, starting from a quantum field 
theoretic Hamiltonian wilere the interaction between the 
particles depends upon I:heir exchange of virtual mesons, 
or phonons. The Hamiltonian H' is obtained by taking 
the weak coupling limit between the particles and the 
meson field at the same time as the particle masses 
become infinite. These limits are closely related to the 
usual treatment, where Cine supposes the particle are 
static so that the dynami.cs of the quantum field be
comes exactly soluble. 

Although our model is Bimilar to several others de
scribing particles coupled to infinite reservoirs, 1-3 it 
has several significant va riations. The first, that the 
asymptotic evolution of the particles is of Hamiltonian 
type, with no dissipative terms, is a consequence of the 
infinite mass of the partides and the zero temperature 
of the quantum field. Because of the absence of dissipa
tive terms we can describe the time evolution at the 
Hilbert space level instead of on the space of trace 
class operators. Moreover, because we do not need an 
infinite order perturbation expansion it is possible to 
remove the volume cutoff on the interaction Hamiltonian. 

In an earlier version of the present paper we consider 
only the case where the mesons have positive mass, The 
extension to zero mass field particles (photons or 
phonons) leads to mathematical problems caused by the 
infrared singularity, However, since we study the time 
evolution for finite times this singularity does not have 
effects as serious as in sl~attering theory, 4,5 we are now 
able to solve the case whE're the field particles are 
relativistic spinless bosons of positive or zero mass. 

In the second part of the paper we study the emission 
of bosons by the particles, a process which depends on 
the zero mass of the bosons, By means of a detailed 
analysis of the FriedrichE:' s model we show that this 
process involves terms wrlich are of higher than second 
order in the coupling constant A. Non integer powers 
of the coupling constant are shown to arise because of 
the form of the infrared singularity. 

a)Permanent address. On leal'a in Mathematics Department, 
Princeton University. Work partly supported by NSF Grant 
No. MPS 75-11864A04. 

For maximum generality we specify our model in an 
abstract form; some examples are described in Sec. 3. 
The particles are represented by a Hilbert space H with 
Hamiltonian H. The quantum field is described by a 
Hilbert space J with a vacuum state n and a Hamiltonian 
F such that Fn = 0, The interaction between the particles 
and the quantum field is represented by the operator A 
on H )9 J. The total Hamiltonian of the system is then 

HX =A"2(A2H+M+F) (1,1) 

which we study in the weak coupling limit A - O. The 
factor A2 on H may be interpreted as a mass scaling for 
the particles while the factor A"2 on the whole Hamilton
ian may be interpreted as a time scaling. 

Our first goal is to find conditions on the various 
operators under which 

lim exp(- iHAt)(ljJ)9 n) = (exp[ - i(H + K)t]ljJ) 0 n (1. 2) 

for all IjJ coeft, t E: JR, and some effective interaction oper
ator K on It. The conditions are given in terms of the 
operators appearing in the interaction Hamiltonian 

N 

A ="0 I 0,.. 2l 'Prxd3x, (1, 3) 
r~11R3 

where 0rx are operators on H localized at the point 
xc JR3 and 'Prx are field operators on J localized at the 
point x E: JR3. Our technical assumptions on these opera
ors require that ultraviolet cutoffs be incorporated into 
their definition, 

2. THE LIMITING HAMILTONIAN 
We suppose that H contains dense subspaces 

Ho c;;,Hl~H2c;;,H3=H 
which are again Banach spaces with respect to norms 
II '11; such that each injection in the above sequence is a 
contraction, We also suppose that J contains subspaces 

<rn=J o flO 12 (= J 3 = f, 
which are again Banach spaces with respect to norms 
II, II; such that each injection in the above sequence is a 
contraction, We identify H with the subspace H"" n of 
H§ J, define Po to be the orthogonal projection L of 
H § J onto this subspace, and put PI = 1 - Po' 

The above spaces and norms are used to formulate our 
conditions on the various operators, 

(A1) H is a bounded operator from H2 into H which is 
symmetric as an operator on H, 

(A2) F is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on J 
such that Fn = O. Moreover e- tF are bounded operators 
on J i depending strongly continuously on t :' 0 for all i, 
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(A3) I)rx are bounded operators from Hi to Hi+' depend
ing strongly continuously on x E R3 0 Moreover 

J Ill)rx1/! Iii., d3x.:s: e II1/! IIi 
lit 3 

fori=0,1,2, and 1.:s:r.:s:no 

(A4) <Prx are bounded operators from J i to J i+' depend
ing strongly continuously on x E R3 0 Moreover 

II <Prx1/! II;., .:s: e II1/! II; 

for all x E R 3 and i = 0,1,2 and 1 .:s: r.:s: no 

(A5) <<Prx>vac=O for all XE R 3 and 1.:s:r ~n. For our 
next two conditions we suppose that 13 is a constant 
such that 

3-../5 " 0<13< -2- 0;;= 0.382. (2.1) 

(A6) II e- tF <prxS1ll, .:s: eta-, for all t> ° and x E R3 and 
1.:s: r.:s: n. 

(A 7) II e-tI< 1"", 4/r e _uF <P s S111 2 ~ et~-lu8-' for all t u> ° and 
1 x Y , 

x,yfcc.R" and 1.:s:r,s.:s:n. 

In order to make sense of the formal expression 
n 

A =L J}5rx:?! <prxd3x, (2.2) 
r=lIR 

we introduce some subspaces of H 0 J. Defining D i to be 
the Banach space proj ective tensor product Hi @J i we 
note that 

where each injection is a contraction. Moreover under 
the identification of H with II '6!S1, Do is a dense subspace 
of H. 

Lemma 2.1: Under conditions (A1)- (A 7) the formula 
(2.2) defines a symmetric operator A on D2 satisfying 
conditions (B1)- (B7) below. 

Proof: If 1', c:1I i and 1/!2 E} i, then 

t JIIOrx:?!<prxd3x (1/!,'6!1/!2) II. 
1'=1 m,3 1+1 

n 

'" L j 311 0rx~' II i+, II Cf{. x1/J2 II i+,d
3
x 

r c' III 

"'" IIC
2 II ~',II i 11~'211 i 

by (A3) and (A4). The definition of the projective tensor 
product norm leads to 

II A~' II i +, "'" rlC
2 III/JII i 

for all UleDi' which proves (B3). 

To prove (B4) we note that by Eq. (2.1) 

° > (A - 1) > - 1 > 2 (j3 - 1). 

Since 

and 

it follows that 
ro 

j I(<p e-tF<p > Idt.:s:cl/<co o Sy rx vac 
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(2.3) 

for some e 1/ independent of x, y E lR 3 and of r, s. (B4) now 
follows from the expression 

n ~ 

K'/)--" J J e-t"o ° ,'rn e-tFrn > fJ."+ - U IRs 0 sy rx I, 't's:y "t"rx vac 
1',s=1 

(2.4) 
X dtd3xd3y 

whose convergence for all 1/! reDo and as /J. + ° is a con
sequence of (A3). 

(B5) is an obvious consequence of (A5). Since (B6) 
and (B7) are proved in a similar fashion from (A6) and 
(A7), respectively, we only treat the first one. Noting 
that 

we obtain 

111/!,II,,,, t J 3f
ro 

e-t"lIe-tFq;:"S1II,llosxl/JlI,dtd3x 
r=1 III 0 

by (A3) and (A6), whence 

111/J,11,.:s: ne2111/J1I or(j3)/J.-s, 

as required. 

The conditions (B1)-(B7) are: 

(B1) H is a bounded operator from 112 into H which 
is symmetr ic as an operator 0 n H. 

(B2) F is a nonnegative self--adjoint operator on} 
such that FS1 = 0. 

(B3) The operator A onD 2 is bounded fromD i toD i +, 
for i=0,1,2. 

(B4) K" = - PaA(F + /J.)-'APo are bounded operators 
from Do into H for all /J. > 0. Moreover 

lim K"I/J = KJ; 
" +0 

exists for all ilJcD o• 

(B5) (Ac,o,q!>=O for all c,o,l/Jt-D o• 

(B6) If I/J cD 0 and /J. > 0, then. 

J 1 = (F + /J.)-'Aq, 

lies in D, and satisfies 

II~',II, '" e/J.-slll/Jll o• 

(B7)If~JEDoand /J.,v>O, then 

4)2= (F+ /J.)"'P,A(F+ v)"'A(~ 

lies in D2 and satisfies 

II ilJ2 11 2 .:s: e /J. -sv-sil ilJllo. 

Our last two conditions, which do not follow from 
(A1)-(A7), are 

(B8) The operator (H +K) 011 Do is essentially self
adjoint as an operator on fl. 

(B9) There are self-adjoint. operators HI-. on H?:] such 
that 

H~iIJ=Hq'+ A:'Aq' + ;>c-2Fz}J 

for all J in D2 (I domF. 

E.B. Davies 
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Before proving our main theorem we make some 
comments on the above conditions. 

(i) Concerning (B9) we point out that it is not neces
sary for HA to be essentially self-adjoint on J 2 n domF. 

Moreover it is not relevant for our purposes to enquire 
as to which of the self-adjoint extensions is the physi
cally "correct" one. 5 The existence of a self-adjoint 
extension is necessary, but this is a fairly weak con
dition as von Neumann's condition (Ref. 6, p. 143) 
shows. 

(ii) Condition (B8) is of course satisfied if K is norm 
bounded and H is essentially self-adjoint on f)o. How
ever the condition in its present form allows us to deal 
with much more singular perturbations K. In order to 
verify (B8) one may use the expression 

n .. 
K - - )' J 0 0 (rn F- I > d 3 d 3

, - L.J 6 5)1 rx 't'S)I cP rx vac X 1-
rts=l m 

(2.6) 

deduced from Eq. (2.4). 

(iii) Ignoring technicalities our only important con
ditions are (A5)-(A7), which are essentially estimates 
on the truncated Euclidean n-point functions for n"" 4. 
If the field particles have positive mass m the quantities 
t 8 - 1 may be replaced by e-mt • 

(iv) The peculiar restriction (2. 1) on the range of 
values of {3 is surely an artifact of our proof. We con
j ecture that any {3 with 0 < (3 < ~ will do. These bounds 
are necessary for our proof of Eq. (2.3) which in turn 
is needed to prove the existence of the operator K in 
(B4). 

(v) (A5) can actually be deduced from (A6) by taking 
the limit t - + 00 and using (A2). 

Theorem 2.2: Under conditions (Bl)-(B9) we have 

lim exp( - iHAtl</! = exp( - i(H + K)tl~, 
A-O 

for all ~ ,--H and t c. lR. 

Proof: This is yet another variation on calculations 
in Refs. 7 and 8. It is sufficient to show that for all 
~IO c f) 0 there exist ~A lc_ f) 2 I, domF such that 

v-~ uA = 

We hke 

where 

JI ref)1 (; domF, cV2 =f)2 (I domF 

are specified precisely below. 

We have to estimate 

~A = (H + A -IA + A -2F)(~o + JI + ~2) - (H + K)</Jo 

= {A-IA</!o + A-2FcpI + A-2 "'</iJ 
+ {A -IP,,A<PI - K~or 

+ {A-IPIA<PI + A-2 F</J2 + A-2+o ~'2} 

>l- H<pI - A -2", <PI + H~'2 - A -2+0 cp2 + A -IAifJ2 

where Y, 0 are to be specified. 

We eliminate the first term by putting 
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(2.8) 

</JI = - "A(F + "AY)-IAifJo 

so that ifJI Ef)l n domF and 

IlifJ111 1 "" C "A
1

-
8Y 

by (B6). Hence 

lim {II </JIll + IIH</Jll1 + IIA -2+1' </JIll }= 0 
A-o 

provided 

1-{3y>O 

and 

-1-{3y+y>O. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

According to (B4) the second term converges to zero 
as y - 0 provided 

y> O. 

We eliminate the third term by putting 

~)2 = - A(F + "A0)-IP1AifJI 

= A2(F + "A0)-lp IA(F + "A°tIAifJo 

so that </J2 E f) 2 (1 dom F and 

II ifJ2112 "" CA
2

-
ilr

-
ao 

by (B7). Hence 

limtllifJ2 11 + IIHM + 11"A- 2 +6cp211 + 11"A-1AM}= 0 
A-O 

provided 

2 - {3y - {3o > 0 

and 

o - {3y - {3o > 0 

and 

1 - {3y - j30 > O. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

To prove that Eq. (2. 8) is satisfied we therefore need 
only find y, 0 satisfying Eqs. (2.9)-(2.14). 

The last three equations may be rewritten as 

I).., 1 
_I-'_y < 0 < - {3y 
1-{3 {3 

assuming 0 < {3 < 1. This is soluble provided 

or 

or 

1-{3-j3y>O 

I-f3 
Y<-j3- . 

The final conditions on yare therefore 

1 1 - (3 
--<y<--
1-/3 j3 

which are soluble provided 

j3«1-{3)2. 

This is equivalent to Eq. (2.1). 

E.B. Davies 
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3. SOME EXAMPLES 
A. Example 1 

We show how to use the above theorems to derive 
the Yukawa or Coulomb interaction between N particles 
exchanging virtual bosons. The particles are taken to 
have Hamiltonians W = - (112m )tl. on the Hilbert 
spaces Hr = L 2 (1EP) and we put r r 

r=l 

on the Hilbert space tensor product H of the Hr. If IJ is 
a C® function of compact support on JR.3 we let M denote 
the bounded operator 

(Mx'l!)(v) = lJ(v - x)'l! (y) 

on L 2(JR.3) , this being considered as a regularization of 
the o-function at x. We then define the bounded operators 
Ox on fI by 

N ° = :0iW x r=l x 

If Q p P
j 

are the canonical position and momentum 
operators on L 2(JR.3) with domains equal to the Schwartz 
space 5, then for any 6-tuple a = (a 1 , ••• ,(6 ) of non
negative integers we put 

X = Q"'1Q"2Q"3P"4P"5P"6 
Ct 123123 

and then define Hi ~ fir for 0", i '" 3 to be the completion 
of 5 for the norm 

11'l!II,= :0 IIX,,'l!II, 
'0:1 :E15-5i 

where hi = L~=1 a j' We define H, ~H to be the Banach 
space projective tensor product 

H. =f(!'§; l!~fJ:J ... /f;f(N 
z t t i· 

The truth of (AI) is a consequence of the trivial in
equality 

II(Pi+P~+P~)'l!II'" .0 IIX >VII. , I Q: 1:E5 Ct 

Using the commutation relations 

lPT,Mxl=M~, [Qs,MJ=O 

to commute the operator Mx in XCI lHx iJ! to the left-hand 
side, and then applying the estimate 

111v1x(1 + Qi + Q~ + Q~)-211 '" c(1 + X2)-2 

one obtains 

IIX"OTX~II '" c(1 +Y')-2 :0 IIXeiJ!lI. 
I eh I "I +5 

This implies 

Ilorxit'II,+1" c(1 + X2)"211iJ!lli 

and hence (A3). 

We define J to be the boson Fock space with single 
particle space L2(JR.3). F is defined to be the free 
Hamiltonian on J which acts on the single particle 
space according to 

(Fij.) (I?) = (m 2 + k 2 )1/21j!(k), 

where til;· O. 

If i = 0,1,2, we define J, to be the sum of the m
particle subspaces of J such that 0", m '" i, with the 
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usual Hilbert space norm, and observe that (A2) is 
obviously satisfied. 

The field operators CPx on J are defined by 

cP x= (27T )-3/2 r a* U) + aU) ], 

where fx is defined as a function on momentum space by 

fx(k) =f(k)e-ixok 

and the infrared and ultraviolet behaviors of fare 
controlled by the assumptions that fre. L 2(JR.3) and 

I f(k) I '" c I k 1-1 /
2 (3.1) 

for all k EO JR.3. Conditions (A4) and (A5) are immediate 
consequences of the action of the creation and annihila
tion operators on Fock space. Because the Hamiltonian 
F is free, (A6) and (A7) are immediate consequences 
of the following lemma; the presence of P 1 in (A7) is 
essential to ensure that only the creation parts of cp 
and cp y have any effect. x 

Lemma 3.1: If fre. L 2(JR3) satisfies Eq. (3.1) and 
fxt E: L 2(JR3) is defined for t> 0 and x re. JR3 by 

fxt(k) = f(k) exp[ - ix 0 h - t(m2 + k 2)1/2], 

then for any (j such that 0", (3'" 1 we have 

II!xt ll "; cere, (3.2) 

Proof: The case (j = 0 follows from 

so we need only prove the other extreme case {5= 1 and 
interpolate, 

111 W'" J If(k) 12e-2tlkld3k 
xt IR3 

= 47TC 2J00 re-2trdr 
o 

We next compute the form of the operator K. If we 
define 

W(x - y ) '" < cp xF -1 cp y) vac 

= J 3(/112 +k2)-1/2If(k) 1
2 exp[ - i(x - y)' kWh, 

IR· 

then our assumptions on! ensure that W is a bounded 
continuous function of (x - y). If we remove the ultra
violet cutoff by putting 

f(1z) == (111 2 + /(2)"1/", 

then W equals the Yukawa potential, or the Coulomb 
potential if m = O. In terms of W the operator K is given 
by Eq. (2.6), namely 

N 

K = - :0 J r. J'vlrJ'v1sW(x - y )d'xd3y. 
r,s=l IR) x Y 

(3.3) 

The terms with r,* s describe two-body potentials while 
the terms with r = s are finite self -energy constants. 
The validity of condition (B8) is an immediate conse
quence of the boundedness of the operator K. 

We do not verify (B9) but refer to Comment (i) before 

Theorem (2.2). 
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B. Example 2 

In our second example we consider a more singular 
interaction where the particle self-energy may be 
described as a mass renormalization. In order to 
simplify the treatment as far as possible we consider 
a single particle with a first order derivative coupling 
to a three component phonon field. We use the notation 
of the last example as far as possible, simplified to 
the case of one particle. The operators 6rx are defined 
for 1"" r "" 3 by 

6rx =PrMx + MxPr 

and (A1) and (A3) are verified as before. 

The boson field is represented by the Fock space J 
with single particle space L2(JR3)®:C3, with F being the 
free Hamiltonian which acts on each single-particle 
component according to 

(F<jJ)(k) = Ik I <jJ(k). 

The field operators <{Jrx are defined for x Ec JR3 and 

1"" r "" 3 by 

<{Jrx= (21Tt3/2{a*(fr) + a (frx) }, 

where f rx lies in the rth component of £2(JR3)~:C3 but 
is otherwise independent of r and satisfies the condi
tions of Lemma 3. 1. The interaction Hamiltonian is 
defined by Eq. (2.2) with n=3. The verification of the 
axioms is exactly as for the previous example, except 
for (B8). 

The verification of (B8) depends upon finding an 
explicit expression for the operator K. Eq. (2.6) may 
be rewritten as 

3 

K=-'EJ' 66 (rnF"lrn ) d 3xd3z 
r::l m,6 rx rz 't"rx 't"rz vac 

3 

= - 'E I 6 (P Ni + il.f P )(P /v1 + AiP ) P (x - z) 
r=1 IR r x x r z r 

where 

p(u)=I311?1-1If(k)12exp(-iu.k)d3k 
l\ 

is a continuous bounded function on JR3 which, for 
simplicity, we assume to be spherically symmetric. 
Putting 

(ivl~<jJ)(y) = (- iOrJl)(I' - x) <jJ(y) 

we obtain 
3 

K=- 'EJ 6(2PJ'vl -Nlr)(2Mzp +Mi)p(x-z)d3xd3z. 
r:::l IR r x x r 

Straightforward calculations show that for any two 
C~ functions Jl1 and Jl2 of compact support on JR3, one 
has the operator identity 

J 6 M~AI~ p(x - z) d3xd3 z 
IR 

=J
IR

3 (ll(k) (12(-k)p(k)d3k. 1, 

where ~ denotes the Fourier transform. Using the 
spherical symmetry of Jl and p we obtain 

K= - 4(P2 +p2 +p2) J {!l(k)}2 p(k)d3k 
1 2 3 1R3 

-lI3k2 {{l(k)t2 p(k)d3k. 
IR 
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The operator (H + K) is therefore of the form 

1 
H + K = - c - 2m* ~ 

with a renormalized mass m*. The validity of (B8) is 
immediate from the fact that Ho contains S. 

C. Variations of the models 

We mention some variations of the above models. 
Since there is no necessity for a phonon field in the 
limit of small lattice spacing to be rotationally invariant 
we should not have supposed this above. The modifica
tions are straightforward and lead to a tensor renor
malized mass. 

There is no difficulty in dealing with higher order 
derivative couplings along the lines described above. 
The renormalized particle Hamiltonian then involves 
powers of the Laplacian in the spherically symmetric 
case. 

The condition (3. 1) on the infrared behavior of f is 
sufficient to deal with a variety of particle-field inter
actions (Ref. 9, p. 133; Ref. 10, po 43). Because of the 
unclear status of the restrictions on (:J in Eq. (2.1) we 
are not sure how far (3. 1) may be weakened. However 
the assumption 

If(k) I "" elk 1-
1 

would correspond to the value f3 = t in Eqs. (2. 1) and 
(3.2), and is not sufficient for the convergence of the 
integral in Eq. (3.3). 

We mention that by developing the techniques above 
it is possible to examine electron-atom interactions in 
the low density limit, for a fixed coupling constant. 11 

In that case the effective Hamiltonian of the atoms 
involves multibody potentials of all orders. 

For the examples of this section it is also possible 
to derive the effective interaction by the use of dressing 
transformations eTOJ as in Ref. 12. Indeed in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2, \If x is essentially the sum of the terms 
of order"" 2 in the expansion of eT<X >\If 0 in powers of A. 

4. BOSON EMISSION 

In the above analysis nothing corresponding to boson 
emission appeared. This is rather puzzling in view 
of the many rigorous calculations obtaining such an 
effect from asymptotic calculations to the second order 
in the coupling constant. 2,3,13 In this section we clarify 
the situation by yet another study of the Wigner-Weiss
kopf atom. We assume the reader is familiar with this 
model, described in Refs. 1, 14, and 15 for example. 

One starts with a Hilbert space H =:c t£H 0 where :c 
represents the particle and Ho the quantum field. The 
Hamiltonian H).. is defined for ,\ > 0 by the matrix 

Hx = [,\2
W Ai] , 

V H 
(4.1) 

where we:: JR, f(cHo, and H~ 0 is a self-adjoint operator 
on 110 , We put n=(~) and study the asymptotic form as 
,\ -0 of (exp(-iHxt)SG,n). If ,\2W is replaced by win 
Hx, then it is shown in Refs. 1,2, and 13 that under 
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suitable conditions 

lim exp(iwA -2t) (exp( - iHAA -2t)O, 0) = exp[- (a + ib )t1 
~-o 

(4.2) 

for all t"" 0, where bE lR and a> O. However in order 
to relate the Wigner-Weisskopf atom to the calculations 
of our previous sections we must take Hl. as in Eq. 
(4.1). It then turns out that Eq. (4.2) is still valid but 
with a = 0, so that for times 0 ~ t ~ 0(,\-2) there is no 
decay. We shall show that there is still exponential 
decay in this case but that it is a higher order pheno
menon. For related results concerning the higher order 
behavior of the Wigner-Weisskopf atom we refer the 
reader to Ref. 12. 

It turns out that the critical quantity for our analysis 
is the form near z = 0 of the function 

/l(z) == ( (z + H)-lf,f) (4.3) 

defined and analytic for I arg z I < 1T. This behavior deter
mines the form of the infrared singularity of the quantum 
field. We assume that for some constants w o> 0, c> 0 
and 0 < (3< 1 

/l (z) == Wo - c za + a ( I z I a ) (4. 4) 

as I z I - 0 with I arg z I < 1T. We make some comments 
to motivate this condition. 

(0 If p(dh) is the measure on [0,0()] suc h that 

«H + z)-lf,f) = foo(k + zJ-1p(dk) , 
a 

then the existence of a condition such as (4.4) depends 
only on the form of p near the origin. For we can al
ways write 

/l(z) = f'<k + Z)-l p(dk) + 100 

(k + zr1 p(dk) 
a • 

and the second integral is analytic in the region 
{lzl<E}. 

(li) If Ho =U(IR3
), (Hi/J)(k) = [k [<p(k) for all <pEHo and 

fUd = [k 1 a/2-1(a + 1k P-l 
for some a> 0 and 0< (3 < 1, then by Ref. 10, p. 215, 

/l(z) == 41T J 00 kB (a + k )-2(Z + kt1dk 
o 

1 {n(a
B 

_zB) {:J1Ta B- 1} 
= 11 - Z (a - z)sin1T{:l - sin1T/3 

which satisfies (4.4). 

(iii) There are analogous conditions for {3 "" 1 for which 
more complicated versions of the following analysis 
may be carried out. 

It is easy to show that the Hamiltonian H-,. has a nega
tive energy eigenvalue if and only if w < WOo In mathe
matical terms w = Wo is a critical threshold for the 
bound state to dissolve into the continuum; physically 
it is the threshold for the emission of bosons in an 
analogous fashion to Cerenkov radiation (see Ref. 9, 
p. 136 and Ref. 10, p. 46). From now on we assume 
that w> Woo 

Lemma 4.1: If Imz> 0, then 

lim Jo, "«H-,. - E-,. + A"z)"ln, 0) = (z +a + ibt\ (4.5) 
A-O 
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where 

Cl = 2 + 2{3, E)" = ).,2(W - wo) 

a+ib=c Iw-wo[Be<;B. (4.6) 

Proof: Applying Eq. (4.4) to the standard formula 

{«HA + Z)-l 0, O)}-l = ,\2W + z - ;>.2j.L(Z), 

we obtain 

(4.7) 

{A"«Hx -Ex +>'''z)O,O)}-l 

=A-"{}"-zw -E)" +;\"z 

- ;>,Z[wo - c(-E). + A"z)B +o( IE). - ;\"z I a)]} 

= z + A2-"C {- A2(W - wo) + A" z}a + 0(~-"'2a) 

=z+{-(w-wo)+Oi}B+o(1) 

= z +c [w - Wo 1Be ria +0(1) 

as required. 

Theorem 4. 2: If w> Wo and Eq. (4.4) is satisfied, 
then 

lim exp(iEAA -ext) (exp( - iHAA -ext) 0, n) = e-i4t-bt (4.8) 
A-a 

for all t~O, where E A, G', a, b are defined by Eq. (4.6). 

Proof: Defining 

K-,. = A-"(Hl. - E,,) 

Eq. (4.5) may be rewritten in the form 

lim < (KA + Z)-1 0, n) = (z + a + ib)-l. 
-,.- 0 

It is a consequence of Ref. 17 or of Fourier analysis 
that 

lim (exp(- iKAO n, 0) = exp(- iat - bit 1) 
A- a 

for all tE IR, and this implies Eq. (4.8). 

In less precise terms Eq. (4.8) states that 

(exp(- iHl.t) n, n) ~ exp{ - iA2(W - wo)t 

- ia'\"t - bA"t} 

as A - 0 for 0"" t ~ O(A-"). Thus the bound state is 
unstable and decays at the rate 2b>.. "'. To obtain the 
decay rate we needed to work to the order a in the 
coupling constant; we see that a> 2 and G' is not neces
sarily an integer. The occurrence of such non integer 
powers of A is a commonplace of higher order analysis 
and is frequently associated with nonexponential decay. 7 

A glance at Eq. (4.5) suggests that the exponential 
decay is associated with a pole on the unphysical sheet 
of the resolvent near the point 

z-,. = AZ(W - wo) + ,\"(a + ib). 

As A - 0 this point converges to the origin, where the 
resolvent has an essential singularity so that an ap
plication of the methods of Refs. 17-19 would not be 
straightforward. In our approach, however, we needed 
estimates only on the matrix elements of the resolvent 
in the physical sheet. We did not assume the existence 
of boundary values on the real axis as in Ref. 20 let 
alone the existence of an analytic continuation to the 
unphysical sheet. 
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Microscopic theory of superfluid Fermi systems. I. Binary 
expansion 

l. E. Reichl 

Center for Statistical Mechanics. The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 

This is the first of two papers in which the binary expansion is used to study the properties of hard core 
fermi systems with broken gauge symmetry. In this paper, which is primarily formal, symmetry-breaking 
source tenns are introduced into the generating function for thermodynamic quantities, and an exact 
expression is obtained for the generating function in tenns of single-particle and two-particle sources and 
the reaction matrices for the two-body problem. In a subsequent paper, the theory is applied to a dilute 
hard sphere fluid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At the present time, a discontinuity exists between 
the theory of classical fluids and the theory of degener
ate quantum fluids, It is our aim in this and a subse
quent paper to try to bridge the gap, 

The theory of classical fluids is largely based on the 
use of binary expansions (expansions in terms of exact 
two body processes), For example, for equilibrium 
systems, the Ursell-Mayer expansion is used to cal
culate virial coeffic ients and provides an important tool 
for determining the form of the interparticle potential 
in real gases, 1 In nonequilibrium systems, binary 
expansions have been used to show that the current
correlation functions for moderately dense gases ex
hibit long time tails, 2 The importance of binary expan
s ions is that they provide a theory of many- body sys
tems in which the integrity of the basic two- body pro
cesses is preserved, 

On the other hand, the theory of degenerate quantum 
fluids has been based largely on the use of perturbation 
expansions, i, e., quantum field theory, While quantum 
field theory has led to huge advances in our understand
ing of real degenerate quantum fluids, it can only be 
conSidered as a phenomenological theory for fluids in 
which the particles have hard cores or can form bound 
states, In quantum field theory, the integrity of the 
basic two-body processes is completely lost. 

The binary expansion has been used to study degener
ate quantum fluids but has had a varied history, It was 
first studied by Lee and Yang3 for the case of normal 
Fermi fluids and for boson fluids with broken gauge 
symmetry, 'Mlile Lee and Yang never introduced a 
systematic method for dealing with self- energy effects 
(the proper treatment of self-energy terms is of fun
damental importance in a symmetry broken fluid be
cause they determine the form of the gap equation), 
they did introduce the so-called x-ensemble as a means 
of summing terms in the binary expansion for boson 
fluids below the critical temperature, The original work 
of Lee and Yang was later extended by Mohling,4 who 
was able to resum self-energy effects in a consistent 
manner by means of his A-transformation, The binary 
expansion has never yet been applied to a Fermi fluid 
with broken gauge symmetry, 

In a recent series of papers, 5-7 (referred to here as 
RI, RIT, and RIll) the author has reexamined the binary 

expansion for normal Fermi fluids and has shown that 
there is an alternative method (to the A-transformation) 
for treating self-energy effects in the binary expansion, 
The method introduced in RI-RITI agrees more in 
spirit with the methods used in quantum field theory, 
In the present series of papers, we shall use some of 
the results of RI-RnI to study the behaVior of sym
metry broken Fermi fluids USing the binary expansion, 

The breaking of gauge symmetry in a Fermi flUid 
appears in the form of off-diagonal long-range order 
(ODLRO)8 in the reduced two- body density matrices, In 
quantum field theory the standard method of treating 
such systems is to introduce symmetry breaking source 
terms into the denSity operators' 10 and to resum self
energy effects with the source terms present, At the 
end of the calculation the source terms are set equal 
to zero, and as a result one obtains a self-consistent 
equation for the gap function. 

In the present paper, we shall show that such methods 
can also be used for the binary expansion and indeed 
provide a simpler and more transparent means of 
studying symmetry broken quantum fluids than the 
x-ensemble introduced by Lee and Yang, Since most 
properties of the binary expansion that we shall use 
have been discussed at great length in RI-RIll we shall 
continually refer to those papers and only discuss dif
ferences introduced by the symmetry- breaking source 
terms, The present paper will concentrate on formal 
properties of the binary expansion in the presence of 
symmetry- breaking sources, In a subsequent paper we 
shall apply our results to the case of a low-denSity 
hard-sphere Fermi fluid, This application will make the 
differences between the binary expansion and quantum 
field theory quite clear. 

The ultimate purpose of this work, of course, is to 
obtain a deeper understanding of the processes leading 
to super fluidity in liqUid He3, Both the perturbation 
expansion (quantum field theory) and the binary expan
sion are valid solutions to the differential equation for 
the N- body density operator. It therefore is of interest 
to see what they both have to say on the subject. 

We shall begin in Sec, II, by writing a generating 
function for various thermodynamic quantities in terms 
of a density operator containing one- and two-bOdy 
source operators, The one- body source operators will 
enable us to define Green's functions and expectation 
values; the two- body source operators will allow us to 
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obtain an equation for the gap function below the critical 
temperature. In Sec. III, the density operator will be 
expanded in terms of binary operators and the source 
operators, and a partial resummation of the density 
operator will be performed. In Sec. IV, we explicitly 
write the generating function in terms of antisymme
trized matrix elements in the momentum representation 
and introduce an expansion for it in terms of 0 dia
grams, In Sec. V, we resum terms in the expression 
for the generating function and write it in terms of a 
new generating function which depends only on connected 
o diagrams and therefore is proportional to the volume. 
We then go on to define all expectation values and the 
grand potential in terms of connected diagrams. Final
ly, in Sec. VI, we obtain an expression for the generat
ing function in terms of source operators and reaction 
matrices for two- body scattering processes in the fluid. 

II. GENERATING FUNCTION FOR THERMODYNAMIC 
QUANTITIES 

Expressions for the grand potential, various expecta
tion values, and the finite temperature Green's func
tions for an equilibrium hard core Fermi fluid in which 
gauge symmetry has been broken can be derived from a 
single generating function, 

We shall consider a system of spin- ~ fermions with 
magnetic moment /1, which interact with one another 
via a spherically symmetric potential V( 1 rIJ I) (rij is 
the relative position between particles i andj), We 
shall assume that V( I r Ii I) is short ranged and spin 
independent with a large repulsive core for small values 
of I riJ I and a weak attractive region for larger values 
of I riJ I. We shall not include the magnetic dipole inter
action, although there would be no difficulty in dOing so. 

In order to include the possibility of broken gauge 
symmetry in the Fermi flUid, we shall explicitly break 
the gauge symmetry by including one-particle and two
particle source terms in the density operator for the 
system. The one-particle source terms will enable us 
to obtain the finite temperature Green's functions and 
expectation values for the system. The two-particle 
source terms will enable us to obtain the anomalous 
Green's functions. At the end of the calCUlation we will 
set the strength of the source terms equal to zero. In a 
Fermi system, the broken symmetry appears as 
ODLRO (off-diagonal long-range order) in the two body 
reduced density. ThUS, setting the single-particle 
source strength to zero has no effect However, the 
two-particle source terms select out precisely those 
quantities which exhibit ODLRO. If the system has a 
spontaneously broken symmetry, the terms selected by 
the two-bOdy sources will not vanish when the source 
strength goes to zero, We can use this fact to deter
mine the temperature at which ODLRO sets in. 

We can obtain the grand partition function, expecta
tion values, and the temperahtre dependent Green's 
function from the following generating function: 

~ N N N L({3 g v v )=L.JTr e-8 (H +6Hr +Il.HII) 
1 ;} h II N,.O N , (II. 1) 

where 

yN= TN_gV+ vN, (11.2) 
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(II. 3) 

and 

(II, 4) 

In Eq. (II, 1), TrN denotes a trace with respect to a 
complete set of IV-body states, B= (KBT)-l, where KB 
is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute tempera
ture, g is the chemical potential, vr is the single-par
ticle source strength, and VII is the two-particle source 
strength. 

In Eq. (n. 2), TN is the kinetic energy operator 
N 2 

TN = "'B .!!J.. 
1.1 2m 

(II. 5) 

where Planck's n'" 1, ~ is the wave vector of the ith 
particle, and m is the mass of a fermion; V N is the 
interaction potential energy operator 

N{N-j)/2 

VN= "0 T'Ji> 
1< i.l 

where T'Ji=V(lrlil). 

(II,6) 

In Eq. (11.3), Sf(+) is an ,v-particle source which 
emits single particles and st) is an ,v-particle sink 
which absorbs single particles. They may be written 

N 
SN(z)= v L, s(z) 

r Tlol I 
(II. 7) 

where sj is a source for particle i and s"/ is a sink for 
particle i. Similarly, in Eq. (II. 4) sfr(z) are ,v-particle 
sources and sinks for pairs of particles. They may be 
written 

IoI(N-l)/2 
,Nz)= VII 0 si~) 

1< i.l 
(II. 8) 

where Sfi is a source for pair i.i and sij) is a sink for 
pair i.i. In Sec. III, we explain how these source opera
tors are to be used. 

Expectation values of ordinary one- and two- body 
operators 

(n.9) 

and 
N(N-1)/2 

0:'= :0 OiJ 
1< i=1 

(11.10) 

(these can include the source operators themselves) are 
defined 

(01{2» = lim ,If tTr
N
e-8(H

N
+ Il.Hf+6 Hfr)Of(2: 

VI. VII- 0 ~N.O Y 

fll. LADDER DIAGRAMS 

In order to evaluate the trace in Eqs. (II. 1) and 
(II.ll), it is convenient to study the quantity 
e8H:e-8(HN+AHf+ll.1ffr) which may be written 

(II. 11) 

N N N N ~ " 
e 81foe-tl(H +AHl+<lHn)=WN(J'l,O)+0(-1)"J,BdAI r l dA2 ••• 

noj 0 J 0 

x Jo~"-ldAn WN({31Al)[AHf(Al) 
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+ MI!i(A2)] WN(Al> A2)[Mlf(A2 ) 

+ AHfI(A2)] X.·. X[AHf(An) 

(III. 1) 

where 

H{= TN _gN, 

HN () ~HN HN -~H{ A I(II) A =e 0 A I(II)e 

and 

(III, 2) 

(III. 3) 

(III, 4) 

The operator WN(A, AO) can be expanded either in a 
perturbation expansion or a binary expansion, If we 
expand it in a perturbation expansion, then the proce
dure which we shall introduce in subsequent sections 
would enable us to reproduce all the results of field 
theory, However, by expanding in a perturbation expan
Sion, we destroy the integrity of the basic scattering 
processes in the fluid, If we expand WN(A, AO) in a binary 
expansion, we can obtain expressions for thermodynamic 
quantities in terms of the exact solution of the two- body 
problem and, in the classical limit, we can recover the 
Ursell-Mayer expansion, 

In this paper, we wish to write the thermodynamic 
properties of a symmetry broken Fermi fluid in terms 
of solutions to the two- body problem, and therefore we 
will expand WN(A, AO), wherever it appears, in terms 
of the following binary expansion: 

(III, 5) 

The binary operator R" (Ai' Aj) depends on the pair of 
particles Il and is defined 

a 
R,,(Ai> Aj)=-~ W"(A i , A), (III, 7) 

where W" is defined in Eq, (llI,4) and depends on the 
pair of particles Il, The binary operator obeys the 
identity 

R (A3,A1)=[1+t3dsR,,(A3,s)lR,,(s,A1) (IlL 8) 
" ~2 

(ct RI for more discussion), 

It is useful to express Eq, (III. 1) geometrically: 

e
aHNo e-a(HN t:.HN t:.HN) ~ (all different Qth order 

+ I + II -!...J ) 
-Q=o iV-particle ladder diagrams, 

(III. 9) 

To construct a Qth order N-particle ladder diagram, 
first draw iV vertical lines and label them from left to 
right from 1 to iV, At the top draw a horizontal line 
labeled i3 and below it draw Q horizontal lines labeled 
from A1 to AQ from top to bottom, Ladder diagrams are 
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completed by inserting X's into boxes and triangular 
one- and two-particle source vertices on horizontal 
lines according to the rules in Appendix A, 

Some examples of four-particle ladder diagrams are 
given in Fig, 1. Algebraic expressions for the diagrams 
in Fig, 1 are 

Fig, 1 (a) 

Fig, 1 (b) 

At this point it is possible to write Eq, (III, 1) in 
terms of a cluster expansion (cf. RI, Sec, II) by sum
ming large classes of unconnected ladder diagrams, We 
would then obtain an expression for Eq, (III, 1) in terms 
of a sum of products of connected ladder diagrams, If 
no source terms were present, this would be a useful 
way to proceed because matrix elements of connected 
ladder diagrams would then be proportional to the 
volume and we would have located all the volume depen
dence of our generating function, However, the source 
terms give rise to additional volume dependence in the 
connected ladder diagrams. Therefore, we shall work 
directly with the ladder diagrams themselves. 

The ladder diagrams can be simplified if we make use 
of Eq, (III, 8) to sum large classes of terms which con
tain disjoint internal chains of crosses (cf. RI, Sec, II 
and RI, Appendix A), We then can write Eq, (III, 9) as 
follows: 

~ f: (all different Qth order V-particle 
~Q--'~ contracted ladder diagrams), (III, 10) 

Contracted ladder diagrams are drawn and evaluated 
in the same way as ladder diagrams except that Rule 
(A, 1) of the Appendix is changed to read 

(III. i) One and only one cross can occur between any 
two horizontal lines, The upper end of each cross must 
either rest on the line A = {3 or must connect to a higher 
c ross or triangle, 

We can now use Eq, (III, 10) to evaluate the trace in 
Eq. (II.l), 

4-~ 1- :2. 3 4fl 

~.s. 1-s. 

~:L ~a. 

fl.g "" - ?-... "', 
"S' "5 

(a) 

(b) "10 
FIG. 1. Four-particle ladder diagrams. 
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IV. GENERATING FUNCTION IN THE MOMENTUM 
REPRESENTATION 

Since we are dealing with a system of identical 
fermions, we will eV.lluate the trace in Eq. (II. 1) with 
respect to a complete set of lV-particle antisymmetrized 
momentum and spin Eligenstates of H~ which we denote 

IKj , "" K N)(a>=''0(E)pIKj, "" KN)' (IV. 1) 
I> 

where "2:p is the sum .of all permutations of quantities 
K J, and € = - 1 (we write € rather than - 1 because it 
allows us to keep track of terms which result from 
exchange effects), As usual, each particle is assigned 
a definite position in the ket, the quantity K J which 
occurs in the jth position gives the momentum and spin 
of the particle; L e" K J = (KJ, ')Ij), The ket IKj, "" 
K N) (a> is not normaHzed but must be multiplied by a 
factor (N!rl/2. We can only use the antisymmetrized 
states to obtain matl'ix elements of operators which are 
symmetric under interchange of particles, 

The generating function can now be written 

"" KNI 

(IV. 2) 
where 

w j =K7!2m -g. 

With the definition of eBH~ e-B(H
N+ C>H{+ C>HI';> given in 

Eq. (Ill. 10), the method of evaluation of the matrix 
element in Eq. (IV. 2) is straightforward and has been 
discussed elsewhere (cf. RI, for example). However, 
the source terms introduce some new features which 
we shall discuss in some detail. 

The source ternas can be thought of as "half-poten
tials." They give rise to vertices in which particles can 
only enter or only leave. One way to evaluate Eq. 
(IV. 2) would be to treat s}''') and slj~) as normal poten
tials and at the er.d of the calculation, eliminate all 
contributions from lines which leave s t) or s ij) and all 
contributions from lines which enter s j+> or s ij), since 
these would be ccntributions from nonexistent particles. 
The main difficulty in evaluating Eq. (IV. 2) is in count
ing terms correcltly. We can treat the sources as "half
potentials" if we introduce the following devices. We 
define the sources in the momentum representation as 

SjO"vI0SKa(10a>(Kal)I' (IV. 4) 
Ka 

(IV. 5) 

(IV. 6) 

and 

(IV, 7) 

The states IOa01') are introduced for counting purposes 
and are defined to satisfy the relation 

(K1K21 OaObl ,= €(K2Kll 0aOb) 

,= (Kll Oa)(K21 ObI =e(K2 1 0a>(K11 ObI. (IV. 8) 

With the above definitions of the source terms, the 
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procedure for writing the generating function in terms 
of matrix elements of two- body and one- body operators 
is as follows: We first use Eq. (III. 10) to write 
L({3,g, vI> VII) in terms of matrix elements of the binary 
operators, R"(A,, Aj ), and the source operators. We 
then use Eq. (IV. 8) to combine terms. At the very end 
of the calculation we set (KII Oa) =(Oa IKI ) = OKIOa and 
sum over K/. Terms which have matrix elements of 
binary operators (K1K21 Ru (AI> Aj) I K 3K4) or source terms 
S;1' s;1. K2 with one or more momenta equal to zero are 
then set equal to zero since they represent processes 
involving nonexistent particles. 

As a result of the above procedure, we are lead to the 
following expression for the generating function: 

L({3,g, vI> VII) = 6 (all different (IV. 9) 
o diagrams). 

A 0 diagram is a collection of R-vertices, sj')-ver
tices, sW-vertices, solid lines, and wavy lines. 
R-vertices have two lines entering and two lines leaving, 
s~-vertices have one line entering, si-vertices have 
one line leaving, sIcvertices have two lines entering, 
siI-vertices have two lines leaving. Wavy lines can only 
be directed to the left but solid lines can be directed to 
the left or right. No wavy line double bonds can connect 
two R-vertices, No lines in the diagram can be broken. 
Two 0 diagrams differ if they have different topological 
structure or if they have the same topological structure 
but the lines are of different types or directions. 

Algebraic expressions can be associated with the 0 
diagrams according to the rules in Appendix B. 

Some examples of 0 diagrams are given in Fig. 2. 
AlgebraiC expressions for the diagrams in Fig. 2 
are 

Fig.2(a) 

x e(A3 -AS)(EV3)(€V4)(€VS) R(r ~):1 R(~ ~):: R(~ J):: 

x s; (fl)~2 SI\~2)~4 Fig.2(b) 

Q Q 
Q 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 2. 0 diagrams. 

Q 
Q 
Q 
(e) 
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We now can sum the 0 diagrams, Fig.2(c) 

V. GENERATING FUNCTION IN TERMS OF 
CONNECTED DIAGRAMS 

In Section IV, we wrote the generating function 
L«(:3,g, VI, VII) in terms of 0 diagrams which depend on 
various powers of the volume, However, the 0 dia
grams can be summed and the generating function can 
be written as an exponential of a function, B«(:3,g, vr. VII) 

which depends only on connected 0 diagrams and is 
proportional to the volume; 

where 

) '" (all different connected 
B«(:3,'i, vr.vn =LJ 0 diagrams), 

(V. 1) 

(V, 2) 

Connected 0 diagrams are drawn in the same way as 
o diagrams except that all vertices must be completely 
interconnected by solid and wavy lines, Rules (B,l)
(80 10) may be used to associate algebraic expressions 
with them, 

In terms of the generating function, B«(:3,g, vI> VII), 
the grand potential is defined 

(V, 3) 

Expectation values of arbitrary one- and two- body 
operators Of(2) are defined 

an 11m 11m l, ( I iK) 02L«(:3,g, VI! VII) (V 4) 
(01) =e vI-O ~b-O' K-t K. 01 b osi(b)os;(a) • 

vn- 0 ~.- 0 • b 

and 

(02)=e
an ~~o ~!~\b-O ~K.K~cKd(K.Kbi02iKaKJ) 

VII- 0 ~c- ~d- O' 

x os;(a)os;(b)osi(c)osi(d) , 
(V. 5) 

Expectation values of one- and two- body source opera
tors sf<~) and Sf?) are 

and 

In Eqs. (V. 4)- (V, 7) we have used the notation 

si(a) ~ s~(:a\a' sJ(a) ~ si(~~~' siI(a, b) ~ sir~a :~ 

(V, 6) 

and StI(a, b) ~ SiI(~a ~~~a' The variational derivatives 

act on the source operators in the expression for 
L «(:3gV IVII ), They are defined 

osW) ~ (- 1) O(A _ A ) 0 (V, 8) 
osHa) VI J • Kj' Ka' 
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and 

~iI(i,j) =0 
1is~I(a, b) - , 

(V, 9) 

(V, 10) 

(V. 11) 

The effect of each variational derivative is to remove a 
source vertex from L ((3gv I V II ) and attach its line to a 
vertex representing 0;';2) or ,nv) on the extreme right, 
In Eqs, (V, 4) the temperature of the sink SI-(b) must be 
kept larger than the temperature of Ithe source Sj(a) as 
they are both set equal to zero to ensure that the 
attached vertex appears to the right and not the left, 
The same is true in Eq, (V, 5), 

If we substitute Eq, (V, 1) into Eqll, (V, 4)-(V, 7) and 
use Eq, (V, 3), we can obtain an expression for the 
expectation values which is proportional to B«(:3g, vr. VII)' 

Since ODLRO does not occur for Single-particle objects 
in a Fermi flUid, any terms containing single-particle 
sources after the variational derivatives are taken will 
be identically zero, That is, 

oB 
~~~ 0 os; (a) ~ 0 

since single-particle sources occur i.~ pairs, 

Thus, we obtain the following expressions for the 
various expectation values, 

0211 
(01)=~~~0 ~!~0+K~b(Kbi01iK.) osHa)oi,~(b) , (V,12) 

"n - 0 ~b - 0 

(02)=~Ih~0 ~.i~~b-0.!.2 L, (KaK b i 02i KaKII')<a) 
Ka KbKc Kd 

vrr- o ~c-~d-O' 

[04B 02,8 02B 
XL osI(a)osI(b)osi(c)osi (d) + oSi(b)liSi (c) osI(a) os~(d) 

(V, 13) 

~B ~B o~] ~B ] 
+-o-s""""'i('-a):-o-si(C) osj(b)osi(d) + oSi(c)iisi(d) os;(a)os~(b) , 

(st) = 0, 

VI. GENERATING FUNCTION IN TERMS OF 
REACTION MATRICES 

(V, 14) 

(V,15) 

In writing our expressions for thermodynamic prop
erties of superfluid He3, we wish to malte as close a 
contact to the structure of quantum field theory as pos
Sible, since our present understanding of the properties 
of superfluid He3 is based on field theoretic methods, 
In RI, we wrote expressions for the binary operators 
in terms of the exact solution to the two- body problem, 
We found there that the binary operator E.plitS into two 
parts, one part which depends on a single temperature 
and another part which depends on two tHmperatures, 
as does the binary operator, Because of this splitting, 
we were able to isolate terms in the bina.ry expansion 
to which we can apply techniques for resummation 
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introduced by Matsubara, These terms may be thought 
to give the most coherent contributions to the ther
modynamic properties of superfluid He3

, 

In RI, Eq, (VI. 13) we obtained the following expres
sion for the binary operator in terms of reaction 
matrices 

Rh3 2)~2 - [C2(~) (K K IAIK K~(')e-~1(W1+w2-w3-W4) 
~ 4 ~1 - - 2 0 1 2 3 0 

+! ;'C2(~ )e~1(W1+W2-w5-WS)e-Aiw3+w4-w5-W6) 
2 Ks-is s 

x pi- 1 )o(K1~IAIK5Ks)6') \w5 + Ws - w1 - w2 

Xo(K5KsIAIK3K4)6·1 (VI. 1) 

In Eq, (VI. 1), C(~2) is a normalization constant, K12 
is the relative momentum 

~2=t(~ - ~), o(K1K2IAIK3K4)J') 
is the reaction matrix tnd P denotes principal part. We 
shall represent the first and second terms on the right 
hand side of Eq, (VI. 1) by separate vertices, as was 
done in RI, We then obtain the following expression for 
the generating function E((3,g, vI> VII): 

B((3,g, vI> VII) = 0 (all different 
A-matrix 0 diagrams) 

(VI. 2) 

As in RI, A-matrix 0 diagrams are obtained from 
connected 0 diagrams by splitting the binary operators 
into two parts; and by expanding the temperature Heavi
side functions in the connected 0 diagrams until we 
obtain all diagrams which cannot be deformed into one 
another without changing the direction of at least one 
solid line, Furthermore, we shall add together all dia
grams which have the same topological structure but 
differ only in the number of left directed lines which are 
solid or wavy (cL RIll), We can then define the A
matrix 0 diagrams as follows, 

An A-matrix 0 diagram is a collection of A-vertices, 
D-vertices, and SrWr)-vertices, ordered with respect 
to one another from left to right, All vertices are com
pletely connected by directed solid and wavy lines, A
vertices and D-vertices each have two lines leaving 
and two lines entering. The si-vertex has one line 
leaving and the s~-vertex has one line entering, The 
Sir-vertex has two lines entering and the s~r-vertex 
has two lines leaving, All lines are solid except for 
left directed internal lines of the D-vertices or left 
directed lines which begin and end on vertices with the 
same temperature labels. Left directed solid line 
double bondS are allowed (we explicitly subtract off a 
wavy line double bond each time one occurs between 
A-vertices, D-vertices, or A- and D-vertices), (D
vertices with two solid lines leaving must be placed so 
that both solid lines are directed to the right, ) Two 
A-matrix 0 diagrams differ if they different topological 
structure, or if they have the same topological structure 
but the lines are of different types or directions, or the 
D-vertices have different temperature labeling, 

Algebraic expressions can be associated to the A
matrix 0 diagrams according to the rules in Appendix 
C, 
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Some examples of A-matrix 0 diagrams are given in 
Fig, 3, AlgebraiC expressions for the diagrams in 
Fig, 4 are 

(~\ 6 f'~' f dA1" •dA3&((3- A1)&((3- A2)&(A1- A3)8(A2)&(A3) 
2fr1' '''' KS -~ 

x (EV1)(Ev2)(1 + EV5)(1 +EVS) D(;~ ;~)sir(~1 ~2) 
\~5 KS 

II 0 0 ' 
X s+ (K5 KS) e (lr~2) (W1 + W2)e- (e-~t1 (W3+W4) e- (~1- ~3) (W5+WS) 

Fig, 3 (a) 

ES K1'~KJ~)1~' { dA1" •dA7&((3- A1)&(A1 - A2)&(A2 - A3) 

X&(A3- As)8(A2- A7)&(A3- A5)&((3- A4)&(AC A5)&(As) 

x &(A3 - As)&(A5 - A7)&(A7)(EV1)(EV2)(EV3)(EV5) 

The expression we have obtained for the generating 
function, B(B,g, Vr, VII), in terms of A-matrix 0 diagrams 
is exact, We therefore have been able to express all 
thermodynamic quantities in terms of the reaction 
matrix for two- body scattering processes in the fluid, 
As a first step in obtaining a useful theory of symmetry 
broken Fermi flUids, we must resum self-energy ef
fects, In RIll, we showed that it is possible to do so 
using techniques similar to those used in quantum field 
theory, However, the method used in RIII is different 
from the Matsubara method of temperature dependent 
field theory in that we introduce a Laplace transforma
tion of temperature dependent variables rather than a 
Fourier expansion, as is done in field theory, The 
Matsubara method makes use of the fact that all prop
agators and vertices in temperature dependent field 
theory are periodic functions of temperature, In the 
binary expansion, this is no longer true, The appear
ance of D-vertices and exclUSion of wavy line double 
bonds destroy the periodic ity (particle- hole symmetry) 
of B(B,g, VI, VII). 

~ 
(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 3. A-matrix 0 diagrams. 
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However, there is one case in which the binary ex
pansion and quantum field theory become almost iden
tical in structure, and that is when we can approximate 
all reaction matrices by their values for forward 
scattering. Then the D-vertices give no contribution and 
the A-matrix 0 diagrams, except for a small subclass 
of terms, become periodic functions of temperature, 

In a subsequent paper, we shall apply our theory to 
the case of a low-density hard-sphere Fermi fluid in the 
forward scattering approximation, 

APPENDIX A: RULES FOR LADDER DIAGRAMS 

(A, 1) One and only one cross can occur between any 
two horizontal lines. Crosses must connect neighboring 
horizontal lines, 

(A, 2) Two crosses cannot have two pOints in common, 

L ,., 'h, ,',uctu," I "'o'bidd,n. 

(A, 3) Source and sink vertices are represented by 
inverted and upright triangles, respectively, Only one 
triangle can occur on any horizontal line, 

(A, 4) The bottom pOints of a cross may not rest on 
the same horizontal line to which the base of a triangle 
is attached, 

(A, 5) If Vt is the number of triangles and "Tx is the 
number of crosses, then Nt+Nx=Q, 

(A, 6) With each cross associate a factor 

where i and j are particle labels and AK and Al are 
temperature labels. 

(A, 7) With the one-particle source vertices, asso
ciate factors 

and 

J 

U:: ,,- ,,'1(>,) 

(A, 8) With the two-particle source vertices, associate 
factors 

j 

and 
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0 1\" 

~... =- lJIISi,(A/)' 

(A, 9) Order the algebraic express ions for the cross 
and triangle vertices from left to right in the same 
order that they appear when reading the ladder diagram 
from top to bottom, 

(A. 10) Integrate over each temperature from zero to 
the next higher temperature (the temperature of the 
horizontal line immediately above), 

APPENDIX B: RULES FOR 0 DIAGRAMS 

(B. 1) Label all lines from 1 to n, where n is the 
number of lines and assign to the jth line a momentum 
and spin K j = (K" "i')' 

(B,2) Label the F-vertices, and Sr\'iI)-vertices from 
left to right from 1..1 to AQ, where Q is the number of 
R- and SrWI)-vertices, 

(B. 3) To each R-vertex, associate factors 

if 1..3 appears to the left of A2 

and 

In the above vertices, the dotted lines may be solid or 
wavy and 

(
Kl K2)1.2 :: (K1K 2 i F(A2' Al) i K3K ;; (.) 

R K3 K 
4 1.1 

The temperatures A2 and \3 are the temperatures of the 
vertices to which the wavy lines attach, 

(B, 4) With the s~-vertices, associate factors 

and 
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where 

and 

-(0 \ (1) - -AIWI "1\Ktj = - V1"Kl e , 

The dotted line may be solid or wavy. 

(Eo 5) With the si~)-vertices, associate factors 

1 

~ =";I(J'I f~AI 8([3- AI), 

~1 

where 

,,+(KI K2) =(-l)v ,+ e~I(WI+W2) 
II 0 0 II' KIK2 ' 

~I 

8i/~1 0 \ = (-l)v ,,-(a) e·~2(wI+W2) 
\ (2)~1 II KIK2 

wd 

(B,6) With each solid line connecting two vertices 
associate a factor 

J 1.K = (EV ) = E exp(- {3wI) t I I 1- E exp(- [3w I) 

where 

WI = Ki/2m - g, 

(B.7) With each closed loop which does not pass 
through any vertices, associate a factor 

(Eo 8) Multiply by an overall factor EPB+ NI-(1/5), where 
N1- is the number of "i-vertices, and 5 is the symmetry 
number of the diagram (5 is the number of permutations 
of labels on lines which leave the diagram topologically 
unchanged), Pe is defined as follows: Associate each 
momentum in the 'i(ll)-vertices with a momentum in the 
'i(lI)-vertices by locating the momentum from an 
Si(Il)-vertex in an R-vertex matrix element and fOllow-
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ing a chain of momenta through the R-vertex matrix 
elements (reading from top to bottom) until the first 
momentum index associated to an Si(Il)-vertex is 
reached, These two momentum indices are "associat
ed, " Do this for each momentum in the 'li( II,-vertices 
until each is "associated" with a momentum from the 
'iUl)-vertices, Pe is then obtained by counting the num
ber of permutations of bottom line momentum indices 
with respect to top line indices in the R-vertex matrix 
elements (this includes the number of permutations 
needed to line up associated momenta). 

(Eo 9) Sum over all momenta and spins, 

(Eo 10) Integrate over the temperature of each vertex 
from 0 to {3 

In associating temperature Heaviside functions with 
the vertices, as we have done in Rules (B. 3)- (Eo 5), 
we have summed over a large number of contracted X 
diagrams, 

APPENDIX C: RULES FOR A MATRIX 0 DIAGRAM 

(C, 1) Label each line from 1 to n, where n is the 
number of lines, and associate to the jth line a momen
tum and spin K j = (K{Yj)' 

(C. 2) Label the vertices from left to right from AI to 
AQ' (D-vertices require two temperature labels, One is 
determined by its horizontal position; the other by the 
type of lines that leave it and the temperature of the 
vertices to which they attach. ) 

(C, 3) With each A-vertex associate a factor 

i g 

X =A(KI K2)=_ C2(Kdo(K;K2iAiKaK4)tia), 
l ~ Ka K4 

;.. 

where the dotted lines may be wavy or solid, 

(C,4) To each D-vertex assign temperature labels 
according to the following conventions: 

To each of the above D-vertices, assign a factor 

The factor ~ in Eq, (VI. 1) is now contained in the sym
metry number ,-I of Rule (B,8), 
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(C. 5) To each "i"'-vertex assign factors 

-+-0= SyfKI) = (-1) vl'!;1 
A \0 ~ 

and 
1 

~= 'lifO) = (-1) VISK• 
?\ \KI~ I 

(C. 6) To each sW-vertex assign factors 

~ =Sir(:1 :2)= (-1) V II"KI K2 

~ 
and 

=SiI(O 0 )= (-1) VIISKIK2' 
KIK2 

(C. 7) With each left directed line, 
associate a factor 

l. 
• < • = G(A - A ) e-(~2-~j)"'1 
~ " 2 I ,,~ !l. 

solid or wavy, 

and with each right directed line associate a factor 
1 

.. ~ 

A:z. 
.. = G(A2 - AI) e (~2-}.I''''I. 
A1 

(C. 8) With each A- or si~~l)-vertex with no lines leav
ing or entering on the left assign a factor G({3 - AI), 
where AI is the temperature of the vertex. To each A-, 
D-, or sml,-vertex with no lines leaving or entering 
on the right, assign a factor G(AI), where AI is the 
temperature of the vertex. 

(C 9) With each right directed solid line associate 
a factor 

1. 
---+- = (Evl) 

and to each left directed solid line associate a factor 

1-
~ = (1+ wI) 
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(C. 10) For each left directed solid line double bond 
which connects two A-vertices, or an A-vertex to a 
D-vertex, subtract a factor 

1 ¢ = G(AI - A2) e-(~I-~2)("'j+ "'2)0 

A1 2. "2 
(C. 11) With the closed loop which does not pass 

'.hrough any vertices, associate a factor 

For each closed loop which passes through a single 
vertex assign a factor (E vI)' 

(C 12) Multiply the entire expression by a factor 
E

P
B+

Nt(1/S) as in Rule (Eo 8L (Now the A-vertex and 
D-vertex matrix elements in obtaining PDo ) 

(C. 13) Sum over all momenta and spins. Integrate 
over all temperatures from - co to co. 
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Microscopic theory of superfluid Fermi systems. II. 
Application to low density hard sphere system 

L. E. Reichl 

Center for Statistical Mechanics, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 

This is the second of two papers in which the binary expansion is used to study properties of hard core 
Fermi systems with broken gauge symmetry. In this paper, we make contact with the phenomenology of 
superfluid Fermi systems commonly used in field theory. This requires, however, that each scattering 
event is approximated by its forward scattering value, an approximation which, at best is valid at very 
low densities. Within this approximation we show that a hard sphere Fermi fluid can exhibit superfluidity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper, 1 we derived an exact expression 
for the generating function for thermodynamic proper
ties of a symmetry broken Fermi fluid in terms of re
action matrices for the two-body problem, In the pres
ent paper, in order to illustrate use of the formalism, 
we shall apply that theory to the case of a low density 
hard sphere fermi fluid, Such a system, as has been 
pOinted out by Lazer and Fay, 2 can exhibit superfluidity 
if exchange effects are taken into account because an 
attractive interaction can exist between pairs of parti
cles with total spin 10 This is now thought to be the 
mechanism for superfluidity in liquid He3, 3 

We shall assume that the dominant contribution to 
each scattering event in the fluid comes from forward 
scattering processes, Such an approximation is at best 
valid only for a very low density gas, 

In the forward scattering approximation, the A-matrix 
o diagrams of ReL 1 simplify because all D-vertices 
are then identically zero, The only troublesome terms 
which remain are those involving double bonds, As we 
have seen in ReL 1 (cC ReL 1, Rule C, 10), the binary 
expansion excludes the possibility of having wavy line 
double bonds, These correspond to processes in which a 
pair of particles collides and then recollides without one 
of the particles first having interacted with another 
particle in the medium or having been exchanged with 
another particle in the medium, Even though wavy line 
double bonds are excluded, we can still have double 
bonds which depend on one wavy line and one solid line 
or on two solid lines since these involve exchange 
effects (we are now using the terminology of ReC 1, 
Appendix B). However, as we shall see, at low denSity 
these terms give no contribution to scattering processes 
involving pairs of particles with total spin 1, and there
fore have no effect on the possible superfluidity of the 
hard sphere system, However, they can give a Sizeable 
repulsive contribution to scattering processes involving 
particles with total spin 0, Since in the subsequent 
sections, we are primarily interested in superfluid 
properties, we shall exclude all double bond structures. 
When we do this, the remaining A-matrix 0 diagrams 
exhibit particle-hole symmetry (are periodic functions 
of temperature), and we can use Matsubara methods to 
resum them (after the Single-particle sources have been 
set equal to zero, however). 

We shall begin our discussion in Sec. II by writing 

the generating function B({3,g, vr, vn ) in terms of the 
subclass of A matrix 0 diagrams which contain no 
D-vertices and no double bonds, We then can write 
expressions for the Green's functions and irreducible 
self-energies for the system. In Sec. III, we use a 
method due to Johansson4 to obtain the gap equations 
for the flUid, and in Sec. IV we obtain an expression 
for the effective interaction of spin-1 particle pairs at 
low dens ity at the transition temperature. In Sec. V, 
we make some concluding remarks. 

II. GENERATING FUNCTION AND GREEN'S 
FUNCTIONS 

If we restrict ourselves to forward scattering pro
cesses and if we are interested primarily in the super
fluid properties of a hard core fermi flUid, we can 
write the generating function as 

B'({3,g, vr, VII) =:0 (all different connected (II. 1) 
0' diagrams) 

0' diagrams a e A-matrix 0 diagrams (cC Ref. 1) which 
contain no D-vertices and no double bonds o (They are 
similar to the type I diagrams of Ref. 5.) The vertices 
in 0' diagrams need have no particular left-right 
ordering. 

The first step in obtaining a meaningful theory is to 
resum all self-energy structures, since they give rise 
to terms polynomial in {3. It is convenient to introduce 
the following propagator: 

( ) 
11m 152B' 

G Ka, K b, Aa, Ab = VI ~ 0 I5s;(a)l5s~(b) 

= 15k kb G, , (K", Aa - Ab) a' f (1' b 

= !;~ 0 "6[ all different (1, 1) diagrams 1 

and two anomalous propagators 
(11.2) 

G(+)(K K·l A) = lim 15
2
R' _ 15 G(+) (ll" A + A) 

a' b,''Q' b -vI~O I5si(a)l5sj(b)- K.+Ki.O YaYb-"" a b 

and 

= ~:~ 00 [all different (2,0) diagrams 1 
(II. 3) 

= ~:~ 0 B[all different (0,2) diagrams J. 
(110 4) 
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In addition, for future reference, we shall introduce a 
generalized interaction 

J(Ka Aa;K ~Ab;I{eAe;KdAd) 

11m 04B'-:-:--:-::----,--;--:;:-
:= vI· 0 osi(a)osi(b)oSi(C)6si(d) 

:= I'a'b; 'e'd (K"Aa ;KbAb;KeAe;K.zAd) 

= ~:~ 00 [all different (2,2) diagrams 1. (II. 5) 

An (n1o n2) diagram is a connected diagram with nl 
broken lines entering and n2 broken lines leaving, 

Once the propagators and generalized interactions 
are defined, we can take the limit VI - 0 and Fourier 
transform the 0' diagrams and (1110 112) diagrams so that 
they are expressed in terms of momenta and "frequen
cies" rather than momenta and temperatures (cf. Ref. 4). 

No diagram will then contain single-particle sources, 
Rules for evaluating these diagrams are given in the 
Appendix, 

It is convenient also to introduce an irreducible self
energy 

= 6rp2 (1) = ~:~ 0 0[all different irreducible 
(1,1)diagrams1 (11,6) 

and two anomalous irreducible self-energies 

1 \ /-1 
" 1\ \ I 

~1 t:l '11. 

and 

=6;;~2 (1) = ~~~ 0 Dall different irreduc ible 
(2,0) diagrams 1 

(II, 7) 

= 6;-1~ (1)=~I~o0[all different irreducible 
2 I 

(0,2) diagrams 10 

(110 8) 

We have now defined the self-energies in terms of 
frequencies rather than temperatures, In Eqs, (110 6)
(110 8), the dotted lines are included for labeling pur
poses only, No factors are to be associated with them. 
An irreducible diagram is one which cannot be cut into 
two parts by cutting one line, Irreducible (n1o 112) dia
grams are evaluated by the rules in the Appendix, We 
have used the notation L'j'2(1)=Lrj '2(Kt,Zj), 

We now can obtain expressions for the propagators 
in Eqs, (11.2)- (110 4) in terms of the self- energies in 
Eqs, (11.6)- (It 8). Let us denote 

We can then write the following equations for the prop
agators in Eqs. (11.2)- (110 4): 
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Gr r (1) = 1 2 

f' l- = 
'1/,. 

G<+) (1)= 
'1'2 

{ + 
"V,. 

1U:='V~ 

:~. 1~ + 'Ia. 

1,,-
(11.10) 

(II. 11) 

+ 

(II. 12) 

(11.13) 

where Gr1 '2(-1) = Gr , (- K10 - zl), Equation (11.13) is 
identical to Eq, (11.10) but is included for completeness. 
Note that by symmetry 

(II, 14) 

and 

(11,15) 

The propagators and self- energies are 2 x 2 matrices 
in spin space, Equations (11.10)- (II, 13) can be written 
in terms of 2 x 2 matrices if we introduce the notation 

A \J.'.'(l) G1I(1) 
G(l) = 

G" (1) G" (1 ) 

(II, 16) 

with similar notation for the other propagators and 
self- energies, Equations (II. 10)- (11.13) respectively 
can now be written 

(110 17) 

G<+)(1) = 130(1) t <+)(1) C(- 1) T + 60 (1) L (1) C(+)(l), 

(II, 18) 

C(-) (1):= GO(- 1) T t<-)(l) C(1) + GO(- 1) T f; (- 1) TG<-) (1), 

(II. 19) 
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and 

G(- W - 60(_ l)T + cO(-lf t (-lfc(-If 

+ CO (_ I)T f(" (1 )(;<"(1). (II. 20) 

In Eqs. (110 18)- (110 20) T denotes transpose of the spin 
matrix, Equations (II. 17)- (II, 20) yield the following 
solutions for the propagators in terms of the self
energies; 

C(l)=[l-CO(l) ~(I)- GO(l) i;'(I) 

(rr.21) 

(11.22) 

and 

d-1)(l) = [1- CO(-If t (- Wr1Co(-lf f;-(l)C(l), 

(II. 24) 

The four equations Eq, (II. 10)- (110 13) can be written 
in terms of a single 4 x4 matrix equation if we introduce 
the notation 

(

G(l) 

G(l) = 

C<-)(1) 

(11.25) 

f; (1) 

(n.26) 

i;<-) (1) 

and 

, 0 : 

Co(- 1)1 
(11.27) 

Equations (11.17)- (n. 20) now reduce to the simple form 

G(l) = Go(l) + Go(l) ~(l)G(l). (n.28) 

The generalized propagator G(l) has the solution 

(II. 29) 

We have expressed all the propagators in terms of 
irreducible self-energy structures. We can now use a 
method due to Luttinger and Ward5 to write the generat
ing function B'({3,g, 0, VII) in terms of propagators and 
self-energies. The result is 
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B'«(3,g, Vro VII) =-2106Tr4 L (l)G(t) 
Kl nl 

+lnr~(l)-Go(1)'11 +B"{C}, (11030) 

B"{G}=0 [all different irreducible 0' diagrams 
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with solid lines replaced by propagators 
Eqs. (II. to)-(II. t3)1. 

Irreducible 0' diagrams contain no self-energy struc
tures. (See also Ref. 7 where a similar expression is 
given for the grand potential of a superfluid Fermi 
system. ) 

In Eqs. (rr. 29) and (n. 30 we have expressed the 
propagators and the generating fUnction B'({3,g, 0, VII) 

in a form in which all self- energy effects have been 
resumed. We can now take the limit VII - 0 and obtain 
an equation for the gap in terms of reaction matrices. 

III. GAP EQUATION 

We shall use a method due to Johansson4 to find a 
self-consistent equation for the gap. Let us first note 
that the generalized interaction I, , " (1,2,3,4) (now 
written in terms of frequenc ies) slah~f\es the equation 

1'1'2'3'4 (1,2,3,4)=" 

+ 

where 
(III, 1) 

,l. /:2. 

~ /-,( 
J" n (t, 2, 3, 4) =' ~ "r.i' ~a. 

1 2 3 4 1!~;>-:~, "lI4I 
7\ ~ 

(l. 1,'3 "4 

= 0[ call different \,J'-
irreducible (2,2) diagrams 1. (m.2) 

A {J -irreducible (2,2) diagram has two broken lines 
entering and two broken lines leaving and cannot be cut 
in two parts by breaking two identically directed lines, 
(2,2) diagrams are evaluated in the same way as 0' 
diagrams except that no factors are to be associated 
with the dotted lines. We have used the notation I, , , , 

1 2 3 4 
(1,2,3,4) =' 1'1'2'3'4 (Ktz l iKQZ2iKsz 3i K4Z4)' 

We can now write the following integral equations for 
the anomalous self-energies: 

, 
\ I 

" l' o (III. 3) 

and 

~ 
-;( "" I \ 

I \ (III. 4) 

where \ I 

\ 

\ I 

'" 11-\ , 

~ + 
(III. 5) ~ 
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and 

<> ~ =. tt + f{ R-
I \ 

I \ 
::/I ~ ;( ~ 

I 
I \ . I (III. 6) 

- t + ~ (ilL 7) 

(III. 8) 

and 

(III, 9) 

When we take the limit VII - 0, the first terms on the 
right- hand side of Eqs. (III. 3)- (III. 6) will go to zero. 
If the generalized interaction 1'1'2' '4(1,2,3,4) is well 
behaved, then the second terms will also be zero and 
the gap itself will go to zero in the limit v Il - O. In this 
case there will be no condensed phase in the Fermi 
fluid, However, if the generalized interaction is singu
lar (infinite), the limit VII - 0 is not well defined and the 
second term on the right- hand side of Eqs, (III. 4)-
(III. 8) need not be zero, In this case the gap can be 
finite and gauge symmetry of the Fermi fluid can be 
broken. 

In the case when gauge symmetry is broken, 
Eqs, (III. 1)- (III, 9) yield the following equations for the 
gap: 

(III. 10) 

and 

(III. 11) 

[Note that our equation for the gap is more general than 
that of Johansson because we have used the full prop
agators G

rj
'2 (1). 1 In order to determine if gauge sym

metry of tile Fermi fluid is broken, we must study the 
effective interaction J'j'2'3'4(1, -1, 2, 2), 

IV. GAP EQUATION FOR A LOW DENSITY HARD 
SPHERE GAS 

We shall now obtain an expression for the effective 
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interaction J, , r r (1, - 1;2, - 2) in the forward scattering 
. t· j 2 Jl. 4 f approxlma IOn. l"rom Re s. 1 and 8, we can write the 

basic vertex function 

as 

where Pz(K12 ·K34J is the Zth order Legendre polynomial, 
K=~(Kl-K2)' K12=Kt2/IKt21, and 0r(1<d is theZth 
order phase shift. We will be interested primarily in 
the effect of long wavelength spin fluctuations on the 
particle-pair interaction. For this case, we can 
approximate the baSic vertex function by its value for 
forward scattering 

(IV. 2) 

At very low denSities, where the momentum of the 
interacting particles is low, we have 

tanor (K) ~ - (K a )2r. 1/ (21 + 1)[ (21 - 1)! ! ]2 (IV, 3) 

where K is the relative momentum of the scattering 
particles and a is the radius of the hard sphere. The 
phase shifts take the form 

and 

(IV. 5) 

Thus at low denSity, for forward scattering, we have 

(IV. 6) 

Let us now expand the spin wavefunctions in terms of 
eigenstates of the total spin of the particles, IS,s,,), 
Thus Itt)=ll,1), 1++)= 11,-1), 1++)=(l/J2){ll,O) 
+ 10.0)} and IH)=(l/f2){ll,O)-IO,O)}. The states 
Is, s.) are orthonormal. It is easy to see that 

(IV. 7) 
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A(~t !<i) (4,a) (IV. 8) = o(Kj + K2 - K3 - K4) (27T)3 , 
Kat ~+ 

and 

AC: !<it) (4M) 
= - o(Kj + K2 - K3 - K 4) (27T)3 . (IV, 9) 

K4t 

Thus, parallel spin pairs (S=1, Sz=1) do not experi
ence the hard core directly because of exchange effects. 
We further note that the effective interaction for parti
cles with spin S=1 and Sz=O is 

(IV. 10) 

and for particles pairs with S = 0 and Sz = 0 is 

(!V. 11) 

Thus only pairs with total spin zero experience the hard 
core directly, 

The entire effective interaction for particle pairs with 
spin S = 1, Sz = 1 mediated by spin fluctuations is given 
by the diagrams in Fig. 1. At low densities, the impor
tant contribution comes from those terms containing 
one loop since each loop is proportional to Kf • It is 
easiest to write the effective interaction at the critical 
temperature where the gap is zero since the gap will 
introduce anisotropies into the system. 3 Furthermore, 
for simplicity we shall neglect self-energy effects in 
the propagators. We then obtain 

where Q = ~ - KQ and E, = Zj - Z2' The response function 
Xo(Q,t,) is defined as usual as 

J\~; ) /X+ 
'I' l' 

+ + '" 

FIG. 1. Diagrams which contribute to the effective interaction 
of particle pairs with spin S= 1, Sz= 1. 
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l' 

l' 

J (~~) =X + 
+ •. . 

t '" 

(0) 
l' 

+ 

FIG. 2. Diagrams which contribute to the effective interaction 
of particle pairs with spin S= 1, Sz = O. 

XO(Q,E,) = -~'f f (:7T~3(iE'+ iz _1W(K+ QV(iZ _1W(K)) 

(IV. 13) 

and is positive in the limit Q - 0, E ,- O. In considering 
long wavelength and low frequency spin fluctuations, we 
are limiting ourselves to small Q and E, and forward 
scattering, I~I ",Kf and IKQI-K, and XO(Q,E,) "'Xo(OO) 
"" mK,/27T2• The effective interaction between parallel 
spin particles is negative. 

The effective interaction for particle pairs of spin 
S=1 and Sz=O is given by the sum of the diagrams in 
Figs. 2a and 2b. We find that for particle pairs with 
S= 1, 5z = 0, the effective interaction is also 

·J(QE,)s= j,oz= 0 = .J(Q, E,),,; fI + J(QE,)";,, 

27Ta r 1 1 J 
= (27T) 3 [1+ 47TaXo(QE ,) -1- 47TaXo(QjE,) 

- (47Ta)2 
"" (27T)3 Xo(QE,), (IV. 14) 

Thus, for low-density hard-core particles at the Fermi 
surface which are mediated by long-wavelength low-fre
quency spin fluctuations, the effective interaction be
tween pairs of particles with total spin S = 1 is attrac
tive, At the critical temperature, the effective inter
action for pairs with (S=1, Sz=1) and (S=1, $.=0) are 
equal. This result is rigorous for particle pairs at the 
Fermi surface. We can now apply the usual arguments 
to Eqs, (IV, 11) and (IV, 12) to obtain an expression for 
the critical temperature (see, for example, ReC 9, 
Chap, 7), 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have considered a rather simple 
application of the binary expansion in order to illustrate 
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the meaning of various quantities in the theory, and 
because it enables us to compare various features of 
the binary expansion and quantum field theoryo We see 
that the basic structure of the two theories is quite 
similar except that the binary expansion contains extra 
terms (the D-vertices) and the two theories give dif
ferent weights to repeated scattering processes. The 
main difference in the two theories, however, is in 
their treatment of basic interactions in the fluid. The 
basic vertices in the binary expansion are given in 
terms of the exact solution to the two- body problem, 
whereas the basic vertices in quantum field theory, 
for particles with hard cores, are infinite and meaning
less, since they involve the Fourier transform of the 
Lennard-Jones potentiaL 

If we go to higher densities, use of the forward scat
tering approximation will certainly not be satisfactory, 
and we must consider the full scattering problem. In 
that case, the simple method of Matsubara for summing 
"secular" effects is no longer applicable and we must 
use the method of Laplace transform discussed in 
Ref. 10. While the structure of the propagators will be 
more complicated when using the Laplace transforma
tion, the method for obtaining the gap will be the same 
as that considered here. 

APPENDIX: RULES FOR EVALUATING 0' DIAGRAMS 
AND (n),n 2 ) DIAGRAMS 

(A. i) Label the lines from 1 to n, where n is the 
number of lines, and assoc iate to the jth line a momen
tum J{/ and an energy Zj=1Tn/f3, where II} is a positive 
or negative odd integer. 

(A. ii) Associate with each A-vertex a factor 

(A. iii) Associate with each Sicvertex a factor 
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(A. iv) With the jth line associate a factor 

where Zj=1Tn/p (nj odd integer) and wj=ki!2m-q. 

(Ao vi) Multiply the entire expression by a factor 
(Pa (1/5), where Pa and S are defined in Ref. (Rule B8). 

With each closed loop that attaches to a single vertex, 
associate a factor 

(A. vi) Mlltiply the entire expression by a factor 
EPa (1/5), where PB and 5 are defined in Ref. (Rule B8). 

(A. vii) Sum over momenta K; spins, Yi and odd 
integers Ill' and multiply by 1/,t3 for each internal line. 
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Classification and construction of finite dimensional 
irreducible representations of the graded algebras; 
application to the (Sp(2n); 2n) algebra 

Miroslav Bednar and Vladimir F. Sachl 

Institute of Physics. Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 18040 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia 
(Received 16 February 1978) 

A method, which enables us to construct the finite-dimensional representations of the graded Lie algebras 
[explicitly the GLA (Sp(2N); 2N)] on the irreducible tensors is suggested. Those tensors are constructed 
with the aid of the specifically symmetrized products of vectors from the fundamental [i.e., (2N + 1)
dimensionail' representation space of the graded Lie algebra. The tensors, on which it is possible to 
represent the graded algebra (Sp(2N); 2N) irreducibly, represent a generalization of tensors which are 
known from the general representation theory of the symplectic Lie algebra Sp(2N). The knowledge of 
the irreducible tensors of the algebra Sp(2N) gives us then the possibility of solving the problems of 
classification as well as construction of the irreducible tensors of the graded algebra (Sp(2N); 2N). For 
illustration, by using the suggested method of tensors the irreducible representations of the simplest 
graded algebra, i.e., of the algebra (Sp(2); 2) are constructed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the physical as well as in the mathematical litera
ture much attention has been devoted to the study of 
graded Lie algebras during the several recent years. 
By using various methods a number of authors l - 4 solved 
the problem of classification of the graded Lie algebras 
and at present it seems that the problem of classifica
tion has been fully solved. 4 The problem which is left 
and which should necessarily be further solved, is the 
problem of classification and construction of the irre
ducible representations of the particular graded Lie 
algebras. 

As far as the use of the graded algebras, for instance, 
in elementary particle physics for the purpose of classi
fication of particles, it is naturally necessary to know 
the structure of the irreducible representations-of the 
multiplets of the graded algebras, since the vectors of 
the basis of these irreducible multiplets should corre
spond to the particular elementary particles. One of the 
first attempts to using the graded Lie algebra spl(2, 1), 5 

[denoted also by (SU(2)QY SU(1); 2 Ef2) according to 
Ref. 3] was for the purpose of classification of ele
mentary particles (see Ref. 6). The particles as me
sons and baryons with the same isospin and hyper
charge, but different spins and baryon numbers were 
classified in the frame of so-called supersymmetric 
octets- the eight-dimensional irreducible multiplets 
of the graded algebra spl (2, 1). We can, in principle, 
also use more complicated graded algebras in a similar 
way, of course, only under the assumption that we know 
the structure of the irreducible multiplets, i. e., the 
structure of the representations of these graded alge
bras, The irreducible representations have been studied 
systematically and explic itly constructed only for the 
two simplest graded Lie algebras: (Sp(2); 2), see 
Refs. 2 and 5, and the already above-mentioned alge
bra sp1(2, 1), see Ref. 5. 

Some general statements, which regard representa
tions of the graded algebras are given in the paper by 
Kac,4 The most important of them is the theorem ac
cording to which the irreducible representations of the 

graded algebras are characterized by the highest 
weights, which is similar to the case of the representa
tions of the claSSical Lie algebras, At present, how
ever, the problem of the structure of the representa
tions (the representation spaces) which are charac
terized by the highest weights (e. g" the dimensions 
of these representations) are not known and the matrix 
realizations of the generators of the graded Lie algebra 
in the representation spaces specified by the corre
sponding highest weights has not been solved yet. 

One of the possibilities of how to approach the solu
tion of these-up to now not yet, generally, solved
problems in the case of the graded algebra (Sp(2N); 2·\0 
is the subject of this paper. 

The content of the particular sections is as follows: 
The structure of the graded algebra (Sp(2¥); 2V) is 
mentioned in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we study the matrix 
realization of generators of the graded algebra 
(Sp(2N); 2N) in the (2N + 1)- dimensional space I<. (in 
which the lowest-dimensional, i. e., the fundamental, 
representation acts), and the matrix realization of the 
generators of the graded algebra in the spaces 1<.;;;1<., 
I<. e I<. e 1<., I<. ;?I<.':,\: I<. \? ... of tensor products of the funda
mental representations 1<., In Sec. 4 the method of con
struction of the irreducible tensors of the graded alge
bra (Sp(2V); 2N) is presented. In the last section the 
irreduc ible tensor representations of the simplest 
graded algebra (Sp(2); 2) are explicitly given. 

2. STRUCTURE OF THE GRADED ALGEBRA 
(Sp(2N); 2N) 

The graded Lie algebra (GLA) (Sp(2.\~; 2\0 is generat
ed by the following operators: 

(i) The Sp(2N) operators Xi} i,j = - N,.,., -1, 1, •. " V 
(see Ref. 7), from which, of course, only :V(2N + 1) are 
independent generators, 

The operators Xi} fulfill the relations 

Xii = - EiE~_}_/, 

where E/= + 1 for i ~. 0, E/ = - 1 for i < O. 
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(ii) The vector [w. r. t. the Sp (2N)] operators v,., 
k = - N,. , . , - 1,1, .•• , N. 

The graded algebra generated by the Xli and v,. is 
then Jefined by the following commutation and anticom
mutation relations, see Ref. 8: 

[Xli' xk1 1 = 0kiXIl - 0I/Xkj (2,2) 

+EIEiO_IjXk_1 + EiEkO_lkX_Jl, 

[Xii' v,.1 = (QIJ)lk l-I, 

{v,., l-I}= (gQli)~/XJl' 

where g is the matrix with the matrix elements glj 

=EIOI_i, i,j = - N"", -1, 1, .•• , N, and Q li are 
matrices with the matrix elements 

(2,3) 

The matrices Q/j represent the generators Xli in the 
lowest dimensional (i, e., 2N-dimensional) representa
tion of the symplectic algebra Sp(2 N). 

3. REPRESENTATIONS OF GENERATORS OF THE 
GLA (Sp(2N); 2N) 

A. The fundamental (2N + 1 )-dimensional representation 
in the space p.. 

It is possible to represent the algebra of operators 
Xli and v,. by the matrices in the representation space 
p.. of dimension (2V+ 1). This representation is the 
fundamental (lowest dimensional) representation of the 
GLA (Sp(2N); 2N), If we decompose each of the (2\,+1) 
x (2 ,v + 1) matrices A in P.. into four blocks according to 
the scheme 

A=(2NX211J) 

\ (1 x2N) 

(2NX1\ 

1X1) 
in which the row and column matrix indices take up 
(2N + 1) values - N, ' , , , - 1,1, ' . , , N,O, (in the given 
order), then the generators Xi} in P.. are represented by 
the matrices 

(0\ 
(0)) 

(3.1) 

with the nonzero "diagonal" blocks Qih while the opera
tors v,. are represented by the matrices 

(oF 0)), 
(0) 

with the nonzero "nondiagonal" blocks, in which the 
nonzero matrix elements are given by 

(3.2) 

This representation is the grade star representation in 
the sense of the definition given in Ref. 5. If we define 
for the operators 1) = (~ t) [see Eq. (3,2)1, the grade 
star operation (t) as l)t = (~t -t), then it is possible to 
easily verify, that for the matrices 11k , given by Eq. 
(3 0 3), the following relation 

l,t - rr l' 'Il --,~km 'm 

is valid, 
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B, The tensor products of the fundamental representations 
P.. in the spaces J!, ® P.. , p,®p"P" p'" ® P.. ® AI ® ... 

We mention the realization of the generators of the 
graded algebra (Sp(2N); 2l1l) in the space P"rg Aof the 
direct product of two fundamental representations first. 
The generators of the algebra (Sp(2N); 2N) which act in 
A rg R. are denoted by X Wand v,.(2) for s implic ity . 

Both these generators are expressible with the aid of 
matrices qli and 1Jk, which act in the corresponding 
spaces A . 

The Lie generators Xg> are on Ar;;:; A given by the 
prescription 

XjJ>=qlig,I+IQ?qli, (3,4) 

where I is the (2N + 1) -dimensional diagonal matrix 

I~e') :). (3.5) 

The operators v,. are constructed in a somewhat com
plicated manner, namely 

where II is the (2N + 1) -dimenSional diagonal matrix 

(0)\ 

(- 1)), 
(3,7) 

where I2N is the 2 N-dimensional unit matrix. The 
operators xl~) and v,.(2) , defined in P"rg A by Eqs. (3,4) 
and (3.6), fulfill relations (2.2). It is possible to imme
diately verify this statement by applying the identities 

{A@B, Cg,D}= irA, cl®[B, D1 + MA, C}@{B,D}, 

(3.8) 

[A;x:P, ce-D1= MA, Cl~{P,D}+ HA, C}®[E, D1, 

(3.9) 

and the relations 

[I'k, Il = 0, (3.10) 

which follow from the definitions (3.1), (3.2), (3,5), 
and (3,7), in which the generators of the graded algebra 
are expressed with the aid of matrices for the opera
tors qij, I'k' I, and II. 

We are gOing to consider the general case of the 
direct product of n-fundamental representations R. , 
L e" 

The generators of the graded algebra in 

P..5:(\(0·· '5:(\ -------------n times 

will be denoted by Xii) and v,.<n). These generators can 
be expressed in terms of the generators xtr1) and l~<n-l) 
[which act in the space 

~ 
(n - 1) times 
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of the direct product of (n - 1) fundamental representa
tions] in the following way: 

X!'t =XiT1) <s>1 + 1<·-0 <s>q IJ, 

v;,<n) = v;,<.-1) 01 + 1<·-1> <S>lJk• 

Here, 1<·-1) is the unit matrix 

~ 
(n - tr times---

and 11<·-1) is the diagonal matrix 

J!<~) ~1!i2' . '<s>!.-, 
n -1) times 

both defined in 

~. 
(n-1) times 

(3.11) 

(3,12) 

(3.13) 

Using Eqs. (3.11) we can express the generators 
xg-1> and v;,<.-1> with the aid of Xn-2) and v;,<.-2). By 
repeating this procedure we get, at the end, the ex
plicit expressions for the operators Xl,) and v;,<n) , which 
are expressed with the aid of the fundamental matrices 
qlJ and vk (those represent the generators of the GLA in 
~), 

4. THE METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION OF TENSORS, 
IRREDUCIBLE W.R.T. THE GRADED ALGEBRAS 
(Sp(2N); 2N) 

We denote by x a vector from ~ (i. e. XE~); x is a 
(2N + 1) -dimensional vector with the components 
x"' Q = - N,. , • , - 1,1, •• , ,N, O. It is evident that the 
operators Xi,) and v;,<n) act in the space of n(2N + 1) 
tensor components x~ x~2 •• ,x~n (at. a2, a3,' , , , an = - N, 
... ,- 1,1, ... , N,O) 01 the tensor given by the direct 
product of n vectors, i. e, , 

x1 ~ X2 ,Si •• ·<s>x'. 

The GLA (Sp(2 iV); 2 N) is obviously not represented 
irreducibly in the space of n(2N+ 1) independent com
ponents x~1x~ ., .x~, Naturally, the following questions 

2 • 
arises: (i) How the irreducible tensors (w, r. t. the GLA) 
are classified, (ii) what is the structure of these irre
ducible tensors, and (iii) how they are constructed 
explicitly? Finally, to which irreducible components 
can the direct product ~ ~~<S>~0' • '<2, R be decomposed? 

To give an exhaustive answer to these questions is far 
from being easy. However, it is possible to easily find 
the answers to questions (i) and (iii), 

It is well known, see Ref. 9, that any irreducible 
representation of the Lie algebra Sp(2N) is speCified 
with the aid of the Young tableau lAb A2,"" AN], which 
in a unique way determines the type of the symmetry of 
the corresponding tensor T<Tl of the order r= A1 + A2 
+ ... + \ N, on which the symplectic algebra Sp(2N) is 
represented irreducibly. 

The components T~r) k' of the tensor T<T) have r 
. . 1 •.••• kr 1 tensor mdlces kll k2 , ••• , r=-N, ... ,- ,1, ... ,N. 

These components are constructed with the aid of the 
specifically symmetrized products of r vectors Xl, 

X2, ... , xr (the type of the symmetry of the tensor is 
specified by the corresponding Young tableau), i.e., 
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with the aid of the components 

Xl X2 ••• Xr k
l

, k 2 , ••• , kr = - N, •.• , - 1 , 1, ... , N. 
kl k2 k r ' 

We shall therefore assume, that we know explicitly 
what the tensor components of the irreducible [w. r. t. 
Sp(2N)] tensor of the rlh order are which correspond 
to the Young tableau lAt. A2, ... , AN]' 

If we act on these irreducible components [with r 
indices of the type k (= - N, ... , - 1,1, ... , N)] by the 
operators VZ T), we get tensor components of the new 
type: with (r - 1) indices of type k and one index of type 
0. In case we act on these new components further by 
the operator v~r), we get the next new-type components, 
which have the (r - 2) indices of type k and two indices 
of type O. In this way we can construct all tensor com
ponents of the new tensor-of the same order r-the 
tensor indices which already take up (2N + 1) values: 
-N, ... ,-1,1, ... ,N,O. 

It is possible on the tensor components of the new 
tensor, the construction of which has been just de
scribed, to represent the graded algebra (sp(2N); 2N) 
irreducibly. At the same time the representation of the 
GLA (sp(2N); 2N), realized on tensors constructed in 
this way, is specified by the Young tableau lAb"" AN], 
which describes the type of the symmetry of just those 
components lof the irreducible w. r. t. (Sp(2N);2N) ten
sor], which have all tensor indices of the type 
k (= - N, ... , - 1,1, ... ,N). In this way, for the GLA 
(sp(2N); 2N) the problem of classification of representa
tions can be solved. Further, the problem of the con
struction of the basis in the representation space and 
the matrix realizations of the generators of the GLA in 
these representations can be solved. In the next section 
we apply the method of tensors to the description of the 
irreducible representations of one of the simplest 
algebras, namely, the GLA (sp(2); 2). 

5. THE GRADED ALGEBRA (Sp(2); 2) REPRESENTED 
ON IRREDUCIBLE TENSORS 

The Lie algebra Sp(2) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra 
SU(2) and consequently the graded algebra (sp(2); 2) is 
isomorphic to the GLA (SU(2); 2) (see Ref. 2). For 
formal Simplicity we are therefore going to consider 
the GLA (SU(2); 2) and to study its representations, 

The GLA (SU(2); 2) is generated, Ref. 2, by the 
SU(2) generators Q

m
, m=1,2,3, and by the two com

ponents V"' u =± ~, of the spinor [w. r. t. the SU(2)l 
operator V. The commutation and anticommutation rela
tions of these operators may be written down in the 
form (Ref. 2): 

[Qm' Qnl = iEm.,Q" 

[Qm' Val = ~ (Tm)fla~, (5.1) 

{Va, ~}=~(CTm)O:flQm' 

where Tm (m=1,2,3) are the Pauli matrices, represent
ed by 

The charge conj ugation matrix C is in this representa-
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tion of Pauli matrices given by 

( 0 1) c= 
-1 0 

(5.2) 

It is purposeful to introduce in the algebra SU(2) the 
spherical basis of the operators Q., Q3' defined as 

Q.=Q l ±iQ2. (5.3) 

Definition equation (5.1) of the GLA (SU(2); 2) may be 
then rewritten to the following form (Ref. 5); 

[Q3,Q.l=±Q., [Q.,QJ=2Q3' 

[Q3' v'1/21=± ~V'1/2' [Q., v,,1/21=0, [Q., Vfl/2 1= v" 112' 

{v,,1/2' v,,1/2}=dQ., {v,,1/2' ~1/2}=-iQ3' 

(5.4) 

The space for the fundamental representation of 
the GLA (SU(2); 2) is three-dimensional and therefore 
the generators of GLA on it are represented by 3 x3 
matrices. It is possible to define the vectors of the 
basis in R. in the following manner: 

(5.5) 

The SU(2) generators Q 3 and Q. are represented in 
this basis by the matrices 

- ~ ~), Q+ =(~ ~ ~\ Q_ =(~ ~ 000). 
o 0 0 0 ~} 0 0 

(5.6) 

In the first grade-star representation the operators 
v" 1 I 2 are represented by the following matrices: 

~o 0 1) 
V.1/2=~ 0 0 0 , 

010 

( 
0 0 0) v:. 1 12 = ~ 0 0 1 

-1 0 0 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

It is easy to verify that the matrices (5.6), (5.7), and 
(5.8), correspondingly, represent the generators of the 
GLA (SU(2); 2), i. e., they fulfill relations (5.1). 

We are next going to discuss the construction of 
further representations of the algebra (SU(2); 2) of 
higher dimensions. 

It is well known that the algebra SU(2) is represented 
irreducibly on the multispinors. It is defined as (See 
Ref. 10) 

2s 

( 
(2s)1 )1/2 ~ 

~~(a) = (s + a)l (s - a)l V ~~:~~- ~~/~_;~!3 
(s + a) (s .. 0') 

(5.9) 

(here the sum runs over all permutations P of the 2s 
indices which correspond to different orders of the 
indices ~, - i), where 
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~1/. 000112 -1/2.00 -1/2 
~-------

(5+<1) (S .. (1) 

(S + (1) (s - 0) (5 0 10) 

is the product of the (s + a) spinors Xl I 2 and the (s - a) 

spinors X- l / 2 • 

The accessible values of the spin s are i, 1, i, 
2,' .. and that of the third spin-component a equals 
a=-s, ... ,s. 

On these multispinors the representation (character
ized by the spin s) of the algebra SU(2) is realized as: 

+ ~v'(s - o)(s +0 + 1) ~s(o + 1), 

Q2~S(a) = (i/2)v'(s + o)(s - 0 + 1) ~s(o -1) 

- (i/2)v'(s - o)(s + 0 + 1) ~s (0 + 1), Q3~S(a) = (J ~s(a). 

(5.11) 

Thus, we know the irreducible "tensors" (i. e., the 
multispinors) of the order 2s, on which it is possible to 
represent the algebra SU(2) irreducibly. The "tensor" 
indices of components of this ·'tensor" are of the type 
k (= + t , - i), in the sense of the terminology of Sec. 4. 

We shall aim further at the construction of the next 
tensor components of the tensor of the order 2s, on 
which it would be [together with the known components 
denoted by ~s(o)l possible to represent the whole graded 
algebra (SU(2); 2) irreducibly. 

If we act on ~s(a) by the operator v:.l!z) we get the new 
expressions, which contain (2s - 1) indices of type k 
(= ±~) and one of type O. These new expressions, 
normalized to the unit and denoted as ~s _ 1/2(0 - i), may 
be written in the form 

. l 1 ( (2 s) 1 ) 1 I 2 

~s-1/2(0-2)=JS+'(J (s+o)l(s-a)l 

2s 
~ 

L,~Ol/2., .1/2 -1/2 ••• -1/2' (5.12) 
P ~~ .... __ - .. v_____....---

(s+0'-1) (s-O') 

where 

(5.13) 

in which 1) g = X1/2 for 11 =~, 1) u = Y -1/2 for ,U = - ~ and 
1J"=wo for 11=0. 

We can easily verify, that the following relation is 
valid, 

V:¥.n ~s«(T) = - ~v'~ ~s-1/2(0 - ~). (5.14) 

If we act further by the operator V:l!~ on the terms 
~s-1/2(0- t), we find simply that its action is 

(5.15) 

It follows from Eq. (5.15) that the tensor components, 
which should contain two or more tensop indices of 
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type 0, are not included in the irreducible [w. r. t. the 
(SU(2); 2)1 representation space, which contains ~s(a), 
~s-1 /2 (a - i). 

Therefore, the GLA (SU(2); 2) is represented irre
ducibly on the space (of tensors of the order 2s) in 
which the basis is formed by 

~s(a), a=-8,00.,S (spins), 

~s-1 /2 (a), a = - s + i, ... , s - i (spin s - i). 

The action of the generators V;oV of the GLA on the 
~s and ~s-1/2 follows from the equations: 

V (2s)~s_1/2 (0- - i) - ~Js _ a + 1 t (a - 1) 
±1/2 -2 ss~, 

~Vi ~s(a) = - iJs + a ~s-1/2 (a - i), 

V:l/2~s-1/2(a- i) = iJs +a ~s(a), 

V~V~~s(a) = iJs - a ~s-I/2(a + i). 

(5, 16) 

It follows explicitly from these equations, that the 
(4s + l)-dimensional subspace [with the basis formed 
by the functions ~s(a) and ~s-1/2 (a) in the space 

~ 
2s times 

actually forms the subspace for the irreducible repre
sentation (specified by s) of the graded algebra 
(SU(2); 2). 

These representations were, of course, found only 
recently by a quite different method, and studied in 
Refs. 2 and 5. 

The reply to the question: How to clasify the irredu
cible representations of the GLA (SU(2); 2) is contained 
in the follow ing statement: To any integral and half
integral s, i. e., S = i, 1, ~, 2, ~, 3, ... there exists 
the irreducible (48 + l)-dimensional representation of 
the graded Lie algebra (SU(2); 2), realized on the tensor 
components ~s(a) and ~s-1I2(a) [Eqs. (5.9) and (5.12)1 of 
the tensor of the 2,>-order. 

By the method suggested in Sec. 4, we have con
structed the irreducible representations of the simplest 
of the graded algebras, i. e., (Sp(2); 2). 

The explicit construction of the representations of 
the more complicated graded Lie algebras (Sp(2V); 2\n, 
N = 2, 3, ... and others will be given in further papers. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the problem of classification and the 
construction of the irreducible representations of 
graded Lie algebras (Sp(2N); 2N) is studied. A method 
is suggested, which enables us to construct the irre
ducible representations of these algebras, constructed 
in the framework of the tensor products of vectors 
from the space of the fundamental 0. e., the lowest
dimensional representation of the graded algebras 
(Sp(2N); 2N). The method, with the help of which the 
irreducible representations of the symplectic GLA's 
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(Sp(2N); 2N) are discussed, has, of course, a general 
validity and can be applied to the study of representa
tions of any classical graded algebras G (= Gii + GI, 
where Go is the Lie subalgebra) which is Simple, or 
semisimple, and at which the representation Go in GI 
is fully reducible (Ref. 4). 

In general, only the problem of claSSification of the 
representations of the graded Lie algebras with the aid 
of the highest weights (the theorem by Kac, Ref. 4) 
was discussed in the literature. Meanwhile, till the 
present day, no one had solved the problem of structure 
of the representations, which are specified by the 
highest weights. To solve this problem in the graded 
algebras is however, a substantially more complicated 
task than for the claSSical Lie algebras, mainly due to 
the fact that the representations of the graded algebras 
could be not fully decomposable, i. e., they can contain 
the invariant (w. r. to the graded algebra) subspaces 
(see Ref. 4). 

The constructive method presented in this paper 
enables us to solve the problem of the structure of 
representations of the GLA. It enables us to explicitly 
construct the basis in the representation space, which 
is specified by the highest weight. Furthermore, in 
such a basis in the representation space it enables us 
to represent all the generators of the GLA by the ex
plicit matrices. 

For this reason the method which uses tensors is a 
useful tool; with its help the up to now open problems 
in the theory of representations of the graded algebras 
can now be solved. 
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Off-energy-shell results for scattering by a non local 
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The importance of analyzing the off-shell effects due to scattering by nonlocal potentials is emphasized. 
Analytical expressions for I-wave off-shell wavefunctions associated with Jost (irregular) and physical 
(outgoing wave) boundary conditions are derived for an N -term separable potential by using a differential 
equation approach. The half-off-shell and fully off-shell T matrices are expressed in terms of appropriate 
Jost functions, Fredholm determinants, and transforms of the form factors of the potential. The general 
results presented are then used to construct exact expressions for T matrices for Tabakin, Beregi, and 
Mongan potentials. In limiting cases, each of our results can be seen to yield the off-shell T matrix for 
the one-term Yamaguchi potential calculated by other techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An awkward analytical constraint associated with the 
short-range local potential is that the phase shift 6z(k) 
is a continuous function of momentum ko There exist 
situations where relaxation of the constraint is neces
sary in order to accomodate experimental results o For 
example, in the vicinity of an isolated compound reso
nance, the phase shift for the resonant partial wave 
develops a jump of magnitude 71. The change in phase 
becomes discontinuous as the width of the resonance 
approaches zero. Recently, it has been emphasized by 
Mulligan et al. 1 that this constraint can be relaxed in 
going from a local to a nonlocal potential. The nonlocal 
potential is thus effective in treating a much wider 
variety of phenomena than that encompassed with a 
short- range loc al potential. 

One of the tasks in developing the description of 
phys ical processes characteristic of a nonlocal potential 
must be the analysis of off-shell effects due to such a 
potential. We attempt to do this by dealing with an 
V-term separable potential and solving for off-shell 
wavefunctions with physical (out-going wave) and Jost 
(irregular) boundary conditions for scattering by such 
potentialso These wavefunctions are useful in determin
ing half-off-shell and off-shell T matrices, For exam
ple, the behavior of the irregular solution near the 
origin determines the Jost functions, Expressions for 
the on- and off- shell Jost functions can be employed 
to calculate the half-off-shell T matrix. The Fredholm 
determinant associated with the phySical wavefunction 
is used to obtain the off- shell T matrix. A merit of the 
T matrix calculation for a separable potential based on 
the wavefunction approach is that it does not involve 
the evaluation of typical contour integrals assoc iated 
with the Tabakin's2 procedure, Further, the method 
can be easily extended to potentials of arbitrary rank, 

In Sec, II we derive expressions for the 1 -wave off
shell wavefunctions by using the van Leeuwen-Reiner 
approach. 3,4 In Sec. III we specialize to the s-wave case, 
and employ our formal results to obtain T matrices for 

alSupported in part hy the Department of Atomic Ener?;y, 
Government of India. 

blBaserl in part on a thesis to he suhmitted by one of the 
:luthors (CD) to the Visva-Bharati University, 

one-term separable potentials in terms of elementary 
transcendental functions. In particular', we consider 
potentials introduced by Tabakin5 and by Beregi. 6 In 
Sec, IV we present Similar results for two-term 
separable potentials. In this paper we present two such 
cases, the Mongan7 and Tabakin8 (two-term) potentials. 
Finally, we conclude by making some observations on 
our results. 

II. OFF-SHELL WAVEFUNCTIONS AND 
FREDHOLM DETERMINANTS 

We consider the scattering of a particle by a nonlocal 
potential V(r, a). Let k denote the on-shell momentum 
related to the energy by E =k2 + iE, 0 < E «1 and q, an 
off-Shell momentum. The radial part of the off-shell 
wavefunction iJ!Hk, q, 1') relating to the physical boundary 
condition satisfies the projected van Leeuwen-Reiner 
equation9 

( 
d2 2 1 (l + 1)) + i ~ + 
~+k ----::z- iJ!z(k,q,r)- l'z(r,s)iJ!z(k,q,s)ds 
dr l' 0 

= (k2 - q2)fz(qrlo (1) 

Here 

1'1 (1', s) = 2711'S!.; 1 d(cose) Pz (cose) 1I(r, a), (2) 

and.fz (qY) stands for the Riccati- Bessel function. For an 
v-term separable potential 11 z (1', s) = ~r.l AiJlIl) (1') II Ii) (8), 
Eq 0 (1) reduc es to 

(
d2 ol(l+1)) 
dr'1. + 1;:" - -1.z-~'i(/?, q, r) 

= (k 2 _ q2)iz (qr) + t {~A/l'lll (1') nlo (s)iJ!i(k, q, s) ds. (3) 
i=do 

Similarly, the off-shell wavefunctionfz(ll,q,r) irregular 
at the origin satisfies 

( 
d2 2 1 (l + 1)) 
dy2 + k - ----yr- fl (k, q, r) 

A N 
= (,,2 _ q2) e iZ ./2 h~(qr) + '0 A/ll lil(Y)vll) (s)fz (k, q, s) ris, (4) 

i=1 

with hi(qr), the Riccati-Hankel function of the first 
kind. The Bessel functions used here follow Messiah'sio 
convention so that fi~(qr) = ~z (qY) + iIz (qr). The function 
BI(qr) stands for the Riccati-Neumann function" We 
work in units in which n2/2>n is unit yo 
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The free Green's functions l1 appropriate to physical 
and Jost boundary conditions are given below. 

(5) 

with 
r>r', 

C:(r,r') = j
(l/k){iI(kr)fil (kr') - 1, (kr')fi, (kr)), 

o r<r', 

Cker, r') represents the outgoing wave Green's function 
and 

j-(l/k)VI (kr) ~, (kr') - j~ (kr')fi, (kr)), r < r', 

C; (r, r') = (6) 
o r>r', 

the Green's function associated with the irregular 
boundary condition, In view of Eqs, (3)- (6) the integral 
equations for the physical, and irregular wavefunctions 
are given by 

1J!i(k,q,r) =J;(qr) +~ tA£{fr- i,(kr') ry,(kr) 
£.1 

+ fh(kr') I, (kr) lvi j
) (r') dr' 

- e-il~i, (kr) fo"'h;(kr') v Ii) (r') dr'} 

1'" (I) X v, (s)1J!;(k,q,s)ds, 
o 

(7) 

and 

I, (k, q, r) = e ilr/2 hj(qr) 

- -k
1 t A1,'" [it (kr)~, (kr') - fit (krli, (kr')l 

f.l 
r 

xv If)(r') dr' 10'" v)l) (s) fr (k, q, s) ds, (8) 

One can also write an equation similar to Eq. (8) for 
fr(k, - q, Y), The boundary conditions prescribed for 
fr(k,±q,r) have been stated by Fuda and Whiting. 4 

Equations (7) and (8) can be solved by multiplying 
them by 1',(J) (r) and integrating, This yields the follow
ing matrix equations: 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

In these equations the superscripts P and J relate to 
the phys ic al and J ost solutions, respec ti vely. The left
hand subscript Von A indicates that we are dealing with 
an V-term separable potential. The components of the 
column vectors X and Yare defined by 

Xf(k, q)= 1"'1l1J) (s) 1J!j(k , q, s)ds, (11) 
o 

Xf(k, q) = 1o"'vl"<s).~ (k, q, s) ds, (12) 

Yt(q) =1a "'vi il (s)I,(qs) ds, (13) 

and Yj.r(q)=ellr/21o~v?)(s)hJ{qs)ds, (14) 

The elements of the Fredohlm determinant A are writ
ten in the form 

NAft(k) = 0ir 71-10 "'vIO(r) dr 

xu;r -.}, (kr')~, (kr) + ~,(kr')i(kr) 1 v:')(r') dr' 
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(15) 

and 

NAfJ(k) = OJ} +r 10'" v!l)(r)dr 

x fr "'VI (kr)fj/ (kr') - fi, (kr)i, (kr') 1v l})(r')dr'. 
(16) 

In analogy with the on-shell case treated by Coz et al, 12 

the algorithms presented in Eqs. (9)- (16) can be used 
to write the off- shell phySical and Jost solutions, We 
have 

1J!;(k,q, r) =jj(qr) + kdet}AP(k) £tl Ajaft(k)Yl(q) 

x{rr - i, (kr')fi/(kr) + iI,(kr'11,(kr)lvi il (r')dr' 

- eOi/ri, (kr) 10 "'hj(kr')1J ii>(r')dr'}, (17) 

and 

I,(k,q,r) 

IIr/2h+() 1 f; A J (k)yJ( ) 
= e / qr - kdetNA J (k) i,Y.l ja j } } q 

X Ir"'U,(kr)fi,(kr') - fi/(kr)i,(kr'llvii)(r')dr'. (18) 

Here aft and aI} stand for the cofactors of NAt; and 0fh 
respectively. 

The off-shell Jost function is defined by 

(19) 

We have normalized the off-shell Jost function/,(k,q) 
so that when q=k, it becomes the ordinary Jost func
tion13 I, (k). In terms of on- and off-shell Jost functions 
the half-off-shell T matrix 

T.(k k2)=(~)'f,(k,~)-f,(k,-q). 
I ,q, \q trrqfr(k) (20) 

For a rank W separable potential the off-shell T matrix 
can be written as 

T,(D, q, 1?2) =--.!. f A/ T "'drdr'i,(pr)vlO(r) 
rrpq ;=1 :10 J 0 

X l' jI)(r') 1J!i(k, q, r') 

rrpqde;NAP(k) j~=l Ajaf}(k)y/(q)YjP(P), (21) 

Equations (9)- (21) represent the basic equations for 
computing T matrices for a separable potential of 
arbitrary rank by the wavefunction approach, 

III. T MATRIX FOR ONE-TERM SEPARABLE 
POTENTIALS 

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the general 
results presented in the previous section, we consider 
the problem of nucleon-nucleon scattering in the s 
state. We omit the subscript l = 0 throughout. For rea
sons of physical interest we focus our attention on two 
such potentials-the Tabakin5 and Beregi. 6 In configura
tion space both these potentials can be written in the 
form 

v(r, r') = \11 (r)1I (r'). (22) 

We shall see presently, the wavefunctions as well as T 
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matrices in both cases can be obtained in rather simple 
analytical forms. 

A. Tabakin potential 

Tabakin has introduced a separable nonlocal potential 
of the form (22L The function 11(r) is written as 

11(r) = (AI cosO'lr + A2 sinO'lr)e-"'l r + A ae-"'2r. (23) 

The parameters /qt. 112, Aa, (Vt. 0'2, and A for Iso as 
well as for aSI have been given in Ref. 5. 

The Jost solution for this potential can be obtained in 
a straightforward way by specializing Eq, (18) to 1 = 0 
and tv = 1 and then using Eq, (23) for the potential. We 
thus have 

~( )_ iqr EJ(q) [2Alai-1I2k2 -"'Ir . 
,k,q,r -e - detjAJ(k) 4Q1t+k4 e SlllQllr 

1111,2 + 2112Q11 -"'Ir Aa -"'2rJ - 4 4+k4 e cosajr-~+ Ie, 
ai' 0'2 f' 

(24) 

with 

(25) 

A/i2 (20'2 _ 31;>2) AA2 (20'2 + k 2) -1+ I j _ 2 ! 
- 80' 1 (40'1 + 1(4) 80'1 (4a1 + k4) 

AIi~ AA..L&(2Cl!i + k2
) 

- 2a2(0'~ + k 2) - 4Qj (4af +k"4"f 

AA A [ti + 0' a k 2 + a k 2 2 Q 3 ] _lL3 _~ + I 2 - j 

- (2Qi+20'Ia2+Q~) 0'2+1< 4af+k4 

AAzAa r~ 0'Ik2+2yia2/2arl 
(20'r+20'j(Y2+O'DLO'~+l< + 4QI+l< J(26) 

The off-shell Jost functions are obtained as 

, _ +AyJ(±q){!il,,2+2A29i+~\ () 
f(I" ± q) -1 detlA J (k) '\ 4Qf +0 c:r+-V:J' 27 

As noted earlier the ordinary Jost functions 

(28) 

The physical solution J+(k, q, r) for this potential is given 
by 

(29) 

where 
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(30a) 

with 

(30b) 

and 

yP(q)=- qc(q)/A, (30c) 

Combining Eqs. (20), (27), and (28), we obtain the half
off-shell T matrix 

T(l? 1<2) =~ yP(k)Y P(q) 
, q, 1Tl?q detlA P (I;» (31) 

Combining Eqs. (23), (30), and the s-wave version 
Eq. (21) with tv = 1, we obtain the off-shell T matrix in 
the form 

(32) 

Combining Eqs. (31) and (32), we see that the expres
sion for half-off-shell T matrix obtained from the s
wave version of Eq. (20) coincides with the limit of 
off-shell T matrix T(P,q,k 2) as P -h. This serves as a 
useful check on our expression for T(I?, q, k 2) in terms 
Jost functions. For other potentials which we consider 
in this paper we shall not include results for half- off
shell T matrices since the latter can be obtained as 
T(!(,q,I?2)=limp~k T(P,q,I?2). We shell, however, pres
ent results for Jost solutions and Jost functions because 
of their particular relevance in studies of bound state 
problems and half-shell reactions. 

B. Beregi potential 

Bergei has suggested a one-term separable potential 
for which the function /1(1') is given by 

(33) 

With the values of the parameters O't. 0'2, and "a" given 
by Beregi it produces the characteristic features of the 
Tabakin 3s1 potential. For the Beregi potential 

(1 ') i qr A [1 a ] f ",{J,1 =c - AJ(') --.----.-detl . " 0'1 - lq 02 - lq 

x[ ([ e-"'2' _ 1 e-"'I'J 
Cl!~ + /?2 . aI + 1,,2 ' (34) 

The corresponding off- shell Jost functions are 

f(k, ±q) = 1 - detl: J (k) [at : iq- - Cl!2(~ iq ] (35) 

x ~~: 112 - (VI: k 2} 

In Eq. (35) 
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(36) 

The physical solution and the off-shell T matrix for the 
Beregi potential are as follows: the physical solution, 

Mj [1 a] 
l/!+(k, q, r) = sinqr - det

1
AP(k)lai + q2 - a~ + q2 

[( 
1 a ~ Ikr 1 _ '" r 

X Cl'I + k2 - Cl'~ + k2 ) e - ai + k2 e 1 

+ a e-"'2rl 
Q~ + k 2 J' 

off-shell T matrix, 

T(P,q,k
2

) = 1Tdet~~P(k)[~ ~ p2 - ~: p2] 

x [~i ~ q2 - Cl'~: q2]' 

In Eqs. (37) and (38), det1AP(k) is given by 

IV. T MATRIX FOR TWO-TERM SEPARABLE 
POTENTIALS 

(37) 

(38) 

A one- term separable potential does not exhibit the 
characteristic short- range repuls ion of the nucleon
nucleon interactiono In view of this attempts have been 
made to construct separable interactions of rank more 
than one. The simplest is, however, a rank two poten
tial. Clearly, the purpose in introduc ing the second 
term is somehow to inject the repulsive part of the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction which dominates at high 

and 
__ A2(Cl'22 + iq ) A1 A2(Cl'2+ i q) 

12 (k, q) - (;;r + k ) ()I~ + q2) - 2al (aI + k2) (a~ + k2) (a~ +?) 
~~+iq) 

+ 0t + 0' 2) ( ()IT+P)(:-Cl"'~ -'-c+~k"'2);-;(-Cl"""I :-+-qT.Z) • (45) 

As in the case of one-term separable potentials, the off
shell Jost functions can be obtained by substituting r == 0 
in Eq. (42). The on-shell Jost functions are !(± k) 
==limq"'k!(k,q). The physical wavefunction for this 
potential is given by 

1 
1/I+(k,q,r)==sinqr+ det2AP(k) 

x[Q2(k,q)e""'lr + Q3(1?,q)e-"'2r 
- Ql(1?,q)c 1krl 

(46) 

where 

(47a) 

(47b) 

and 

Ql(k,q) ==Q2(k,q) + Q3(1?,q). (47c) 

In these equations i31 (k, q) and (32 (l?, q) are 
energies in as much the same way as a repulsive core 
in a local interaction. As noted earlier, in this paper we $1 (k, q) == G2 (k) }t(q) - H12 (k) y.l(q) (48a) 

shall be concerned with two such potentials. In con- and 
figuration space a two-term separable potential is 
written as (32 (k, q) == G1 (k) Yf(q) - H21 (I?) Yj(q), (48b) 

V(r, s) == - g(r)g(s) + /z(r)/z(s). (40) 

A. Mongan potential 

Mongan has introduced a two-term separable poten
tial in fitting the IsO nucleon-nucleon phase shifts. For 
this potential the form factors are given by 

g(r) == J - A2 c""'2 r , 

h(r) == v~ c""'lr. 

(41a) 

(41b) 

For the values of the parameters given by Mongan, his 
potential is a real symmetric one. Here the off- shell 
Jost solution obtained by combining Eqs. (18), (40), 
(41a), and (41b) is of the form 

f(k r) == eiqr + __ 1 __ _ 
. , q, . det

2
A J (k) 

x [II (k, q)e ""'l r + 12 (k, q)e" "2r1, (42) 

where 
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with 

(48c) 

(48d) 

and 

HiJ{1?) == - At [IY/Clt _7,>2 • J 
(0'7 + k2)(CI~ +k"2)L Cl'j + 0: J + II? , 

i,i==I,2, i*i. (48e) 

The Fredholm determinant associated with the phYSical 
solution can be written in terms of the Fredholm deter
minant for the Jost solution: 

det2A P (k) = det2A J(k) + R(k) + iI(I?) 

with 
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(50) 

and 

/(k) Alk A2k 
(O'I + kZ)Z + (O'~ + kZ)Z 

AjA2k (O'j0'2 - k2)(O'j + 0'2)2 (51) 

For the Mongan case IV potential the off-shell T matrix 
is given by 

T(P,q, k2) 

= 7fpqde~2AP(k) [AI Yt(P)/31 (k, q) + A2 Yf( p)~ (k, q) 10 (52) 

B. Tabakin potential 

Tabakin has parametrized a two- term separable 
interaction which fits the nucleon-nucleon data reason
ably well. For this potential, the form factors to be 
used in Eqo (40) are 

(53a) 

and 

[
d2 _ b2 ] 

her) = /3e- 1w Tab sindr + cos dr • (53b) 

The parameters 0', /3, y, band d are defined in Ref. 80 

The Jost solution for this potential is obtained in the 
form 

(54) 

with 

Jj(k, q) =-;;':k2 Xj(k,q), (55a) 

(3k 2 
(55b) 

and 

(56a) 

and 

X2(k,q) 

_ [1 + Y J[ (b2 + d2) (b2 - q2 + d2) + 4b2q2 
- (3 20' (0'2 + kZ)j 2b{ (bZ + q2)2 + 2dz (bZ _ q2) + d4} 

+ (bZ + q2T+ 2~23(b2 _ qZ) + d4 ] 
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(3y2 (0' + iq)(b2 + d2 + 2bcy) 
- 2b(0'2 + kZ)( 0'2 + qZ)«(O' + W + If!)" 

The Fredholm determinant associated with the Jost 
solution is 

(56b) 

(57) 

Jost functions are obtained by substituting r = 0 in Eq. 
(54). The physical wavefunction for the Tabakin two
term potential is given by the expression 

1 
Ij!+ (k, q, r) = sinqr + det2A P(k) [s3(k, q)e lkr - Sj (k, q)e-o<r 

+ s2(k, q)e-br cos dr + s4(k, q)e-br sindr 1 
(58) 

with SI'S written as 

(59a) 

(k ) _ (3k2~2(k,q) 
s2 ,q - (b2.tkZ)2 + 2d2 (b2 _ k2) + d4 , (59b) 

s3(k,q) =sj(k,q) - s2(k,q), (59c) 

and 

(59d) 

Here ~j(k,q) and ~2(k,q) are as follows. 

y(3 [0'2 k2 (b2 - 1?2 + d2) + 2i bl?3 1 
- 2b(O'z + k2) (0' + b)2 + d2 +W+ !?"2)2 + 2d2(bT _ k2) + d4J Yf(q), 

(60a) 

and 

with 

P( ) yq Y j q =~+q2"" , (61a) 

and 
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j3qS 
y/(q) = (b2 + q2)2 + 2d2 (b2 _ q2) + d4 • (61b) 

The Fredholm determinant det2AP(k) in Eq. (58) is given 
by 

[ 
ik2 i{ (b2 + a2) (b2 - k2 + d2) - 2()1bk2}] 

x k2+20(02+k2)+ 2b«()I2+k2)«0+W+d2) 

'l«()I + ik) [ r1' -/02 + k2)2 1 + 16b3{(b2 + k2)2 + 2d2(b2 _ k2) + d4} 

Xt(b2 + d2) (b2 _ k2 + d2) _ 4b2k2 

+ 8b
2
k

2 
(b

2 + a2 + 20b)}} 
(a+W+d2 

(62) 

For this potential the off-shell T matrix is 

T( p, q, k
2
) = 7Tpqde~2AP(k) [Yf(P)~2(k, q) - Yf (P)~l (k, q) 1. 

(63) 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper we emphasize the importance of analyz
ing off- shell effects due to scattering by nonlocal poten
tials. We solve the van Leeuwen-Reiner equation for a 
separable potential of arbitrary rank with physical and 
Jost boundary conditions. Using these results we derive 
expressions for half-off-shell and off-shell T matrices 
for some realistic nucleon-nucleon interactions. All 
results are obtained in terms of elementary transcen
dental functions, The algebraic expressions are, how
ever, fairly complicated. To ensure the correctness 
of the results presented one can perform a couple of 
checks. 

(i) It can be seen that in the appropriate limit all 
results for T matrices of this paper go over to the 
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corresponding results for the Yamaguchi form 
factors,14 obtained by Bagchi and Mulligan15 by using a 
relatively complicated procedure, 

(ii) From Eq. (20) it is apparent that the phase of 
half-off-shell T matrix is the phase shift. The phase 
shifts obtained from our expressions for the half- off
shell T matrices can easily be seen to agree with those 
obtained by solving the relevant Schrooinger equation. 

The results for the half-off-shell T matrices will be 
useful in describing the half- shell reactions. The off
shell amplitudes can be employed to investigate the 
physical properties of three- nucleon systems by means 
of Faddeev equations. In the accompanying paper we 
shall present results for the off-shell wavefunctions with 
regular and standing wave boundary conditions. We 
shall also obtain results for half-off-shell and off-shell 
k matrices. 
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Off-energy-shell results for scattering by a nonlocal potential. 118 ) 

B. Talukdar, U. Das,b) N. Mallick, and M. Sen Gupta 

Department of Physics, Visva-Bharati University, Santiniketan 731235 West Bengal, India 
(Received 2 March 1978) 

The wavefunction approach to off-shell scattering on nonlocal potentials is used to obtain half-off-shell and 
off-shell K matrices in terms of Jost functions and the Fredholm determinant associated with the off-shell 
principal value wavefunction. The results are employed to construct exact expressions for K matrices for 
Tabakin, Beregi, and Mongan case IV potentials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the preceeding paperl (hereafter referred to as paper 
I) we solved the van Leeuwen-Reiner equation for a separa
ble potential of arbitrary rank to obtain off-shell wavefunc
tions associated with physical and Jost boundary conditions 
for scattering by such a potential. We used these wavefunc
tions to determine the half-off-shell and off-shell T matrices 
for a number of realistic nucleon-nucleon interactions. In 
this paper we derive the off-shell wavefunctions with regular 
and standing wave boundary conditions. The half-off-shell 
K matrix is written directly in terms of the Jost functions 
introduced in I. The off-shell K matrix is, however, ex
pressed in terms of form factors of the potential and of the 
Fredholm determinant associated with the principal value 
wavefunction (standing wave boundary condition). The re
sults of the present paper will be useful in the studies of nu
clear scattering reactions. 2 

In Sec. II we obtain expressions for the I-wave off-shell 
wavefunctions. Specializing to the s-wave case we employ 
our formal results in Sec. III to construct exact expressions 
for K matrices for the one- and two-term separable potentials 
treated in paper I. We conclude by noting that our expres
sions for the K matrices satisfy the usual relations involving 
T and K matrices. 

II. REGULAR AND PRINCIPAL VALUE 
WAVEFUNCTIONS 

Recently, it has been shown)" that for a short-range 
local potential the physical, regular as well as principal value 
wavefunctions satisfy the same van Leeuwen-Reiner equa
tion. For the Jost solution, however, the inhomogeneous 
term differs. The regular and principal value wavefunctions 
for an N-term separable potential will satisfy Eq. (3) of Ref. 
1. The appropriate Green's functionsS are the following: 

The Green's function associated with the regular 
boundary condition is 

and that with the standing wave boundary condition is 

(1) 

a'Supported in part by the Department of Atomic Energy, Government of 
India. 

h'Based in part on a thesis to be submitted by oneofthe authors (0.0.) to the 
Visva-Bharati University. 

-itTl 

G'!:(r,r') = Gf(r,r') - _e_jl(kr)~l(kr'). 
k 

(2) 

Employing the technique of paper I we can construct the off
shell regular and principal value wavefunctions in terms of 
the matrix elements of the free particle Green's functions 
between the form factors of the potential. For the regular 
wavefunction we have 

N 

= jt<qr) + I Aflr:(k )Yj'lf(q) 
kdet,y4 .9i'(k) ij= 1 

X [ f { -jl(kr')~l(kr) + ~l(kr')j/(kr)}vp(r') dr']. 

(3) 

The principal value wavefunction can be written in the form 

tI/i (k,q,r) 

~ 1 ~ A &.'(k)Y9'() = it<qr) + 9' ~ fllJ J q 
kdet,y4 (k) ij= 1 

(4) 

The elements of the Fredholm determinants det,y4 ''''''(k) and 
det,y4 &'(k) in Eqs. (3) and (4) are given by 

(5) 

and 
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(6) 

Also a'1 and af? stand for the cofactors of ~ J'J and ~ %' 
IJ Ij 

respectively. The components of the column vector Yare 
given by 

Y;"'(q) = 1'''' vP(oV/(qs) ds, (7) 

and 

(8) 

In terms of the wavefunction in Eq. (4) the off-shellK matrix 
is written as 

2 .~ i J.pf(k)yr(q)Y;(p). 
1Tpqdet~ (k) iJ= I 

(9) 

The half-off-shell K matrix can, however, be calculated by 
using the Jost functions in paper I with the help of the 
relation 

K/(k,q,k 2) = (!5...)/ ~ J;(k,q) - J;(k, - q) . 
q mq J;(k) + J;( - k) 

(10) 

Equations (9) and (10) represent the basic equations for 
computing off-shell and half-off-shell K matrices for a non
local separable potential by the wavefunction method. 

III. EXPRESSIONS FOR K MATRICES 
A. One-term Tabakin potential 

Using Eqs. (27) and (28) of paper I for the off-shell Jost 
functions in the s-wave version of Eq. (10), we obtain the 
half-off-shell K matrix for the Tabakin potential in the form 

UY""(k)y::l'(q) 
K(k,q,k 2) = 1Tkq(detIA J(k) + (J. /k )y9'(k)F(k)] , 

(11) 

where the form factors Y':? and F are given by 

.:? [ d lx2 + 2d2ai d 1 ] Y (x) =x +, 
4ai + x' a~ + x 2 

(12) 

and 

(13) 

Here detJAJ(k ) stands for the Fredholm determinant for the 
Jost solution. Note that the Jost Fredholm determinants for 
all potentials which we consider in this paper are given in 
paper I. The Fredholm determinant associated with the 
principal value wavefunction is 

detIA:?(k) 
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=1-J.[ d 1 (d2a2+dl(al+a2) 
a~ + k 2 ai + (al + a2)2 

x( d l (al(2ai + k 2)J + ddal(2ai - k 2)J 
4a1 + k4 

x( 3dl + d 2 + d1(al + a2) ) 
8a l ai + (a l + a 2)2 

(14) 

In terms of the Fredholm determinant in Eq. (14), the off
shell K matrix for this potential comes out to be 

K(p,q,k 2) = 2YY(p)y9(q) . 
1T'pq detld''''' (k) 

(15) 

After some algebraic manipulations it can be seen that the 
quantity inside the square brackets in the denominator of 
Eq. (11) coincides with the principal value Fredholm deter
minant in (14). Thus we get the relation 

K (k,q,k 2) = lim K (p,q,k 2). (16) 
p--k 

Equation (16) serves as a check on our expression for 
K (k,q ,k 2) in terms ofJ ost functions. For other potentials un
der consideration we shall not include results for half-off
shell K matrices since the latter can be obtained by the limit
ing procedure given in (16). 

B. Beregi potential 

The Fredholm determinant associated with the princi
pal value wavefunction is given by 
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The off-shell K matrix is 

with 

K(p,q,k 2) = ~ y:~(P)y9'(q) 
1Tpq det,A 11' (k ) 

Y '" (x) = x [1 a] ai + x 2 - a~ + x 2 • 

c. Mongan case IV potential 

(IS) 

(19) 

For this potential the principal value Fredholm deter
minant and off-shell K matrix are given by the following 
expressions: 

= 1 _ __ ,,1,.:-' __ 

2a,(ai + k 2) 2a2(a~ + k 2) 

D. Two-term Tabakin potential 

Here 

and 

2a,a2(ai + k 2Y(a~ + k 2)2 , 

and 

2 2 
K(p,q,k 2) = . I AY''?(p) 

1Tpq detA :Y' (k) iJ = 1 I I 

Y;"'(x) = __ x_ 
a? +X2 ' 

For the two-term Tabakin potential the relevant Fredholm determinant and off-shell K matrix can be written as, 

and 

X {(b 2 + d 2)(b 2 _ k 2 + d 2) _ 4b 2k 2 + Sb 2k 2(b 2 + d 2 + 2ab) }] 
(a + b)2 + d 2 

+ fJ2[(b2+d2)(b2-k2+d2)+4b2k2] [k 2+ y2k2 
2b [(b 2 + k 2)2 + 2d 2(b 2 _ k 2) + d 4 F 2a(a2 + k 2) 

K(p,q,k 2) = 2/, [Y;'(p)P2(k,q)- Y(P)plk,q)]. 
1Tpq det~· (k) 

In Eq. (26) 

380 

Yt(x) = _Y,-x_ 
a 2 +x2 ' 

f3x 3 

Yi(x) = ------'-----
(b 2 + X2)2 + 2d 2(b 2 _ X2) + d4 ' 

[ 
f3 2 [(b 2 + d 2)(b 2 - k 2 + d 2) - 4b 2k 2] 

p,(k,q)= 1 + 16b3[(b2+k2Y+2d2(b2_k2)+d4] 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.3, March 1979 

f3 2k 2[(b 2 + d2)(b2 _ k 2 + d 2) + 4b 2k 2] ] y[;i' 
+ 2b [(b 2 + k 2)2 + 2d 2(b 2 _ k 2) + d 4 F 1 (q) 
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(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27a) 

(27b) 
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rfl [b 2+d 2+2ab (b2+d2)(b2_k2+d2)+4b2k2] & 

+ 2b (a2 + k 2) (a + b)2 + d 2 - (b 2 + k 2)2 + 2d 2(b 2 _ k 2) + d 4 Y 2 (q), 

(27c) 

and 
(27c) 

rfl [ ak 2 (b 2 + d 2)(b 2 - k 2 + d 2) _ 2abk 2] & 

+ (b 2 + k 2)2 + 2d 2(b 2 _ k 2) + d 4 a 2 + k 2 + 2b «a + b )2 + d 2) Y I (q). 

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

We have adapted the wavefunction approach of paper I 
to K matrix calculations. Expressions for off-shell and half
off-shell K matrices K (p,q,k 2) and K (k,q,k 2) are derived in 
terms of elementary transcendental functions for Tabakin, 
Beregi, and Mongan case IV potentials. 

For a short-range local interaction the relation between 
half-off-shell K and T matrices is given by 

K (k,q,k 2) = T (k,q,k 2) 
1- (i1rkI2)T(k) 

381 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.3, March 1979 

(27d) 

The results for nonlocal potentials presented in paper I and 
here are also found to satisfy this relation. 
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Lie algebras associated with motion in axisymmetric 
electromagnetic fields 
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The existence and analytical form of a vector constant of the classical relativistic planar motion of a point 
charge in an arbitrary time-independent axisymmetric electromagnetic field are established. The 
components of the vector are utilized, in conjunction with the angular momentum, to construct 
realizations of the Lie algebras of the Euclidean group E(2), of the special unitary group SU(2), and of 
the Ladder operators of the harmonic oscillator. The charge is assumed to move in an externally 
prescribed field. The formulation is gauge invariant. 

T. INTRODUCTION 

The Hamiltonian canonical formalism of classical 
mechanics enables one to construct the dynamics of a 
system in terms of dynamical variables which are 
functions of the phase space coordinates. This infinite 
set of variables, together with the operations of the 
bilinear Poisson bracket and ordinary addition, forms 
a dynamical Lie algebra, the Poisson bracket being the 
realization of the abs tract Lie bracket. The algebra on 
the one hand is enveloped by that which allows for 
ordinary multiplication of the variables in addition to 
the two operations already stated, and on the other hand 
it contains the set of constants of the motion as a sub
algebra. The outs tanding dynamical variable is, of 
course, the Hamiltonian. Each variable generates a one
parameter group of canonical transformations-an 
automorphism-of the dynamical algebra into itself. In 
particular, the transformation generated by the 
Hamiltonian, with the time as the group parameter, 
describes the temporal evolution of the system. 

The phase space formulation is especially appropriate 
when one seeks to establish symmetry properties of a 
system. Symmetries may be found in phase space which 
are not at all evident from a study of configuration space 
alone. Such higher symmetries of nongeometrical 
origin, generally called dynamical symmetries, are of 
considerable interest, being responsible for hidden 
symmetries or accidental degeneracies. The symmetry 
of the hydrogen atom under the operations of the 
orthogonal rotation group 0(4) is a well-known example. 
McIntosh l reviews the relationship of symmetry to 
degeneracy and provides an extensive bibliography. 

Although any dynamical variable can be utilized to 
generate a canonical transformation, only those which 
are constants of the motion, and hence whose Poisson 
brackets with the Hamiltonian are zero, generate trans
formations that leave the Hamiltonian invariant. The 
Lie algebra consisting of constants of the motion is thus 
a symmetry algebra, and the associated group a sym
metry group of the system. The role of Lie algebras and 
groups in classical mechanics is comprehensively pre
sented by Sudarshan and Mukunda2 and is concisely 
treated by Rosen. 3 It has also been discussed in several 
specific applications, e. g., by Fradkin,l Mukunda, 5,6 

Stehle and Han, 7 Maiella and Vitale, 8 and Mitchell. 9 

The construction of the symmetry algebras associated 
with the classical motion of a structureless point charge 
in an externally prescribed time-independent axisym
metric electromagnetic field is the subject of this 
paper. To be exact, it is assumed that the motion is 
confined to the equatorial plane and, of course, that the 
field configuration admits such planar trajectories. It 
is shown that a vector constant of the motion which lies 
in the orbital plane always exis ts, can be explicitly 
determined, and can be used to construct realizations of 
three symmetry algebras. These are algebras of the 
Euclidean group E(2), the unitary unimodular group 
SU(2), and the algebra of creation and annihilation 
operators. The construction can be carried through 
without either prescribing the functional form of the 
electromagnetic field or choosing a particular gauge. 
The analysis is relativistic throughout and is readily 
reduced to a nonrelativistic form if required. It includes 
as a special case the work of Dulock and McIntoshlO 

which is restricted to a field configuration consisting of 
a uniform magnetic field in the presence of an electric 
field originating in a harmonic oscillator potential. 

II. THE VECTOR CONSTANT 

The Hamiltonian 

H=c(J/l2 r 2 +p2)'(2+ lf ¢ (1) 

is the total energy, and describes the motion of a zero
spin s tructureless point charge in an externally pre
scribed field whose scalar potential is 1>. In this ex
pression the mechanical linear momentum is repre
sented by P, the rest mass by III and the charge by If· 

On introducing the vector potential, A, of the magnetic 
field and the conjugate kinetic momentum p, one can 
express the Hamiltonian in the form II 

(2) 

To ensure the admissibility of trajectories confined to 
the equatorial plane z = 0, the potentials A and 1) mus t 
satisfy the conditions 

in which (r, e, z) are the usual cylindrical coordinates 
and subscripts denote components. The axisymmetric 

(3) 
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nature of the electromagnetic field is guaranteed by 
omitting any dependence on the azimuthal angle e from 
the potentials. It is not necessary to subject them to any 
particular choice of gauge. For the remainder of the 
analysis the Hamiltonian adopted is the two- dimensional 
form 

+ qcb(r), (4) 

which is obtained by setting z=pz=Az=O in Eq. (2). 

Owing to the symmetry of the Hamiltonian under the 
orthogonal rotation group 0(2) the kinetic orbital angular 
momentum Pe, conjugate to the azimuthal angle, is a 
constant of the motion which will be represented by 1. 
Accordingly the vector 1 = rX p, which generates rotations 
about the axis of symmetry, is a constant vector normal 
to the equatorial (orbit) plane. The two-dimensional 
Hamiltonian given by Eq. (4) can be written as a function 
of the two variables l' and p and the cons tant 1 only. A 
second vector constant F can now be determined as 
follows. Let 

F=fr+gp, (5) 

in which the two dynamical variables f and g are func
tions also of 1', p, and 1 alone. A straightforward cal
culation shows that the Poisson bracket 

[1, F]=lXF/l (6) 

and hence that F behaves like a vector under rotations. 
Thus F, which clearly lies in the orbit plane, is a 
vector constant of the motion if its Poisson bracket with 
the Hamiltonian 

[F,H]=O. (7) 

This condition can be rendered in a simple form by first 
changing the representation (5) to 

F = U(r, p, l)ey + V(r,p, l)ee' (8) 

The unit basis vectors in the (1', e) coordinate system are 
symbolized by (en eel. The condition for the constancy 
of F then becomes 

{ [U,H]- v~}ey+ {[V,H]+U aH }ee=o (9) 
ape ~e 

or, equivalently, 

[w H]+iW~=O , (JPe' (10) 

where 

11'(1', p, 1) = U(r, p, I) + i V(r,p, n, i = v::--r. (11) 

However, since both H and IF are functions of r,p, and 
l, we have the Poisson bracket 

[w H] = (rop) (~OH _ aU! OH) 
, rp or op ap or ' 

(12) 

and Eq. (10) is a first-order linear partial differential 
equation which determines the function W(r,p, l) when 
H is prescribed. By introducing the independent vari
ables (r,H) in place of (r,p) in Eq. (10) it is reduced to 
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the ordinary differential equation 

dW iL 
-+--H'=O 
dy r(r' P) , 

in which the function L is defined by 

y.p (OH) (2H)-1 L--(r'P) - -
- (r.p) 2Pe 2p . 

Hence, as a solution of Eq. (13) one may take 

W(r, H, 1) = exp(iJ;), 

using the notation 

r L 
iller H t) = f --dr 
. " Yo r(r· P) 

in which the lower limit is arbitrary. On combining 
Eqs. (16), (15), (11), (8), and (5) it is found that 

r rX(rXP) . 
F=- cosi/J +----sln1) 

r rL 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

is a vector constant of the motion with unit magnitude. 
It is similar in form to that previously established9 for 
spherically symmetric Hamiltonians. The function L is 
identified, on using Eqs. (14) and (4) to be the magnitude 
of the orbital angular momentum 

(18) 

Consequently, i/J which is the angular position of r rela
tive to F is found for Eqs. (18) and (16) to be 

i/J= / (~-~Ae) [(H - qcb)2!r 2 
_111

2
C

2 

r 0 

(
1 q ) 2] -1/ 2 - ---Ae dr 
y C 

(19) 

and is recognized as the angular position of the charge 
in its orbit. If the lower limit of integration is chosen 
to correspond to a turning point, r.P= 0, then the vector 
F is always directed towards that point. The equation of 
the orbit is found by taking the inner product of rand 
F. In the particular case, e. g., in which a uniform 
magnetic field Bk acts alone along the axis of symmetry, 
Eqs. (16), (17), and (19) serve to determine 

(20) 

This well-known vector constant establishes the direc
tion of the position vector of the center of the circle of 
gyration relative to the coordinate axes. The Larmor 
frequency qB/lIlc is denoted by w. The quantum-mech
anical properties of the vector defined in equation (20) 
are discussed by Johnson and Lippman. 12 Other closely 
allied quantum mechanical results are given by Malkin 
and Man'ko, 13 by Katriel and Adam, 14 and by Malkin, 
Man'ko, and Trifonov. 15 

III. THE LIE ALGEBRAS 

On multiplying the vector F by any scalar dynamical 
variable R(y, p, t) one obtains a new vector constant 

G=RF (21) 
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if 
[R, HJ = O. (22) 

It is possible therefore to adjust the magnitude of the 
vector by an appropriate choice of the scalar constant of 
the motion R. It follows from Eq. (7) that 

[z,Gd=G2, (23) 

[Z, G2] = - Gt> (24) 

and in addition the bracket relation 

(25) 

can be readily derived. The subscripts 1 and 2 have 
been introduced to denote the Cartesian components of 
G whose magnitude is G =R. Three choices of the func
tion R are now considered. 

The first is to choose it to be the Hamiltonian itself. 

Then Eq. (25) becomes 

[Gt> G2 J = 0 (26) 

and thus through Eqs. (23), (24), and (25) the quantities 
Gt> G2> and 1 provide a realization of the Lie algebra of 
the group E(2) of motions in two-dimensional Euclidean 
space. If as the second choice R is taken to be 

R=il, i=vCl, (27) 

then Eq. (25) reduces to 

[Gt>G2]=1. (28) 

The identification It = Gj, 12 = G2, 13 = 1 makes it 
possible to write the bracket relations (23), (24), and 
(28) in the compact form 

[IJ,II!1=0Ejl!mIm, (29) 
m 

in which EJkm is the permutation tensor. The Lie 
algebra16 of the special unitary group SU(2) can 
accordingly be realized by Gt , G2, and il defined 
through Eqs. (17), (21), and (27). As the final choice 
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one may take 

R =:0 (H _ 20'l)t/2 (30) 

in which 0' represents an arbitrary constant independent 
of the phase space coordinates. The bracket relations 
are then 

[Gt. G2J=0', 
[G2, z]=G t , 

[l, G t J=G2, 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

which are those of the creation and annihilation operators 
of the quantum harmonic oscillator. 
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Benioff [J. Math. Phys. 13 (1972)] has shown that every consistent, countable family of positive, 
normalized operator-valued (PNOV) measures fLn over R n can be extended to a PNOV measure over Roo. 
In this paper we show that the same result holds for arbitrary, consistent families of PNOV measures 
over complete, separable metric spaces. Further we show that, while there may be no extension if the 
topological conditions are relaxed, it is always possible to construct a related family of PNOV measure 
spaces which: (I) Are measures theoretically indistinguishable from the original spaces; (2) Have an 
extending PNOV measure. These results use developments in the theory of algebraic models of measures 
as initiated by Dinculeanu and Foias [III. J. Math. 12 (1968)] and applied to stochastic processes by 
Schreiber, Sun, and Bharucha-Reid [Trans. AMS 158 (1973)]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In mathematical physics operator-valued measures 
over F' and their extension to Roo have been used to 
study quantum mechanical measurement and decision 
procedures involving an infinite number of steps (cf. 
Benioff l,2). For example, consider a situation in which 
a collection of observables is measured repeatedly. 
This will yield a sequence of operator-valued measures 
{p.,} over R'. Furthermore, they will be consistent in 
the sense of Kolmogorov. That is, for every nand 
every measurable subset A of R' we shall have 

p.,(A) = P.,.I (A XR). 

Hence it is natural to consider extension theorems for 
operator-valued measures; that is, to investigate the 
existence of an operator-valued measure p. on Roo which 
reduces to p." on R". Benioffl has investigated the ex
tensions of families of operator-valued measured de
fined over countable products of R, and obtained ex
tension theorems of Kolmogorov type for such families. 

In Sec. 2 of this paper we define operator-valued 
measures. Section 3 is devoted to a generalization of 
Benioff's theorem to arbitrary families of Polish 
spaces; i. e., uncountable collections of complete sepa
rable metric spaces. Finally, in Sec. 4, we extend the 
idea of an algebraic model for a scalar measure (due to 
Dinculeanu and FOias3) to operator-valued measures, 
obtain an operator-valued version of the Bochner
Neumark theorem, and obtain an analog of the main 
result of Schreiber, Sun, and Bharucha-Reid. 4 This 
permits the elimination of the topological conditions 
on the spaces over which the measures are defined. For 
while there may not be an extension over non-Polish 
spaces we shall see that there is a canonical way to 
construct a family of spaces measure-theoretically in
distinguishable from the originals over which there is an 
extension. 

2. OPERATOR-VALUED MEASURES 

Let H be a fixed complex Hilbert space with inner 
product (', .); and, as before, let L (H) denote the 
Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on H 
equipped with the norm topology, i. e., the topology 
induced by the operator norm 

IILllop=supIILxIl H, xrc.H, (x, x) =1. 

If X is a set and A is a a-algebra of subsets of X, then 
a function p.: A - L(H) is called an operator-valued 
measure if 

(i) P. (cp) = e (the null operator); 

(ii) if {AI} is a pairwise disjointed sequence of sets 
from A , then 

P.(UAI\=tP.(A/) 
1=1 ~ 1.1 

in the strong sense; i. e., for every xrc.H we have 

lit p.(AI)x - p. (UAf)XIIH- 0 
1.1 1.1 

as tv-co. The measure p. is said to be positive if, for 
every Arc. A , p. (A) is a pos it ive operator, i. e. , for every 
xrc.H, (p.(A)x,x) '" O. Furthermore, p. is said to be 
normalized if p. (X) = I, and comPle te if p. (A) = e implies 
that every subset of A is a member of A . 

We remark that if p.(A) = e and E ~A is A-measurable 
then p. (B) = e for positive, operator-valued measures. 
Hence, the statement "p.-a. s." is well defined. Finally, 
if p. is also normalized then, for every xrc.H with (x, x) 
= 1 we have that p.x(A) = (p. (A)x, x) is a probability mea
sure and p. (A) = e if and only if p.AA):= 0 for every unit 
vector x of H. 

In view of the above we see that a positive, normal
ized operator-valued measure (called henceforth a 
PNOV measure) is a natural generalization of a prob
ability measure. It is, therefore, natural to ask if 
extension theorems of Kolmogorov type can be proved 
for PNOV measures. We have already noted that this is 
a problem of interest in quantum theory. 

3. AN EXTENSION THEOREM FOR PNOV 
MEASURES 

For each ()' in a directed set I, let Ya be a nonempty 
set with a-algebra A a' Assume that the Ya are increas
ing and the A ,,-measurable sets, when imbedded in Ya, 
for f3'" (II, are Aa-measurable. We may then ask: Under 
what conditions will a family of PNOV measure p." ex
tend to a PNOV measure p. over U ,,<fAa. 
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We now state and prove the following result as an 
answer to the above. 

Theo'rem 1: For each tE T let X t be a Polish space 
(i, e., a complete separable metric space) and let At 
denote the a-algebra of Borel sets of Xt. Assume that 
for each nonempty finite subset V<:: T there is given a 
PNOV measure JlY on A Y = IT IE yA t. Also assume the JlY 
are consistent; that is, if U<:: VIet Tru,y:Au-Ay be the 
canonical injection so that for every At A u 

W(A) = JlY (lTu, v(A»). 

Then there exists a PNOV measure Jl on ITtETAt which 
agrees with each /lYon A y. 

In order to prove the above theorem the following two 
lemmas are needed. 

Lemma 1: Theorem 1 holds if the expression "PNOV 
measure" is replaced by "probability measure. " 

For the proof of this lemma we refer to Ash. 5 

Lemma 2: Let the sets and a-algebras X t and Atbe 
as in Theorem 1. Let m be a probability measure on 
A = IT tE TAt. Then, for each A EA and E> 0 there exists a 
finite subset U of T and a set BEAu=ITtEUAt such that, 

I m(A) - mU(B) I <E. 

Proal 01 Lemma 2: First we observe (Ash,5 p, 194) 
that for each fixed AEA there exists a countable subset 
TA = (tj, t2 , t3,"') of T and a set ;iEA TA such that 

(a(t),tET)EA if and only if (a(t),tETA)EA, 

Hence m (A) = mTA(A), where, for any subset S of T 
we define the measure mS on IT tEsAt by the formula 

mS(C) =m(C XITtET\SX t ). 

But mTA is a finite measure and hence regular from 
above. Therefore, if we define for each n = 1, 2, . , " the 
set 

~~'! mTA(An) = mTA(A) , and thus 

I mTA(A) - mTA(An) 1< E, 

-
for large enough n. By the construction of the sets An, 
if we set U={t1,t2 , "', tn) and B=Ua.A(a(tj), a(t2), "', 

a(tn», then mU(E)=mTA(An) and the result is proved, 

Lemma 3: Let A be a a-algebra of subsets of X; and 
assume that for each xEH there is given a finite positive 
measure Jl~ on A. Then, there exists a pos itive opera
tor-valued measure Jl on A such that (/l (A) x, x) = Jl~(A) 
for every AE A and xEH if and only if 

(i) [/lx.y(A)11!2.; [IJ.~(A)11!2 + [IJ. y(A)11!2, 

(ii) Jl,,~(A)= i 0'12IJ.~(A), 

(iii) /lm(A) + Jl~_y(A) = 2 IJ.AA) + 2/ly(A) 
for all x, YEH, complex O!, and AEA, Also, for every 
AE A there is a constant K A'" 0 such that 

(iv) IJ.~(A).; KAllxII 2
, 

For the proof of this lemma we refer to Willansky. S 
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Proal 01 Theorem: Let x = H and assume IIx II = 1, For 
each nonempty, finite subset Vof T define the probabil
ity measure IJ.:(') = (/lY(' )x,x) on Av. Then for the 
family {~}v Lemma 1 is applicable; hence there exists 
a probability measure /lx on ITtETAt such that /l;(A) 
= IJ.x(Tr y, ~(A», where Jly, 00 is the canonical injection of 
Ay into A • 

Now, let x be any element of H. If x = e set Jle = 0, 
and if x * e set IJ. x= IIXI12IJ.(X!IIXII)' Thus, applying Lemma 
2 we have that for every CiEZ, x and VE..H, A in A and 
E> 0 there exists a finite subset U of T for which, 

I {l,,(A) - 1l~(P) 1 < f, 

III ,,(A) - /luo<x(F) 1< E, 

(*) I /ly{A) - 1l~(F) I < E, 

Illx+y(A) - 1l~+y(E) I < E, and 

1 IJ.x~(A) - 1l~_y(B) I < E, 

where F is as in Lemma 2. 

Hence we see that 

(i) /lx+y(A).; 1l~+y(E) + 2E 

.; ([1l~(F)11l2 + [/l~(E)lj!2}2 + 2E 

.; {[Il~(A) +El112 + [/ly(A) + El1l2}2 +2E 

and so, letting E - 0, 

i. e., JlHy(A) ';([I1,..{A)11!2 + [/ly(A)11l2}2, 

[Jl x+y(A)11!2.; [/lx(A)11!2 + [IJ. y(A)1 112 • 

(ii) I /lo<x(A) - 10' 12 /lx(A) I 

"" I Jlo<x(A) - /l~x(F) 1 + I IJ.~x(B) - la 12Jl~(F) I 
+ lo:I21l~(E)-laI2/lx(A)I-sE+O+ lal 2

E 

and, as E - 0 the right-hand side goes to zero. Thus, 

fL"x(A) = I ()I 12 J..lAA). 

(iii) Illx+y(A) + /lx-/A ) - [2Ilx(A) + 2Il y (A)11 

"" I f.lx+y(A) - /l~+y(B) 1 + I Jlx~(A) - /l~_y(F) 1 

+ 11l~+y(B) + 1l~_y(B) - [2Jl~(B) + 21l~(B)11 

+ 21 /l~(B) - Ilx(A) I + 211l~(B) - IJ.y(A) I .; 6E, 

and as E - 0, we have 

llx+y(A) + IJ..~{A) - [2/l.(A) + 2fly(A)1 = O. 

Finally, 

(iv) IIx112- Jlx(A)'" !lxI12_ (fl~(B)-E)"'-E 

so IIxl12 - f.l..(A) '" O. 
ThUS, by Lemma 3, there exists a unique PNOV 

measure IJ. for which (fL ( .) x, x) = flx( .). The topological 
conditions on the X t were used in two places: First in 
Lemma 1, the scalar-valued extension theorem and then 
in the approximations (*). As is well known (cf. 
Wegner7) these conditions are essential to the existence 
of the extending measure in the scalar-valued case. 

4. ALGEBRAIC MODELS FOR PNOV MEASURES 

In this section we (i) define algebraic models for 
PNOV measures, thereby extending the idea of Dincu-
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leanu and FOias to this case, (ii) give a harmonic
analytic result for PNOV measures, and (iii) give an 
extension theorem for PNOV measures which is an 
analog of the main result of Schreiber et al. 

Let (X, A, /1-) be a PNOV measure space. In order to 
carry out the formulation of an algebraic model for 
(X, 11, /1-), or /1-, we define the space L 2(/1-). A function 
/: X- Z, A-measurable, is said to belong to L 2 (/1-) is 
there is some finite number W such that for every XEH 

11/)2 d/1-r'; MllxlI2. 

The smallest value of M which satisfies the above will 
be denoted by II/II~. We remark that the simple functions 
are dense in Lz(/1-). Furthermore, 11/11 2 = (1I/11~)1I2 is a 
norm for L 2 (/1-). 

Proposition 1: L 2 (fJ.) is a Banach space. 

Proof: Suppose {j J is Cauchy in L 2(fJ.). Then, there 
is a subsequence Un } such that II/" 1 - /" 112 < 2"'. 

I( Ie..- I( 

Define 

and 

'" 
g = E I /"f +1 - /"J 

Then 

• 
Ilg.112 .; E II /"f+l - /",11 2 < 1. 

Hence, for any xEH, 

Ilg. 1 2dfJ.r'; Ilx11 2
, 

where, as before, fJ.r=(fJ.X,x). We now apply Fatou's 
lemma to the measures fJ. x ; 

IlgI2dfJ. .. .; IIx1l2. 

Therefore, 
., 

/"1 + E (/"; +1 - /"f) 

converges almost surely [fJ.]. Call the limit element/. 
Then, given any e> 0, there is an N for which m, n> N 
implies II/" - .r.,112 < Eo Hence, for each xEH, 

IiJ- .r.,1 2d fJ. .. .; lli~ !nfII.r.,/ -.r., 12 d/1-r <e2I1xII2. 

Thus/EL2(fJ.), and/,,-/in the L 2-norm. 

We remark that the space L 2(fJ.) is not, even if H is 
two-dimensional, a Hilbert space, 

To prove Proposition 3, in which the prototype 
algebraic model for a PNOV measure is given, we shall 
need a fact about the structure of L2 (fJ.). 

Proposition 2: The simple functions are dense in 
L2(P.). 

The proof is omitted, being exactly as in the case of a 
scalar-valued measure. 

Definition 1: A func t ion ¢: r - L (H) is called a PNOV 
function if 

(i) <t>(y) =1, if y=e- the identity of r, and 
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(ii) for every N and choice of Yh "', YNEr, zh "', 

znEZ, the operator Zr.J.1ZIZJcf> (YiYjl) is positive. Then 
for each xEH the function <t>Ay) = (<b(y)x,x) is positive
definite. 

Proposition 3: Let r" ={j:X - Z 1/ is A-measurable, 
1/1 =1} and define <t>": r" - L (H) by the formula 

rj):' y(f) =1 /d /1- ... y. 

Then 

(i) the linear span of r" is dense in L2 (/1-) 

(ii) <b" is a PNOV function. 

Again, the proofs are immediate, that of (i) following 
from Proposition 2. 

We can now consider the idea of an algebraic model 
for an operator-valued measure. 

Definition 2: An ordered pair (r, ¢) where r is an 
Abelian group and <b is a PNOV function defined on r 
will be called an algebraic measure system. 

De/inition 3: An algebraic measure system (r, cb) is 
said to be an algebraic model for the PNOV measure 
space (X, A, fJ.) if there is an injective homomorphism h: 
r - r~ such that 

(i) the linear span of her) is dense in L 2 (fJ.), and 

(ii) cb(y) = fxMy) dfJ-. 

Thus every PNOV measure space possesses at least 
one algebraic model, namely (r", ¢ "). Furthermore, 
every algebraic measure system is the algebraic model 
for some PNOV measure space. Indeed, we have: 

Theorem 2: Let r be an Abelian group, and let cP be a 
PNOV function on r into L (H). Then, when r is endowed 
with the discrete topology there exists a PNOV measure 
II on G, the (compact) dual of r, for which cP is its 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform; that is for every yET and 
x, YEH 

(rj)(y)x,y) = i(y,g)dllr • y , 

where (', .) denotes the duality relation on r x G. 

Proof: Fix xEH, and assume Ilxll=l. Then CPr is a 
positive-definite function on rand fJ-rCy)=l if y==e. 
Hence, there exists a probability measure v .. on the 
Borel a-algebra of G such that (cL RUdin 8) 

Now, for any xEH, define 

~ 0, if x == 8, 

II

x

= (1IXI1211<x/IrXIr), if x*8. 

We claim the conditions of Lemma 3, Sec. 3, are satis
fied. Clearly conditions (ii) and (iv) are satisfied. Con
dition (iii) follows directly from the uniqueness of the 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform in the scalar-valued mea
sure case. To establish (i) we proceed as follows: 
Define the complex measure (for each x, YEH) 
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Taking the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of v", y we have 

](v",y)=H¢".y- ¢,.oy+i(¢".,y- ¢x-/y)l, 

where] denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes transform, and 
therefore 

¢x+y= ¢,,+ ¢y+ ](v",y) +] (Vy,,,). 

Hence upon inversion, 

Now, v,,+y(A) is a nonnegative number for every mea
surable set A, So, replacing x +v by x +ay, we have 

0<:= v,,+<>y=v,,+\CI!\2 Vy +~v",y+(JIV",y; 

and putting ry = v" / v y, we obtain 1 v'" y 12 <:= V"Vy. There
fore (v )1/2<vl/2+v1!2 

, x ... y ~ x y. 

From the above we conclude that there eXists a 
PNOV measure v on G for which 

(v(A)x,x) = v,,(A). 

Therefore, 

<¢(y) x ,x) = fc(y,g) dv,,; 

and 

<ct>(y)x,v) = fc(y,g)dv",y. 

We remark that Neumark9 proved a similar result 
using a different definition of ep, namely that of an 
operator of pos iti ve type. Indeed, the two theorems 
together show that the definitions are equivalent. 
Neumark's paper, which appeared in 1943, uses unitary 
dilations of one-parameter families of operators. It 
seems that his paper marks the first appearance of this 
method of proof, This impression is reinforced by 
Mlak, 10 who credits Neumark with the introduction of 
this important idea. 

We now see that associated with every PNOV mea
sure spac e (X, Il , /l) is the mOdel (r", 11> ") which is like
wise a model for (G,B, v). The relationship between 
(X, Il, /l) and (G, 13, v) is given by Lemma 4. 

Le m ma 4: There is a measurable map lj! : X - G 
and a mapping A.: L 2(/l) - L 2(v) for which AU) 0 </!=f 
(/l- a. s,) for eachfEL2(1l), 

Proof: First the mapping A is constructed using the 
fact that r" is a subset of both L 2(v) and L 2(/l). For 
each yEr", regarded as a function on X, define the func
tion A(Y)=(',y) on G. Since IA(y)I=1 it lies in L2(V) 
and in fact, since (r", 11> ") is a model for (G, B, II), the 
set A(r) will generate L 2 (v). Hence, for any L 2 (/l) 
sequence of linear combinations fn = ~;.1Cj'yj' approxi
mating f we define A Un) = ~~.1Cj'(·, yl). That {A Un)} is 

Cauchy in Lz(v) is immediate from the fact that, 

r ydll = ep"(y) =1 (', y) dll, Jx G 

Hence we set AU) = ~t.."!, AUn) in L2(v). Now, define 
</!: X - G via (</!(x) , y) = y(x) for every yEr and XEX. To 
see that AU) 0 <P= f(/l - a. s. ) we set, as before, 
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~ 

/n==L-Cj'y'j with/=~I_"!,fn' Then we have 
lo! 

00 

AUn) 0 <p(x) ="0 Cj'( " y'l) 0 "'(x) 
1.1 
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So A{Jn) 0 </!(x) and!n lie in the same L 2 (1l) eqUivalence 
class, so that AUn)ol/J=fn(/l-a.s.). Since/is the L 2 (/l) 
limit of the /n we see that likewise AU) ° iJ; = f (Il - a. s. ). 

Before considering the extension theorem, we make 
one additional remark. Suppose / = XA, the character
istic function of the A-measurable set A. Then, since 
A(!) ° </! = / we see that A(XA) is a. s. [/l1 the characteris
tic function of some set E € 13, provided fJ. is complete. 
Hence l/Jol(E) is a measurable subset of X and 
/l(A M-1 (P)) =0 since 

XA = X¢-l(B)' 

Now let T be a directed set indexing an increasing, 
consistent family of PNOV measure spaces {(X, Il" /l/)}, 
tE T. Then there is a corresponding family of models 
{crt> ept)}, tET, where r t = rut and I1>t(Y) = Iyd/l, for all 
yErt • Further, the family {(r" CPt)} is increasing: 
rs<: r t if s<:= t, since A.<:A t for the same pair (s,t). In 
addition the family is consistent in the sense that 11>.(1') 
= ep t(Y) if s <:= t and 'Y E rs. Thus the set r == uteTrt is a 
group and the function cp: r - L (H), defined by cp(y) 
= epl(Y) for yErt> is a PNOV function, since each <Pt is a 
PNOV function. Furthermore, by Theorem 2, the alge
braic meaSure system (r,l1» is an algebraic model for 
the PNOV-measure space (G, 13, II), where, as before, 
G is the dual of rand ep is the Fourier-Stieltjes trans
form of v, 

Now, each of the algebraic measure systems (I't' ¢t) 
also yields a dual group G, with Borel a-algebra 13 (G,) 
(where r t was given the discrete topology) and a PNOV 
measure vt> whose Fourier-Stieltjes transform is I1>t, 
so that (X, At> Ilt) and (G t , B(G t ), Vt) are conjugate as 
in Lemma 4 by means of the mapping </! = </!t. 

Furthermore, since rs ~ 1', for s <:= t we have that G t is 
topologically isomorphic to a quotient group of Gs• 

Likewise, G is topologically isomorphic to a quotient of 
each G t • Denoting by €t the canonical mapping of G, 
onto G we can define, for each t, a a-algebra of G 

Bt={€t(E) \EEB(G t)}. 

The family of a-algebras B, of G is directed in the 
sense that 13. <: Sf for s <:= t. Furthermore, for each t 
we Can define a probability measure v t over B, by 
choosing v, to be that unique measure having cp, as its 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform. The family of measures 
L't will, like Ill> be consistent. 

We summarize the above remarks in Theorem 3, 
which is a direct generalization of the development in 
Ref. 4. 

Theorem 3: Let (X, Il" J.l.I), tET, be an increasing 
family of PNOV-meaSure spaces indexed by a directed 
set T. Assume the family of PNOV measures {Il,} is 
consistent. Then there exists an increasing sequence 
of PNOV-measure spaces {(G, Bh v,)} over a group G for 
which 

(1) the family {(G, B" lit)} has an extension, 

and 

(ii) if for each tET/l, is complete then there exists a 
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mapping 1/!t:X-G which is Bt-measurable, and for each 
AEAt there is a BEEt for which fJ.t(A~1/!tl(B)=O, 
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Representations of a para-Bose algebra are given entirely in terms of the operators of a single Bose field. 
Incidentally some types of boson representations of a nonsemisimple graded Lie algebra of the three
dimensional Lorentz group are obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent contribution1 we have produced the repre

sentations of para-Fermi operators of any order of the 
statistics using only the operators of a single Fermi 
field. Representations of para-Fermi fields has been 
obtained earlier by Ramakrishnan and coworkers2 

employing the elements of Clifford algebra and by 
Kalnay and others3 utilizing the boson operators and 
suitably restricted subspaces of the boson vector space. 
It is the aim of this paper to obtain the representations 
of para-Bose operators of any order of the statistics 
using only the operators of a single Bose field. 

Green' was the first to give an ansatz for representing 
the para-Fermi and para-Bose algebras by forming 
linear combinations of several different commuting 
Fermi fields and anticommuting Bose fields respective
ly. Using Green's ansatz here we obtain the representa
tions of a para-Bose algebra by forming the required 
different types of anticommuting Bose fields using 
certain combinations of suitable number of operators of 
the same basic Bose field. 

In Sec. 2 we show how one could get two sets of anti
commuting Bose operators having n operators each and 
hence construct para-Bose operators of second order 
of the statistics~ In Sec. 3 we generalize this approach 
and demonstrate how one could manufacture any re
quired number of para-Bose operators of any order of 
the statistics starting from a single basic Bose field. 
In Sec 0 4 the results of Secs. 2 and 3 are shown to pro
vide some types of boson representations of a nonsemi
simple graded Lie algebra of the three-dimensional 
Lorentz group. 

2. PARA·BOSE OPERATORS OF ORDER 2 

Let us take 211 + 1 operators {b j I) = 1,2, "., 2n + 1} 
and their Hermitian conjugates of a single Bose field 
obeying the well known commutation relations 

lb j , bkJ= lbj, bZ]=O, 

lb j' bZ] = 0jk' 

),1,=1, 2, oo~, 2n+L (1 ) 

Let us now construct the unitary operators U1 and VI as 

[ (IT)1 12 ] 
U1=exp i '2 (b~+bl)' 

VI =exp[(~y/2 (b; - bl~' 
(2) 

It is easily seen that U1 and VI satisfy the relations 

{UJ> VJ= {U" vI} = {ui, VJ={u[, V;}=O. (3) 

Then the set of operators {b j"') I j = 1,2, . 0 ., II; C\' = 1, 2} 
defined by 

(4) 

j = 1, 2, ... , fl, 

form two antic om muting sets of boson operators such 
that 

lb~"'), b(k"')]=lb~",)t, bk",)t]=O, 

[ biOi) b'Oi)tJ=6. 
) 'Iz J i?' 

{bjl), b~2)}= {bjJ), b~2)t} 

= {b ~ 1) t, b ~ 2)} = {b ~ 1 ) j, b k 2 P} = 0, 

j, 1< = 1,2, .. " n; C\' = 1,2, 

Let us now follow Green's ansatz4 to arrive at the de
sired operators of the para-Bose algebra of second 
order statistics. Thus defining 

13]2) = bjll + b~2) = exp~ (~)'12 (bi + b1)} itl 

+ exp[(~y/2 (b; - b1)}ntjtl' 

13 (2
) t = b II) t + b.(2 )t = exp [_ i (~)l/\bt + b )Jb j 

J J J 2 1 1 )-+1 

) = 1, 2, . , ., Il, 

(5) 

(6) 

it is easily seen that these satisfy the general para-Bose 
commutation relations 

[f3 j ,{j3:, pJl=2o jk PI' 

[f3 j , Wk' /3) ]=0, 

j, 1<, 1=1, 2, .. 0, n. 

Green4 had suggested that such para-Bose operators 

(7) 

{j3} can be expressed as suitable direct products of 
boson operators and Pauli spin matrices. It is empha
sized that here we are constructing the para-Bose 
operators using only the elements of a single Bose field 
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without any recourse to other types of entities like the 
Pauli matrices. Also we do not have any restriction on 
the boson vector space on which the above operators 
W} act, unlike the situation noticed in the works of 
Kalnay and others. 3 

3. PARA-BOSE OPERATORS OF ANY ORDER 
Now we shall generalize the above procedure to con

struct a set of II para-Bose operators of order p, 

In the last section we constructed two antic om muting 
operators U1 and VI from b1 and bi. As it is well known 
a third unitary operator anticommuting with both U1 and 
VI can be found as U1 V1 , 

If we now consider operators {b j' b; I .; = 1,2, . , . , m} 
we can define the operators analogous to those of Eq, 
(2) given by 

Uj =exp~(iy/2 (bj + bj )], 

Vj 0= exp[(i) 1/2 (b j - bJ], 

.; = 1,2, , .. , n, 

such that 

{Uj, Vj}={U j, V}} = {uj, V)={uJ, V]}=O, 

(8) 

lui' Uk)=[U j , UZ)=[Uj , Vk ) (9) 

=[Uj , VZ)=[Vj , Vk)=[Vj , Vl)=o, jt-I?, 

),"'=1,2"00' m, 

From these operators of Eq. (8) we can construct the 
following mutually anticommuting unitary operators: 

A 1 =Ul> A2=Fl> 

(10) 

y = 2, 3, . , 0 , nl, 

and 
m 

A2m+1 = IT (UIFI ). 
1,1 

(11) 

These and their Hermitian conjugates obey the relations 

{A et , AJ ={A et , A:} 

a, fJ = 1,2, , .. , 2m + 1 

To construct a set of n para-Bose operators of order 
p = 2m or 2m + 1 we have to take the set of operators 

{b}~={bj I j=I,2,.,., lp/2)+pn} (13) 

of the basic single Bose field, where [p/2) denotes 117, 

the integer part of p/2. Any m operators of the set 
{b}~ may be used to construct the required p mutually 
anticommuting operators {A} of Eqs. (10) and (11). 
Choosing the first 117 operators {b j I) = 1,2, ... , m} for 
this purpose as in Eqs. (10) and (11) let us further 
define 

b Jet) =A",bm+(et_1)n+i' 

(14) 
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)=1,2, ... ,n; a=I,2, ..• ,p. 

As it can be seen easily these {(bJet) I) = 1, 2, ..• n) 
I a = 1,2, ... , p} constitute a set of p anticommuting 
sets of boson operators obeying 

{bJet), btl}={bJ et ), bt)t} 

= {bJ")t, b~~)}={bJ"'lt, b~~)t}=O, at-fJ, 

),I?=I,2, ... ,n; Q,fJ=I,2, ... ,p, (15) 

analogous to Eq, (5), Hence by Green's ansatz we can 
easily find the para-Bose operators of order p as 

P 
B (PI = 0 b u:q, 

J Q::1 J 

(16) 

)=1,2"00' n . 

Then using Eqso (8), (10), (11), and (14) the explicit 
expressions for the para-Bose operators of order 2m 
or 2m + 1 are found to be 

B (2m) = ~ i r - J ri 1 

exp(zb t 
- z*b )] 

J T::1 Ud I 1 

x {exp[i(7T/2)1/2 (b; + br))bm+12r_2)n+i 

+ expl(7T/2)1 /2 (b; - br))bm+12r_l )nJ, (17) 

and 

(3 (2 m+l) = 0 ir-1 n exp(zb t - z*b ) m [r_1 ~ 
J Td 1::1 I 1 

x {expli(7T/2)1/2 (b t + b ))b . 
T r m.j.(2r-2)r1+J 

+exp[(7T/2)l/2 (b: - br))bm+(2r-l)n+j} 

+imrrreXP(Zbt-Z*b)]b. (18) 
~=l 1 1 m+2mn+J' 

j=I,2, .•. ,n, 
where Z = (11/2)1/2 (1 + i), These operators {(3jPI I j 
= 1,2, , .. , n} are easily seen to obey the para-Bose 
commutation relations (7). Thus we have obtained a 
set of n para-Bose operators of pth order statistics 
using only the operators of a single Bose field. 

4. REPRESENTATIONS OF A GSO(2,1) 

It is known 5 that the generators {Ql> Q2' Q3} of the 
three-dimensional Lorentz group [SO(2, 1)) obeying the 
Lie algebra relations 

[Ql>Q2)=-iQ3' [Q2,Q3)=iQH [Q3,Ql)=iQ2' (19) 

Can be represented in terms of any pair of conjugate 
para-Bose operators ((3, f3 t) of any order. Following 
Ref. 5 we have then 

Q1 = f (Wf3 t 
- f3(3), 

Q2 = i(f3tf3t + f3(3), (20) 
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Now it is evident that each of the representations of 
{j3} obtained above provides a representation of 80(2, 1) 
Lie algebra. 

A graded Lie algebra involving both commutators and 
anticommutators has the general form given by 

lQm' Qnl= 01~nQZ' 
/ 

(21) 

{w~, W.J = 6 5~," Qm, 
m 

1II,n=1,2, ... ,D; A,I1=D+l, D+2, ... ,D+d. 

Let us now observe that the set {Ql> Q2' Q3' W 4 = J3t, 
W 5 = J3} generates such a graded Lie algebra of 80(2, 1) 
[G80(2, l)l with the structure constants {j~n' F~~, 5~,J 
given as follows, The only nonvanishing elements of 
{j~n Il, 111, 11=1, 2, 3} are 

1213 = - 1312 = i, 

(22) 

11
3
2 = - j~31 = - i, 

The constants {(F~~ I 11, A = 4,5) I m = 1,2, 3} represented 
for each II as a 2 x2 matrix are given by 

F, {;~, - it')' F, ~ ~~, ;~,), F, ~ (- 't' ~/2} 
(23) 

Similarly the constants {(5;:'~ I A, f1. = 4,5) I 111 = 1,2, 3} can 
be represented by the matrices 

(

-4i 0) (4 0) (0 4) 5 1 = , 52= ,53 = • 

° 4i ° 4 4 ° 
(24) 

Following Ref. 6 one can introduce a metric tensor 
{gk/ I k, I = 1,2, ..• , D + d}of the graded Lie algebra 
along with metric tensor {hmn I 111, n = 1,2, , •. , D} of the 
underlying Lie algebra in the following manner: 

hmn = ~ ~ 1~Q fnQ/ = hnm' 

(25) 

gml" =gl"m =0, 

m,n=1,2, ••• , D; A., I1=D+l, ••• , D+d. 

Since in our present case of GSO(2, 1) defined by Eqs. 
(21)-(24), D=3 and d=2, g is a 5X5 matrix and h is a 
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3 x 3 matrix. A graded Lie algebra has been called 
semisimple 6 if 

detllhll*O, detllgll*o. (26) 

Then according to what is called the C -theorem in 
Ref. 6 for each semisimple graded Lie algebra obeying 
(26) there exists necessarily an antisymmetric C such 
that 

sm= CFm, 
m=l, 2, ..• , D. 

(27) 

From Eqs. (23) and (24) it is easily seen that there does 
not exist any such matrix C in the present case of the 
given GSO(2, 1). Hence the above GSO(2, 1) is non
semisimple. One can also see this directly by computing 
the determinants II g II and II h II using Eqs. (22)-(25) 
and noting that det II g II = ° contrary to the required 
condition (26). Thus in view of the representations of 
{j3} considered in previous sections we find that we have 
here examples of some types of boson representations 
of a nonsemisimple GSO(2, 1). 

In conclusion it can be recalled that when the order 
of the statistics of the para-Bose system reaches in
finity we arrive at a Fermi system. 7,8 Hence it would 
be interesting to speculate on the fact that one could 
arrive at a Fermi field by utilizing a single Bose field 
to create para-Bose fields as above and allowing the 
order of the statistics tend to infinity. A recent review 
of other so-called boson representations of fermions is 
found in Ref. 9, 
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We give an analytical procedure to calculate 3j-coefficients (~ l_m ~) for arbitrary integer I. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this note is to give a procedure to 
evaluate the 3-j coefficients (f" _;" ~j) for arbitrary 
integer l. j is also an integer such that (l, l, 2j) satisfy 
the standard triangular equality. The tables1 for 3-j 
coefficients give values only up to 1 = 8, j = 4. Although 
the standard recursion formula can be used to evaluate 
the above mentioned 3-j symbol in a specific case, the 
technique for evaluation we shall present is often more 
convenient in both analytical work as well as for practi
cal computations. 

In the next section we discuss the basis of the general 
method. In Sec. III, we give the necessary formulas, 
Finally, in the Appendix, we discuss the results for 
1 = 4, which is sufficiently nontrivial to illustrate the 
power of the method. 

II. THE GENERAL METHOD 

We begin by considering the product X I jm) given by 

X .(m)=(l Z 2j)(lI2j ), 
Z,} m -m ° ° ° ° (2.1) 

where the 3-j coefficient (l 6 2~) can be evaluated by 
elementary methods, 2 

(
I l2j)_ 1 I+j( (2l-2j)! )1/2 2j! (Z+j)! ° ° 0 -(-) (21+2j+1)! (j!)2 (l-j)! 

(2.2) 

Using the relationship between the spherical harmonics 
and 3-j coefficients, we find 

(_1)m f 
X1)m)= (21 + 1) dn Yim(8, ¢)P2j(cos8) Yzm(8, ¢). 

Now, we define 

(_1)m f 
Xzjm, a) = (2l + 1) dn Yim(8, ¢)P2j(cos8) 

X Y zm(8, ¢ - a), 

X/jm, a)= exp(-ma)X/,J(m), 

and 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

From the addition theorem for the spherical harmonics2 

where 

(2.7) 

We then have 

By differentiating the equation (2.8) with respect to 
a 0,2,4, "', 2(l-1) times and then setting (11 =0, we 
obtain llinearly independent equations for X/)m). The 
corresponding equations involving the odd derivatives 
vanish since X z)- m)=XZ,j(m). We can also easily 
verify that equations involving derivatives of higher 
order than 2(l- 1) do not yield new equations, 

The linearly independent equations can be written in 
the compact matrix form 

AX=tV, (2.9) 

where X and V are 1 x 1 column matrices whose nth 
elements are given by 

(2.10) 

( 
02 (n_il ) 

Vn =/in1 X /jO)+(-1)n oa2(n_l) 1/)(11) "'=0 (2.11) 

and ~ is a 1 x 1 matrix with 

~kn = (n)2(k-1) , k, n= 1,2, ... , l. (2.12) 

The solutions for the required 3-j coefficients are con
tained in the equations 

(2.13) 

III. INVERSION OF.:l AND THE EVALUATION OF V 

The matrix ~ is a special case of the Vandermode 
matrix A defined by 

where Xi are arbitrary, 

If we identify 

n=l, ... ,1 

we have 

A=~. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3,3) 
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Since detA is a homogeneous, anti symmetric poly
nomial of order 1(1-1)/2 in the x/s, we can easily 
verify that 

detA = n (x. - xn ). 
k .n 
k> n 

The cofactor matrix Cnk (A) of A is given by 

Cnk(A)=(-I)n.k n (xi-x j ) 

I"': ~,1j ~l 
j ,j"l-k 

x 

(3.4) 

where the summation in (3.5) is a simple homogeneous 
polynomial of order (1- n) in the x's that has no multiple 
factors and does not contain Xi' If we denote these poly
nomials by SI .... k' 

6 
{v} 

XV1 X Il2 • •• XVt-n' 

the inverse of A or ~ is given by 

(~"I)kn = (A -I)kn 

= (_ l)k.n [.n. ( )-1 ( )-IJS 
'.J 

Xi - Xk Xk - X} I-",k' 
'''' i C!=.It::eo j~l 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The polynomials SI-n.k can be obtained from the sym
metric polynomials s(m) 

SIm) =t (xT) (3.8) 
i=:l 

by noting that 
I-n 

5 =(I-n)""1 0 (-I)i'IS(i)S . 
l-n i=l '-"-I' 

where SI_n are homogeneous polynomials of order 1- n 
like the SI_n k but containing x., and then 

i ... 
SI_n.k=~ (_I)iX~SI-n_i' (3.9) 

Further for x:; = (n2)m, the symmetric polynomials 
S(m) are given by the Bernouilli numbers. The product 
term in (3.7) which depends on k is given by 

n ( )""1 ( )"1 _ 2k2 
i,J Xi-X. X.-Xj -(l+k)'(l-k)' 

l~i~k.j~l . . 

In order to evaluate V, we need to evaluate the 
derivatives 

il2k I ~ p I(COSW) • Letting z = cosw, 
O! 0=0 

dSP ,(z) 
dz s 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where the summation {J.L} extends over all nonnegative 

(3.12) 

and 

dSP/(z) I = (Z+s)! 
dz s •• 1 2S (l - s) ! s ! 

(3.13) 

in (3. 11), we find 

(3.14) 

When we use (3.13) to evaluate ([il 2(n-l)/il0!2(n-l)]l z)0!)}".o 

occurring in (2.11), we obtain terms involving 

f sin2s B P 2J·(cosB) dS1:; 27T J 2S 2 '. • J 
(3.15) 

The integrals J2S ,2j are nonvanishing only when s ~ j and 
they can be evaluated as follows, 

J _ S (- l)ts! 
2S.2J-~ l!(s-l)! 12t ,2}' 

(3.16) 

where 12t .2} are the well known integrals 3 

_ f 1 2t 22
} "(2t)! (t + j)! 

12t ,2}- -1 X P2}(z)dz=(t_j)!(21+2j+l)! (3.17) 

Thus, finally we obtain 

x (l+s)! J 
2S(1 _ s)! s! 28.2j' 

(3.18) 

From (3.17) and (3.18), it is straightforward to calcu
late X and hence the required 3-j coefficients (~ _~ ~j). 
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APPENDIX 

We consider the special case 1=4 and compute all the 
3-) coefficients. In this case j =0,1,2,3,4. From (3.7) 
and (3.18), 

TABLE 1. Values for J Zs ,2j' 

j 0 1 2 3 4 
s 

o 2 0 0 0 0 

.A 4 0 0 0 
3 -15 

integers J.1. j such that Ij J.1. j =m and s ="6 J.1. j ~ l. In (3.11) 2 16 -fo\ 16 0 0 T ill 
we have retained only the even derivatives of z with 
respect to O!, since the odd derivatives vanish when 3 

32 32 32 32 0 E -105 m - :rIJ03 

O! = 0. Substituting 
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TABLE II. 

j 
m 0 1 

1 --HF5777 
2 1 fs.[5177 3 

:3 1 +0.[5177 -3 

4 J~ -it .f577'7 3 

Jl - 21 ~ 
- 3~O 5 90 360 

4 1.Ii2 _ll ...L. -S- 180 90 180 
A-1 = 

_.2. l _...L. JL 
35 10 40 280 

_-1... 7 _ .J- _1 _ 
35 1RO 90 1260 

(4 + s)! . 
x 2S( 4 _ s)! s! hs,2j 

and hence 

v= 
- !p J 4 ,2j - 5J2 ,2j 

- ~ J 6 ,2j - ~ J 4 ,2j - 5J2 ,2) 
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2 

-iv' 2/1001 

-1(v' 2/1001 

~v' 2/1001 

iv' 2/1001 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

:3 4 

tov' 5/143 iN 10/24:31 

-¥Sv'57I43 -Mv'10/2431 

-¥o/57I43 is v' 10/24:n 

-fsv'57I43 rov' 10/24:n 

The required J 2S •2j are easily computed from (3016), 
and (3.17). These are given in Table I. 

Finally using 
j o 1 2 3 4 

[; ; ~ ] = i ~.f57TI tv'2/1001 ~f57I43 ~v'1 0/2431 

and the equations (2.9) and (2.10), we find the values 
for (~ _~ ~J) which are given in Table II. 

1M. Eotenberg, E. Bivins, N. Metropolis, and John K. 
Wooten, Jr., The 3-j and 6-j Symbols (Technology, Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, 1959). 

2See for instance, A. Edmonds, Angular 1v/omentum in 
Quantum Mechanics (Princeton U. P., Princeton, New 
Jersey). 

3E. Whittaker and C. Watson, A Course in Modern Analysis 
(Macmillan, New York, 1945), Am. ed. Cambridge U. P., 
p. :no. 
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Semiclassical perturbation expansion of the multichannel 
scattering matrix 

S. Bosanaca) 

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Physical Chemistry. Jerusalem. Israel 
(Received 20 February 1978; revised manuscript received II May 1978) 

A semiclassical perturbation method for the inelastic S matrix is described. The channels are transformed 
into a set of the eigenstates and it is assumed that the transition between them is small. The perturbation 
is the matrix which diagonalizes the coupling matrix. It is shown that such a series is independent of h; 
hence the limit h ---;() of the S matrix can be calculated. A special case of the weak coupling is also 
discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The semiclassical limit of the elastic 5 matrix is 
obtained by expanding the solution of the Schrodinger 
equation in a power series of the Planck constanL 1.2 It 
was therefore natural to generalize the idea to more 
than two particles 3 and to the set of multichannel equa
tions, 4-6 However, the method becomes combersome 
in such applications. For example, in the simplest case 
of only two coupled equations (two state approximation) 
Stiickelberg4 obtained the semiclassical limit of the 
5 matrix after making several assumptions on the 
potential. With such assumptions the system of two 
coupled second order differential equations can be 
transformed into a single equation of the fourth order. 
The semiclassical 5 matrix is then obtained from the 
asymptotic solution of this equation. However, the diffi
cult part in such a procedure is tracing the asymptotic 
solution across the Stokes lines. It is obvious that if we 
have three or more channels, the analysis is even more 
difficult since it would involve, under the most favorable 
conditions on the potential, the equations of the sixth or 
higher orders. 

To overcome the difficulty, different models were 
proposed all having one underlying idea in common: 
Instead of solving a set of the second order equations, 
a physical model of collision is developed which is 
described by the equations of the first order. For a two 
state problem, the system of equations can then be 
transformed into a single equation of the second order 
for which the theory of asymptotic solution is well 
developed. For example, Landau7 and Zener8 assumed 
that in the inelastic collision of atoms the motion of 
nucleus is classical while at each instant of time the 
electrons form an eigenstate of the time independent 
electronic Hamiltonian (adiabatic approximation). The 
trajectory of the nucleus is linear in the region of the 
largest transition probability (near the crossing pOint). 
From the time dependent non relativistic Schrodinger 
equation they obtained a set of the first order equations 
in the time variable, the solution of which gives the 
transition probabilities. Since then there has been 
different derivations of the basic equations, briefly 
summarized by Delos et al. 9 Among them is also the 

')On leave of absence from R. Boskovic Institute, 
Zagreb, Croatia. Yugoslavia. 

momentum space formulation of the inelastic 
collisions. 10 

We can make two criticisms of this approach: 

(a) For a two channel problem the method gives the 
semiclassical limit of the 5 matrix from the set of the 
first order equations. However, the sequence of 
approximations leading to the equations is largely based 
on the physical intuition. In other words, by making 
approximations it is difficult to estimate the contribu
tion of the neglected parts and subsequently making this 
contribution smaller in a systematic manner. (For 
comparison we recall that in the ordinary WKB method 
the index of quality1 provides the estimate of accuracy 
of the approximation. ) This is essential when a non
typical transition occurs, e. g., transition in the case 
of no crossing. 

(b) Generalization to more than two channels is not 
straightforward. A typical example of a many channel 
problem is atom-rigid rotor or atom-diatom reactive 
collision. 

In this paper we describe another approach for ob
taining the semiclassical solution of the multichannel 
equations. Let us first look at the simplest way to solve 
the multichannel equations: the distorted wave expan
sion. The coupled set of differential equations is trans
formed into an integral equation which can be solved by 
iterationll and the series is absolutely convergenL 
However, such a series is of little use in the semi
classical limit since, as it is shown in Sec, 1, it is 
essentially a power series in n-1

• (It should be empha
sized that the coefficients of such a series are also 
functions of n but they are finite in the limit n - O. ) 
Since the distorted wave expansion is also a power 
series in the coupling constant, the rate of convergency 
is essentially determined by the relative magnitude of 
n and the off-diagonal elements of potential matrix, but 
in general, because of such form of expansion, the first 
few terms of the series are not accurate representation 
of the solution of multichannel equations. 

The idea is now to diagonalize the coupling matrix 
and use the diagonalization matrix to transform the 
wave function into a new function, which we call the 
eigenchannel wavefunctions. Since the diagonalization 
matrix is a function of the coordinate, the eigenchannel 
wavefunction satisfies a differential equation which in-
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volves explicitly the diagonalization matrix and its 
derivatives. As shown in Sec. 1, we can solve the new 
equations by iteration of the appropriate integral equa
tion, These are two essential features of the new 
series: (a) We obtain a series in which the individual 
terms are finite in the limit n - 0; (b) the coefficients 
of the series are entirely determined by the diagonaliza
tion matrix, The last feature is important since it im
plies that the coupling matrix is no longer explicitly 
present in the solution of the multichannel equations but 
is represented through the matrix which diagonalized it. 
For this reason we prove in Sec. 3 that the diagonaliza
tion matrix is uniquely determined by the coupling 
matrix, 

Since the coefficients of the series are independent of 
n, we can obtain the S matrix in the limit n - 0 (the 
semiclassical limit). In Sec, 2 we discuss this limit for 
the first iteration of the integral equation. An explicit 
form of the semiclassical 5 matrix is obtained in which 
a new matrix 7], defined in Sec. 1, plays the role of the 
coupling matrix, The matrix 7] is related to the coupling 
matrix through the diagonalization matrix, as shown in 
Sec, 3, but very often it can be calculated by the per
turbation method directly from the potential matrix. In 
Sec, 5 we show how this is done for the case of de
generacy in two channels with the other channels being 
well separated, 

It is essential now to point out that in the derivation 
of the semiclassical 5 matrix we did not make any a 
priori assumption on the coupling matrix and the num
ber of channels. We have only restricted the limit to 
the first Born approximation; therefore, we can sys
tematically improve the result by calculating higher 
order Born terms knowing that all of them are finite in 
the limit n - O. 

By this method we calculate in Sec, 4 the 5 matrix for 
a two channel case. Besides taking only the first Born 
approximation of the eigenchannel wavefunctions, we 
also make some approximations to the 7] matrix which 
do not essentially alter the final result for the 5 matrix. 
It is shown that the diagonal matrix elements of 7] are 
exactly zero while the off diagonal are negligible except 
in a small vicinity of the crossing pOint. Because of 
such behavior of 7], the integrals are not difficult to 
calculate. We find a general agreement with the usual 
LSZ formula; however, even on the level of the first 
Born approximation several new results are obtained: 
(a) Corrections due to the repulsion of the potential 
curves is taken into account; (b) reflection amplitude 
due to the change in slope near the crossing point is 
predicted (this only effects the elastic elements of the 
5 matrix); (c) change in the normalization factor of the 
LSZ inelastic amplitude, i. e., in the extreme semi
classical limit the factor 2 which appears in the LSZ 
formula for 512 is replaced by 21T/3, 

The method described in this paper is essentially a 
perturbation method and is analogous to the distorted 
wave expansion. As such it has some drawbacks; it fails 
for large transition amplitudes, but it also fails in the 
case of weak coupling. This case is discussed in Sec. 6, 
and it is shown that the two methods are complemen
tary. A special case of the "forbidden" transitions is 
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discussed, and it is shown that the transition amplitude 
can be calculated from the first order Born 
approximation. 

Solving the system of multichannel equations by 
diagonalizing the coupling matrix has been previously 
used for the systems where the coupling matrix is con
stant, e. g., for the square well potentials, 12 or where 
the diagonalization matrix is constant, e. g., spin-i
spin-i coupling. 13 The method was also used, under the 
name of "the sudden approximation, " as a model for 
describing the atom-rigid rotor collision. 14 In this 
model, the spacing between the energy levels of the 
rigid rotor is neglected and the centrifugal term is 
assumed to be degenerate in all channels. The diagonal
ization matrix is constant in such a case. Therefore, 
developing a method which is based on a coordinate 
dependent diagonalization matrix can be regarded as a 
natural extension of the just described applications. 
However, the new result is that the perturbation series 
obtained by solving the set of equations for the eigen
channel wavefunction is semiclassical, L e., the coeffi
cients of the series are finite in the limit Ii - 0, 

1. THE THEORY 

A system of n multichannel equations is in the matrix 
notation 

</J"=PIJ;, (1. 1) 

where 

P=V+ 1(Z+1) k2 r - (1.2) 

The channel energy matrix k 2 and the centrifugal 
matrix are diagonal while the potential V is nondiagonal. 
In many cases the off-diagonal elements of V are small 
compared to the diagonal ones, i. e., 

(1. 3) 

therefore, we can use a perturbation method for solving 
the system (1. 1). By defining the perturbation 

P=PO+EP lJ (1. 4) 

where Po is diagonal, the solution of (1.1) can be ob
tained from the integral equation, 11 

</J = </Jo + 2Ei k-{ r K(r, r') PI (r')</J(r') dr' (1. 5) 

being a power series in E. From the series (1, 5) we 
calculate the Jost functions, and their ratio gives the 
5 matrix. 11 The Jost functions and the 5 matrix are 
given as a power series in Eo 

There is an inherent weakness of the power expansion 
of the type (1. 5), By putting n dependence of pinto E 

we notice that (1,5) is a power series of the form 

(1. 6) 

and in the semiclassical limit n - 0 the leading coeffi
cients in (1.6) are very large; therefore, the series for 
</J (hence for the Jost functions and the 5 matrix) is 
poorly convergent. Approximation of the 5 matrix with 
only the first few terms from (1. 6), therefore, has no 
meaning. 
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Another approach for solving (1.1) is proposed here. 
It is based on the perturbation expansion but with the 
coefficients independent of ft. To obtain such a series, 
we define a matrix A which diagonalizes p 

where A is a diagonal matrix. Let us define 

ip =K'ij;A (10 8) 

and find the equation which ip satisfieso By taking 
derivatives of ip we obtain 

ip" = Aip + 2l ip', A -I A ] + [ip, A -I A"] 

+ 2[A -1 A', ipA -1 A'] ~Aip +EU 

where 

[x, y] =xy - YX 

If we define a new matrix 1/ by 

A'=A'l}, 

the system (1. 9) simplifies to 

(1. 9) 

(10 10) 

(1. 11) 

ip"=A<.p+ 2l4?',rd+lip,1)2]+ iip,I}']+2[T}, ip7!l=?cip+EUo 

(L 12) 

The matrix A is independent of flo We also notice that 
,\ -/i-2 and <.p' -fC\ hence, EU, being of the order WI, 
can be treated as a perturbation. In an analogy to (10 5) 
we obtain the integral equation for ip, 

<.p=ipo+ 2Ei !?-'ir 

K(Y, r')U(r')dr', (1.13) 

where 

(10 14) 

The functions in (1. 13) and (1.14), with an index zero, 
are the solutions of Eq. (1.9) with l=O, i.e., 

(1. 15) 

and they define the eigenstates of the multichannel 
problem. The matrix 1}, defined by (10 11), can be re
garded as the coupling between such eigenstates, 

The unperturbed solutions in (1.13) and (1.14) are 
different according to their boundary conditions 

ipo(y) - 0, Y - 0, 

fo±(1') - exp(Cf iln), Y - 00, 
(1, 16) 

where" is a diagonal matrix of the channel wavenum
bers. It is now straightforward to show that (1.13) is a 
power series with the coefficients independent of n, 

<.p = ao + (EIi)a , + (Eft)2 (/2 + ... ; (1. 17) 

therefore the series is more suitable for the semi
classical analysis of the S matrix than (1. 6) and is con
verging much faster. The rate of convergency is in 
fact entirely determined by T} and its derivatives. 

The Jost functions are determined from 

</J= exp(ih)j+ + exp(- ikr)r, Y- 0() , (1. 18) 

and if we assume that" i *- k i' i *- j for aU i and j, then 
we can find A with the property 
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limA(r)=I, 
r- ~ 

(L 19) 

and we have 

ip =fT + rr -f~ F + fo+r. (L 20) 

By replacing '-P in (1.13) by (1. 20) we find 

i±=i±Cf~ II-'f~ f±(r)U(r)dv 
. .0 21 . 0 

o 
(L 21) 

and again this is a power series with the coefficients 
independent of n. 

The 5 matrix, defined by 

5 = expli1T(l + 1 )/2] iI ' /2)'( Fr'll -1/2 expl i1T(l + 1 )/2], 

(L 22) 

can now be calculated using (1. 21). 

In the derivation of the 5 matrix (1. 20) we have 
assumed (1.19). As it will be shown in Seco 3, the 
matrix elements of A, which connect the channels with 
degeneracy, are constant in the limit r - ""; hence 

limA(r)=C, (1. 23) 
r- ~ 

where C is some constant matrix. The asymptotic 
wavefunction ~. is then related to the eigenchannel wave
function ip by 

lim ~. == C lim ipC-1 

r .. >0 r- co 

from which we obtain the Jost functions 

/ = exp(Cf ikr)C exp(± ihY).i~ C-1 

where)~ are given by (1. 21). The 5 matrix is now 

(1. 24) 

(1. 25) 

5 = expli1T(l + 1 )/2]k' /2 Cj ;(j,~rl c-' II-l/2 expli1T(l + 1)/2 j, 

(1.26) 

where we have formally replaced 

exp(ih)-I. 

For simplicity, we assume from now that C =1. 

2. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPANSION SERIES 

(1.27) 

As we have shown in the previous section, the wave
function is given as a power series in Eft; therefore, 
the 5 matrix (1.22) can be estimated in the limit Ii-O. 

Let us first notice that in the limit tt - 0, the function 
U Simplifies. We notice from (1. 9) that EU contains 
terms with <.p and ip' Since ip - nO and <.p' -fi-" we have 

and the Jost functions are 

/=j~±+ k-'f~fo±(r)lIJ' ip']dr. 
o 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The first integral is finite; however, the second needs 
little attention. For r - 0, the function fo'", diverges as 
y-1m and, for the off-diagonal element, the integrand is 

(2.3) 

To offset the infinity, we assume 

(2.4) 

which ensures the finite value of (202). 
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Taking the limit n - 0 of the S matrix can be much 
simplified in the first Born approximation of (1.13). 
This can be done without loss of generality since A is 
independent of n. In the Jost function (2.2) we formally 
replace cp by CPo, and, because EU is small, the inverse 
of r is approximately 

(2.5) 

The S matrix (1. 20) is now up to the second order in E 

5 -exp[i1T(1 + 1)/2]k'/2j~{I - i(kj~j~)-1 Jo~ CPo [1), cpb]dr} 

x (j;r l
/.' -1/2exp[i1T(l + 1)/2] (2.6) 

The first integral can be neglected because 

pJxCPoCPbTldr=}k-1cp~1) I ~+O(li)=O(h), (2.7) 
° ° 

where we have used (1.19), and the 5 matrix is 

5 - expli1T(l + 1 )/2 J 1<'/2 j~[I - i (I<j~j~) -1 Io~ CPo1)CP~ dr 1 
x (j~rl /i-I (2 exp[i1T(l + 1 )/2J, (2.8) 

The solution of (1. 15) is arbitrary up to a constant 
matrix so that j~ can always be defined with modulus 1, 
In that case 

5 -56 /2 /,'1/2(1 - 11<-1 /~ cpoTJCP~dr)k-1/2S~/2, (2.9) 
. ° 

where So is the S matrix for the eigenstates (1.15). 

The last result is the semiclassical approximation of 
the 5 matrix in the first Born approximation. However, 
the equation needs further discussion. 

Let us first show that in the semiclassical limit the 
diagonal elements of the integral in (2.9) goes to zero 
as Ii. We first replace T'CP~ by 

- 21)cp~ - 2[cp~, 1)J + [CPo, In + [CPo, 1)'] + 2[T), CPo1)], (2.10) 

In other words, instead of taking the limit (2.1), we 
derive (2.9) in the most general form. Since CPo is 
diagonal, it is easy to show that the diagonal elements 
of (2,10) are all zero, except the last one. We have 

(2.11) 

and the diagonal elements of the 5 matrix are 

5 n ,n -5~ll + ik -,?? (~ cp~( CP~ - cp~)1) nj1)jn dr J. (2. 12) 

The second term goes to zero as n because 1)nj are in
dependent of li. 

The 5 matrix (2. 9) is not unitary. It also appears that 
it is not symmetric, since the integral in (2.9) contains 
a derivative of only one CPo' However, as it will be 
shown in the next section, the matrix "lJ is arbitrary up 
to n constants, where n is the number of channels, 
From this fact we show that, in the semiclassical limit, 
(2.9) is symmetric. 

Any off-diagonal element of the integral in (2.9) is 

}vi = - ,,-I j' ~ cp0T] cpo'dr 
lm 1 . 0 l lm m to 

(2,13) 

By partially integrating (2.13) we obtain 

lV1 =_k-' cp o l) cpo I~ + 1<-1 J =(cpO'T] cpo + cpo 1)' cpO)dr 
1m 111m mOl . 0 I 1m m l lm m '" 

The first term is zero since A' - 0 for r - 00 and Cp~ _ 0 
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for r - O. The last term does not involve derivatives of 
cpo and is of the order n. We have approximately 

(2,15) 

Since 1) is arbitrary, we can always define it with the 
property (as will be shown in the next section) 

I< 7,/ - :.::L 1) . 
Im-- I ml' 'm 

(2.16) 

hence we have 

M 1m -- k~' foro cp~ 1)m/ Cp~' dr=Al m/ (2.17) 

The 5 matrix is therefore symmetric in the semi
classical limit, under the assumption (2,16). Formally, 
the 5 matrix can now be made unitary by 

5=5' /2 f+~i'Vl)(f_...!:....1Vl)-'51/2 ° 2 2 a 0 

(2,18) 

3. DISCUSSION OF THE DIAGONALIZATION 
MATRIXA 

The essential role in the semiclassical expansion 
(1. 11) is played by the matrix A, defined as 

A -1 pA ==A, (3.1) 

where p is symmetric and in the limit r - O(J is diagonal. 

The matrix A is not uniquely determined by Eq. 
(3.1). This can be easily checked if we replace A -AB 
= C and require that the new matrix also diagonalize p. 
We get 

hence the matrix is undetermined to a matrix which 
commutes with A, i. e., 

BA=AB-Bi/\-A;)=O, i,j=I,2, ... ,Il. (3.3) 

In (3.2) we neglected the case whereby B interchanges 
the order of eigenvalues. 

For Aj '* A; the matrix B is diagonal with arbitrary 
matrix elements; therefore, 1/ matrix elements of A are 
arbitrary. However, for certain values of r, two or 
more eigenvalues can be identical in which case B is 
nondiagonal and more than 1/ matrix elements of A are 
arbitrary. Since degeneracy usually occurs for isolated 
points of r, we can fix A for an arbitrary r and con
tinue it over the whole range. In such a case, .4 is uni
quely determined if only n of its values are arbitrarily 
chosen. Let us therefore prove that the continuity is a 
sufficient condition for determining A uniquely, up to 
It constants, 

Before giving the details of the proof, let us show on 
one example how A can be obtained. The matrix p is 

/) = V + I (l + 1) _ lc2 
y2 , 

where l(l + 1) and ,,2 are diagonal and V is nondiagonal 
with the elements that go to zero for r - O(J faster than 
r-2

• In general, the off-diagonal elements go to zero 
faster than the diagonal ones, but there are cases 
where 15 

(3.5) 

where fry) is some function independent of i and j. 
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The matrix k 2 is constant and in general nondegener
ate. Under these assumptions we can find A for r - oc 

by a perturbation method. The matrix P can be written 
as 

(3.6) 

where Po includes also the diagonal elements of V. The 
eigenvalues of P are then approximately 

A=PO + O(E2
), 

which is easily proved by noticing that 

dA OD/OE 
dE=-oD/OA-O, E-O, (3.8) 

whe re D = det(p - A). If we take (10 17) into account, we 
can write 

A=I+EAu 

and, using (3.1), we get an equation for Au 

PeAl + P1 =A 1pO, 

the solution being 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3. 11) 

which goes to zero at least as Pi,l" In the case of degen
eracy, say k~ = k~ and In *- I .. , the element [A 1 ]m,n goes 
to zero, 

r- oo , (3.12) 

because of our previous assumption on the behavior of 
Pm,n for r - 00. If In = Im' then 

lA] - Pma 
1 m,n - V _ V 

nn mm 

(3.13) 

and goes to a constant value if we assume (3.5). It goes 
to zero if Pm,n vanishes more rapidly than either of the 
diagonal elements of V. For V m m = Vn n the perturbation 
method fails and a more generai procedure should be 
used for finding Ao 

In this simple example, we have shown how the ma
trix elements of A are determined if n parameters are 
arbitrarily chosen. In our case, this was the choice 
(3.11). It is now necessary to show that by fixing A at 
some point ro we can continue A to all other values of 
r. In other words, by assuming we know A(ro), we must 
show that A(ro +~) can be uniquely determined. 

We can approximately write 

(3.14) 

and, to prove our statement, we must show that A'(ro) 
is entirely determined by A(ro). 

To obtain A', we first take the derivative of (3.1) 

p'A +PA'=A'A+AA', 

and assume that 

A'=A11, 

(3.15) 

where 1) is a matrix to be determined. Replacing A' in 
(3.15) by (3 0 16), we find 

(3.17) 
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for which we obtain 

1)j/A j - A j) = A; 0i,j - [A -lp'AJ;, r 

For i *-j 

__ [A -lp'A]j i 

1)i,;- Ai-A) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

hence the off-diagonal elements of 1) are uniquely deter
mined by A(ro). 

We still have to obtain the diagonal elements of 1)0 For 
i=j in (3.18) the left-hand side is zero; hence 1);,i are 
arbitrary. However, we can find them by uSing the fact 
that n elements of A are arbitrary. For example, we 
can choose such A that (2.16) is satisfied. Let us show 
that such a matrix A satisfies 

(3.20) 

and defines 1), which ensures that the S matrix is sym
metric. A in (3020) is the transpose of A. 

If we assume (3.20) the matrix elements of 1), given 
by (3.19), are 

k;[Ap'A]i,i 
1)i,j= , 

Aj - lei 

and by interchanging i and j we find 

-k lAP'A]j,; -_!!.L 
1)i,i- i \.-A. - k. l1i ,i 

') , 
(3.22) 

which is the required condition (2.16). Therefore, the 
matrix A must satisfy (3.20) if the S matrix should be 
symmetric. It follows from (3.20) that 

AA =k-1 , 

and, since A is diagonal in the limit r - 00, we obtain 

A _k-1 / 2 , r _ 00, (3,24) 

being the limit of A of the type (1. 23), Hence, the 
symmetric S matrix is 

We can now obtain the diagonal elements of I). By 
taking derivative of (3,23) we find 

A' A + A A' = Til< -1 + ,,-11) = 0 

from which it follows 

1);,i=O, i=I,2,.,.,Il, 

thus concluding the calculation of the 1) matrix. 

(3.26) 

With this we also conclude our proof that the con
tinuity is a sufficient condition for determining A(r) for 
all r if A(r 0) is fixed. 

The set of equations 

where the matrix elements of 1) are given by (3.19) and 
(3.27), and the equations 

(3.29) 

obtained from (3.18) by setting i =,i, form a system of 
nonlinear differential equations which can be integrated 
numerically. The condition (3.27) ensures that the con-
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dition (3.23) is satisfied for all r if it is defined for the 
initial point r = r o' 

In practice, it is more useful to define a unitary A 
matrix, designated by U. The matrix A, defined by 
(3.20), is then related to U as 

(3.30) 

4. ONE EXAMPLE 

Let us show on a simple example of a two-channel 
problem how the theory is applied. It is assumed that 
P11 > P22 for r - 00. 

The eigenvalues of ,0 are given by 

A - PH+P22 ±~-[(p _p )2+4p2]1/2 1,2 - 2 2 11 22 12, (4.1) 

and the matrix elements of A are 

au =P 12 [(A i -PiiY + pi2r1
/
2, i= 1,2, (4.2) 

aij=(Aj-Pjj)[(Ai-Pii)2+pi2P/2 i=I,2, j=2,1, 

where we have for simplicity assumed the unitary A 
matrix. 

The elements of the coupling matrix 1/ are 

and 

_ _ (P22 -P11 )2 

TJ 12 - - 1/21 - (P _ P )2 + 4p2 
22 11 12 

(4.4) 

From (4. 1) we deduce that unless P12 = 0, the eigen
values of P cannot be degenerate. They are approxi
mately degenerate if for r = rs we have PH = P22 and 
P12 - O. In this case 

(4.5) 

Near r = rs the elements of A change rapidly. In the 
region r> rs we have approximately 

(4.6) 

while for r < rs they are 

(4.7) 

In other words, from r> rs to r < r" the matrix 
changes from the unit matrix to an exchange matrix, 
L e., the matrix which interchanges the order of the 
eigenvalues. 

The appropriate 1) matrix, which measures the cou
pling between the two eigenchannels, is approximately 
for r>rs 

I I I d P12 
1/12 - dr P -P 

22 11 

and for r< rs 

I I I d P12 
1/ 12' - dr P _ P 

22 11 

I «1 

I «1. 
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(4.8) 

(4.9) 

In both cases it is small. However, for r=rs it 
becomes 

1
1/ 1 - 1 Pii - P22 1 

12 - 4P12 ' (4.10) 

having a large value for a small P12 • Therefore, all the 
transition between the eigenchannels occurs in a small 
neighborhood of r = r s' 

If PI2 can be neglected, then r = r s coinCide with the 
maximum of 11/12 1 and (4.10) is its value. The shape of 
1/12 is therefore a Lorentzian curve with the width 

- 81 P12 
~rw- P' _p' 

H 22 
I· (4.11) 

In the vicinity of r=r s the matrix element 1/12 can be 
approximated by 

1/ _ PI1 - P22 1 
12 4P

12 
l+e2' (4.12) 

where 

E= P22 -PI1 (r-r) 
2P12 s • (4.13) 

We have neglected P{2' 

The S matrix can now be calculated. We will assume 
approximation (4.12), and for the eigenvalues (4.1) we 
obtain 

A1,2 -P±P12 (1 +e2)1/2, 

where 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

In our discussion we take a more general form of the 
S matrix than that given by (2.9). Instead of taking the 
limit n -0 as described in Sec. 2, we calculate the 
most general S matrix in the first Born approximation 
and then obtain the limit n - O. This procedure will give 
more insight into the nature of the semiclassical 
approximation. 

The matrix M define by (2.13) is 

M = k -1 J ~ 470([ 47~, 1/] + H 470,1/2] + H 470,1/'] + [1/, fo1/]) dr' 
o 

It can easily be shown that, for a two-channel 
problem, 

(4. 16) 

[470,1/2]=0, (4.17) 

and, using (2.14), we obtain for (4.16) 

M =k-1 Jo~ [~47~IJ47o - t4701/47~ + 470(1/4707) - 4701/2
)] dr. 

(4.18) 
The off-diagonal element M 12 is therefore 

M - ~k -1 J ~ ( 0' 0 0 0') d 12 - 2 1 0 471 472 - 471472 1/12 r, (4.19) 

and the diagonal one, 
2 ~ 

Mjj=k'/B J 47J1/jl1/I/47~-47~)dr, j=I,2. (4.20) 
1=1 0 

To calculate the matrix elements (4.19) and (4.20) 
we use the WKB solution of (1. 15), which is for a one 
turning point problem2 

470= 2k1 / 2 A -1/4 COS(Jrr A1/2 dr' -7T/4); 
o 

(4.21) 
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hence the matrix element M 12 is 

M = 2(k /k )112 f 00 dr1] sin(J'r ,112 dr' _ J' r ;\1/2 dr') 
12 2 1 a 12 r2 '''2 rl 1 , 

(4.22) 

where we have assumed 

(4.23) 

since most of the contribution comes from the vicinity 
of r=r s ' 

With the approximation (4.12) and (4.14) we finally 
obtain 

(4.24) 

where 

¢ =I rS;\1/2 dr_ I rS;\1/2 dr. (4.25) 
o r

2 
2 r

1 
1 

We have assumed (2,16), in order that AI matrix be 
symmetric. 

The integral can be integrated in the complex E plane, 
By defining the cut along the imaginary E axes, starting 
at E = ± i, we find 

1\;112 = 2 exp( - 1TC /2)[1T/2 + a(C)J sin¢a, (4.26) 

where 

C -! 2 / I p , P' I p-1 12 - )12 11 - 22 (4.27) 

and 

a = f 00 /~-1 sin(C{lnlE + (E2 _ 1)1 12J _ dE2 _ 1)1 12}). 

1 

(4.28) 

Since 

(4.29) 

most of the contribution of a comes from E - 0 so that we 
find the limit 

lima = - 1T/6. 
~ ·0 

The function a is shown in Fig. 1. 

(4.30) 

We can now calculate the diagonal elements of Iv1. 
Starting from (4.20) and using (4.21), we obtain 

0.5 

-U' 

0.2 

OJ 

o 2 4 6 8 10 C 

FIG. 1. The correction function a for the inelastic amplitude 
5 12 , 
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0.3 

w 

o 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 C 

FIG. 2. The correction function w for the elastic amplitude 
5 w 

(4.31) 

where 

0'2 - (11 = CPo - 2Pi2 (a f dx(1 + X2 )1 12. 
iP~2 - P{li pI 12 In 

(4.32) 
In (4.31) we have neglected the oscillatory terms 

0'1 + 0'2 and 20'1' The remaining integrals can be cal
culated as in the case for M 12' with the result 

1 ipi2 - ph i [1T ,(1T 
M11 = '4 ~A'fT2 "2 - exp(-1TC/2) '2 

+a)cOS¢a-2W(C)COs¢o} (4.33) 

where C and a are defined by (4.27) and (4.28) respec
tively. The function w is defined as 

w(C) = C )1
00 

dx sin(C{x(x2 _ 1)112 + lnlx + (x2 _ 1)1 12m 

(4.34) 

and is shown in Fig. 2. 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

;\122 =,\1 11 

under the assumption that 0'1 + 11'2 and 20'2 can be 
neglected, 

(4.35) 

The results for the /'1'1 matrix, given by (4.26) and 
(4,33), were obtained under several assumptions; it is 
assumed that (a) the WKB solution of (1. 15) is accurate 
(which is not the case when rs is near the turning point 
of Ai)' (b) j){2 can be neglected, and (c) we can use 
linear approximation of 1)11 and P22 near /"= r,. To im
prove results, we can use more accurate (e. g., 
numerical) solution of (L 15) and take exact IJ matrix 
instead of (4.12). However, even the approximate re
sults (4.26) and (4.33) describe the essential features 
of the scattering matrix. In particular, they give cor
rect oscillatory behavior of 512 , first noted by 
Stuckelberg4 and the exponential decay. 7,il In addition, 
corrections due to the repulsion of the eigenchannels 
near r == r, are also included through the functions a and 
w. 

As has been noted in Sec. 3, the diagonal elements 
of 1'1'1 are small compared to the off-diagonal ones, From 
(4.26) and (4.33) we find that this is true provided C is 
small, in which case 

IM11/Al12! -It (4.36) 
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However, in the semiclassical limit, the constant C 
is large, hence the matrix element M 12 is small, being 
of the order 

1M 121 -exp(- 1TC/2) -exp( - If-I) (4.37) 

while the diagonal elements M ii are of the order 

(4.38) 

Therefore, the elastic matrix elements of Mare 
much larger then the inelastic ones, although the 
former are also small in the limit If - O. This is asso
ciated with the two physical phenomena. The semi
classical particle approaching the target in the channel 
1 notices only the potential AI' Where the two potential 
curves Al and ~ come close, the change in the slope of 
both is large, due to their repulsion. The particle can 
either be reflected, because of the sudden change of 
slope or it can tunnel to the channel 2, because of the 
proximity of the two channels. Since the tunneling 
amplitude is of the order (4.37), the most dominant will 
be the reflection amplitude, being of the order If. 
Therefore, the elastic amplitude M 11 is given as a sum 
of the amplitude for a particle to be reflected from the 
"crossing" point and the amplitude for a particle to 
tunnel to the channel 2 and subsequently tunnel to the 
channel 1. 

5. PERTURBATION EXPANSION OF T} 

As we have shown, the matrix elements of 7), apart 
from the diagonal ones which are exactly zero, have a 
Lorentzian shape near the point of degeneracy of two 
eigenchannels. The exact shape cannot be simply deter
mined from p, and we either have to integrate the set 
of equations (3.28) and (3.29) or use the perturbation 
expansion. The second chOice applies only if the the off
diagonal elements of P are small compared to the differ
ence between the channel energies. In this section we 
show how this fact is used to develop the perturbation 
expansion of 7). 

The off-diagonal elements of 7) are 

_ lAP'Alu 
7)ji--~ 

] , 
(5.1) 

and if we use (3.6) together with (3.9), we easily find 

lAp 'Alii - [p~lij + dp{ + P~Al - AIP~L (5.2) 

Since we assume \"* Ai and taking into account (3.7), 
the matrix element 7) ji is 

d p .. 
7) -- 2} 

2J dr Pjj - Pii 
(5.3) 

The diagonal elements are zero. 

However, we are not interested in the region of r 
where the eigenvalues of P are well separated. As we 
have shown in the previous section, this region does 
not contribute to the transition probability. A more 
interesting case is around such r where two or more 
eigenvalues of p are either degenerate of nearly degen
erate. We assume the Simplest case; in the vicinity of 
r = r s two diagonal elements Pll and P22 are equal and all 
the other elements are well separated (the choice of 
Pu and P22 is not significant). In such a case, we formu-
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late a more general perturbation expansion of 7), based 
on the perturbation 

(5.4) 

where, in addition to all diagonal elements of p, the 
unperturbed matrix Po containes P12 and P21 • 

As in (3.7) we can show that 

Ai - A~ + O(E 2
), 

where 

and A~ and A~ are given by (4.1). 

The matrix A can be represented as 

A=aB, 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where a is a unitary matrix containing units on the 
diagonal and the elements all' a12 , ~l> and ~2 are 
given by (4.2). All the other elements of a are zero. 
The matrix B can be written as 

(5.8) 

where I is the unit matrix. From the equation for A we 
find 

(5.9) 

where we have used the fact that a diagonalizes Po' 

From (5.9) we obtain 

Bl _ [ahalii 
ij - Aj - Aj , (5.10) 

with the diagonal elements still to be determined. We 
find them by requiring that B is unitary, which gives 

(5.11) 

The matrix elements of Bl for i,j == 1, 2 are all zero. 
For i, j > 2, it can easily be shown that 

BL= Pjj 
Pjj - Pi; 

(5.12) 

while for i = 1, 2 and j > 2 we have 

Bl - f-: akiPkl 
i]- ~ Pjj-A

i 
• 

(5.13) 

It can also be shown that Bl is antisymmetric, i. e. , 
B1= _Bl. 

We can now calculate the matrix 7). From (5.1) and 
assuming 

(5.14) 

we obtain 

o _ [ap~aJii 
7)ij- ,i"*j, 

Ajj-Aii 
(5.15) 

and 

In the derivation of (5.15) and (5.16) we have used the 
fact that 8 1 is antisymmetric, in which case 

(50 17) 
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The matrix elements of 1)?j are all zero except 1)f2 and 
1)~1 which are given by (4.4). On the other hand, the 
matrix elements of 1)L are all different than zero except 
the diagonal ones and 1)~2 (1)~1)' Therefore, for i,j = 1,2 
the matrix 1) is given by 

1) = 1)0 + O(E2) 

while if any index of 1) is greater than 2, we have 

1) = E1)l + O(E2). 

(5. 18) 

(5.19) 

More specifically, for i,j > 2 the matrix elements of 
1) are given by (5.1) but for i = 1,2, and j > 2 we obtain 

(5.20) 

Let us discuss the last result in two limiting cases, 
i. e., to the right and left of the point r=rs for which 
Pll =P22 • In both cases we use the asymptotic values for 
ai ,j given by (4.4). If we specify i = 1, the matrix ele
ment Tli j is 

1)1 -~ Pu + P{2P2j , r» r s, 
l} dr Pjj-Pll (Pjj-Pll)(Pjj-P22) 

(5.21) 

being equal to (5.3) if P;2 is neglected. However, to the 
left of r=rs we obtain 

1)1 _ P;j P jj -P22 P + P21 Pu 
1j Pjj-Pu - (P jj -P1Y 2j (PJJ-Pll)(Pjj-P22) ' 

r« r s' (5.22) 

indicating that 1)ij changes rapidly in the interval ~r w. 

If the derivatives of the off-diagonal elements of pare 
neglected the change in 1)~j is 

/ ~1)L /= I (Pij - P{Jpu - (P~j - P~2)P1j I . (5.23) 
(Pjj-P ll ) 

In contrast to the element 1)12' which has a Lorentzian 
shape, the elements 1)lj are a steplike functions. 

The elements TI~j are obtained from (5.21) and (5.22) 
by formally replacing 1- 2. However, (5.22) also 
changes the sign. 

6. WEAK COUPLING LIMIT 

The perturbation expansion of the 5 matrix becomes 
inadequate for large transition amplitudes. In this 
section we discuss another case where the expansion 
(2.9) is not only inadequate, but it actually fails to give 
correct scattering matrix. For simplicity we take the 
two-channel example. 

The width of r/ 12 is 

(6.1) 

In the derivation of (4.26) and (4.33) we have implicitly 
assumed that over this distance the eigenchannel wave
functions <P i are oscillatory. In other words, we 
assumed 

(6.2) 

where ji is defined by (4.15). However, there are cases 
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where this condition is not satisfied, e. g., P12 is small 
or the derivatives of Pu and P22 are large and of the 
opposite sign. In these cases the constant C, defined by 
(4.27), is small and the transition amplitude M12 is 
large. Furthermore, the elastic amplitude (4.33), being 
of the order 

M I P~2 -P{1 1 

11 - P
22

P/2 
(6.3) 

is infinite for P12 - O. In reality, this is not the case 
since for P12 - 0, the 5 matrix is diagonal, L e., the 
transition matrix M is zero. 

There are two ways to solve this problem: numerical 
integration of the set of equations (1. 12) in the interval 
[rs - ~rw' rs + ~rw] or perturbation expansion of the type 
(1. 5). There is no practical difficulty in using the 
numerical integration since the solution is not oscilla
tory in this interval. Outside the interval 1)12 is negligi
ble therefore the numerical solution can be connected 
to the solutions of (1.15) and the 5 matrix is obtained 
from (1. 22) and (1. 20). 

The perturbation method to be used is the distorted 
wave expansion of the 5 matrix. For small P12 the 
series quickly converges, but we must show that is can 
also be used under a more general condition. To obtain 
this condition, let us calculate 512 in the first Born 
approximation of the distorted wave expansion. It can 
be shown that 512 is16 

2 {OO 
512 - (kl k2)1/2 J 0 dr <PI P12 <P2, (6.4) 

where <PI and <P2 are the solutions of the uncoupled set 
of equations (1.1). To estimate (6.4), we replace the 
wavefunctions with the WKB solution and integrate by 
the steepest descent method. We obtain 

(6.5) 

The distorted wave expansion is therefore valid even 
when P12 is not small provided the derivatives of Pu 
and P22 are large and of the opposite sign. As we 
have shown, this is exactly the case when the semi
classical expansion of the 5 matrix breaks down. More 
specifically, if C 1

/
2 is small, we can use the distorted 

wave expansion for calculating the 5-matrix. It can be 
easily shown that this condition is equivalent with the 
width of 1h2 being smaller than the local wave length of 
the wavefunction [the condition (6.2) with the reversed 
inequality sign] and P12/P « 1. 

In the case of more than two channels we can use the 
perturbation expansion of 1), described in Sec. 5, to 
find the behavior of 1)12 in the vicinity of degeneracy in 
the channels 1 and 2. If the width of 1)12 is smaller than 
the local wave length, we use the distorted wave expan
sion to obtain the 5-matrix element 5 12 , Since we have 
assumed that all the other channels are well separated, 
the transition amplitude 512 is independent of the pres
ence of the other channels. However, this is not always 
the case. For example, P12 can be so small that the 
direct transition amplitude for 1 - 2 is of the same 
magnitude of the higher order transitions. An obvious 
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example is when P12 =0 in which case the direct transi
tion amplitude is exactly zero. Only the higher order 
transitions give nonzero contributions. We will refer to 
such a process as the "forbidden transitions." 

Let us show how, in the framework of the 1} matrix, 
the transition amplitudes for the" forbidden process" 
can be calculated. For simplicity we assume that the 
forbidden transition is between channels 1 and 2. 

The matrix P can be written as the block matrix 

Pll' P' 
P= 

P', P 

(6.6) 

Let us define a matrix a which diagonalizes P, so that 
we have 

1, 0 Pw P' 1, 0 
=P. (6.7) 

0, a P', P 0, a ap', A 

The new matrix p replaces P in the calculation of 1}. 

Therefore, we have new parameters for the transition 
1-2, 

(6.8) 

and 
n 

~1 =P12 = '0 P1k ak2 ; (6.9) 
k=2 

hence 1}12 is 

_ (A2 -PU )2 

7/ 12 - (,\ _p )2+47>2 
2 11 1'12 

(6.10) 

where E=llp'all. 

Since we assume that Pi;' j? 2, are well separated, 
we can calculate '\2 and ak2 by the perturbation method. 
The eigenvalue '\2 is to the second order in perturbation 

n p2. 
'\2=P22+~ 21 (6.11) 

j=3 P 22-P jj 

while ak2 are given by (3.9) and (3.11), i. e., 

K PH 3 ak2 - U k2 + , k? . 
P22 - Pkk 

(6.12) 

Therefore, we have 

- ~ P;; P22 - iJ22 + L..J 
j=3 P22 -P jj 

(6.13) 
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and 

- ~ Plk Pk2 
P 12 -P 12 + U P P 

k=3 22 - kk 
(6.14) 

showing that even when P12 is strictly zero, we can 
define an effective PI? so that the transition amplitude 
512 can be calculated from the first order distorted wave 
approximation. 

CONCLUSION 

The semiclassical solution of the multichannel equa
tions described in this paper is a simple generalization 
of the usual distorted wave expansion. It is a perturba
tion method with the diagonalization matrix having the 
role of perturbation. Since this matrix is independent of 
Ii, we were able to prove that the resulting series is 
also independent of Ii. In the weak coupling case the 
method fails, but, nevertheless, it can be used as a 
suitable decoupling scheme. 
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It is shown that the general quadratic Hamiltonian for coupled harmonic oscillators can be diagonalized, 
provided the matrix of the quadratic form is positive definite. This condition is also necessary if the 
frequencies of the resulting uncoupled oscillators are to be positive. The construction of a diagonalizing 
matrix follows the usual procedure as in the Hermitian case; the only difference being a change of the 
metric from 

I = e t) to J = e -1)' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the eigenvalues for a system of 
n coupled harmonic oscillators can be found by means 
of a principal axis transformation. Thus, given the 
Hamiltonian 

H= (ata)!1 (~t), 

with (ata)=(ai···a~,al'" an) and II =(~* ~*)C/lt, 

a 2n by 2n regular matrix A is sought such that 

(Kl)t f/(Kl) =11' 

(1) 

(2) 

is diagonal. [Notation: Hermitian conjugation of ma
trices and operators is denoted by a dagger. Thus (:t)t 
= (ata). A star denotes complex conjugation and a tilde 
stands for the transpose. 1 Once A has been found, the 
eigenvalues can be read from the uncoupled form 

H= (btb)fi,(gt)=0nw;h1bj +const, (3) 

where 

are the new boson operators. In order for the b's to 
satisfy the boson commutation rules, A must fulfill 1,2 

(4) 

(5a) 

and 

AJAt =J, (5b) 

where J=(1 -1\ The question now arises: What condi
tions on the Hamiltonian matrix II are sufficient to en
sure the existence of a matrix A satisfying (2) and (5), 
and how is one going to construct A? It seems that such 
conditions have not been spelled out in the literature, 
though a set of operational rules to facilitate the com
putation of A (when it exists), has recently been for
mulated. i Reference 1 also contains a fairly broad list 
of interesting applications to physical problems. 

The purpose of this note is to show that A exists and 
can be calculated by following routine diagonalization 
procedures, provided 1/ is positive definite, that is, 

(x)t 11(x) - 0, "(x) '* (0). (6) 

Equivalently, since II is Hermitian, the eigenvalues of 
II should be positive. [Note that, in general, the eigen
values of II are not the diagonal elements of /1' in 

Eq. (2). 1 As we shall presently show, Condition (6) is 
also necessary, if the frequencies of the uncoupled 
Hamiltonian (3) are to be positive. Indeed, let /I' 
= (r r) Since if is Hermitian, y and y' are real 
diagonal n by n matrices with diagonal elements Vi and 
y[. Let A =(:* ~*). Then, by Eq, (5), 

A-i-JAtJ-(~t -11) - • - -ILt ~. 

Equation (2), therefore, reads 

( ~ -IL )('" B (~t -~)= (r _,). -J.L* ).* B* 0* -,ut I\. I 
(7) 

Performing the matrix multiplication, we find') = 1', 
that is, I! ' = r J Thus, the uncoupled Hamiltonian (3) 
is explicitly given by 

H=l1 21 ;(b!b; + ~). 

Accordingly, if the frequencies w i =2y/fi are to be 
positive, the Hamiltonian matrix 

II =Atl/'A c:-c (I/,1/2A)t(!I,I/2Jl) 

must be positive definite, 

(8) 

(9) 

Before turning to the discussion of diagonalization, 
let us recast Eq. (2), with the aid of (5), into the usual 
eigenvalue form, namely, 

Note that I!.J is, in general, not Hermitian. Another 
useful form is 

(10) 

(11) 

In Sec. 2 we shall first establish the existence of a 
diagonalizing matrix A, and then show how to actually 
construct it. As it turns out, the construction follows 
exactly the same procedure as in the Hermitian case, 
the only difference being the change of the metric from 
1= e 1) to .1= e -I), Finally, in the AppendiX, we amend 
a shortcoming in Ref. 2, wherein a related problem is 
discussed, namely, given the diagonalizing matrix II, 
find the transformation brackets connecting base states 
of the old operators (a j , aD with those of the new opera
tors (hi' htl, 

2. DIAGONALIZATION 
A. Existence 

Let II be a positive definite 2n by 211 Hermitian 
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matrix. Since JIIJ shares the same properties, there 
exists a unitary matrix U such that 

is a diagonal positive matrix. Define 

V= UE-tf2 , 

Then T1 is regular and satisfies 

V tJII,JV = 1. 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Let P be a unitary matrix diagonalizing the Hermitian 
matrix vtJV, that is, 

ptvtJVP=T/, 

Then 

w=vp 

satisfies 

WtJW=T/, 

and 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Equation (17) is a congruence transformation on the 
matrix J conserving the number of positive and negative 
elements in J (Sylvester's law of inertia3). Hence, n 
of the 1)c'S are positive and n are negative. Let e be a 
diagonal matrix with elements 

eu =oc,l1)cl. (19) 

Then 

(20) 

satisfies 

(21) 

and 

(22) 

Now rearrange the column vectors U;/) into a new matrix 

(23) 

such that the vectors (zi) have positive norm, namely, 

i,i=1, .,. , n, 

and the vectors (z/) have negative norm 

(Zi?J(Z,)=- ou, i,j=l, ••• , n. 

Since Z satisfies 

ZtJZ=.T, 

and 

ztJIIJZ =/1', 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(25) 

(26) 

we see that A = zt is a solution to the diagonalization 
problem [Eqs. (5) and (11)1. We note, in passing, that 
the same proof applies to more general metrics: the 
diagonal matrix J could have any number 0'" k '" 2n of 
positive elements and, correspondingly, 2n - k negative 
elements. Equation (26), with the aid of Eq. (25), can 
be rewritten in the form 

(27) 

Thus, (z/) are eigenvectors of f/J with eigenvalues '}'i> 
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and similarily, (2j) are eigenvectors of IIJ with eigen
values - Yc. 

B. Construction 

The actual construction of a diagonalizing matrix 
Z = At follows closely the proc edure employed in the 
Hermitian case, the only difference being the change of 
the metric from 1=( 1 t) to J = (1 -1). We shall make use 
of the following observations: 

(a) The eigenvectors of J have nonvanishing nOrm. 
Let 

Since f/ is positive definite and J is regular, 

(xj)tJHJ(xc) = Yt (xFJ(x /) > o. 

(28) 

(29) 

Thus (xc)tJ(xc) z 0 according to Yc <: 0, and (xc) can be 
normalized to satisfy 

(30) 

(b) Eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues are 
orthogonal with respect to J. Indeed, if 

(31) 

then 

V:J)t J If J(x/) =Yi (x ,)tJ(XI) = Yf(x J)tJ(x i)' (32) 

(c) If YI is a multiple root of det(llJ - yI) with multi
pliCity k, there exist exactly k linearly independent 
eigenvectors having Yj as their common eigenvalue. 
Indeed, let Z satisfy Eqs. (25) and (26), Since the ranks 
of the two matrices (IIJ - YII) and ztJ(IIJ - 'nI)Z = /1' -y/J 
are equal, and the rank of the latter is, obviously, 
217 - k, the homogeneous system (I/J - YcI)(x) = (0) has 
exactly 2n - (2n - k) =k independent solutions. 

(d) The k independent eigenvectors (Xl), ••• , V:k) 
belonging to the degenerate eigenvalue Yi' can be made 
orthonormal (with respect to J) via the Schmidt process. 
Assume, for definiteness, YI '. D, Normalize (xl) and 
denote the resulting vector by (1'1)' Now subtract from 
(X2) its component along (1'1), that is, 

(33) 

Clearly, (xD'* (0) [or else (t"2) and (:I't) would be linearly 
dependent 1, and v:Dt J(Yt) = O. Since (x2) is also an 
eigenvector of II J (with eigenvalue Yc" 0), we have by 
(a), (x2)tJ(X1) '. D. Normalize (x~) and denote the result
ing vector by (1'2)' The process can be continued to ob
tain (1'1), •.• , (l'k) satisfying 

//J(.1',)=)'/(.\',), and (\',)tJ("m)=o,m' (34) 

(e) If (xc) == (~D is an eigenvector of II .J with eigenvalue 

Yi, then (Xi) =(:~)iS an eigenvector of II J with eigen

value - Yj. Indeed, using the explicit form 

the assertion is obvious, Since both Y/ and - YI are 
eigenvalues, 

Yoel Tikochinsky 
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We can now summarize the construction of the 
diagonalizing matrix At. 

(i) Find the n positive roots of the characteristic 
polynomial (35). 

(ii) Obtain n independent eigenvectors (xI), •.. , (xn) 
belonging to the positive roots n, ... ,"n. 

(iii) If necessary, use the Schmidt process to com
plete the orthonormalization, and denote the resulting 
vectors by (ZI)' Thus, (Zj)tJ(z}) = 0i}o 

(iv) The first half of At, namely, (:D is given by 

(~)= «(Zl) ..• (zn)) (36) 

(v) Complete 

At =(:tt t)=(ZI)'" (Zn)(ZI)'" (zn)), 

where (z/) =(~~) for (z/) =(~n. 
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APPENDIX 

The purpose of the Appendix is to amend a short
coming in a related work by the same author. In Ref. 2 
the following problem is discussed: Given the diagonaliz
ing matrix A=(:* f*), find the transformation brackets 
connecting base states of the old operators (a j , aD with 
those of the new operators (b;, bi)o In order to evaluate 
a multidimentional normalization integral rRef. 2, 
Eq. (76)1, I have assumed, in addition to Eq. (5), the 
reality condition 

(AI) 

It turned out that (AI) is too strong in the sense that it 
cannot always be met, Thus, for example, for n = 2, the 
two matrices 

ia) 
.. ib , 

with e, fl, a, b real, and (32 * (liz, a2 = (lI2 - ~, and b2 = (32 - L 
fulfill Conditions (5) but violate (AI). Now the normali
zation integral can be written as 

1
d2n X; -

Integral = ~ exp[- (x)F(X)l, (A2) 
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where 

F=(1 + T1' 

Tr 

is a real 2n by 2n symmetric matrix, with 

TR=Re(A-If.l) and T1=Im(A-If.l). 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Let Q be a real orthogonal matrix diagonalizing P, that 
is, 

QFQ =f, flJ= 0itii' (A5) 

Since the Jacobian of the transformation (y) = Q(x) is 
equal to 1, the integral (A2) reduces to 

Integral = -n-' exp - 0fiV7 =ll ~ e-fi ,dVi 1 d2nv (2n ) 2n 1 f ,,? 

11 /=1 f=1 11 

2n 
= II /,-112 = (det Frl/2 (A6) 

;=1 ' , 

provided all the eigenvalues fi are pOsitive. We shall 
now show that this is indeed the case. Consider the 
matrix 

(A7) 

with eigenvalues gf =fi - 1. The assertion will be estab
lished if g~ < 1 for i = 1, 0 •• , 2n. Let (~) be a normalized 
eigenvector of G with eigenvalue g. Then 

G2(~)=(_~ ~X~)= .. '[2(~), 
where 

P=r1' +-0 and C=TRTr-T1TR• 

But (z)=('I:)+i(l') also satisfies 

TTt (2) = (P - iC)(z) = g2(Z), 

where 

T=T1'+iTr• 

Hence, by Eq. (5), 

g.2=(z)t TTt(z)=I_ (Z)t(AtArl(z)<L 

(A3) 

(A9) 

(AID) 

(All) 

(A12) 

The result (A6) is, therefore, always valid (when A 
exists), and should replace Eqo (3D) of Ref. 2. 

Ie. Tsallis, J. Math. Phys. 19, '277 (107tl). 
'!y, Tikachinsky, J. Math. Phys. 19, '270 (107S). 
:ISee, far example, M. Bocher, Ilitroductiull to Higlier Algebra 

(Mac:millan, New Yark, 101:'), p. 144. 
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We introduce the concept of a conformal stationary limit surface as the boundary where a conformal 
Killing vector admitted by a spacetime becomes null. This hypersurface is an infinite frequency shift 
surface for conformal Killing observers and sources. We derive the local conditions under which it can be 
an event horizon in the sense that it be a null geodesic hypersurface. In particular, we show that it is null 
and geodesic if and only if the rotation of the conformal Killing congruence has a vanishing norm on this 
hypersurface. Finally, we discuss the surface gravity associated with such a conformal Killing horizon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is over twenty years since Rindler first differentiat
ed between particle and event horizons in a classic 
paper. 1 While he defined a horizon quite generally as a 
boundary between things that are visually observable 
and things that are not, his analysis was based entirely 
on the Robertson- Walker metric. As such it includes 
all homogeneous and isotropic model universes. With 
the advent of black hole physics, the concept of event 
horizon was adapted to include those horizons occurring 
in asymptotically flat spacetimes. 2,3 The most impor
tant spacetimes of this type are the well- studied solu
tions of Schwarzschild and Kerr, both of which admit a 
timelike Killing vector that becomes null on a totally 
geodesic null hypersurface, the event horizon. 

In th is paper we consider the properties of space
times admitting a timelike conformal Killing vector 
(CKV), ~a, which then satisfies the conformal Killing 
equations4 

(1) 

Here L ~ is the Lie derivative, ¢(X C
) is the scalar func

tion defined by 4¢ = 'Vc~C, gab is the metric tensor, and 
'Va is its associated covariant derivative, Consider now 
a null geodesic with tangent vector ka, so that kaha = 0 
and l?a'V/?b = O. It then follows from Eq. (1) that 
l?a'Va(~b!?b)=O, so that ~a"a is constant along the null 
geodesic. 

It is useful to define a "conformal Killing observ
er," with 4-velocity ua=e-"'~a, in regions where ~a is 
timelike, having defined e 2• = ~a~ao We use a signature 
- 2, in which case /laUa = + 1 when ~a is timelike. From 
Eq. (1), it then follows that the function ¢ is just 1/1' 
when U' is well defined, where we write ''''' ~a'Va, the 
covariant derivative along the CK trajectory defined 
by ~a. Thus cb just tells us the rate of scale change as 
we move along the CK trajectory. In the case of a 
Killing vector, for which ¢ = 0, it follows that i:;a ~a 
remains constant along the Killing trajectory. 

Consider now a CK source at S, emitting photons at 
frequency v., joined by a null geodesic, r, to a CK 
observer at 0 who receives the photons at frequency vo. 
Since the measured frequency is proportional to u"ka , 

and i:;aka is constant along r, it follows that the photons 

are frequency shifted by the factor 

/IS (i:;ai:;)1 /2 
---~ 
Vo - (i:;a i:;a)s • 

(2) 

Hence the hypersurface defined by ~a i:;a = 0, which we 
shall des ignate Ln, is a surface of infinite frequency 
shift for CK sources and observers, for S on ~o im
plies Vo = 0 while 0 on ~o implies Vo - c(J for finite v s' 5 

The existence of the CKV, ~a, implies that the metric 
can be written in the form gab = f(x C

) hab' where f(x C
) is a 

function of spacetime position that is related to ¢(XC
), 

while hab is a function of position with the restriction 
that it be constant on any CK trajectory. 4 When a CK 
observer can be defined, i. e., when i:;a is timelike, 
this observer experiences a purely conformal change in 
gab as he moves along the CK trajectory. If the CK con
gruence is irrotational, he concludes that the spacetime 
is "conformally static"; otherwise he concludes that the 
spacetime is "conformally stationary" for he can detect 
rotation. In regions where the CKV is not timelike, such 
an observer cannot exist. We are then led to term the 
boundary, where the CKV becomes null, to be a "con
formal stationary limit surface." Even for spacetimes 
having an ordinary Killing vector, it appears appropriate 
to distinguish between static and stationary limit 
surfaces. 

In the following sections we consider the circum
stances under which ~o, the conformal stationary limit 
surface, can form part of an event horizon, in the sense 
that it be a null geodesic hypersurface. It should be 
noted that some of our results could be obtained by 
means of a conformal transformation since a null 
geodesic hypersurface is invariant under such a trans
formation and the work of Taken06 directly implies 
that given a CKV in one space, there is generally a 
large class of spaces that admit this vector as a KV.7 
On the other hand, the concept of surface gravity is not 
easily developed with this latter approach because 
timelike geodesics do not transform to timelike geode
sics. The direction that we follow here, however, al
lows us to introduce this concept in a clear physical 
manner. Furthermore, it demonstrates how significant
ly different the CK case is from the ordinary Killing 
case in terms of horizon degeneracy, surface gravity, 
and surface temperature. 
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2. CONFORMAL KILLING CONGRUENCES 

To study the geometry of a congruence of conformal 
Killing trajectories, it is useful to expand the covariant 
derivative, \7aU b, of the unit tangent vector in the usual 
forma 

'v.Ub = lIaz~b + w. b + <Jab + ehab , (3) 

where e = ~'i7aUa is the expans ion, Z{a = uC'i7cua is the 
acceleration, ~ab= 'i7C.ub) -Uea1l b) is the vorticity, 
<Jab =V(.lI b)-U(.Ub)- ellab is the traceless shear, and 
hab=gab- u.u b is the projection tensor. Using Eq. (1), 
it is straightforward to show that the CK congruence 
is shearless9 and has expansion e = i'= rPe-<b, where in 
general' ""'Ua'i7a• The acceleration can be written as 
ita = ella - 'v.I/!. We can then write Eq. (3) in the form 

\7alt b= e-"'<bg"ab + wob - lia 'i7b I/! , (4) 

from which we also have 

(5) 

Forming ~a 'i7b~c, permuting and summing we find 

(6) 

where ( ... j indicates the sum of distinct cyclic permuta
tions. In the case that w. b = 0, this equation is just the 
usual hypersurface orthogonality condition, ~ [a 'i7b~c) = 0, 
combined with the conformal Killing Eq, (I), 

From Eq, (1), we can obtain a particularly useful 
expression for the acceleration 

/(a = Fab/(b' where P~b=e-W(q:,fiab- 'i7a~b). (7) 

Since we can also write F'"b as e~-tI'i7Co~b)' it follows that 
F'"o is a bivector, whose dual, F.o is given by 

F: _1. Frs 
alJ- 217abrs , 

where 17abrs is the alternating tensoL The rotation 
vector assoc iated with u· is 

(8) 

(9) 

wh ich is related to the vorticity through wao = TJabril'ws. 

In terms of the bivector F.b' we have the more conve
nient form of the rotation, wa = - p.bUb• 

Since we shall be interested in regions where ~a may 
become null, so that ua is not defined, it is useful to 
introduce a renormalized rotation vector, wr

, given by 

(10) 

which remains defined on :0 0, It follows that wa = e 211 wa 

when ~. is not null, and that w· = - 1"2. iOOII b, as above. 

The squared norm of this renormalized rotation 
vector is 

waw = e4!b Fab F. u UC 
a '" ac b • 

We can now use the identity10 

AabE _ BaoA = -'-0' A B sr 
be be 2 C 1'5 , 

(11) 

(12) 

wher~ A'b and Bao are any two bivectors with duals Aao 

and Bab in a four-dimensional Riemannian space, Taking 
both Aa. and R.b to be F.b, we then have 

(13) 
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and from Eq. (7) we have 

F,.sFrs=e-2.(v"eVa~0- 4q:,2). 

Equations (7) and (11) then yield 

waw e-2• = itoiA e2~ + 2-+>2 _ !.'i7a to.., t 
a a ~.1 2 S vaSbo 

We now consider a hypersurface, :0, defined by 
~a ~a = constant, A normal to :0 can be written as 

(14) 

(15) 

n. = ~Va(~C~c), so that n. = ~cVa~c. It then follows from 
Eq. (1) that ~·na = cp~. ~., and also that 

(16) 

Of course l~aUa=O, since u·u.=l, so that we have for 
the norm of the normal vector 

(17) 

Then USing Eq, (15) to eliminate I~al:{a, we have the funda
mental equation 

(18) 

This is the generaliZation to CKV's of a well-known 
equation for KV's, obtained first by Vishveshwara2 and 
later in a somewhat different manner by the application 
of the Frenet- Serret formalism to Killing trajecto
ries. 11 The corresponding equation for ~a a homothetic 
Killing vector has recently been obtained, where the 
Frenet-Serret equations are integrated explicitly, 12 

similarly to Ref. 11. Equation (18) states that the con
formal stationary limit surface, :0 0, where ~a becomes 
null, is a null hypersurface if and only if w· is also null 
(or the zero vector) on :0 0, 

3. THE CONFORMAL KILLING HORIZON 

For any hypersurface to constitute a portion of an 
event horizon, it is necessary that it be both null and 
geodesic, Of course there are further global conditions 
to be considered, but these are not of direct interest 
here, In the case of Schwarzschild spacetime, the static 
limit surface for time-translational Killing observers, 
where ~a becomes null, coincides with the event hori
zon, This is not the case for the Kerr spacetime due to 
the nonvanishing rotation associated with the time 
translational Killing vector. 2,3 As we have already 
pointed out, a similar conclusion is true for a CKV 
with rotation o 

Hence we are faced with two options, the first being 
to assume that the rotation of ~a vanishes. Failing this, 
we shall assume that there exists another CKV from 
whic h, w ith ~a, we can form a "mixed CKV," say ~a, 
which has null or vanishing rotation on the stationary 
limit surface defined by ~a~a = O. This is analogous to 
the "mixed KV" introduced in the Kerr spacetime by 
Vishveshwara2 and Carter. 3 In the following, we shall 
drop the tilde and simply denote the mixed CKV by ~a. 

From the definition of the normal, na to :0, and 
Eq, (1) we Can write 

(19) 

On the hypersurface 60' we have both e and na null, 
with ~ana = 0 as well. Since two nonzero orthogonal null 
vectors must be parallel, it follows that na = f3~a for 
some scalar function i3(XC)o (In a similar way, it is ob-
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vious that, on ~o, wa is also parallel to ~a, unless it is 
the zero vector.) Equation (19) then implies that ~~ = h~a 
for some scalar function h(xC

), in which case na = (2cfJ 
- hHa. Hence both ~a and na are parallel to a null geo
desic tangent vector, and it follows that the hypersur
face where both ~a~. and w·w. vanish is null and 
geodesic. 

The hypersurface ~o then satisfies the local condi
tions that it constitute a portion of an event horizon. 
That more, global, conditions are necessary is obvious 
from a consideration of the Minkowski and Robertson
Walker spacetimes, both having the 15 parameter full 
conformal group. Some of their CKV's certainly define 
hypersurfaces which are null and geodesic, forming 
the past and future null cones of any typical observer. 
However they do not define a global horizon, which is 
consistent with our notion of the homogeneity properties 
of these spacetimes. Of course certain limiting null 
cones do define particle and event horizons, and these 
have been discussed by Rindler. 1 

4. SURFACE GRAVITY 

We have shown that ~~ = h~. on the hypersurface ~o. 
Of course this may also be so away from ~o, so that the 
CK trajectory is a nonnull geodesic, and for the timelike 
case represents free fall. This is illustrated by the 
HKV of Minkowski spacetime which has h = q:, = 1. Since 
~~=h~a implies (h- c!»~a~.=O, then imposing ~~=h~. 
with h *- cfJ implies that ~., and hence na and w·, are null 
and parallel. In our consideration of horizons we are 
only interested in ~o and restrict ourselves to this 
hypersurface. 

Let .\ be the parameter along the CK trajectory such 
that ~. = dx· / d.\. (.\ is the group parameter related to 
~a.) If /l is the affine parameter along this curve, i. e. , 
such that (dxa/d/l)V.( dxc/d/l) = 0, then the function h is 
just (d2.\/d/l2)/(d.\/dll), relating the two parameters by a 
"relative acceleration." To derive an expression for h, 
we form ~~~~=h2~.~b' and noting that ~~~b= ~a~~ on 6 0, 

we obtain 

(20) 

Using Eqs. (1) and (6), we arrive at the relation on 60 

(h - c!»2 = 2d>2 - ~va ~bV.~b' (21) 

To introduce the notion of surface gravity for the 
horizon, we must consider an acceleration, Since 1~a 
becomes undefined on 60' we consider a renormalized 
acceleration, e/;l~·, which remains well behaved on 60' 
analogous to the renormalized rotation w·. In general, 
we have the relation 

~a' = d> ~a + e2"'1~a, (22) 

so that e2>J;1~al~. = (h - d»2 on 6 o. Def ining g, the surface 
gravity, to be the norm of the renormalized accelera
tion, it follows that 

g 2 = 2d>2 - iva ~b'v. ~b (23) 

on the hypersurface 60. 13 We can also use this as a 
definition of goff 60' and write Eq. (18) in the form 

w·w.->l·n.=(,r-d>2)~.~.. (24) 
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It is of some interest to consider the variation of g 
along each CK trajectory generating the null hypersur
face ~o. We make use of the identity for CKV's 

vcva~b= ~aRacab+ gabVccfJ +gbcV.cfJ -gacVbcfJ, (25) 

where Racab is the Riemann curvature tensor. This is 
derived in the same manner as the more familiar iden
tity for Killing vectors. Transvecting with ~c, it follows 
that 

(26) 

where the Reimann term vanishes due to the pair anti
symmetry of Racab• By straightforward differentiation of 
Eq. (23) along the CK trajectory, using Eq. (26), we 
find 

(27) 

On the hypersurface ~o, where ~a'=h~· andg2=(h- q:,)2, 
we then have the results 

(h - 2cfJ)' = 0 and (g- 1»' = 0 on 60, (28) 

where we adopt the sign convention g = h - cp. For d> 
constant, i. e. 1;. is a homothetic Killing vector, it fol
lows that the surface gravity remains constant along 
each of the null HK curves generating 60' while for a 
CKV, the surface gravity scales up or down with cfJ 
along the CK curves. In the latter case cfJ, and hence g, 
is not necessarily constant on 6 0, This can be seen 
most directly from a consideration of Minkowski space
time, where there are four CKV's with d> being pro
portional to t, x, v, or z (Cartesian coordinates). These 
rj)'s are obviously not constant on 6 0, which is in this 
case just the null cone. Of course this 60 does not de
fine a global horizon in this spacetime. Since g - d> 
(or h - 2d» is the conserved quantity along the null 
geodesic CK generators of 6 0, one would also like to 
consider the variation of g- cfJ from one generator of 6 0 
to another, in analogy with the generalized Hawking
LichneroWicz theorem, 14 where the surface gravity was 
found to be constant over any connected component of a 
Killing horizon. The constancy of g - 4', suggests that 
it is g - dJ, and not g, to wh ich the temperature is pro
portional for such possible horizons. 15 

Following Boyer,16 it is of interest to consider the 
possibility of the horizon becoming degenerate in the 
sense that \7.(1;C~c), i. e., /la, becomes the zero vector. 
Sincen·=(cfJ-g)~a, and (g-cp)'=O, it follows that if the 
horizon is degenerate at any point along a CK generator, 
then it must be degenerate along the entire generator. 
Unlike the Killing horizon case, the surface gravity is 
not zero, being just cp, which itself might not be 
constant on the generator. 

Equations (18), (23), and (28) are generalizations of 
now familiar results for KV's and their associated hori
zons, and should be of use in considering a wider range 
of models for dynamic problems, such as black or 
white holes or for models of locally inhomogeneous 
universes. One simple application of these results is to 
the self-similar spherically symmetric spacetimes 
considered by Carr and Hawking, 17 and other authors. 18 
The existence of the horizon structure in these space
times is most easily understood in terms of the exis
tence of the Similarity homothetic Killing vector. 19 
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A generalized framework is presented for analyzing the linearized equations for perturbations of 
inhomogeneous plasma equilibria in which there is a collisionless species, some properties of the solutions 
of the linearized equations are described, and a basis is provided for numerical computations of the 
linearized properties of such equilibria. It is useful to expand the perturbation potentials in eigenfunctions 
of the field operator which appears in the linearized equations, and to define a dispersion matrix whose 
analytical properties determine the nature of the solutions of the initial-value problem. It is also useful to 
introduce auxiliary functions to replace the usual perturbation distribution functions, and to expand the 
auxiliary functions in eigenfunctions of the equilibrium Liouville operators. By introducing the auxiliary 
functions, great freedom is achieved in the choice of the field operator which appears in the linearized 
equations. This freedom can be used in some problems to define expansion functions for the potentials that 
are particularly suitable for studying specific normal modes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although plasmas produced in the laboratory are al
ways inhomogeneous and finite in extent, practical tech
niques have not been well developed for the theoretical 
determination of the linear response of a collisionless 
plasma to a small deviation from an inhomogeneous 
equilibrium. There is general interest in the solutions 
of the linearized equations for the evolution of inhomo
geneous collisionless plasmas, and in useful techniques 
for approximating those solutions. There is also con
siderable practical interest in understanding kinetic 
effects in some current experiments that involve quite 
inhomogeneous plasmas at least one of whose particle 
species can be taken as collisionless. Examples of such 
experiments are highly diamagnetic pinches containing 
hot ions. 1,2 

The objective of this paper is to present a general 
framework for linearized analysis of inhomogeneous 
collisionless plasma equilibria, to describe some 
properties of the solutions of the linearized equations, 
and to provide a basis for obtaining approximate 
numerical solutions in a practicable way. 

Generally speaking, the perturbations of the potentials 
or of the field functions appropriate to the problem at 
hand are represented as a linear combination of some 
basis functions of pOSition with time-dependent coef
ficients. Then the evolution of the system can be de
scribed in terms of a disperSion matrix whose rows 
and columns are associated with the various basis func
tions. For example, in the case of a spatially uniform 
equilibrium of a one-dimensional electrostatic plasma, 
it is usual and appropriate to express the scalar poten
tial as a Fourier series. Then the dispersion matrix 
is diagonal, with the result that each wavenumber in 
the perturbation can be analyzed separately. However, 
were the equilibrium spatially nonuniform, using a 
Fourier series for the potential would not yield a diago
nal dispersion matrix and each wavenumber could not 

be analyzed separately. It would be desirable to find a 
set of basis functions with which the dispersion matrix 
would be diagonal, or nearly so for the most important 
eigenfrequencies of the problem. The necessity of 
choosing a suitable set of basis functions for expanding 
the p(j!rturbation potentials is a central aspect of a 
lineatized analysis for any inhomogeneous equilibrium. 
The optimal choice is a matter of phYSical intuition and 
experience, and it depends on what information is de
sired in the specific problem at hand. In the treatment 
that we present here, great freedom is allowed in the 
choice of basis functions for the pertUrbation potentials. 
This is achieved by replacing the perturbation distribu
tion function for each particle species with an auxiliary 
function, which is the perturbation distribution function 
for that species plus a linear functional of the perturba
tion potentials. By this means, an arbitrary operator 
is introduced into the equation satisfied by the perturba
tion potentials, and the basis functions are taken as 
eigenfunctions of that operator. 

If it is possible to find the auxiliary functions or, 
equivalently, the perturbation distribution functions as 
functionals of the perturbation potentials exactly, then 
it may not be useful to expand the auxiliary functions. 
However, this is usually not the case. Generally, it is 
also necessary to introduce basis functions for the 
phase space, functions of position and velocity or of 
pOSition and canonical momentum, which are used to 
expand the auxiliary functions. To expand the auxiliary 
function for a particular particle species, we have found 
it advantageous for both analytical and numerical pur
poses to take basis functions for the phase space that 
are simultaneous eigenfunctions of the equilibrium 
Liouville operator and the equilibrium constants of the 
motion for that specieso This is standard in the case 
of a spatially uniform equilibrium of an electrostatic 
plasma, although with that problem the procedure is 
usually described in different terms. By introducing 
the eigenfunctions of the equilibrium Liouville operator 
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in the general nonuniform case, we achieve a unified 
point of view that is very useful. 

Techniques and results that we describe in this paper 
are being applied to the so-called Vlasov-fluid model, 
in which the ions are treated as collisionless and the 
electrons are approximated as a massless fluid3

.\ they 
are also being used for investigating the stability of one
dimensional BGK equilibria. 5 The ideas have evolved 
from these applications and from earlier computational 
work on linearized behavior of perturbations of spatial
ly uniform equilibria of collisionless plasmas in one 
dimension. 6 Buneman and Holdren7 have used similar 
methods independently. Sedlacek8 has investigated the 
spectral properties of the Liouville operator. 

In addition to its application to specific problems dis
cussed in the preceding paragraph, our method gives 
an insight into some of the general properties of the 
linearized solutions of the initial-value problem in the 
neighborhood of an inhomogeneous equilibrium. We give 
a general formula, Eq. (IV. 24) or Eq. (IV. 26), for the 
dispersion matrix D(w) which determines the character 
of the linearized solutions. The normal modes occur 
at complex frequencies w where D{w) has a zero eigen
value; the form of the normal mode is determined by 
the corresponding eigenvector. F or a completely 
Hamiltonian system, the form (IV. 26) of D(w) shows 
that it is a formally Hermitian matrix function of w. 
From this it follows that the normal frequencies W 

occur in conjugate pairs. The Hermitian property also 
implies a variational theorem for the normal frequen
cies. The form (IV. 24) or (IV o 26) shows that the ele
ments of D(w) are analytic except for branch points on 
the real axis at multiples of extreme frequencies in 
the unperturbed particle motions. Because of the cut 
along the real aXiS, the general linearized solution 
consists of a continuum of van Kampen modes with real 
frequencies in addition to possible discrete normal 
modes. In the stable case, where there are only van 
Kampen modes, the asymptotic form of the solution 
after long times is dominated by the character of D(w) 
in the neighorhood of the branch points. This is in con
trast to the homogeneous problem where the long-time 
solution may be dominated by a Landau-damped mode. 
Landau-damped modes can occur also in the inhomo
geneous case, but there are always real branch points 
which dominate the asymptotic behavior. The present 
paper provides an initial approach to the study of gene
ral features of this sort for the inhomogeneous initial
value problemo 

In Sec. II we give the fundamental linearized equa
tions for the perturbation distribution functions and 
potentials in the general case, define the class of auxili
ary functions that we shall consider, and give the basic 
equations that determine the auxiliary functions and 
the perturbation potentials. These basic equations are 
also specialized to the important case in which the 
particle equations of motion and the equations for the 
potentials are derivable from the same Hamiltonian. 
The Laplace transform solutions for the auxiliary func
tions and potentials are obtained in Sec. III in two 
forms, one of which is of particular significance for 
numerical computations. ExpanSions of the auxiliary 
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functions and perturbation potentials are introduced in 
Sec. IV, and general properties of the dispersion ma
trix that enters the Laplace-transform solutions are 
derived. The important special case in which there is 
at most one nonignorable coordinate in the equilibrium 
is treated in more detail. Properties of the solution of 
the initial-value problem are discussed in Sec. V. 

In Appendix A we discuss Hamilton's principle and 
give the Lagrange and Hamilton equations in a vector 
form. Three examples of systems to which the formal
ism of this paper can be applied are displayed in 
Appendix B; a one-dimensional electron gas, a three
dimensional completely collisionless multispecies 
plasma, and the Vlasov-fluid model. We present a sim
ple general proof of the anti-Hermiticity of the equi
librium Liouville operator in Appendix C. We discuss 
the eigenfunctions of the equilibrium Liouville opera
tor in Appendix D, where we also obtain the eigenfunc
tions and eigenvalues explicitly for the case in which 
there is at most one nonignorable coordinate in the 
equilibrium. Finally, in Appendix E, we conSider some 
properties of analytic matrix functions. 

II. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

In order to encompass the variety of situations to 
which the formalism in this paper is applicable, we 
begin by writing the basic equations in a general form. 
We consider a plasma which can be described by a 
linearized Boltzmann equation for each collisionless 
species 5, 

[;'t +L,Jf~I)(t)=6IUSi(t)1'il)(t) 
= U s(t) dl (1 )(1), (n.1) 

where t denotes time, and a set of field equations of 
the form 

(n.2) 

The quantities L S! Us> K, and J: are linear operators, 
and t denotes adjoint. (,(1) is the perturbation of a 
single-particle distribution functionf., for species s 
about an equilibrium distribution functiont"s(O); 

(n.3) 

dJ(1) is the pertUrbation of an array l' of potential func
tions about an equilibrium alTay dJ (O); 

(n.4) 

For example, the elements 1'jl) of 1'(1) could be the 
perturbation of the scalar potential and components of 
the perturbation of the vector potential for the electro
magnetic field; or they might be any linear functionals 
of the perturbation electromagnetic potentials. The 
equilibrium quantities f}O) and q) (0) do not depend on 

time. 

In the general theory it often does not matter exactly 
what independent variables are chosen in addition to 
time, and it is often convenient to leave them unspeci
fied. Accordingly, we use the notational convention 
that any given quantity will be denoted by a single sym
bol regardless of which independent variables are used 
and regardless of how the quantity is represented~ When 
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we wish to specify a definite set of independent variables 
in terms of which a quantity is to be expressed, we 
shall include those variables as arguments with the 
symbol for the quantity. When an argument is indicated 
for an operator, it may mean that the operator involves 
one or more functions of the argument; or it may mean 
that the operator is a differential or integral operator 
with respect to the argument; or both of these mean
ings may be implied. It is frequently useful to repre
sent a function as a column matrix whose elements are 
the coefficients for the expansion of the function as a 
linear combination of linearly independent basis func
tions. The corresponding matrix representation of an 
operator is a rectangular matrix. We shall use the 
same symbol to denote the matrix representation of a 
function or an operator that we use to denote the func
tion or operator itself. These notational conventions 
will expedite our presentation. Sometimes, as in Eqs. 
(II.l)-(II.4), we shall indicate the argument t explicitly 
but suppress all other arguments. 

The quantity fs may be a distribution function for the 
phase space of position and canonical momentum or 
for the phase space of position and velocity. For most 
cases of interest, the two kinds of distribution function 
are proportional with a constant numerical factor of 
proportionality. However, this is not always true. 
Whichever kind of distribution function fs is, it can be 
expressed in terms of pOSition coordinates and velocity 
components or in terms of position coordinates and 
canonical momenta equally well. 

The operator L s is the equilibrium Liouville operator 
for species s. That is, the operator [a/at+L s ] acting 
on an explicit function of time and phase-space variables 
gives the total time rate of change of the function as
suming that the phase-space variables change with time 
according to the equilibrium particle equations of mo
tion for species s. Expressed in terms of position and 
velocity, L s is 

L(r,v)=v'V'r+ ~s [E(O>(r)+~vXB(O>(r)]'V'v 
s 

1 (0)( ) + M Fs r,v oV'v, 
s 

(n.5) 

where E(o>(r) and B(o>(r) are the equilibrium electric 
and magnetic fields, Qs and Ms are the charge and mass 
per particle of species s, c is the speed of light, and 
F~o>(r, v) is any force acting in equilibrium on a parti
cle of species s in addition to the Lorentz force. We 
assume that F~o>(r, v) is derivable from a generalized 
potential. We also assume that the array of potential 
functions rp has been so chosen that E(o>, B(o>, and 
F!o> can be determined from rp(o>, The operator Us is 
an array, of dimension equal to that of rp(l>, whose ele
ments, UsI , are linear operators which act on functions 
of configuration space and time to produce functions of 
the phase-space variables and time. In Eq. (II. 1), Us 
acts on the array of perturbation potentials to give the 
total time derivative of the perturbation of the distribu
tion function for species s. We refer to K as a field 
operator; it is a linear operator on the array rp(1), and 
its elements are linear operators in the space of posi
tion and time. The operator J~ acts on functions of the 
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phase-space variables and time to produce functions 
of configuration space and time. It is an integral opera
tor with respect to velocity or canonical momentum, 
but most of our development does not depend on that 
fact. In Eq. (n.2), J!fP> is the contribution to the 
source for rp (1 > due to the perturbation of the distribu
tion function for species s. (The operators Us and J s 

provide a connection between configuration space and 
the phase space; they can be represented by rectangu
lar matrices. The adjoint of an operator that produces 
a function in the phase space by operating on a func
tion in configuration space is an operator that does the 
reverse; it produces a function in configuration space 
by operating on a function in the phase space. We adopt 
the convention that an operator which produces a func
tion in the phase space by operating on a function in 
configuration space be denoted by a symbol without a 
dagger.) In terms of position and velocity, we take 
Jf. fs(l > to be of the form 

(n.6) 

The operators K and Us may involve the time differen
tiation operator a/(li, but we do not allow the time t to 
enter these operators in any other way. Each of the ex
amples that we have considered is consistent with this 
restriction; and it is required if the equations are to 
be invariant under time translation. Although invariance 
under time translation would not rule out the possibility 
that even J: involve time differentiation, nevertheless 
we do not allow that possibility. We shall assume that 
J~ is completely time-independent. However, it should 
be noted that our subsequent development could be modi
fied easily to include time differentiation in J~ if that 
situation were to occur in a problem of interest. 

If all of the particle species are collisionless, then 
the linearized equations certainly have the form of 
Eqs. (n. 1) and (n. 2L Sometimes equations of the form 
of Eqs. (n. 1) and (n.2) can describe a plasma in which 
one or more species are not collisionless. This is the 
case with the Vlasov-fluid model, 3,4 in which the effect 
of the electrons is manifested in the form of the coupled 
equations for the perturbed distribution function of the 
collisionless ions and the perturbed vector potentiaL 
In order to render the meaning of the quantities in 
Eqs. (n. 1) and (n.2) more concrete, in Appendix B we 
give examples of three systems whose governing equa
tions are of this form. For the present, let it suffice 
that we do consider systems whose governing equations 
are of the form of Eqs. (n. l) and (n.2), and that many 
plasmas are of that type. 

We now modify Eqs. (n.l) and (n. 2) by introducing 
an auxiliary function {[" depending on the phase- space 
variables and time, to replace /P>; the definition of 
{[sis 

{[s(t) = !p>(t) - 6 i P sl(t) rp II >(t) 

=/ ~l>(t) _ P s(t) ¢ (1)(1), (n.7) 

where P set) is an array, of dimension equal to that of 
¢(1), whose elements, Psi(t), are linear operators in 
the space of the phase-space variables and time. The 
equations for {[s and ¢ (1 >, obtained by using Eq. (n.7) 
to eliminate! ~1 > in Eqs. (n. 1) and (n. 2), are 
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[:t +L];;s(O=6 iWS/(O¢\I)(t) 

= Ws(t) ¢ (I )(t), 

1I.¢(I)(t) =0 sJ !;;s{t), 

where 

Ws(t)=Us(t)- [:t +L]Ps(t), 

1I.=K(t) - 0 sJ !P s{t). 

(n.8) 

(n.9) 

(n, 10) 

(n,l1) 

There is an important restriction that we impose on the 
time dependence of Ps(t). The new field operator, 11., 
which replaces the old field operator, K(t), is rcquiJ'crl 
110t fo flll'oll'C time in any way; it is not a differential 
operator with respect to time, The motivation for defin
ing the functions f{ s as in Eq, (n.7) is that the new field 
operator 11. in Eq. (n.9) can be chosen arbitrarily, by 
appropriate choice of the linear operators P s. If, for 
a specific problem, ¢ (I) can be adequately represented 
by a linear combination of a few of the eigenfunctions 
of 11., then Eqs. (n. 8) and (II, 9) can be solved conven
iently by expanding ¢ (I) in terms of the eigenfunctions 
of 11. and retaining only a few terms in the expansion. 
This can be of considerable practical importance. Of 
course, the question still remains how to choose 11. such 
that it will be useful in a given problem, and that is a 
very important question of physics. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide a framework for treating Eqs. (n.8) 
and (II. 9) once A has been chosen, and to point out the 
value of seeking appropriate new field operators that 
are generated by the auxiliary functions f.[s' These ideas 
have served well in a numerical application of the 
Vlasov-fluid model to screw pinches4 and in a study of 
the stability properties of one-dimensional BGK 
equilibria. 5 

Some of the systems to which the theory in this paper 
applies are completely Hamiltonian; that is, the parti
cle equations of motion for each collisionless species 
and the field equations can be derived from Hamilton's 
principle by using a single Lagrangian. We assume that 
the equations of motion for the particles can always be 
derived from a Lagrangian, However, for some of the 
systems that we consider, like the Vlasov-fluid 
model, 3,4 the field equations and the particle equations 
of motion cannot both be derived from the same 
Lagrangian; in fact, it may be that the field equations 
for a given problem cannot be derived from any 
Lagrangian. In the remainder of this section, we in
dicate how the operators L s and Us are related to the 
particle Hamiltonian, and how the operator .f. is related 
to the particle Hamiltonian for systems that are com
pletely Hamiltonian. Some further details and back
ground information can be found in Appendix A. 

Let Ls[r, t, ¢(r, 0) be the Lagrangian for a particle 
of species s with position vector r and velocity vector 
t. Considering L s to be an explicit function of the argu
ments r, r, and ¢, it is convenient to define a canoni
cal momentum vector p by 

p =Vi-Ls[r, r, ¢(r, t)), (n.12) 

where Vi is the gradient with respect to the velocity 
variables holding rand ¢ fixed. The components of p 
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are simply related to the usual canonical momenta Pj 
as follows. Suppose that we use an orthogonal coordi
nate system whose unit vectors are a/r), that the co
ordinate associated with ej is denoted by qj, and that 
the derivative of r with respect to qj is expressed as 
usual in terms of a function hj(r) by 

:r := Izj(r) a/r). 
uqj 

(n.13) 

If we specify the dependence of Ls on r by means of the 
variables qj' then the usual canonical momentum Pj is 
defined by 

ilLs 
Pj=aqj; 

it is related to the jth component of p by 

Pj = ej ' p =pj/h j • 

(n.14) 

(11. 15) 

Thus, if the coordinate system is Cartesian, the com
ponents of P are the usual canonical momenta, The par
ticle Hamiltonian corresponding to Ls is defined by 

Hs[r, p, ¢(r, tl) =po r - Ls[r, r, ¢(r, t)); (IL 16) 

and Hamilton's equations, written in vector form, are 

r=VpH" 

(n. 17) 

In these equations H s is considered to be an explicit 
function of r, p, and ¢; Vr is the position gradient hold
ing p and ¢ fixed; Vp is the canonical momentum gradi
ent holding rand ¢ fixed; and V is the usual gradient 
for functions of position. The quantity aHs/oq' is an 
array whose elements are oH./a¢i' The vector form 
of Hamilton's equations is equivalent to the usual scalar 
form 

(II, 18) 
•. _ _ 2H s _;, ~ aH s 
PJ - ?qj LI/ ilqJ o¢i ' 

A more detailed discussion of the vector form of the 
Hamilton and Lagrange equations is given in Appendix A. 

If fs is the distribution function for the phase space of 
position and canonical momentum, it satisfies the fol
lowing collisionless Boltzmann equation: 

r,s + (Vrfs)' (Vp Hsl- (Vpfs) 0 (Vr Hs + (V¢) ~~s ) = 0, 

(n. 19) 

where, as in Eq. (n.17), a sum over the elements ¢/ 
of ¢ is implied in the last term. The equilibrium dis
tribution function is a solution of the zeroth-order part 
of this equation: 

(n.20) 

The definition of the equilibrium Liouville operator in 
terms of position and canonical momentum is 
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L(r,p)G(r,p)=(VrG)' (VpHs) 

-(VpG)' [VrHs+(Vq;,(O») aa:ca)] , (n.21) 

where G(r, p) is any function. [When we work to zeroth 
or first order in the perturbed quantities, as in Eqs. 
(n.20) and (n. 21), we need only be concerned with par
ticle motion in the equilibrium potentials. See Ref. If 
with regard to this. ] 

It is frequently useful to use the canonical coordinates 
and momenta explicitly, as we shall in Sec. IV, Let q 
denote the set of coordinates q j, and p denote the set of 
their conjugate momentapj. If we consider G(q,p) to 
be any explicit function of q and p, then L s G is given by 

aHs )] W> . 
(n.22) 

(If G depends explicitly on q;,(0), the corresponding terms 
must be added, ) This expresses the well-known fact 
that Is G is the Poisson bracket {G, H s}' The equivalence 
of Eqs. (IL 21) and (II, 22) can be demonstrated directly 
by deriving expressions for V r and V p as indicated in 
the discussion following Eq. (A. 12), and by using the 
identity 

(hre r)- [V(hjej)]' (:i 8i ) - (hjej )' [V(hl(jr)]' Ui ai) 

=- (hrel )' [ V C1i a i)]· (hjej ) 

+ (hjej)' [V('~i 8t)J . (hle l ) 

= - (hrer) 0 { (hje j ) x [VX Ui 8i) J}= O. 
The perturbation distribution function fP) satisfies 

the first- order part of Eq. (n. 19), 

Ut +L(r, P)JfP) = - (a;<'O)f.(O»)q;,(l) 

+ (V"f.(o»). (V¢ (1») aa:cL, (n.23) 

which is of the form (n. 1). The quantity [(aL/a¢ (O»)fs(O)] 
is defined by 

( a[. 1(0») 
~ . 

= (V f (0 l). (V OH.) r.' p w> 
- (V /,(0») • [(V OH.)+ (VA-. (0») a

2
H. ] 

p. rw> '+' ~ 

{
af(O) a2H 

=~, a;j apjaq;,'(O) 

_ ofs<O) [ 02Hs + oq;,(O) a2H. J} 
OPj oqjoq;,(O) oqj ~ . (n.24) 

The large parentheses on the left side of the equation 
are used to indicate that the differential operators in 
o[./oq;,(o) act only onfiO). Comparing Eqs. (n.1) and 
(n.23), we see that U. can be written as 
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U =_ [a[. f(O)J+ aH. (V {(o»).V • W>. W> p .• 

_ [aIs (O)J aH. 1: [af.(O) _a_J 
-- ~f. + W> LJj apj aq, 0 

(n.25) 

It must be remembered throughout that Vr and Vp are 
gradient operators holdinf[ the array of potentials fixed. 
Note that U. does not contain the operator a/at if the 
variables rand p are used; if the variables r and v are 
used, Us may contain a/at. See the note added in proof, 
Ref. 13. 

In terms of the variables rand P, we take the quantity 
.P.fP) that appears in Eq. (IL 2) to be of the form 

J~(r, p)f.(1)(r, p, t) = I d3p:}s(r, p)fP)(r, p, t), (II, 26) 

quite analogously to Eq, (n.6). For completely 
Hamiltonian systems f). can be written as 

(j _ aH. ( ) 
If • - W> - lL 27 

When relation (n. 27) applies, there are some special 
features of the solution of the linearized problem, These 
will be developed later in the paper, A proof of Eq, 
(n.27) can be found in Appendix A. Further discussion 
of Hamiltonian aspects of the systems treated in this 
paper is given in Appendices A and Co 

The equilibrium distribution function can be ex
pressed as an explicit function of constants of the mo
tion for the equilibrium Hamiltonian, 

(II, 28) 

One of the constants of the motion is H.[q,p, ¢<O)] it
selL In addition, the equilibrium distribution function 
may depend on other constants of the motion, which we 
label with an index k and denote by I!k)(q,p); we denote 
the set of invariants I;k) (q, p) by I .(q, p). A s is indicated 
by the notation, we are now considering H s to be an ex
plicit function of q, p, and ¢(O). We have required in 
Eq. (n. 20) that f.'O) be an exact equilibrium solution. 
However, we note that only a rather small modification 
of the discussion in this paper would be required to in
clude equilibria which are approximate due to at least 
one of the constants of the motion If') being an adiabatic 
invariant instead of exact. In that case, we would allow 
the right hand side of Eq. (n.20) to be O(e), where E 

is a smallness parameter of the order of the perturba
tion quantities. If an approximate constant of the motion 
were a second-order adiabatic invariant, so that the 
right-hand side of Eq. (II. 20) were O(E 2

), then our 
formalism could be applied without change, as if the 
constant of the motion were exact. In any event, if we 
express /SO) explicitly in terms of H. and Is as in Eq, 
(n.28), then U. can be written as 

(n.29) 
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A. Specialization to global invariants 

A case of great interest and applicability is that in 
which the invariant I'l')(q,p) is precisely p~, the momen
tum conjugate to an ignorable coordinate qk, for each 
value of ". Then Is(O) is expressible completely as a 
function of the Hamiltonian and of the canonical momen
ta associated with spatial symmetries of the Hamiltoni
an. In Sec. IV, we shall restrict attention to this case 
and make use of special properties associated with it 
Specializing to this case, we take 

Ir:)(q,p)~P., (ll.30) 

where P. is the momentum conjugate to an ignorable co
ordinate qk> and write 

(II. 31) 

indicating that we consider J s to be an explicit function 
of Hs and of conserved momenta Pk' In order to simplify 
subsequent formulas, henceforth we shall use the index 
k exclusively for ignorable coordinates and their con
jugate momenta, and sums over k should be understood 
to run only over the ignorable variables. The symbols 
q and p will continue to denote the sets of all the 
canonical coordinates and momenta, nonignorable as 
well as ignorable. 

With this specialization, the operator Us is Simplified 
considerably. The derivatives aI<t) laq, obviously vanish. 
In addition, because q. is ignorable, neither ¢ (0) nor 
oHjo¢(O) depends on qk, and their derivatives with re
spect to q. vanish. Therefore Us can be written simply 
as 

U oJs [IL oHs ) .0 oHs oHs 0 ] 
s= ORs ~ sW> + J W> op, oq, 

;, oJs oHs 0 
+ LJk 0p~ ~ oq. 

(H. 32) 

An interesting choice of the quantity P s in the trans
formation (II. 7), discovered independently by Holdren, 7 

is 

aJ s oHs 
Ps= oHs W>' (II. 33) 

With this choice, the operator Ws defined by Eq. (II. 10) 
becomes 

(II. 34) 

In obtaining this expression, we have employed the fact 
that Ws acts only on field functions-that is, on functions 
which do not depend on the momentapj. Formally, this 
choice of P s has explicitly brought out in W s the analogy 
between time and energy on the one hand and conjugate 
pairs of coordinates and momenta on the other. This 
will prove especially convenient in Sec. IV for making 
the Hermitian character of the dispersion matrix D 
explicit. Physically, 
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P ¢(l) ~ oJs ,JRs ¢(1) 

s oHso¢(O) 

would be the perturbation distribution function I ! 1) that 
solves Eq. (n.I) if ¢(1) were time-independent and also 
independent of the ignorable coordinates q.. This is 
evident because the condition for P s¢( 1) to solve Eq. 
(n.1) is Wsq/1) =0, which is satisfied if (oJslapkJCo¢(l)1 
aq.) = 0 and (aJslaHs)(a¢( 1) lat) = O. Thus the auxiliary 
function gs defined by Eq. (II. 7) with this choice of P s 

is the nonadiabatic part of I~ 1), and this choice may be 
expected to be useful for studying the low-frequency be
havior of some systems. 

III. THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 

We now turn to the solution of Eqs. (II. 8) and (II. 9) 
for the evolution of the auxiliary functions !is and the 
potential functions ¢\ 1). The solution will be in terms of 
Laplace transforms ~s(w) and $(1)(w) of gs(t) and ¢(1)(t): 

gs(t) = (2 1Tr1 fedw e-iwtKs(W), Ks(w) = fodt Ciwt!is(t), 

(IlL 1) 

¢( 1) (t) = (21Tr1 fe dw c- iwt $(1) (w), $(1) (w) = fodt eiwt ¢( 1)(1) 

(Ill. 2) 

where C is a suitable Bromwich contour. The operator 
W s may contain the time differentiation operator 0 lot, 
but it does not involve time in any other way. Therefore, 
the Laplace-transform representation of Ws ¢( 1) may be 
written as 

Ws(t)¢(1)(t) = (21Tr1 fedw e- iwt [W s(w)<;6(l)(w) + 1'5(W)], 

(Ill,3) 

where Ws(w) equals the result of substituting - iw for 
alat in Ws(t), and where 1's(w) can be constructed from 
¢(1)(t) and its time derivatives evaluated at (= O. The 
operators A and Jl do not involve time at all. 

The equations for the Laplace transforms gs(w) and 
Q;(1)(w) that are implied by Eqs. (II. 8) and (n. 9) are 

(Ill. 4) 

and 

(III. 5) 

Equations (III. 4) and (III. 5) can be solved by first 
eliminating R"s to obtain an equation for <;6(1), and then 
substituting the solution for i}l) into Eq. (III. 4) to obtain 
an equation for i; s' The result is 

¢(l)(w) = D-1(w){L s J:[Ls - iw r1[ 1's(w) + gs(O)]}, (Ill. 6) 

R"s(w) =[L s-iwr1Ws(w)D-1(w){Ls'J~.[Ls' - iwr1 

where 

x [1's' (w) + gs'(O)]} + [L s- iw r1[ 1's(w) + gs(O)], 

(III. 7) 

D(w) =A - LJ~[L - iwr1Ws(w). (IlL 8) 

The contour C for the Laplace transforms must be above 
all singularities of ¢(l)(w) and gs(wL In this connection 
we note that L. is anti-Hermitian, so that its eigenvalues 
are purely imaginary. A simple general proof of the 
anti-Hermiticity of Ls is presented in Appendix C. We 
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call D(w) the dispcrsion opcrator. It is independent of 
the operators Ps(t) in terms of which A and w.(t) were 
defined by Eqs. (II.10) and (11, 11). That is, D(w) can 
also be written as 

(III. 9) 

where K(w) and Os (w) equal the result of substituting 
-iw for a/at in K(t) and Vs(t), respectively, For com
pletely Hamiltonian systems, it is possible to choose 
the operators Ps in such a way that the dispersion 
operator D(w) is manifestly a Hermitian function of w. 
This is discussed in Sec. IV. 

Although the Laplace transforms ¢(1) and gs given by 
Eqs. (III. 6)-(111. 8) are written quite compactly, the 
expressions are in fact very complicated. The disper
sion matrix and some features of the solution of the 
initial-value problem are discussed in Secs. IV and V, 
with particular reference to the case in which there is 
at most one nonignorable coordinate in the equilibrium. 
Typically (see Sec. V), because of the factor [L s - iw)"1 
in the second term in D(w), and since the operator L. has 
a continuous spectrum of imaginary eigenvalues, the 
solution can be written in terms of a continuum of gen
eralized van Kampen modes along the real w axis, plus 
contributions from poles (and other singularities if any) 
in the complex w plane" If we approximate the problem 
by choosing an N-dimensional representation of configu
ration space, then the matrix D(w) becomes NXN, and 
the contribution to the solution from the N -fold degener
ate continuum of generalized van Kampen modes can 
be written down in principle. If, further, we use an ap
proximate finite-dimensional representation of the phase 
space for each species, then if the operators Ws(w) are 
polynomial functions of w, the singularities of the 
Laplace transforms will be a finite number of poles that 
must be located and whose orders must be determined. 
[An assumption that Ws(w) be a polynomial function of w 
would not pose a serious restriction. For the examples 
in Appendix B, ~Vs(w) is at most a cubic function of w.] 
We shall introduce such a finite-dimensional approxima
tion scheme at the beginning of the next section. In that 
case, there is another form of the Laplace transform 
gs(w) that allowsthe poles to be located and their orders 
determined by finding the zeros of a polynomial in w. 
The degree of the polynomial may be large for any par
ticular approximation; but the polynomial can be written 
in a form that allows it to be evaluated practically even 
when the degree is large indeedo This other form of the 
Laplace transform is also interesting theoretically, 
apart from its practical applicability to any particular 
approximation scheme. 

In order to obtain the new form of the Laplace trans
form, we solve Eqs. (III. 4) and (III, 5) differently, 
Inst~ad of first eliminating gs' we first solve Eq, (III. 5) 
for 1>(1) in terms of gs, and substitute it into Eq. (I1I.4) 
to obtain an equation for is; then~ the solution for is can 
be used in Eq. (III, 5) to obtain 1>(1). In order to carry 
out this method of solution, we must concern ourselves 
with the possibility that A has a zero eigenvalue. 

Only the part of ¢Il) lying outside the nullspace of A 
can be determined from Eq. (III, 5). We shall see 
shortly that A can be chosen not to have a zero eigen-
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value, This is the situation that we shall develop fully; 
and, in the process, we shall obtain a final result that 
does not require that A-I exist. For comparison, we 
first describe briefly how ¢O) could be found in terms of 
the functions gs when the nullspace of J\. is not empty. 

Let P be the projection operator for the entire null
space of A: 

PA=AP=O, (l-P)A=A(l-P)=A, P2=P. 

The part of ¢(l) lying outside the nullspace of A can be 
determined by projecting out the part of Eq. (III. 5) out
side the nullspace to obtain 

(III, 10) 

This equation is in terms of quantities that are outside 
the nullspace of A, and A possesses an inverse within 
that complementary space. Now project out the part of 
Eq. (III, 5) in the nullspace of A to obtain 

(III. 11) 

This is a condition on the functions g.(w) which can be 
used to determine p¢(1) from Eq. (III. 4). By operating 
on Eq. (III. 4) from the left with PJI" summing over s, 
and using Eq. (III.ll), we can obtain 

[6sPJ!TV.(w)P][P¢(I)(W)] 

=6.PJI,Lj;s(w) -6sPJI,[ <ps(w) + .'(s(O)] 

-[6.PJI,Ws(w)(1 - P)][(l - P)¢(1)(w)]. (III. 12) 

This equation determines P¢( 1) in terms of the functions 
is and the function (1 - P)¢(l) which can be found from 
Eq. (III. 10). In this way can cP(!) be expressed in terms 
of the functions is when A has a nonempty nullspace. 

The procedure that was just described leads to an 
unnecessarily complicated result and it is circuitous. 
Let us see how to avoid that procedure by arranging that 
A have no zero eigenvalue. The real motivation for 
introducing the operator A was to have a field operator 
whose eigenfunctions are particularly suitable for ex
panding $(1) for some specific problem. Suppose that a 
suitable field operator, which we shall call A', has been 
found. Now note that (A' - 6), where 6 is an arbitrary 
complex constant, has the same eigenfunctions as A'. 
Therefore, from the standpoint of representing ¢Il), 
(A' - 6) is as good a field operator as A', However, the 
eigenvalue spectrum of (A' - 6) is the eigenvalue spec
trum of A' shifted by the constant - 6. If A' has a zero 
eigenvalue, then 6 can be chosen such that (A' -6) does 
not. (If 6 is complex, A' may not be Hermitian; this, 
however, does not affect our development. ) We now ask 
whether operators P s can be found such that 

(III. 13) 

in order that we can introduce 

in analogy with Eq. (II. 11). The operators P s are un
derdetermined by Eq. (III. 13) because, although P s is 
an operator that connects the configuration space and the 
phase space, the equation imposes a condition only in 
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the configuration space. Thus, Eq. (m.13) will general
ly have infinitely many solutions. Some operators P 
that satisfy Eq. (III. 13) for examples discussed in Ap
pendix B are given explicitly by Eqs. (B28) and (B42) 
of Appendix B. 

Now assume that 1\ does not possess a zero eigen
value and, therefore that A -1 exists. The solution of 
Eq. (III. 5) for Jj (1) is 

(m.14) 

and, by substituting this into Eq. (III.4), we obtain 

I;r ilL, - iW]6" - TVs(w)A -'J/kr(w) = l <Ps (w) + gs(O)] (III. 15) 

as the equation for determining the functions is(w). For 
studying these equations it is helpful to introduce a 
matrix notation in which the rows and columns are 
labelled by the species index. A function with a species 
subscript will be replaced by a column matrix denoted 
by the unsubscripted symbol for the function. An oper
ator with a species subscript which operates on a func
tion in configuration space to produce a function in the 
phase space for the species will be replaced by a column 
matrix denoted by the unsubscripted symbol for the 
operator. (Our convention is that such an operator does 
not have a superscript dagger. ) The adjoint of such an 
operator will be replaced by the adjoint of the associated 
column matrix (a row matrix). An operator with a 
species subscript which operates on a function in the 
phase space for the species to produce another function 
in the phase space for the species will be replaced by a 
diagonal square matrix denoted by the unsubscripted 
symbol for the operator. Fo}' example, element s of 
~(w) is ~s(w), element s of W(w) is IVs(w), element s of 
Jt is ~, and the element of L in row s and column y is 

L sOsr' 

With this notation we rewrite Eqs. (III. 14) and (III. 15) 
as 

;po )(w) = 1\ -1~ JI(w) (IlL 16) 

and 

i(w) =s-l(w)l <p(w) + g(O)], (III. 17) 

where 

(III. 18) 

and I is the unit matrix. For the sake of simplicity, we 
now assume that W(W) is a j)olynomiaZ junction of w, 
which implies that <f>(w) also is a polynomial function of 
w. This assumption includes the examples in Appendix B 
as special cases. The form of ~(w) given by Eq. (m.17) 
is different than that given by Eq. (II1.7). Nevertheless, 
the two are equivalent, and it is apparent that the 
singularities of fl(w) occur at those values for which 
S-I(W) is singular. We now demonstrate the equivalence 
of the two forms of k(w) by a method which will indicate 
a practical means of finding the zeros of finite-dimen
sional representations of S(w). In order to do that we 
prove the following theorem. 

Theorem: Let a and p be any operators that operate 
on a function in a space R, to produce a function in a 
space R 2 • The adjoints at and pt operate on functions in 
R2 to produce functions in RIo Let II be the identity 
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operator in R" and let 12 be the identity operator in K,. 
If [12 - apt 1-' is nonsingular, then " 

lie - apt]-l = [12 + aApt], 

where 

(m.19) 

The operator A operates on functions in R, to produce 
functions that are also in R,. 

Pvoof: 

Since we are interested in applications to problems 
involving functions which can be adequately approximated 
with a finite dimensional basis, we shall assume that 
the spaces Rl and R2 are finite-dimensional and, there
fore, that the operators can be represented by matrices. 
Beginning with 

(12 - apt)(I2 + aApt) =12 + a[(I1 - pta)A -111 pt, 

we see that the theorem will be proved if 

(11 - pta)A = 11' 

This equation has the solution given by Eq. (IlL 19) if 
(II _pta)"' is nonsingular. That it is nonsingular can be 
seen by introducing finite-dimensional bases for Rl and 
R 2 , so that a and pt are rectangular matr ices and A is 
a square matrix. We now use the determinantal identity 

det(J,-pta )=det(12 -opt). (III.20) 

l This identity is of crucial importance for numerical 
solution of the initial-value problem, it will be discussed 
in a separate paper dealing with numerical procedures. ~l 
Because (I2 - apt)"1 was assumed to be nonsingular, and 
because the identity (III. 20) is valid with alZy finite
dimensional bases for Rl and R 2 , we conclude that 
(II - ptaf! is nonsingular. Thus, the theorem is proved. 

The operator 5 -1(W) is nonsingular on the Bromwich 
contour, if it were not, then the contour for the Laplace 
transforms would have been chosen incorrectly. There
fore, it can be evaluated by using the theorem that was 
just proved" The result is 

S-l(w) =lI + (L - iwI}-'W(w)D-1(w)JtllL - iwlr\ (III. 21) 

which shows that Eq. (III. 17) and Eq. (III. 7) are equi
valent. It is straightforward to show that Eqs" (III. 16) 
and (HI. 6) for Ji(l) are also equivalent. Summarizing 
our results so far for ¢(ll and g, we may write 

g(w) =s-l(w)l~ (w) +g·(O)], 

¢U)(w) = A-I J tJt(w) 

=D-l (w)J t IL - iwlr l 1 ~ (w) +g(O)], 

where 

D(w)= A-Jt[L -iwlr1W(w), 

(III. 17) 

(Ill. 22) 

(IIIo 23) 

and where 5 (w) is given by Eq. (III. 18) and 5-1 (w) is 
given by Eqo (IIL 21), 

Now suppose that we have a finite-dimensional repre
sentation for 5(w)0 Then det 5(w) is a pol')Jnomial in w, 
and the singularities of S-I(W) are poles located at the 
roots of the determinantal equation 

det5(w)=0. 
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Writing 

S(w)=fL -iw~][~-([ -iwI2t 1W(w)A-1Jfj, 

where 12 is the identity matrix with respect to the finite
dimensional basis for the composite phase space of all 
of the particle species, and using the determinantal 
identity given by Eq, (Ill, 20), we can rewrite the deter
minantal equation as 

det S(w) = (det[L - iw~])(det[I1 - A-lJt(L - iw~r1W(w)]) 

= (detfL -iw~])(det[A-1D(w)]) 

= (det A-I )(detfL - iw~])(detD (w)) = 0, 

where II is the identity matrix with respect to the finite
dimensional basis for configuration space, Therefore, 
the roots of the determinantal equation are the same as 
those of the polynomial equation 

(detfL - iw~])(detD(w)) =0. (TIl. 24) 

Note that this equation does not involve A-I, nor do Eqs, 
(Ill. 17) and (III, 22) for the Laplace transforms. Thus, 
we no longer have the restriction that Kl exist. Equa
tion (TIl, 24) is computationally significant because it 
provides a practical means of computing the roots of 
det S(w), even when the degree of the polynomial is 
large, as long as the dimension of the matrix D(w) is not 
large, If A has been chosen appropriately, so that a few 
eigenfunctions of 1\ suffice to approximate cPu>, then 
those eigenfunctions can be used as the finite-dimension
al basis for configuration space, and the dimension of 
D(w) will be small. The matrix [L - iw~] has the dimen
sion of the finite-dimensional basis for the phase space, 
which may be large. However, by chOOSing a finite sub
set of the eigenfunctions of L as the basiS, we diagonal
ize [L - iw~] and can compute its determinant easily. 
Once the zeros of det S(w ) have been found, the co
efficients of the inverse powers in the Laurent expan
sions of g(w) and c!i(1)(W) about each of the zeros can be 
evaluated and used to invert the Laplace transformation 
to obtain g(t) and cp(1)(l). An effective scheme for finding 
the zeros of det S(w) numerically is a global Newton's 
method. Computational aspects of the procedure that 
was just outlined for finding a discrete approximation to 
~e eigenfrequency spectrum associated with g(w) and 
cP (1) (w) will be presented elsewhere. 9 

IV. THE DISPERSION MATRIX 

A. Expansions in eigenfunctions of A and L 

As we noted earlier, it is useful for numerical pur
poses to take eigenfunctions of A as a basis for 
configuration space, and to take eigenfunctions of L as 
a basis for the phase space. It is also useful for analy
tical purposes to choose these bases. 

The introduction of a oasis for a linear vector space 
requires the specification of a weight function with 
respect to which an inner product in the space is defined. 
In configuration space we define the inner product 
(0', (3) with respect to a real weight function r(C) of 
position by 

(IV. 1) 

where a and f3 are arbitrary functions of position. Note 
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that in general the symbol cp stands for an array of po
tential functions CPi; correspondingly, 0',f3 are in gene
ral arrays of functions ai' f3 i , and the product a*{3 
stands for 6iatf3i. By a function in configuration space, 
we mean a set of functions like i/>i (r). In the phase space 
for species 8 we define the inner product (a, (3) with 
respect to a real weight function rj') of the phase-space 
variables for species 8 by 

(a, (3)= J an r~)a*f3 = (f3, a)*, (IV. 2) 

where a and f3 are arbitrary functions of the phase-
space variables for species 8 and dn is the differential 
volume element in the phase space for species 8, Equa
tions (IV. 1) and (IV. 2) define different scalar products, 
one for functions in configuration space and one for 
functions in the phase space for each species. We use the 
same notation for each; it will be evident from the con
text which is meant. We require that r(C) commute with 
A and that r;p) commute with L., but the weight func
tions are otherwise arbitrary. Useful choices for nu
merical approximations are 

r;p) = 1.0) and r(c) = 1. (IV. 3) 

We define eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of A and Ls 
by 

(IV. 4) 

and 

(IV. 5) 

Where, because of the anti-Hermiticity of L., 11 ST is 
real. The indices nand r stand for whatever sets of la
bels are needed to specify the eigenfunctions 7)n and 
W ST' Again, in general, 7)n is an array of functions. 
Some labels may be discrete and others may be contin
uous. For numerical work it is appropriate from the 
outset to define functions in terms of a representation 
of the phase or configuration space that is spanned by 
some discrete set of functions. That will ensure that 
all operators can be represented by matrices and that 
the labels for the eigenfunctions of A and L. are dis
crete. We choose the eigenfunctions 1I'ST to be ortho
normal, 

(U'sn 1~lsr') == orr', (IV. 6) 

where here liTT' stands for a product of Kronecker deltas 
and Dirac delta functions-one Kronecker delta for each 
pair of discrete labels, and one Dirac delta function for 
each pair of continuous labels. In Appendix D, the 
eigenfunctions of Ls are discussed further, and they are 
found explicitly for the case in which there is at most 
one nonignorable coordinate in the equilibrium for 
species 8. 

We assume that the eigenfunctions of A and L, are 
complete for the problem. However, A need not be 
Hermitian, although it can be chosen to be Hermitian for 
most problems. Because A may not be Hermitian, we 
introduce a set of functions !:n which are dual to the set 
of functions 7)n: 

(IV. 7) 

where again linn' stands for a product of Kronecker del
tas and Dirac delta functions. 
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The functions q-}l) and ifs are expanded in terms of the 
eigenfunctions of A and Ls according to 

(IV. 8) 

and 

(IV. 9) 

where 0',(1) and Ysr(t) are coefficients that do not de
pend on the configuration-space or phase-space vari
ables. The summation symbols here represent sums 
over all discrete labels and an integral with respect to 
each continuous label. With respect to these basis 
functions, <j>(j} is represented by the coefficients O'n(t), 
and gs (I) is represented by the coefficients Ysr (tl: 

O'n(t)=(l:n,<j>(i)(t)), YSy(t) = (wsngs(t))· (rV.I0) 

In these representations, the operators Ls and A be
come diagonal matrices: 

<r' I Ls I r) = (/('Sy, Lsl{'sr) == iJl syOrr' , 

<n' I A I n) = (I:n" ADn) =Anonn,. 

(IV. 11) 

(IV. 12) 

The dispersion matrix corresponding to the dispersion 
operator, Eq. (III.8), is 

<.n'\D\r~=A 0 ,+/' i<n'I~lr)<rIW.,(w)I17> (IV. 13) 
n nn L...J sr IJ. sr _ W ' 

where we have used the notation 

(17' I J! I r) = (I:n', J:l1'sT)' 

<r I tVs (w) In) = (wsr> tVs(w )DnL 

(IV. 14) 

(IV. 15) 

(Recall that the operator JZ operates on a function in 
phase space to produce a function in ~onfiguration 
space, i. e" a field function, while Ws does the con
verse. ) 

We now specialize to the case of an equilibrium in 
which the distribution function fs( 0) is written as a func
tion of the global invariants associated with the unper
turbed Hamiltonian Hs(q, p, <jJ (0», as was discussed in 
the latter part of Sec. II. The weight function r!p) in 
Eq. (IV. 2) must also be a function of the global invari
ants. Since the operators A and L. are not functions of 
the ignorable coordinates qk' they commute with the 
operators a/aqk' (As discussed in the latter part of 
Sec. II, the index k will always be associated with ig
norable coordinates. ) Therefore the eigenfunctions Dn 
and W ST can be taken to be also eigenfunctions of the 
(anti-Hermitian) operators a/aqk' Ls also commutes 
with the constants of the motion Pk and Hs. The eigen
functions Dn and IOsr can therefore be written in the form 

Dn = Yn(Q)nkN;;1!2eiKk·k, (IV. 16) 

WST = UST(Q, P) oW s - ES)OkO(Pk - pZ)Ni,1/2e iKk•k, (IV. 17) 

where Q and P stand for sets of nonignorable coordi
nates and corresponding momenta, iKk are eigenvalues 
of a/aqk, p2 and Es are values of Pk and H., and N;,1/2 is 
a normalizing factor for exp(iKkqk)' The index n stands 
for a list which includes the eigenvalues Kk ; the index r 
stands for a list which includes the eigenvalues K k, p2, 
and Eg. The dual functions can be written likewise: 

(IV. 18) 

If A is Hermitian, zn(Q) = Yn(Q). If we make the choice 
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of P s given by Eq. (II.33), and use Eqs. (II. 34), (IV.16) 
and (IV. 17), then the matrix element (IV. 15) becomes 

<r\ ~Vs(w)ln) =io .. ,KsT(w)H~Tn' 
where 

(IV. 19) 

K (w)=r(p)(E pO)[wl!h+L-K (lJs] 
ST s 51 k (]H k k (]p 0 

s k H5=E51 Pk=P k ' 

(IV. 20) 

H~rn = fdQ dP aO;S) 6(Hs - E.)u:r(Q, P)Yn(Q) 1Pk=PZ, 

(IV. 21) 
and 0KK' is a product of Kronecker and Dirac delta 
functions, where K is the set of eigenvalues included in 
r, and K' is the set included in rl. In the same way, 
using Eq. (II. 26), the matrix element (IV. 14) becomes 

<n' IJs
t Ir) = 0KK,J:Tn', 

where 

r.rn' = J dQrlpr(C)js(Q,P,Pk)o(Hs - Es) 

x z\' (Q)usr(Q, P) IPk=P~' 

(IV. 22) 

(IV. 23) 

and where we have assumed that j s does not depend 
upon the ignorable coordinates qk' 

The dispersion matrix (IV. 13) can now be written 

< 'IDI)=AO -0" KST(W)J~}!,~.!L n n n nn' kJ(' Us( r) , 
11 sr- w 

(IV. 24) 

where the notation (r) means the sum is only over those 
labels in r other than the K k, and where K refers to the 
Kk included in 17, 8nd K' refers to those in 17'. 

For a completely Hamiltonian system in which A is 
Hermitian, zn=Yn andjs=iJH.liJ<jJ(O) [Eq. (II. 27)]; if 
we also assume that r c = 1, then 

J srn = H' srn' (IV. 25) 

In this case Eq. (IV. 24) becomes 

< 'I I) - ° B '\ Ksr(w)H~;"'H~Tn 
17 D 17 -An nil' - KK'Ls(r) . 

Il SY - W 
(IV. 26) 

We remark that with the choice (II. 33) for P., A defined 
by Eq. (II. 11) is manifestly Hermitian and An is real. 
[See Eq. (II.26), and note that, for a completely 
Hamiltonian system, the field operator K(t) is 
Hermitian. 1 

In the representation we have chosen, all matrices 
are diagonal in the indices Kk corresponding to the ig
norable coordinates. We may therefore reduce the di
mensions of all matrices by fixing the values of the 
eigenvalues Kk, and omitting Kk from the indices. This 
is the advantage of choosing to diagonalize simultaneous
ly the operators fl /aq k' 

B. Hermitian property of D (w) 

The matrix D(w) given by Eq. (IV. 26) is evidently a 
Hermitian matrix function in the sense defined in Ap
pendix E, 

(IV. 27) 

where Dt(w) is the adjoint matrix function. [The adjoint 
matrix function Dt(w) is the adjoint of the matrix D(w) 
calculated as if w were real. 1 The properties of such a 
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matrix are discussed in Appendix E and are used in the 
next section. A particular property is that the roots of 
the dispersion relation 

detD(w)=0 (IV. 28) 

are either real or occur in conjugate pairs. It can also 
be shown that the equation 

<I1ID(w n) In> = 0 (IV. 29) 

gives a variational formula for the frequency wn of the 
normal mode whose potential is given by the function 
1)n' 10 By this we mean that, if 1)n is an approximation of 
order E to the normal mode potential, then the solution 
of Eq. (IV. 29) for wn will be accurate to order E2. 

The dispersion matrix (IV. 26) is a representation of 
the dispersion operator corresponding to a particular 
choice of orthonormal basis functions. A unitary trans
formation [even a transformation by a unitary matrix 
function U(w)] preserves adjoints. It follows that the 
Hermitian property (IV. 27) holds under any change of 
orthonormal basis functions 1)n in which we expand the 
potential .p(ll. In particular, according to Eq. (III. 9), 
the operator D(w) is independent of the choice of P s in 
the transformation (II. 7). The eigenfunctions 1)n of A 
[Eq. (II. 11)] depend on P s> and hence different choices 
of P s (including P s = O!) amount to different choices of 
representation of the same operator D(w). Therefore, 
the property (IV. 27) must hold for the matrix D(w) re
sulting from any choice of P SO The choice (II. 33) of P s 

makes the form of the matrix D(w) especially trans
parent. 

C. Case of one non ignorable coordinate 

The matrix D(w) [Eq. (IV. 24)] is diagonal in the in
dices referring to the ignorable coordinates. If all co
ordinates are ignorable, the eigenfunctions (IV. 16) and 
(IV. 17) reduce to 

1)K = nkN;I/2eiKkQk, 

W~KP = (r~Pl )"1/2nkli(pk _ p~)N;ll2eiKkqk, 

(IV. 30) 

(IV. 31) 

where we have replaced the indices 11 and r by K and 
(K,pO). Note that in this case the energy is not an inde
pendent constant of the motion, and we may take f?) to 
depend just on the ignorable momenta Pk' 

The Liouville operator is 

(IV. 32) 

and 

(IV. 33) 

All matrices are diagonal in the indices K; and the ma
trix D(w) is completely diagonal, with diagonal elements 

The dispersion relation (III. 24) requires for each K that 
the matrix element (IV. 34) vanish if w is not real; this 
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is the familiar form for the dispersion relation for a 
homogeneous plasma. 

We are interested in inhomogeneous equilibria, in 
which case at least one coordinate is not ignorable. If 
there is only one nonignorable coordinate, we can still 
find the Liouville eigenfunctions WST> as shown in Appen
dix D. Since all matrices are diagonal in the indeces K, 

we simplify the notation by holding the indices K fixed 
throughout the remainder of the discussion, and omitting 
them from the index lists nand r. We consider sub
matrices corresponding to fixed values of K. When we 
substitute Eq. (IV. 16) in Eq. (IV.4), it becomes an 
equation in one independent variable Q, and the index n 
is a single discrete or continuous label for the eigen
values A.n• The label r includes the ignorable momenta 
p, the energy E, and an index labeling the eigenvalue 
/lsr' as discussed in Appendix D. If there is more than 
one orbit corresponding to the same (p, E), we need 
another index, a, to distinguish them. To simplify the 
notation, we omit the index a, understanding that an 
integral over E always implies also a sum over a. 

The eigenfunctions usr are given by Eqs. (D. 17) 
- (D. 20). For periodic orbits, 

UspEI = T;~~ 2 (r!/I»)"I/ 2expl- iG SPE( T) ]exp(ilnSPE T), (IV. 35) 

I=O,±1,±2, ... , 

where 

n sPE = 2 rr/TspE , (IV. 36) 

TspE is the period of the motion in the (Q, p) plane, 
and GSPE (T) is given by Eq. (D23). The matrix elements 
(IV. 21) become 

H ' T-I/2(r(Pl)-1/2 jd oHs ['C"; ()] 
spEln = SPE s TYn~ exp t spE T 

(IV. 37) 
x exp(- ilnsPE T), 

where Q in YnoHs/aq:,(O) is to be replaced by Q(7) for the 
orbit spE. The matrix element (IVo 37) is essentially 
the Fourier transform of YnoHs/oq:,(O)exp(iGsPE)' A simi
lar expression can be written for J:PEln ; in the complete
ly Hamiltonian case, it is the conjugate of H'"pEln given 
by Eq. (IV.37), as noted previously. For aperiodic 
orbits, 

uspEJJ. = (2rrj-l/2 (r~p) )_1/2 exp[- iC S/>E (T) Jei"T, (IV. 38) 

where /l is a continuous index, and CSPE(T) is given by 
Eq. (D.20). The matrix elements (IV. 21) are 

H' =(2rr)"1/2(r(p»)"1I2jdT y oHs spEJJ.n s ni)q:,(O) 

x expliC s/>E(T) ]e- iUT • 

The submatrix D(w) can now be written as 

<n I D(w) In'> = A.nli"", - LSI j dpdE K SPE (W)J'!PErJl~PE In' 
znsj>E + f3SPE - w 

(IV. 39) 

(IV. 40) 
-2: jdpdEdJ.l KSbE(W)J~EJJ."H~bEJJ.n· 

s /l-w' 

where ns/>E = 2rr/T sPE is the frequency of motion in the 
(Q,P) phase plane for the periodic orbit (E,p), and f3 sPE 

is the quantity defined by Eq. (D.21). Each element in
cludes a sum over 1 for periodic orbits and an integral 
over /l for aperiodic orbits; the integrals are under-
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stood to run over the corresponding intervals in E and 
p. When there is only one nonignorable coordinate Q, 
orbits which are aperiodic in the (Q, P) plane must ex
tend to I Q 1- co. (I P 1- 00 would be a pathological case. ) 
Hence if the equilibrium orbits are confined to a finite 
region in the (Q, P) plane, they are necessarily periodic 
and the last term in Eq. (IV. 40) does not occur. Exam
ination of Eq. (IV. 20) shows that in the last term in Eq. 
(IV. 40), if it occurs, the integrals over p and E and the 
sum over s can be carried out independently of the 
value of w, leading to a particularly simple form in
volving only an integral over J1; unfortunately that sim
plification does not arise in the second term. 

We see that the elements <n ID(w) In') are analytic in 
w except along the real axis. The last term, if present, 
leads to a cut extending over the entire real W axis. 
Each term in the sum over land s leads in general to a 
cut along that part of the real w axis where wll corre
sponds to a frequency of periodic orbits present in the 
equilibrium distribution. In the special case of simple 
harmonic oscillations, when ns = nsPE is independent of 
E and p, the singularHy reduces to a pole at w = Ins 

+f3sPE • IffsIO)(E,p) is constant over some region in 
(E, p) space, Eq. (IV. 20) shows that the cut along the 
w axis for the second term in Eq. (IV. 40) is not pres
ent for the corresponding interval in lnsPE ' There are 
other special cases. For example, iffs(O)(E,jJ) is 
piecewise constant in E, and if nsPE depends only on E, 
the second term in Eq. (IV. 40) leads to simple poles in 
w. If the integrals are approximated by sums, as for 
numerical purposes, the resulting matrix elements 
again have only simple poles. 

V. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION OF THE 
INITIAL·VALUE PROBLEM 

The solution of the initial-value problem is obtained 
by inverting the Laplace transforms given by Eqs. 
(In. 6) and (III. 7). We shall focus our attention on the 
solution for the potential q/il. The solution for the 
auxiliary function gs could be obtained also; it leads to 
somewhat greater algebraic complexity. 

If we rewrite Eq. (III. 6) in the matrix form developed 
in the last section, we may obtain the following equa
tion for the potential coefficients o.n> 

(V. 1) 

where the vector In(w) is determined by the initial con
ditions 

I( )-L ~rn[(WSTl<l>s(W»+Ys,(O)] 
n W - sIr) i(Il

T 
_ w) (V. 2) 

In order to bring out the character of the solutions of 
Eq. (V. 1) for the potential coefficients Cln(t), without 
involving ourselves in needless algebraic complexity, 
we shall consider only the case treated at the end of the 
last section of a completely Hamiltonian system with 
one nonignorable coordinate, and assume that all equi
librium orbits are periodic in the (Q, P) plane. It will 
be clear that most of our results apply also in the gener
al case. For systems which are not completely Hamil
tonian, those results which depend on the Hermitian 
character of D{w) may not apply. Using the notation 
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introduced at the end of the last chapter, we hold the 
ignorable indices Kk fixed and restrict our attention to 
the corresponding submatrices. The vector In then be
comes 

(V. 3) 

where 

AspEl(w) = T~W J dT exp[i(;'PE(T) )exp(- imSpE T) 

x [<l>,(w) +gs(O»), (V.4) 

where Q and P in the functions of>s(w) and .lis (0) are to be 
expressed as functions of p, E, and T. The solution for 
CI (t) is obtained by solving Eq. (V. 1) and inverting the 
Laplace transform, 

O'n(t) = (21Tr1 fcdwLn,(n!D-l(w)!n')In,(w)e-iwt, (V. 5) 

where the integral is over a Bromwich contour C paral
lel to the real w axis, above all singularities of the 
integrand in the w plane. 

A. Van Kampen and Landau solutions 

Because of the integ'als over p and E in Eqs. (IV.40) 
and (V. 3), the quantities (n I D(w) I n') and In(w) have cuts 
on the real w axiS, although they are not singular there. 
In order to close the contour in Eq. (V. 5) without 
having to cross these cuts, we proceed as follows. Add 
a contour C' anti parallel to the real axis at Imw = - co. 

The contribution to the integral from this contour evi
dently vanishes. Now depress the contour C to the real 
axis, while raising the contour C I to the real axis. 
We are left with residues from the zeros of detD(w), 

which occur at conjugate points in the upper and 
lower half-plane, and an integral over the real w 
axis of the discontinuity in the integrand across the axis. 
The resulting solution has the general form, 

Cln(t) =.LtIlbCnbc-iwbt + .f rlw6.Aa(w)Cna(w)e-iwt. (V. 6) 

The terms in the sum represent the (discrete) normal 
modes of the system. The coefficients AD are complex 
amplitudes depending on the initial conditions through 
In(w). The coefficients Cnb determine the character of 
each normal mode b; that is, they determine the relative 
amplitudes and phases by which each potential com
ponent 7)n participates in the mode b; they do not depend 
on the initial conditions. Explicit formulas for the co
efficients A and C will be given later. In the degenerate 
case when two or more roots Wb of Eq. (IV. 28) coincide, 
the corresponding term in the sum in Eq. (V. 6) may 
involve a polynomial in I. The integral is over the cut 
along the real axis, and represents the van Kampen 
modes, which are singular modes with real frequencies. 
The real frequencies ware in general degenerate; that 
is, there are many van Kampen modes at each frequency 
w. The sum over n corresponds to this degeneracy. The 
amplitudes Aa(w) again depend on the initial conditions, 
while the coefficients Cna(w) which describe the charac
ter of the mode do not. Instabilities can only come from 
the (discrete) normal modes. Phase mixing of the van 
Kampen modes can lead to damping (e. g., Landau 
damping). 

If, for some value of the index n, the nth row and 
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column of the matrix D(w) have no off-diagonal elements, 
then it is easy to show that, corresponding to this in-
dex n, there can be no (discrete) normal mode on the 
real axis with w coinciding with the frequency of any 
van Kampen mode. l The element (nID(w±iO)ln') has a 
finite imaginary part if A.(w) '* 0.] This is the case, for 
example, for a homogeneous plasma. In such cases, the 
solution for a stable plasma consists only of van Kampen 
modes. We have not yet proved the corresponding re
sult when the nth row or column of the matrix D(w) con
tains off-diagonal terms. 

An alternative way to close the contour C, adopted by 
Landau, is simply to depress the contour all the way to 
negative imaginary infinity in the w plane. As the con
tour C crosses the cut on the real axis, it enters a dif
ferent Riemann sheet in the lower half-plane. On that 
sheet, the integrals over E in Eqs. (V.3) and (IV. 40) 
are defined by analytic continuation in w; that is, the E
integration is carried out over a contour in the E plane 
which is deformed so as to keep ZOSM + f3sPE below the 
point w. The resulting analytically continued D matrix 
is no longer a Hermitian function of w. The resulting 
expression for anU) has still the form (V. 6). It contains 
a sum over normal modes, generally including Landau
damped modes in the lower half-plane. The integral 
over continuum modes is now to be carried out along 
vertical cuts extending to negative imaginary infinity 
from branch points on the real axis. 

The Landau and van Kampen forms of solution are of 
course equivalent. It is a matter of taste and conveni
ence which is chosen. In the nonrelativistic, homo
geneous case, if the distribution functions are analytic 
functions of J) and E, there are no branch pOints on the 
real axis, and the Landau solution is simpler, the inte
gral over van Kampen modes being replaced in general 
by a sum over a few discrete Landau-damped normal 
modes. However, in the inhomogeneous case, there 
are in general branch pOints, so that the Landau solu
tion also contains integrals around the vertical cuts, 
which dominate the solution in the stable case. The 
asymptotic form of the solution for a stable, inhomo
geneous equilibrium will be presented in a later paper. 10 

The Landau form has the advantage of exhibiting ex
plicitly the long-time behavior of the solution. The van 
Kampen form has the advantage that it preserves the 
Hermitian character of D(w) and hence the symmetry 
between the upper and lower half w planes. 

When these solutions are approximated in numerical 
calculations, the integrals in Eq. (V. 3) and in formula 
(IV. 40) for the matrix elements (n lD(w) In') are re
placed by sums. There are no longer any cuts in the w 
plane, and the integral in Eq. (V. 6) is replaced by a 
sum over discrete normal modes. (Refer to Sec. III for 
some additional remarks about numerical approxima
tions. ) This sum is an approximation to the integral; if 
the numerical approximations to the integrals in Eqs. 
(IV. 40) and (V. 3) are adequate, the resulting solution 
will be an adequate approximate solution to the initial
value problem for some finite time interval. In such a 
numerical approximation, the Landau sheet in the lower 
half w plane is no longer directly accessible. The prob
lem of identifying the Landau-damped modes in the 
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numerical solution will not be addressed in the present 
paper. 

B. Discrete normal mode-typical (nondegenerate) case 

We assume in what follows that the potentials can be 
represented with sufficient accuracy by some finite 
number N of eigenfunctions of A, so that the matrix 
(nID(w) In') is of finite dimension NXN. We could evalu
ate the reciprocal matrix D-l(w) in the standard way as 
the matrix of cofactors of the transpose divided by the 
determinant. The normal modes would then arise from 
the residues at the roots of the dispersion relation 
(IV. 28). 

It is more convenient to invert the matrix D(w) by 
first diagonalizing it, 

U-I(w)D(w) U(w) =d(w), (V. 7) 

where dew) is diagonal, with diagonal elements dm(w). 
The matrix U(w) which diagonalizes D(w) is a unitary 
function in the sense defined in Appendix E, The column 
Um(w) of the matrix U(w) is an eigenvector of D(w) cor
responding to the eigenvalue dm(w)o If Wb is a simple 
root of the dispersion relation (IV.28), then one of the 
eigenvalues, say db (w) will vanish at w = wbo The 
reCiprocal D-1(w) can be written, by making use of Eq. 
(Vo 7), in the form 

(n I D-1(lL') In') =L m (n I U(w) I m)(m I U_I(W) I n')/ dm(W). (V. 8) 

It is now evident from Eqs. (Vo 5) and (V. 8) that the 
normal mode has the form given by a term in the sum in 
Eqo (V.6), and that the coefficients are given by 

Cnb = <n I U(Wb) I b)/d{,(wb), 

Ab = - iLn(b I Ut(Wb) In) In(wb), 

where 

d'( ) _ ildb(w) 
b w - ilw • 

C. The continuum--van Kampen modes 

(V. g) 

(V.lO) 

(V. 11) 

The integral over the real w axis in Eq. (V. 6) comes 
from the integral in Eq. (Y. 5) taken just above the cut 
along the real axis minus the same integral taken just 
below the cut. If we write the matrix D-I(w) in the form 
(Y.8), the coefficients A. and Cn• are 

Cn.-m=(C nm )*, 

Am =6 n(m I Ut (w) In) In(w), 

A_m =6 n(n I U(w) 1m) In(w - iO), 

(Vo 12) 

(V. 13) 

(V. 14) 

(V. 15) 

where all functions of ware to be evaluated at the real 
axis just above the cut, except for In(w - iO) in Eq. 
(Y.15), which is to be evaluated just below the cut. The 
index m runs over the values 1,2, ... ,N corresponding 
to the eigenfunctions of A. We have chosen to let the 
index a = m [in Eq. (V. 6)] correspond to the integral 
just above the cut, and to let a = - m correspond to the 
integral below the cut. In Eqs. (V. 13) and (Y.15), we 
have used the fact that D(w) is a Hermitian function 
(hence dm(w) is a real function), and that U(w) is a uni
tary function. The necessary modifications when this 
is not the case are obvious. 
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We could equally well have taken the inverse of the 
matrix D(w) in the standard way. The resulting formu
las would then have been 

Cno = (27T)_1(n I :l1(w) 1(7)/ deW(w), 

Aa =Ia(w), 

(V. 16) 

(V. 17) 

where (nIM(w) im) is the matrix of cofactors of the 
transpose of D(w), and the quantities on the right are 
to be evaluated at w + iO if (7 = 'II, and at w - iO if (7 = - /}). 
Equations (V. 16) and (V. 17) correspond to another 
choice of the degenerate modes. 

When the Landau procedure for shrinking the contour 
C in the integral (V. 5) is chosen, the continuum part 
of the solution plus the contributions from the poles 
below the real w axis are rewritten as a sum of Landau
damped modes, plus integrals over vertical cuts ex
tending into the lower half-plane from branch points on 
the real axis. The latter integrals can be written in a 
form analogous to that given above for the van Kampen 
modes. The result is a sum of integrals over a con
tinuum of Landau-damped modes, each integral being 
over modes with a discrete real frequency and a con
tinuum of damping cons tants from zero to infinity. 

D. Discrete normal modes- degenerate case 

By def{enwY(7te here, we refer to a mode or set of 
modes corresponding to a multiple root w of the dis
persion relation (IV. 28). When the dispersion relation 
(Iv, 28) has an n-fold root wb , the integrand in Eq. 
(V, 5) will have an nth-order pole. The corresponding 
term in the solution (V. 6) will then generally have an 
(n - l)st-order polynomial in f as the coefficient C nb • An 
exception occurs when the dispersion matrix D(w) has 
n independent eigenvectors whose n eigenvalues each 
have a simple zero at wb • There are then n independent 
normal modes of the form shown in the first term in 
Eq. (V. 6), which happen to have the same frequency wb • 

Otherwise, that is, if some eigenvalue of D(w) has a 
multiple zero at wb , or if the corresponding eigen
vectors are not independent, a polynomial in t will in 
general occur in the solution. We shall not carry 
through the corresponding calculations in this paper. 

Degeneracies in the eigenvalues of the dispersion 
matrix D(w) are discussed in Appendix E. They do not 
ultimately affect the character of the solution given by 
Eq. (V. 5), as we see if we note that the inverse D-1(w) 
can be written in the standard way without introducing 
the eigenvectors of D(w) at all. However, if we write 
D-1(w) in the form (V.8), then degenerate eigenvalues 
must be taken into account. If the eigenvalue dm(w) is 
n-fold degenerate at wb , then dm(w) has in general an 
n-fold branch point at wb , and the transformation matrix 
U(w) has a 2n-fold branch point. (See Appendix E. ) 
These branch points do not occur in the complete sum 
over nz in Eq. (V. 8), but they do occur in the individual 
terms, We omit the details here. As pointed out in 
Appendix E, the N-valued function dm(w) has typically 
double branch points at discrete pOints in the w plane, 
wherever two eigenvalues dm(w) coincide and the cor
responding two Riemann sheets are stitched together. 
Higher-order branch points are exceptional cases, as 
are cases when a branch point happens to coincide with 
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a zero eigenvalue. Since the sum in Eq. (V. 6) is over 
points Wb where dm (wb ) = 0, we do not ordinarily need 
to worry about this case. Note however that certain 
methods of searching for zero eigenvalues dm(w) may 
involve encircling branch points, (Such methods are dis
cussed by Holdren, 7 who, however, does not mention 
the problem of branch points, ) 
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APPENDIX A: THE LAGRANGE AND HAMILTON 
EQUATIONS IN VECTOR FORM AND 
HAMILTON'S PRINCIPLE 

In this appendix we give some basic relations that 
pertain to the vector form of the Lagrange and Hamilton 
equations of motion for a particle; and we write 
Hamilton's principle for a completely Hamiltonian 
system in the form that is particularly relevant to the 
formulation in Secs. III and IV of the linearized initial
value problem. 

For writing the Lagrange and Hamilton equations in 
vector form, as well as for writing the Liouville opera
tor or for discussing Hamilton's principle, it is use-
ful to introduce gradient operators with respect to 
velocity or canonical momentum variables. The detailed 
meaning of anyone of the various gradient operators 
depends on what variables have been chosen as formal
ly independent arguments for the function on which the 
gradient operates. We consider functions which may de
pend on the position vector r and on a vector that we 
denote generically by (1. In our discussions, the vector 
(1 may be a velocity vector, or it may be a canonical 
momentum vector as defined in Sec. II by Eq. (II. 12) 
or in this appendix by Eq. (A7). We assume that de
pendence on (1 is explicit. However, in addition to ex
pliCit dependence on r, the function may also depend 
impliCitly on r through explicit dependence on the array 
of potential functions ¢. There also may be dependence 
on time, but it is not important for our discussion of 
the gradient operators and we suppress it. 

Let G[r, (1, ¢(r)] be an arbitrary function of formally 
independent arguments r, (1, and rf;i(r). We define the 
operators V r and Va such that the change I5G due to 
infinitesimal changes I5r and 15(1 is given by 

I5G[r,", ¢(r)] 
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Thus Vr is the gradient operator with respect to r hold
ing the array cP and the vector a fixed, and V" is the 
gradient operator with respect to a holding the array cP 
and the vector r fixed; V is the usual gradient operator 
with respect to all occurrences, explicit or implicit, 
of r. 

For convenience, we choose an orthogonal coordinate 
system whose unit vectors are e,(r), we denote the co
ordinate of r associated with e, by q" and we express 
the derivative of r with respect to q, as usual in terms 
of a function h,(r) by 

~r =h,(r)e/r). uq, 

A result of this expression for ar/oq, is 

Oq, = or' Vq, = or' (e/h,). 

1. The equations of motion 

Each particle of species s moves according to an 
equation of motion derivable from a Lagrangian 

(A2) 

(A3) 

Ls[r, r, cp(r, t)], depending explicitly on some potential 
functions CPi' These potentials are in turn determined 
by the particle currents and densities. For example, 
a particle acted on by electromagnetic forces only has 
the Lagrangian 

Ls[r, r, cp(r, t)] = iJl,1):2 - Qs <l>(r, t) + (Q/c)i .. A(r, t), 

(A4) 

where the electromagnetic potentials <l> and A comprise 
the array cpo Our formalism also allows Ls to contain 
other forces (e. g., external forces) that are derivable 
from a generalized potential. The Lagrange equation 
of motion can be written as 

:t V~ Ls-VrLs- (Vcp) aa~s =0, 

where the gradient operators are as defined by Eq. 
(AI). 

The Hamiltonian associated with the Lagrangian Ls 
is defined by 

(A5) 

Hs[r, p, cp(r, t)] =p' r - LJr, r, cp(r, t)], (A6) 

where the canonical momentum vector p is defined by 

p=V;.LJr, r, cp(r, t)], (A7) 

and where the arguments r, p, and cp(r, t) of Hs and Ls 
are considered to be formally independent. The canoni
cal momentum vector is a vector generalization of the 
scalar canonical momenta. Its components are closely 
related to the usual generalized momenta P, defined by 

aLs 
Pj = aq, ' (AS) 

where the variables q" it" and CPi are considered to be 
formally independent. The canonical momentum vector 
can be calculated from Eqs. (A7) and (AI); the result 
is 

(A9) 
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so that 

p,=(h,ej)·p. (AID) 

Hamilton's equations for a particle of species s with 
position vector r and canonical momentum vector P can 
be written in the vector form 

r =VpHs, 
(All) . oH 

P=-VrHs-(V<t»~ . 

The gradient operators are as defined by Eq. (AI). 

The form of Hamilton's equations given by Eqs. (All) 
is completely equivalent to the scalar form 

-~ ti,- ap,' 

. ~ L OCPi aHs 
P'=-aqj- Iaq;acpj' (A12) 

where Hs is considered to be an explicit function of the 
variables q" Pi' and CPi' This can be seen by writing 
out the components of Eqs. (All), A convenient way to 
obtain expressions for the gradients of Hs is to write the 
variation of Hs as 

" " ,,' ) aHs '\" (aHs aHs) uHs=L1Ur(VCPi -;-;;: +6. oq,-~- +OP'-a- , 
u ~i J uq, Pj 

substitute expressions for oq, and apj in terms of Or 
and ap from Eqs. (A3) and (AID), and compare with 
Eq. (AI). The resulting expressions for V"Hs and V ~s 
are 

Using this expression for VpHs, the first of Eqs. (All) 
can be written as 

,\"A • " A aHs 
L;~,h,qj =L,.ejhj-~ -, 

J J "Pj 
which shows that the jth component of the first of Eqs. 
(All) is h, times the first of Eqs. (A12). In order to 
show the equivalence of the second of Eqs. (All) and 
(A12), we write p as 

P =LJej(~)pj + pjr. v(!;)] 
=L,[~j(~)pj + Pj~hiqiei . v(!;)J, 

and use the above expression for Vl/s in the second of 
Eqs. (All). We then use the identity 

LljL1h;Cliei' V(!}L j(Vh,8j) 0 2: iei(~) p//, 

=-Li,RIr/,(h,e,)x [vx(~)] =0 

to obtain that the j th component of the second of Eqs. 
(A. 11) is 1/h j times the second of Eqs. (A. 12). 
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2. Hamilton's principle for a completely Hamiltonian 
system 

The Langrangian for a completely Hamiltonian system 
consistes of two parts, 

(A13) 

where Lparticle includes the interaction of the field with 
the particles. The quantity L field has the form 

(A14) 

where the Lagranian density Lfield is a functional of the 
potential functions CPt (r, I) and their derivatives, and, 
possibly, an explicit function of r and I in addition. 
Varying the time integral of L fleld with respect to cP 
gives rise to the exact, perhaps nonlinear, field opera
tor on cp that corresponds to the linear operator K in 
Eqo (II. 2). That is, 

(A15) 

where K is the exact field operator. 

In order to construct Lpartlc Ie' we introduce a func
tion Rs(r', p', t) as the position vector and a function 
Ps(r', p', t) as the canonical momentum vector of a 
particle of species s at time t whose initial position and 
canonical momentum vectors are r' and p', respectively. 
The quantity LpartiCle is then given by 

LpartiCle ==L s J d3r' d3p'fs (r', p', 0) 

x {Ps(r', p', f) • Rs(r', p', t) 

-Hs(R., P., cp(R., Ol}, 

(A16) 

where /s(r', p', 0) is the initial canonical phase-space 
distribution function. The quantity in curly brackets is 
just the single-particle Langranian expressed in terms 
of canonical variables. The quantities to be varied in
dependently are P., Rs , and cpo Variation of the time 
integral of LpartiCle with respect to P s gives 

o Jt
2 Ps Lparticle df 

t1 
(A17) 

Variation with respect to R., requiring that oRs vanish 
for f == f1 or 12, gives 

J
t
2 

OR Lpart! cledl 
s t1 

x (Ps+V'RsHs +6/(V'Rs CP/) *)0 oR., 

Variation with respect to cp gives 

00 Jt
2 Lparticl. dt 

t1 

== - 6 s J d3r' d3p' !.(r', p', 0) 6/ * Ocp/ (R., t) 

== - 6 s J d3rd3p/s(r, p, t)6, ~ ocp/(r, f). 
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(A18) 

(A19) 

In the second line, the arguments of H. are Rs , Ps , 

and cp(R., I); in the last line, the arguments are r, p, 
and cp(r, f). In order to obtain that form of the variation, 
Liouville's theorem was used to make a change of vari
ables of integration. The reason for expressing the 
Lagrangian in terms of position and canonical momen
tum, instead of in terms of the more usual position 
and velocity, is to ensure that Liouville's theorem can 
be used to change the variables of integration in this 
way. In most cases of interest, the analogous change of 
variables could in fact be made in terms of position and 
velocity. However, because we allow the possibility of 
generalized potentials in Lpartlcle, there are cases for 
which position and velocity variables are unsuitable. 
Some further discussion of the difference between posi
tion and canonical momentum variables on the one hand, 
and position and velocity variables on the other, can 
be found in Appendix C. 

By virtue of Eqs. (AI5) and (A17)- (A19), we see that 
Hamilton's principle. 

r t2 
0), L dt == 0, 

t1 
(A20) 

used with the Lagrangian specified by Eqs. (A13), 
(AI4), and (A16), implies Hamilton's equations of 
motion (All) or (II. 17) for the particles. It also im
plies the equation 

(A21) 

in which the arguments of Hs are r, p, and cp(r, f). It 
is apparent that linearization of Eq. (A21) will lead to 
an equation of the form (II. 2), the basic linearized field 
equation with which we began, and that the quantity 
f./~1) is correctly expressed by Eqs. (II. 26) and (n.27), 
in which the arguments of Hs are r, p, and cp{O)(r). 

APPENDIX 8: THREE EXAMPLES OF THE 
FORMULATION 

In this appendix we formulate the basic equations for 
three plasma systems as examples of the fundamental 
equations that were presented in Sec. II. Gaussian units 
for electromagnetic quantities are used throughout. 

1. One-dimensional electron gas 

The exact, nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations for a 
a one-dimensional electron gas in a fixed ion background 
of number density no(x) are 

(Bl) 

(j2cp 
ax 2 ==41Te(j/(x,v,t)dv -no(x)], (B2) 

where / is the electron distribution function in the phase 
space of position and velocity, cp is the scalar potential, 
m is the electron mass, e is the ion charge, and - e 
is the electron charge. The linearized equations 
for small perturbations 11) and cp{!) about an equilibrium 
distribution PO) and potential cp{O) are 

0/(1) a/(1) e dcp{O) a/(1) e altO) acp(1) 
--+v--+--- -- ==------, (B3) 

at ax m dx av m av ax 
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1 02¢(l) 
_--_=_ejj(l)(x v t)dv 

41T ox2 ,,' 
(B4) 

These equations correspond to Eqs. (11.1) and (II. 2). 
Because the plasma system is completely Hamiltonian, 
the right-hand side of Eq. (B4) corresponds to Eqs. 
(11.26) and (II. 27). 

As an illustration of the introduction of an auxiliary 
function g to replace the perturbed distribution function, 
we choose the auxiliary function in the particular way 
discussed in Sec._ II in connection with Eq. (11.33). 
Letting the equilibrium distribution function be a function 
of the total energy, j(O) = j(O)[E(X, v)], where 

E=±mv 2 _e¢(0)(x), 

we define g by 

(B5) 

j(l)(x, v, t) =g(x, v, t) - e¢(l)(x, tlj(O)'(E), (B6) 

wherej(O)'(E)=oj(O)/OE. The equations for g and ¢(!) 

are then 

A¢(I) =- eJ g(x, v, t)dv, 

where 

and 

o e d¢(O) 0 
L(x v)=v- +- ---, ax m dx av' 

a2 
2 41TA = - ~ + kD(x), ax 

Notice that kE, (x) = 1/A~(X), where AD(X) is the local 
one-dimensional Debye length for the equilibrium. 

2. Three·dimensional multispecies plasma 

(B7) 

(BB) 

(B9) 

(BtO) 

(B11) 

In this example we use the position vector r and the 
canonical momentum vector p as variables, and write 
the equations in terms of the canonical phase-space 
distribution functions js(r, p, t). In addition to the elec
tromagnetic scalar potential, ¢(r, t), we now include 
the electromagnetic vector potential, A(r, t). The 
canonical momentum vector for a particle of species 
s is defined in terms of the velocity v according to 
Eq. (II. 12) by 

P =MsV + ~ A(r, t). 
c 

The exact equations for the system in the Coulomb 
gauge, V'A=O, are 

3ft + JI,~s (p - ~ A) 'Vrfs - Qs(V¢) ' Vpjs 

+~(Vf)o(VA)' (p-9..aA)=O Msc p s c' 

- V2¢ =41T L:s Qs J d3pjs(r, p, t), 

2A 1 a2A 1 V a¢ 
V -(;2 --atr - c at 

=-41T6 s it J d3
p 0- ~A)js(r,p,t). 
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(Bl2) 

(B13) 

(Bl4) 

(B15) 

The particle Hamiltonian for species s is 

1 ( Q ) 2 HS =2M
s 

p-:::A +Qs¢' (B16) 

We choose the array of potential functions to be 

¢ - (!), 
so that 

where 1 is the unit dyad. The linearized equations for 
this completely Hamiltonian system, corresponding to 
Eqs. (11.1), (n.2), (11.25), and (n.27), are 

where 

L.lsi ) = j~, (p- ~ A(O») ,vrls1l _ Qs(V¢(O» oVp !.1l 

(Bl9) 

= ~~V P»+£S(V j;O»O(VA(O)~'A(1) 
M'CL r s C p. J 
+Q (V j;°».v¢(1)_ ~(V isO» s p s Msc p. s 

• (VA(1) 0 ( P _ ~ A (0») , (B20) 

(B21) 

and 

Note that the operator K given by Eq. (BI9) involves 
t because of the operators a/at and a2/at2

• We now re
place K by a completely time-independent operator A 
by introducing a particular set of auxiliary functions 
gs as in Eq. (11.7), 

(B22) 

where 
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aE(ll 
=- F (1l)v'--

s at' (B23) 

and Fs is an arbitrary function normalized such that 

1=41TNM~QsJd3VFs(1nVV, (B24) 

where N is the total number of particle species. Note 
that the auxiliary functions differ from the one defined 
by Eq. (B6). The resulting equations for gs and the 
potentials are 

where 

1 
A=-

41T 
[ 

V2 0 ] 

o v2 
_ ----"-c

1 " 2 ( ) _< Ls wps r 

(B26) 

(B27) 

In Sec. III we asserted that operators P s could be 
found whose effect on A would be to subtract an arbi
trary constant 6. For this example, subtracting a con
stant 6 requires 

L s Js
t 
P s = 6 (~ ~.) , 

where J: is defined by Eqo (B18). A set of operators P s 
that satisfy this equation are given by 

P s (~\\\) =41T6M~C2Fs(V2) [~ (~) 2 </>(1) _ (~) 'A(1)] , 

(B28) 

where Fs is an arbitrary function normalized according 
to Eq. (B24). 

3. Vlasov-fluid model 

The Vlasov-fluid model is a low-frequency model for 
an ion-electron plasma in which the ions are treated as 
collisionless and the electrons are treated as a mass
less, pressureless fluid. 3 The equations for the model 
are 

1 
E+-u xB=O c e , 

1 aB 
vxE=- -

c at ' 

~+voV j+!L(E+.!VXB)'V j=O 
~t r M c v, 

(v XB)X B=41TQ J d3v (E + ~ VXB)j, 

(B29) 

(B30) 

(B3l) 

(B32) 

where ue is the electron fluid velocity, j(r, v , t) is the 
ion distribution function in position-velocity space, Q 
and M are the ion charge and mass, E =- V</> 
- (l/c) aA/at, and B=vxA. We assume an equilibrium 
in which the ion distribution function is a function only 
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of the particle energy E, 

j(r, v) =/O)(E), 

E=~Mv2 +Q</>(O)(r). (B33) 

Then the linearized equations for the Vlasov-fluid model 
can be reduced to 

and 

L(r v)=v,V +!L (E(O)+.!VXB(O»).V 
, r M c v, 

and 

We now choose a gauge defined by 

B(O) • A( 1> = O. 

(B34) 

(B35) 

(B36) 

(B37) 

(This gauge restricts the type of perturbation that is 
allowed, but the restriction is not serious. 3) Equations 
(B29) and (B37) imply that the perturbation potentials 
</><1> and A(I), from which E(I) and B(I) are derived, can 
be expressed in terms of a displacement vector ~ by 
the equations 

A<1> =~xB(O) and </><1> =E(O).~, 

where 

E·B(O)=O. 

We take the array </> of potential functions to be the 
vector E, and consider Eqs. (B34) and (B35) to be 
simultaneous equations for III and E corresponding to 
Eqs. (II. 1) and (II.2). The left-hand side of Eq, (B35) 
is a linear operator acting on ~ which involves a/at. 

In order to transform the linearized equations to the 
form that has been used4 for studying certain screw
pinch equilibria, we introduce an auxiliary function g 
by 

(1) =g_ (MV' ~; _ Q</><1» /O)'(E). (B38) 

The equations for g and ~ are 

(B39) 

and 

(B40) 

where 
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F(~)'" (l/4lT)[(vxB(O')xB(\) + (VXB(!)XB(Dl] 

+V[~ 'Vp(OlJ 

and 

p(Ol(r)=1 j d3vMv2/ Ol (E). 

The relation 

Qn(OlE(Ol =vp(O) 

and the identity 

MvvlOl'(E) = (V/Ol)v =V v{J(OlV) - t{Q)l 

(B41) 

are useful in deriving Eq. (B40). Notice that the Vlasov
fluid model is not completely Hamiltonian; the right
hand side of Eq. (B35) cannot be expressed in the form 
of Eqs. (n.26) and (n.27). 

As was stated in Sec. III in connection with the inverti
bility of the field operator A (which we have denoted by 
F is this example), it is possible to construct an opera
tor P whose effect on the field operator is to subtract 
an arbitrary constant 5. This will be true if P satisfies 

1 -- 0 ~ [B(O)(r)x 1 x B(O)(r)]' - BW)'{r) • 

The right-hand side of this equation is 6 times the pro
jection operator onto the plane perpendicular to B(Ol(r). 
It is well defined for all values of r because B( 0) (r) 
must not vanish anywhere in the Vlasov-fluid model. An 
operator P which satisfies the above equation is given 
by 

1 
P~(r, t) = - 5G(V2)~) [B(Ol(r) xv], ~(r, t), (B42) 

where G(v2
) is an arbitrary function normalized such 

that 

(B43) 

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THE ANTI·HERMITICITY 
OF THE LIOUVILLE OPERATOR 

The Liouville operator L is used to calculate the time 
rate of change of a function of phase-space variables 
and time due to variation of the phase-space variables 
according to the particle equations of motion. If we let 
G be an arbitrary function of phase-space variables 
and time, and if the phase-space variables change with 
time according to the equations of motion, then the 
total time derivative of G is given by 

dG ==G+LG=(JJ... +L)G 
dt at' 

where G '" aG/a t. 

(Cl) 

We consider a region 0 in (r, p) space which is trans
formed into itself under the equations of motion. The 
region 0 could be the entire phase space, or any invari
ant region thereof. An important case occurs when the 
Hamiltonian is periodic in the phase space. We may 
then restrict our attention to functions G(r, p) which 
have the same periodicity. We choose one fundamental 
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period 0 in the phase space, and we reduce the phase 
space to a "cylinder" by identifying every other period 
point by point with the fundamental period. The region 
n thus defined satisfies the above conditions. We now 
prove the following theorem: 

Theorem. The Liouville operator L is anti-Hermitian 
in 0 with respect to any weight function that can be 
expressed as a function of constants of the particle mo
tion that do not depend explicitly on time. 

This theorem is purely a result of the fact that 
Liouville's theorem applies to the particle motion, as is 
guaranteed because the motion is Hamiltonian. In order 
to prove the anti-Hermiticity in 0, we begin by defining 
a tranSformation from variables (r', p') to variables 
(r, p) by 

r ==R(r' ,p', t), p=P(r', p', t), (C2) 

where R(r', p' , t) is the position vector and P(r', p' , t) is 
the canonical momentum vector of a particle at time t 
whose initial position and canonical momentum vectors 
are r' and p', respectively. This transformation exists 
and possesses an inverse because Rand P are the 
solution of a Hamiltonian system of equations, Another 
result of the Hamiltonian character, a crucial result, 
is that the Jacobian of the transformation is unity. Now 
consider a function I(t) which is the integral over 0 of a 
function G(r, p, I), 

I(t)=j aard3pG(r,p,t). (C3) 
11 

The only further restrictions on G are that this integral 
exist, and that the gradients of G with respect to rand 
p exist and be integrable. The time derivative of I(t) is 

dI_ j 3 3 '( 
dt - 11 d r d p G r, p, t). (C4) 

However, dII dt can be expressed differently by changing 
variables of integration in the definition of I(t) from 
(r, p) to (r', p') according to Eq. (C2), 

l(t) == In d3r' d3p' G[R(r', p', f), P(r', p', 0, fl. (C5) 

Thus, we can use Eqo (Cl) to write dl/dt as 

Transforming back to variables (r, p), we then have 

dI j' . 
dt= Ild3rd3pG(r,p,t)+ ~d3rd3pL(r,p)G(r,p,t). (C6) 

Comparing Eqs. (C4) and (C6) we find 

in d3r d3p L (r, p)G(r, p, t) = o. (C7) 

We now let the arbitrary function G(r, P, t) be given as 

G(r, p, t) = 1(!(r, p}f* (r, p, t>K(r, p, 0, 

where f and g are arbitrary functions and u'(r, p) is any 
real constant of the particle motion that does not depend 
explicitly on t, so that L(r,p}w(r,p}==O. Because L(r,p) 
is a first-order differential operator we have 

L(r, p)G(r, p, t} = w(r, p)[r*(r, p, tlL (r, ph;(r, p, t) 

+ i{(r, p, tlL(r, p)t*(r, p, I)]. 
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Substituting this into Eq. (C7), we finally obtain 

In d3r asp w(r, p)j*(r, p, t)L (r, p)g(r, p, t) 

= -In d3r d3p w(r, p)g(r, p, t)L (r, p)f*(r, p, t) 

= - [In d3r d3p w(r, p)g*(r, p, f)L (r, p)j(r, p, f) J*, (C8) 

which proves the anti-Hermiticity of L. 
The above general theorem applies in particular to t\1e 

equilibrium Liouville operator Ls introduced in Sec. II. 
The operator Ls is the same operator whether C is con
sidered to be a function of position, velocity and time 
or a function of position, canonical momentum and time. 
The reason is that the equilibrium transformation 
between position and velocity variables on the one hand, 
and position and canonical momentum variables on the 
other hand, does not depend explicitly on time, so that 
ac/at has the same meaning with either set of vari
ables. Expressed in terms of the position and canonical 
momentum vectors rand p, the operator Ls is 

Ls(r,p)=[v"Hs]·Vr-(V,Jis+(V¢(O» ~~~») ·Vp , (C9) 

where Hs is the equilibrium particle Hamiltonian for 
species s and is considered to be a function of formally 
independent arguments r, p, and ¢(O) (r). The notation 
is explained in the latter part of Sec. II and in Appendix 
A. The expression for Ls in terms of the position and 
velocity vectors is given by Eq. (II. 5). 

is is usually anti-Hermitian in (r, v) space as well 
- but not necessarily. In analogy with Eqs. (C2), we 
define a transformation from variables (r', v') to vari
ables (r, v) by 

r=R(O)(r' v' t) v=R(O)(r' v' t) (ClO) 
s '" s'" 

where R~O) is now considered to be a function of the ini
tial position and velocity vectors and time. Although this 
transformation exists and possesses an inverse, the 
Jacobian of the transformation may not be independent of 
t, In order to examine the Jacobian more closely, we 
represent the transformation as the result of three 
successive transformations: first a transformation from 
(r', v') to (r', p'), followed by a transformati0n from 
(r', p') to (r, p), followed by a transformation from 
(r, p) to (r, v). The Jacobian of the total transformation 
is the product of the Jacobians of the three successive 
transformations. The transformation from (r', p') to 
(r, p) is canonical and its Jacobian is unity. Let 
Ts(r, v, t) be the Jacobian of the transformation from 
(r, v) to (r, p) at time t. Then the Jacobian of the total 
transformation is 

a(r,v) a(r,v) a(r,p) a(r',p') 
a(r',v') =o(r,p) o(r',p') iJ(r',v') 

o (r, v) 0 (r' , p') 
= oCr, p) o(r', v') 

_ Ts(r', v', 0) 
- Ts(r, v, t) • 

(Cll) 

The Jacobian Ts(r, v, t) is the determinant of the matrix 
of coefficients of the dyad V"p=VyVyLS with respect to 
the unit vectors of a Cartesian coordinate system, 
where Ls is the particle Lagrangian. This is easy to 
show. If the Lagrangian has the form 
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Ls=v·A ·v +v· B(r, t) + C(r, f), (Cl2) 

where A is a constant dyad, and B(r, t) and C(r, f) are, 
respectively, arbitrary vector and scalar functions of 
rand t, then Ts(r, v, t) will be independent of r, v and t, 
and oCr, v)/a(r', v') will be unity. The Langrangian is of 
this form if the forces are all electromagnetic. How
ever, with more general velocity-dependent potentials, 
the Lagrangian may not be of this form, and 0(r, v)/ 
a(r', v') could depend on time. 

If the Jacobian 0 (r, v)/a(r', v') is time-independent, 
then the proof of anti-Hermiticity of Ls in (r, p) space 
that led to Eq. (C8) can be carried through in a quite 
analogous way for (r, v) space. The result is 

1 asr d3v w(r, v)r*(r, v, t)Ls(r, v)g(r, v, t) 
(l 

= - r In d3r d3v w(r, v)g*(r, v, t)Ls(r, v)t(r, v, t) 1*, (Cl3) 

where Ls(r, v)w(r, v) = 0, and 0 is the domain of integra
tion in (r, v) space. 

APPENDIX D: THE EIGENFUNCTIONS OF L. 

As indicated at the end of Sec. III, it is useful for 
numerical and analytical purposes to expand functions 
of the phase-space variables for species s in terms of 
eigenfunctions of the equilibrium Liouville operator Ls • 

In Sees. IV and V, the structure and properties of the 
dispersion matrix for the case in which there is at most 
one nonignorable coordinate in the equilibrium are dis
cussed by examining expressions for the matrix elements 
that are obtained from exact expressions for the eigen
functions and eigenvalues of L s. In this appendix we 
first demonstrate the existence and completeness of the 
eigenfunctions of L., and we indicate a possible scheme 
for approximating them in the general case. Following 
that we derive expressions for the eigenfunctions and 
eigenvalues of Ls when there is at most one non ignorable 
coordinate in the equilibrium. 

In accordance with Eqs. (IV. 5) and (IV. 6), we write 
the eigenvalue equation as 

(D!) 

where f.J ST is real, and we impose the orthonormality 
condition 

(D2) 

The label ron 1f'ST and MST stands for the set of Whatever 
discrete and continuous labels are required for specify
ing the eigenfunction and eigenvalue; the symbol orr' 

stands for a product of Kronecker deltas and Dirac 
delta functions- one Kronecker delta for each pair of 
discrete labels, and one Dirac delta function for each 
pair of continuous labels. 

Elsewhere in this paper, particularly in Sec. II and 
Appendix A, we have considered the equilibrium parti
cle Hamiltonians to be explicit functions of the equilibri
um potentials, and we also have allowed the possibility 
of additional explicit dependence on the coordinates. 
This was done to facilitate the discussion of completely 
Hamiltonian systems. However, in this appendix, the 
concept of a completely Hamiltonian system is unim
portant, and it is more convenient simply to regard the 
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equilibrium particle Hamiltonian for species s as an 
explicit function of the particle coordinates q J and their 
canonical momenta PJ' In order to avoid confusion, we 
use the notation H.(q ,p) for the Hamiltonian expressed 
explicitly in terms of the variables qJ and PJ' 

fls(q,P) =Hs[r, p, </>(O)(r)], (D3) 

where Hs is defined by Eq. (n. 16) or (A6). The equili
brium equations of motion are the usual 

. _~ . _ oHs 
qJ- op/ PJ-- oqj (D4) 

In order to demonstrate the existence and complete
ness of the eigenfunctions W ST , we show how they could 
be determined in principle from a complete knowledge 
of the equilibrium particle trajectories. The Liouville 
operator can be written 

L -I (ott. _0_ OH.~) 
s - J ap J oq J - oq J ap J • 

(D5) 

Define a set of 2n - 1 independent functions TIl (q, p) sat
isfying 

(D6) 

where n is the number of coordinates qj. The functions 
Tlj are constants of the particle motion which do not 
depend explicitly on t. An arbitrary function of the set 
of 2n - 1 functions is the most general solution of 
L,t(q,p)=D. The phase-space trajectories of the equi
librium particle motion are given by the equations 

(D7) 

where the quantities CI are constants. They can be 
labeled by the values of the 2n - 1 cons tants C I along with 
the values of an integer variable a. The integer a is 
used to distinguish disjoint curves that correspond to 
identical values of the constants CI' For example, with 
one-dimensional motion, there may be more than one 
trajectory associated with the same value of the total 
energy, The location of a point on a trajectory can be 
specified conveniently by the time, T, that it would take 
for an equilibrium particle to move to that point from a 
reference point on the traj ectory. The sign of T deter
mines whether the particle would move in a positive or 
negative sense along the trajectory. The time T is re
lated to the arc length, a, between a point and the ref
erence point by 

(~:r =~J(q~ +p~) 

=L j[(~~;) 2 + (a~ ;) 2]. 
We now change variables from (q, p) to T, 

variable a, and 2n-l variables YI =TlI(q,p). 
the new variables, Ls is 

(DB) 

the integer 
In terms of 

(D9) 

and its eigenfunctions, the solutions of Eq. (Dl), are 

w",,(a, Yt. ••• , Y2n_t. T) 

(DID) 
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where the label r stands for the set of labels 
(a', c1. • , . ,c2n_t. 11'), and dsr is a constant chosen to 
normalize the eigenfunction according to Eq. (D2), The 
eigenvalue 11 ST is real; its value is determined by the 
nature of the phase-space trajectory, If the trajectory 
is closed, then the eigenfunction must be periodic in T, 

so that only certain values of 11 sr are allowed. The al
lowed values may depend on some or all of the constants 
a and C I> and on an integer index 11'. If the trajectory 
is open, then there is no condition on the eigenfunction, 
and consequently all values of 11 ST are allowed. The 
label 11' is continuous in this case, and may be taken 
equal to 11 ST' 

The eigenfunctions of Ls defined by Eq. (DID) could 
be constructed in principle from a complete knowledge 
of the equilibrium particle traj ectories, and they are 
evidently complete for functions defined in that part of 
the phase space covered by the equilibrium particle 
trajectories (in the sense that delta functions can form 
a complete set). 

It should be noted that these eigenfunctions are highly 
pathological functions of the original variables q and p 
in the general case, The functions given by Eq. (DID) 
are acceptable as functions of the variables YI and T. 

However, the variables YI are expressed in terms of 
q andp by the functions Tli(q,P). There do not in general 
exist 2n-l proper constants of the motion TlI(q,p) which 
are "isolating" in the sense of Wintner. 11 When the un
perturbed orbits are ergodic in some f-dimensional 
region of phase space, then, throughout that region, at 
leas tf of the cons tants ni (q, p) will be discontinuous at 
every point! Nevertheless, the existence of the "eigen
functions" (DID) is useful, both for purposes of the gen
eral formalism, and as a basis for various approxima
tions. If we expand the perturbation distribution func
tions in terms of the eigenfunctions (DID), our formula
tion will correspond to the method of integration over 
unperturbed orbits. Moreover, the eigenfunctions (Dl D) 
may be highly degenerate, since the eigenvalue IlST may 
not depend on all of the constants a' and ('i' We may then 
construct new eigenfunctions by superposition. It may 
happen, as in the special case discussed below, that the 
new eigenfunctions are not so pathological. Their use 
in the expansion of the distribution functions does not 
directly correspond to the method of integration over 
unperturbed orbits, Such functions are often more use
ful. They may even form the basis for a perturbation 
calculation of approximate eigenfunctions in the patho
logical case. Another practical method for approximat
ing a finite subset of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues 
may be to convert the eigenvalue equation, Eq. (Dl) 
to a relatively small matrix eigenvalue equation by ex
panding each of the eigenfunctions in terms of a rela
tively small set of eigenfunctions of a similar problem 
for which the eigenfunctions are known. 

1. Case of at most one nonignorable coordinate 

If all of the coordinates are ignorable, then L. is 
simply 
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and, because aHslapk is independent of the coordinates, 
the eigenfunctions are proportional to 

[l C(Pk - p~) exp(iKkqk)' 
k 

in which Kk is chosen to satisfy any boundary conditions 
associated with coordinate qk' This simple case re
quires no further comment. 

We now consider the case in which there is exactly 
one nonignorable coordinate. Denote the nonignorable 
coordinate by Q and its conjugate momentum by P; and 
denote the ignorable coordinates and their constant con
jugate momenta by qk and Pk' The set of coordinates qk 
will be denoted by q and the set of momenta Pk will be 
denoted by p. The Hamiltonian Hs(Q,p,p} is a constant 
of the motion, and the curves in the (Q, P) phase plane 
defined by 

Hs(Q, p,p} =E, (Dl1) 

where E is a constant, are the equilibrium particle 
trajectories in the phase space projected onto the (Q, P) 
plane. They are labeled by E and p along with the value 
of an integer variable a. The integer a is used to dis- . 
tinguish disjoint curves that correspond to identical 
values of E and p. We specify the location of a point on 
a trajectory by the time, T, that it would take an equi
librium particle to move to that point from a reference 
point on the trajectory, the sense of the motion being 
determined by the sign of T. The Hamiltonian equations 
for motion along a trajectory are 

d() _ ~ I (D12) 
dT - (iP P=P(Q,a,E,Pl 

and 

dP _ ~ I (D13) 
dT - - ilQ P=P(Q,a,E,p/ 

where P=P(Q,a,E,p) is obtained by solving Eq. (Dl1) 
for P as a function of Q, E, and p on the curve specified 
by a. Equation (D12) can be integrated to give T as a 
function of Q, a, E, and p, 

T= JQ dQ' / afts I, (D14) 
(iP P=P(Q',4, E,p) 

We now change variables from (Q,P,q,p) to 
(T, a, E, q,p). For each value of a, the Jacobian of the 
transformation (Q, P) - (T, E) is unity, 

l!Y~,P} -1 
(I(T, E) - , (D15) 

as is easily verified by differentiating Eq. (Dl1) with 
respect to E holding T fixed and then using the equations 
of motion (D12) and (D13). The Liouville operator in 
ter ms of the new variables is 

f ? "oft s (J 
Ls = -;- + L k --;;---p -~ - • 

, T n k nqk 
(D16) 

This expression for L. differs from Eq, (D9) because 
here the derivative with respect to T is to be performed 
holding (E, q, p) fixed, and the coordinates qk are not con
stants of the motion. In this expression 'ilHS/'ilPk is to be 
calculated considering tis to be an explicit function of 
Q, P, and the momenta Pk' Then 'ilHs/apk is to be ex
pressed as a function of T, a, E, and the momenta Pk' 
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As noted in Sec. IV, when there are ignorable coordi
nates, we may take advantage of the fact that Ls com
mutes with a/aqk' as well as with the constants Pk and 
Hs. We may choose eigenfunctions of Ls which are 
simultaneously eigenfunctions of the operators a/aqk, 
Pk' and H s. The eigenfunction is then a product of the 
(acceptably behaved) eigenfunctions of each of these 
operators times a function of the remaining variables. 
When there is only one nonignorable coordinate, the 
latter function is a function of T alone, 

Uisr(T,a,E,q,p) 

= c •• ' C(E - E') Dko(Pk - P~)(Nk)-1/2 exp(iKkqk) Usr(T}. 

(D17) 

The quantity Kk is chosen to satisfy any boundary condi
tion associated with coordinate qk' The label r stands 
for the set of labels (a', E',p', K, 11'), where p' stands 
for the set of quantities p~ and K stands for the set of 
quantities K k , The quantity (Nk )"1/2 is a normalizing 
factor for exp(iKkqk)' The nature of the label I-l', 
discussed below, is determined by whether or not the 
motion in the (Q,P) plane is periodic. By substituting 
this form for Ui into the eigenvalue equation, Eq. (DI), Sr 
we obtain the following eigenvalue equation for usr (T): 

d;;r +i(LkKk aa~: -I-lsr) Usr(T} =0. (D18) 

The solution of the equation is 

tlsr(T) =dsrexp{i[llsrT- Gsr(T}]}, (D19) 

where 

Gsr(T} = J;: LkKk aa~: dT', (D20) 

TO is any convenient lower limit for the integral, and 
dsr is a constant chosen to normalize W ST according to 
Eq. (D2). 

The eigenvalues IlST are determined from the boundary 
conditions with respect to T appropriate to the particu
lar phase-space trajectory. There are two cases, ac
cording as the motion in the (Q, P) plane is periodic 
or not. 

2. Periodic case 

The motion in the (Q, P) plane is periodic if the 
trajectory in the (Q, P) plane is closed (trapped parti
cles). The motion will also be periodic if the trajectory 
is open and if, in addition, the (Q, P) phase plane itself 
is periodic in Q (untrapped particles with a periodic 
boundary condition with respect to Q). Denote the 
period of the motion in the (Q, P) plane by Tsr' Because 
both Q and P are periodic functions of T for fixed E, the 
eigenfunction liST must also be a periodic function of T 

in order that it can be expressed as a single-valued 
function of Q and P. Let us denote the mean value of 
the integrand in Eq. (D20) by 

(D21) 

The function GsT(T) may be separated into a periodic 
part and a part linear in T, 
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Gsr(T) == Gsr(T) + f:lsrT, 

where the periodic part is given by 

Gsr(T) == f.T (6kKk ~ - f:lsr) dT'. 
TO uPk 

The condition that Usr(T) be periodic then requires 
that J.l sr have one of the values 

(D22) 

(D23) 

(D24) 

Note that, if f:lsr == 0, J.l Sr does not depend on the quantities 

Kk • 

3. Aperiodic case 

If the trajectory in the (Q, P) plane is open and ex
tends to infinite values of Q, without any periodic bound
ary conditions with respect to Q, then there is no addi
tional condition which must be satisfied by Usr> and 
hence no restriction on the values of J.l sr' All real val
ues of J.l sr == J.l' are permitted, 

APPENDIX E: PROPERTIES OF ANALYTIC 
MATRIX FUNCTIONS 

We wish to study some of the properties of an analytic 
matrix function A(w)-that is, a matrix whose elements 
are analytic functions of a variable w in some region 
(or regions) of the complex w plane. We begin with some 
definitions. 

Given an analytic functionf(w), we define the con
j1lgate funcfion("(w) as follows, 

f*(w) == Lf(w*)]*. (El) 

The conjugate functionf*(w) is an analytic function of w; 
it may be obtained by analytically continuing [f(w)]* off 
the real axis if f(w) is analytic on the real axis, Loose
ly speaking, f*(w) is obtained by conjugatingf(w), treat
ing w as a real variable. We define a real fllnctionf(w) 
as a function with the property 

f(w) =f*(w). (E2) 

A real function takes on conjugate values at conjugate 
points wand w*, It is the analytic continuation of a 
function which is real for real w, if the function is 
analytic on the real axis. 

Given an analytic matrix function A(w), we define the 
adjoint matrix function as the matrix 

(E3) 

If A(w) is analytic on the real axis, then A t(w) is the 
adjoint matrix to A(w) on the real axis, In that case, it 
is obtained off the real axis by analytic continuation. 
Note that this is the only way to define an adjoint matrix 
which is an analytic function of w; (A(w)]t is not an 
analytic function of w. The matrix elements Ai/w) of 
the adjoint matrix are 

We can now define a Hermitian matrix function as a 
matrix D(w) with the property 

Dt(w) =D(w). (E5) 
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Note that the dispersion matrix D(w) defined by 
Eq. (IV. 24) is not generally analytic on the real axis, 
but has a cut there if the sum over r includes an inte
gral over a continuous variable (for example, E), and 
if J.l sr is a function of that variable. The cut extends 
over the region of the real axis covered by values of 
J.l sr• In any event, the definitions (E3) and (E5) still 
apply. [If we analytically continue D(w) across the real 
axis from above according to Landau's prescription, 
as discussed in Sec. V, then of course D(w) is analytic 
on the real axis, but the definition (IV. 24) is effective
ly altered by deforming the path of integration, and 
D(w) is no longer Hermitian. ] We define a unitary ma
trix function as a matrix U(w) with the property 

U-i(w) = Ut(w), (E6) 

where U-1(w) is the inverse matrix. 

The following theorems can now easily be proved: 

Theorem l: The eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix 
function are real functions. 

Theorem 2: A Hermitian matrix function can be 
diagonalized by a unitary matrix function, except possi
bly at certain values of the variable w where two 
or more eigenvalues become degenerate. 

Theorem 3: If a Hermitian matrix function D(w) is 
analytic on the real aXis, then on the real axis it is a 
Hermitian matrix in the usual sense; its eigenvectors 
form a complete orthonormal seL If D(w) is any 
Hermitian matrix function, then, for complex w, the 
eigenvectors of D(w*) form a dual set to those of D(w). 

The proofs are straightforward. For example, to 
prove Theorem 2, we note that the matrix D(w) can cer
tainly be diagonalized by a similarity transformation, 
except possibly at certain values of w where two or 
more eigenvalues become degenerate. [When w is not 
real, D(w) is not a Hermitian malrix, and therefore at a 
point w where D(w) has a degenerate eigenvalue, D(w) 
may not be diagonalizable, though it will have a Jordan 
normal form, 1 We may therefore write, for almost all 
values of w, 

U-1(w) D(w) U(w) =d(w), (E7) 

for some matrix U(w), where d(w) is a diagonal matrix. 
If D(w) is a Hermitian matrix function, then using the 
above definitions and Theorem 1, we may write the ad
joint of Eq. (E7) in the form 

Ut(w) D(w) U-1t (w) =d(w). 

Comparing Eqs. (E7) and (E8), if none of the eigen
values are degenerate, we see that U(w) satisfies 
Eq, (E6). 

Let the matrix D(w) be of dimensions i'IXN, Then 

(E8) 

the matrix D(w) has N eigenvalues dj(w). When there is 
a double degeneracy, the condition 

di (w) =d/w), 

for two particular values i and}, represents two condi
tions on w (real and imaginary parts of di(w) and dj(w) 
must coincide], and there will be in general only certain 
discrete values of w at which the two eigenvalues d i (w) 
and dj (w) coincide. Only in exceptional cases will three 
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or more eigenvalues coincide at a single value of w. 
Hence, typically the eigenvalues d

J 
(w) will form an 

N-valued function dew) on a Riemann surface whose N 
sheets are stitched together in pairs at discrete branch 
points. We shall see below that the unitary matrix func
tion U(w) which diagonalizes D(w) is quadruple-valued 
at such a branch point; that is, w must circle the branch 
point four times before each element of U(w) returns 
to its original value, At a complex value of w where 
two or more eigenvalues become degenerate, the cor
responding eigenvectors in general also become degen
erate (i. e. , linearly dependent), and the matrix U(w) 
becomes singular. 

We now investigate the behavior of the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors in the neighborhood of a double branch 
point Wo of dew). In a region of the w plane around Wo 
which excludes any other branch points, we can find a 
unitary matrix function U(w) which diagonalizes D(w) 
except for the two rows and columns associated with the 
degenerate eigenvalue d(wo). Let D(w) be thus partially 
diagonalized, and consider for the remainder of the 
present discussion only the 2 x 2 matrix 

D(W)=( 2a g+ih) 
g-ih 2b ' 

(E9) 

where a, b, g, and h are real functions of w in the 
sense of definition (E2). The eigenvalues of this matrix 
are 

d(w)=a+b±Ql/2, 

where Q(w) is the function 

Q = (a _ b)2 +,~ + h2 , 

(ElO) 

(Ell) 

Note that Q(w) is a real function and is real and non
negative at any point w where a, b, g, and h are real 
(for example, on the real axis). Hence dew) as given 
by Eq. (ElO) is a real function. At the branch point, 
Q(wo) = O. Evidently Wo cannot be real unless a = band 
g = h = O. If w is made to circle the branch point wo, 
the two values (ElO) of dew) are interchanged. Suitably 
normalized eigenvectors are readily found. They are 
the columns of the matrix 

[ 

<T + ilz 
U(W)=2-1!2Q_l/4 ~+b-al!/2 

lQl/2 + b - aj1/2 

!J" + ill J [Q1!2-b+a]172 

_ [Ql/2 _ b + a]1/2 

(E12) 

The terms in Eq. (E 12) are written so that all expres
sions are real functions except for the factors i written 
explicitly. (Note that Ql/2 ib - a I if a, b, g, and 1z are 
real.) The reciprocal matrix Ut(w) is obtained by inter
changing rows and columns in Eq. (E12), and replacing 
the explicit factors i with - L It can be readily verified 
that 

UtDU= (d+ 0) o d_ . 
(E13) 

A careful examination of the behavior of the terms in 
Eq, (E12), on the four-sheeted Riemann surface asso
ciated with the functions Qlf2, Ql /4, and lQ1/2 ± (b - a)]l{2, 
in the neighborhood of the branch point Wo where Q(wo) 
= 0, will show that each circling of the branch point in
terchanges the two eigenvectors and reverses the sign 
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of one of them. Consequently the unitary matrix func
tion U(w) is quadruple-valued around the branch point, 
as noted in the preceding paragraph. We note also that 
the eigenvectors become degenerate and the elements 
of U(w) become infinite as w - Wo and Q - 0, except for 
Wo on the real axis, in which case a(wo) = b(wo), 

We will not in this paper analyze the behavior of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of D(w) in the exceptional 
cases when more than two eigenvalues become degen
erate, or when a degeneracy occurs at a root of the 
dispersion relation (IV. 28), 
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Invariants in enveloping algebras under the action of Lie 
algebras of derivations 

l. Abellanas and L. Martinez Alonso 

Departamento de Metodos Matematicos de la Fisica, Facultad de Ciencias Fisicas, Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid, Madrid-3, Spain 
(Received 1 March 1978) 

An upper bound on the number of algebraically independent invariants in an enveloping algebra U under 
the action of a Lie algebra Go of derivations is obtained. We are able to determine the exact number of 
invariants for the case [Go, Gol = Go· This generalizes previous results about Casimir invariants. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl we investigated the Casimir 
invariants of any finite-dimensional complex Lie alge
bra G. This work gives an upper bound to the maximal 
number of algebraically independent Casimir invariants" 
In particular for the case [G, Gl = G the bound became 
a strict equality. Besides for their intrinsic mathema
tical content, results of this kind play, as well known, 
a cruc ial role in the applications of Lie group theory in 
physics. 2 

Sometimes, one has to deal with Lie group action 
over noncommutative algebras which are not covered 
by the above scheme. Such is the case whenever sym
metry breaking appears, For instance under the pres
ence of interaction the symmetry group C; of a free 
Hamiltonian Eo reduces to some subgroup goof C; 0 

Hence the final Hamiltonian H must be invariant only 
under the action of (; o. 

Situations like the one mentioned above naturally lead 
to the analysis of the invariants in the enveloping alge
bra U of a Lie algebra G, with respect to a family of 
derivations, In this paper we generalize the results of 
Ref. 1. The tools involved in the present analysis are 
the elementary aspects of the theory of enveloping 
algebras, 3 Section Z is devoted to state some prelimi
nary facts concerning the notion of algebraic indepen
dence in enveloping algebras, In Sec, 3 we find an 
explicit upper bound of the maximal number of alge
braically independent invariants in an enveloping alge
bra, under the action of a Lie algebra Go of derivations, 
In the case [Go, Go 1 = Go the bound becomes an strict 
equality, These results are applied to the adjoint 
action, As an illustrative example, we compute the 
admissible interaction terms for a Hamiltonian in non
relativistic quantum mechanics. Finally we show that 
the general bound derived in this paper is better than 
another one which is impliCit in the work of Joseph. 4 

2. ALGEBRAIC INDEPENDENCE IN U 

Let G denote any complex Lie algebra of dimension 
I G I = n, with basis {A",}j. Let U be the universal envel
oping algebra of G, conSisting of all (noncommutative, 
in general) polynomials in Al> 0 o. ,An' The linear sub
space of U generated by the monomials AfIA2"2 • • 0 A~n 
of degree at + 0'2 + ... + an ~m will be denoted by U In' 

Given lieU, we will refer to the integer d(u) 
=" inf{m :UE=. U m} as the degree of u, 

On the other hand, we will have to consider the sym
metric algebra S of G, which is isomorphic to the poly
nomial algebra <cral"'" anl in n commutative variables 
over the complex field <C, More preCisely, if we take 
sm = U In/ U m-I for m ~ 1 (by definition SJ =" <C), the sym
metric algebra is nothing but S=E&~ S"', The canonical 
projectiOnjm;llEUm -j",(u)=u +U m_tES'" allows us to 
define the so- called princ ipal part of UE U as [u 1 
=.id(U) (u), In this context, the isomorphism mentioned 
above between Sand <C[al>'" ,anl can be realized by the 
identification a,,=" [A",]. 

There is an interesting mapping which links 5 and U, 
namely the canonical isomorphism defined as the unique 
linear isomorphism ¢: S - U verifying 

(1) 

where TI, stands for the permutation group of y objects. 
Given any integer m ~ 0, we will denote it as U m = 1> (sm). 

In order to study invariants we need to define some 
notion of algebraic independence in 5 and U, In S it is an 
easy task, because we have at hand the usual notion of 
algebraically independent sets in commutative algebras, 
which will be referred to here as 5 independence. 

It seems natural to translate this notion to U in such 
a way that it turns out to be compatible with ¢, in some 
sense. 

Definition: {uJ}ic U is said to be U independent if for 
all nonzero ordered polynomials P(xt. .•• ,x,) 
=:zI>.." .... ,"',.x~t ... x~r we have that P(u cr<1),"" 1I0(r) '* 0 
in U , for all uc:::TI,o Sometimes, we will refer to the 
elements Ut, ••• ,It,. as U independent 

Le mma 1: Let {u j}jc U. Then 

{[II J m 5 independent -----:" {II j}i U independent. 

Pmo f: Suppose that {u j}i is not U independent, so that 
(by previous reordering of the IIJ if necessary) we can 
find P such that P(ul> •• 0 , itT) = 2:1>"'" .... , ",ufl .. ·tt:r = 0 
with >""1'"'' "r'* 0 for all (0'1>"" O',)EI. By applying 1> 
we get 

1>{:0 >.. full"I .. . [u l""}rc.U r;;;ax Q'1 t ••• t O'r" r d(Imax)-h 

where Imax. ={(O'l> ••• , ark!: Li O'Jd (u)) = maximum} and 
d(Irnax.) ="2:Imax.O'jd(u j). 

However, we know ¢{L;r >.." _ [utl"'I •.. [If l"r} 
max 1'···' ..... r r 
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Since V mn ')m-l = {O}, we conclude that this element is 
zero, But ¢ being a linear bijection, this would mean 
that {[uJ Hr is not 5 independent (Q. E. D. ) 

The next corollary checks the required compatibility. 

Corollary 1: Let PI,'" ,P7 be homogeneous elements 
of 5. Then 

{p J}j 8 independent > {¢ (P J)}t V independent 

Proof: It follows from the fact that [¢(P)l=p, for any 
homogeneous PEe S. (Q. K D. ) 

At this point, we want to relate our definition to the 
explicit notion of dimension proposed by Gel'fand and 
Kirillov.5 Given a subalgebra Vof V and a finite set 
v={1J j }fcV, let us denote by d(v,.V) the linear dimen
sion of the linear subspace of V generated by the 
monomials of degree less than Or equal to IV over the 
variables {1J j}f taken in any order, Gel' fand and 
Kirillov define 

D" v=sup fiiillogd(v, lV) 
1m - ii N-~---yogN 

(In what follows the symbol dim will denote linear 
dimensions. ) In spite of the apparent complexity of this 
definition it turns out that if V is commutative, Dim V 
coincides with the transcedence degree of V over the 
field C. 

In the general case of a subalgebra V c U, let gr V 
denote the graded algebra of V, This algebra is defined 
to be the (commutative) polynomial subalgebra of 8 
generated by the set {[u 1: liE: V}. Also, let Dim gr V be 
the maximal number of 5- independent elements of gr V. 
Joseph4 has proved the following result, 

Theorem 1: Dim V= Dim gr Vo 

The compatibility of our Definition 1 with the 
Gel'fand-Kirillov dimension derives from the following 
Proposition. 

Proposition 1: Dim V equals the maximal number of 
V- independent elements of V. 

pyoof: Let us take a maximal s- independent set {P j}j 
of homogeneous elements in gr V. We can choose 
{uJ}icV such that pj=[ujl. From Lemma 1 it follows 
that {uJ}! is V independent in Vo Since Theorem 1 tells 
us that Dim V=y, we conclude that Dim V is less than 
or equal to the maximal number of V -independent ele
ments of Vo It remains to prove that strict inequality 
yields a contraction. 

In fact, let us suppose the existence of a {/ - indepen
dent set v = {v j}fc V with R '. Dim V. In that case the 
ordered monomials Vfl V2"2 •.• V/in would be linearly 
independent. Therefore, 

iT.nlogd(V,N) > 11m 10g(Nli R)_R 
N-ro log IV ~ N·~ 10gN -, 

This would imply Dim V? R which is absurd. (Q, Eo Do) 

3. INVARIANTS UNDER THE ACTION OF 
DERIVATIONS 

A. Derivations on enveloping algebras 

Definition 2: By a derivation on G we shall mean a 
linear map (i; G - G verifying the property 
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a([A,Atl)=[a(A),Atl +[A, a (At)], A,A'EC (3) 

We may extend the derivation a to a linear map on the 
enveloping algebra V of C in such a way that it verifies 

a (ulu2) = 0 (ul)U2 + ttl 0 (u2), u1> u2E U, (4) 

One easily finds that a (Um)cvm for all integers I'll ?O, 
[By definition we take a(l) = 01. We associate with the 
map il: V - V another linear map 

0:8-5, a(p)",¢-l[a(¢(p»l. (5) 

It follows at once that § (sm) cSm for all integers I'll? 0 
and we have 

~(p)=[a(¢(p))l, "PES'". 

Moreover we obtain 

Definition 3: The elements of the sets 

U[(a) "'{II c= V: il(u) = O} 

Sl(a)", {pES:a (p) = O} 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

will be called the invariants in V and 5, respectively 
under the de.rivation il, From (4) and (7), we see that 
V/(iJ) and SHiJ) are subalgebras of Vand S, respectively. 
On the other hand, (5) implies 

cp(SI(a)= V/(iJ), (10) 

Lemma 2: SI<iiJ =grLj1(iJ), 

PYOof: Since a (S"')csm, each element PEeS/
(3) may be 

written as a sump='itpm , wherePmESn3)nSm• On the 
other hand one obtains from (10) that Ilm =-¢(P mh;. V[(a) 
n V'" and therefore Pm = [Ilm 1. Then we deduce 
8 / (a)c gr(jna). 

Since a (Um)c[ m, each element uc U/(iJ) is of the form 
II = 'it/{ m' where Il ml. fA/(iJ)" em. If we suppose /I N '* 0, we 
have [111 = [/tv 1, then (6) implies 

§ ([ /I 1) = 2 ([ /( N n = [il (Il,y)l = 0, 

that is, [111,- .'l/(a), Therefore, grVI(a)CS/(a), 

Corollan' 2: DimU/(a)=Dim S/(a), 

PYoof; It follows at once from Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 2, 

B. Invariants under the action of Lie algebras of 
derivations 

Let Go be a complex Lie algebra of dimension I Go I 
= no and let X - a x be a representation of Go by deriva
tions over G. Let us consider the extension of their 
derivations to the enveloping algebra U and to the sym
metric algebra S of G, We define the following sets of 
invariants under the action of G: 

[(/(iJWo»", {1IL1): a (u) = 0, Xc Go}, 

.'lHa(Go» =- {/JE=.S:?x(P) = 0, XL Go}, 

(11) 

(12) 

From the above results it is straightforward to verify 
that 

and that 

SI(3(GO» ~ gr V [(iJ(Go»" 
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Moreover Corollary 2 generalizes to 

DimUI<aIGo» = DimS[(~wQ»). 

This number will be denoted by T(G, a(GolL 

(13) 

Let {x" i = 1, ... , no} be a basis of Go with commuta
tion rules 

Let us denote 0, '" ox, (i = 1, ... ,no). They act on the 
basis {A..}~ of G in the following form, 

01 (A 0') =LyfO'Av, 
a,v 

where 'Y~O'Ec:(['(i = 1, ... ,no; (]I, 1'=1,"0, n), 

From (7) we obtain at once 

a,(p)=0"VrO'avaOP' PES. 
a.v ao: 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Let r(G, a (Go» be the maximal rank of the no Xn matrix 
function defined by M/O'(a) = Lv"Vr O'av' We have 

Tlzeorf'nl 2: T(G,a(Go»"'iGi-r(G,a(Gol) (17) 

Proof; From (16) we have that SHaWo» coincides with 
the set of polynomial solutions of the following system 
of differential equations, 

(18) 

Since [ai,ajl=Lkd~jak' these differential operators de
fine an integrable distribution of vector fields in (['". 
From a classical result due to Frobenius the number of 
functionally independent solutions is n - r(G, a (Go)). 

(Qo E. D.) 

Generally speaking equality will not be accessible in 
(17), because of the existence of nonpolynomial solu
tions of the systems (18), Nevertheless, there is an im
portant exception. 

Theorem 3; If [Go,Gol=Go, then T(G,o(Go))=IGI 
- r(G, o(Go)L 

Proof: Since the property [Go, Go 1 = Go forces Go to be 
an algebraic Lie algebra, 6 a result of Dixmier7 implies 
the existence of n - r(G, o(Go)) algebraically independent 
rational solutions of the system (18), On the other hand, 
given a rational solution 11 = p/ P2, if we take PI and P2 
relatively prime polynomials we easily obtain 

\ (X) ~ 3X (P 1) = aX (P2) ,'E([', 
PI P2 

Then A = ,\ (X) is a weight of Goo ~ut [Go, Go 1 = Go im
plies A;:=Oo Therefore, Pj,P2CS[(aIGO», and we deduce 
that SHa(Go)) has II - r(G, o(Go)) algebraically indepen-
dent elements o (Qo E. Do ) 

Re l11ayl,: In practice one may find a maximal set of 
homogeneous algebraically indepepdent elements 
{P. ~ r= 1, • 0 . , N,c: T(G, a (Go))} in S[(awo)) by solving sys
tem (18)0 An analogous set. may be achieved in U I(a (Go)) 

by taking ur= dJ(Pr) as Corollary 1 shows. 

C. Applications 

Let Go be a Lie subalgebra of G; under the adjoint 
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action (X,A)EGO xG - [x,A1EG, Go acts over G as a Lie 
algebra of derivations. The set of invariants in U under 
the action of Go is given by 

U1<GO) ",{uEu:[x,ul=o, V XEGO}o (19) 

If {A",: (]I = 1,0", n} is a basis of G such that their no 
first terms {A,:i=l, 0.' ,no} form a basis of Go, the 
above results imply that the dimension T(G, Go) of U/(Go) 

verifies 

(20) 

where r(G, Go) is the maXimal rank of the no Xn matrix 
function lVIl O'(a) = L"q oPv (i = 1, • 0 • ,no; O!, 1'= 1,0' . ,n. 
From Theorem 3, equality in (20) holds if [Go, Go 1 = Go. 

In the case Go = G the set U fWo) reduces to the set of 
Casimir invariants1 of G and we arrive at well-known 
results1 about the number of algebraically independent 
Casimir invariants. 

Let us look at an example to illustrate the way in 
which these questions may be relevant to physics. 

Example: Let us conSider a system of two particles 
in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. Let {Q(/), p(/), 
S(/)} be the position, momentum, and spin observables 
for the particle i (i = 1,2)0 Together with the identity 
operator I, these observables generate a Lie algebra 
G of dimension n = 19. The action, of the groups of 
translations, rotations, and Galilei transformations 
are generated respectively by the operators 

p- L, pI/) J="6 Q(/)xp(/)+S(/) G="6 m Q(/) 
-,.1,2' 1.1,2 ".1,2 1 , 

where m I (i = 1, 2) are the masses of the particles. The 
Hamiltonian of the system will be of the form 

H = 0 (2m r 1p(i)2 + V 
;=1,2 i , 

where V represents the interaction term and depends 
upon the generators of the Lie algebra Go Galilean 
invariance requires V to satisfy the commutation 
relations 

(p, vl=[J, vl=[G, V]=O. 

Thus, the admiss ible solutions in the enveloping 
algebra U of G will be the invariant elements in U under 
the adjoint action of the subalgebra Go of G generated by 
{G, P, J, I}o An easy computation yields r(G, Go) = 90 
Since (Go, Go 1 = Go, we deduce T(G, Go) = 10. A maximal 
algebraically independent set is "given by 

I, S<1>2, S(2)2, q2, p2, 12, 

lS(1), lS(2), pS(1), pS(2), 

where q, p, and 1 are the relative position, momentum, 
and angular momentum observables defined by~ 

q=Q(!)_Q(2), P=(1I12pl1>-m j p(2»)/m j +m2, l=qxpo 

Final Remark; From a result of Joseph4 we may de
duce the following upper bound for T(G, Go), 

T(G,Go)"2iGI-iGoi-r(G)~ (21) 

where r(G) is the maximal rank of the n XI! matrix 
function M "B(a) = Lv c~aav(O!, (3, 1'= 1'00 • ,n). An elementa
ry application of Rouche's theorem yields r(G) - r(G, Go) 
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"" 1 G 1- 1 Go I. Then we obtain 

I G 1- r(G, Go) ""21 G I-I Go 1- r(G). 

Therefore, the bound (20) is stronger than (21). 
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Constrained Hamiltonian formulation for interacting fields: 
Stable particlelike solutionsa) 
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It is observed that singularity-free localized particlelike solutions to certain essentially nonlinear classical 
field equations are dynamically stable in a constrained free-field Hamiltonian formulation. Being rather 
novel, the variational principle for such a theory pertains to an arbitrary pair of neighboring solutions to 
the field equations, with S</> specified as the difference between neighboring solutions. 

PACS numbers: 03.S0.Kk 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Inasmuch as a prefactor coupling constant ordinarily 
undergoes renormalization with quantization of the 
theory, it is permissible to view '~are" coupling con
stants as undetermined Lagrange multipliers in the con
text of prequantized classical theory. Interaction be
tween fields, or nonlinear self-interaction of a field, 
arises from a linear-theoretic free-field Hamiltonian 
if the fields and their conjugate momentum densities are 
constrained by a subsidiary variational condition. What 
is particularly interesting about this alternative way of 
formulating interacting classical field theory is that it 
can engender stability for singularity-free localized 
solutions1• 10_s01utions that would otherwise be dynami
cally unstable with respect to evolution generated by 
the conventional interacting-field Hamiltonian without 
subsidiary constraints. 

2. GENERAL FORMULATION 

To put it precisely, let Ho =Ho[¢, 1T J denote a 
generic free-field Hamiltonian in the canonically con
jugate variables if> = (rPt (x, {), ' .• , rPn(x, t)) and 
1T = (1T 1 (x, tl, c •• ,1T nix, t) ); Ho is homogeneously quadratic 
or bilinear in the latter canonical variables. Sup-
pose that (rp,7T) and (¢*orp, 1T+01T) are both physically 
admissible neighboring solutions to the nonlinear 
(interacting) classical field theory if and only if 

BHo= 1 (Oif> ~7T ) 3 .~' (J7T - ~ • Bd! d x 
at of 

R3 

subject to oc = 0, (1) 

where C = C[ rp, 7T 1 is a prescribed functional that trans
forms like energy under Lorentz transformations. 
From (1) it follows that any admissible solution 
satisfies the field equations 

3¢=oHo _ x oC G7T=_BHo+ A OC 
at Orr I'm' at OrP 01> 

(2) 

with A a Lagrange multiplier, while the difference be
tween a generic pair of neighboring solutions satisfies 
the linear homogeneous constraint equation 

1 (.oc • 0rP + oC 0 orr) d3x = 0. 
R3 o¢ orr (3) 

In (1)-(3) all functional derivatives are taken in the 

a) Work supported in part by NASA grant NSG 7491. 

three-dimensional sense [e.g., %rpo=. 6/orP(x)] and a 
dot is used to denote n-tuple contraction; otherwise the 
notation is standard. II The invariance of (1) under time 
translations (with no explicit time dependence in either 
Ho or C) implies that the Lagrange multiplier A is a 
constant independent of t. Clearly, Eqs. (2) are identi
cal to conventional Hamiltonian field equations with 
H 0=. Ho - ftC. However, the constraint equation (3) on the 
difference between neighboring solutions (rP, iT) and 
(rP + 6 rp, 1T + 67T) provides a mild restriction on the 
manifold of admissible solutions to (2), a single 
globall2 condition at any instant of time on the 2n 
space-time functions (orp, 07T). 

3. CONSTRAINED 1>6 MODEL 

As a means of illustrating the effect of (3) on the 
manifold of solutions to (2), consider the model l with 
n=1, 

Putting (4) into (2) and (3), we obtain 

a
2

¢ = 27T = 'V2d! + Ad!' a t 2 ? I . ., 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The static spherically -symmetric singular ity -free 
particle like solution to (5) is rP = ¢" Z(1'2 + ~ AZ')-1/2 for 
A:> 0, in which r" Ix I and the "size parameter" Z is 
a free (positive or negative) real constant of integra
tion. For solutions in the neighborhood of the latter 
particlelike solution, (5) and (6) yield 

(
0

2 
2 -,) 

(l/2 -'V -5ArP orp=o, 

In terms of complex-valued radial functions ~kl m 

(7) 

(8) 

= ~kl m(Y) and the complex spherical harmonics 17, the 
general solution to (7) is expressible as 

~ I ) -1 ~ 0;---"'\ ~ m ik t Orp=r Re L., L., 0 ~klm Y
1 

(' • 
eigen-k lo::O m=-l 

(9) 

For l> 0, only real eigenvalues k are admitted by (7),1 
and the constraint condition (8) is satisfied automati
cally as a consequence of the angular integration, 
For l = ° with ~~oo= ~~, (7) and (8) yield 
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(k2 + d~2 +5A(4) ~k=O, Jo~¢5~krdr=0 

as conditions on admissible radial functions in (9). 
Subject to the boundary condition ~k(O) = 0 implied by 

(10) 

(9) at r= 0, the eigenvalue equation in (10) admits a 
"ground state" with k""" ± i(L 9)Z-2 g-1I2 and a continuum 
of "free states" for all real values of k.l Being node
less, the "ground state" is precluded by the subsidary 
constraint condition in (10), and because the associated 
perturbation terms are thereby exluded from (9), the 
constraint formulation engender s dynamical stability 
for the particlelike solution. Elementary analysis also 
shows that the subsidiary condition in (10) restrict 
1 = 0 "free states" to the single eigenmode corre
sponding to the value h = 0, 

4. TRIAD-SCALAR ¢6 EXTENSION 

Let us now consider the triad-scalar n = 3 extension 
of (4) with 

1 ~ J" (2 l'ilrh j2)d 3 C""~J' (d rh~)d3x (11) H O""2,LJ lfj+ ~/j x, 2 R,J=I'1'J , 
J=1 R3 ' 

for which (2) and (3) produce 

a2cri = Olf i = 'il2¢. +),,( IT rh~)cr. a f2 at' j( 'i) 'f' J " 

o J cri cr~ cr3 ocr, d 3x = 0, 
perm ' 

1,2,3 

The static spherically-symmetric singularity-free 
particle like solution to (12) is crl = cr2 = cr, = ¢ 

(12) 

(13) 

"" Z(r2 +~AZ4)_112 for A> 0, as in the case of (5). For 
the solutions in the neighborhood of the latter particle
like solution, (12) and (13) require 
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(14) 

and (8) with ocr"" Ocrl + Ocr2 + Ocr3' In terms of the latter 
normal coordinate and ocr' "" Ocrl - Ocr2' ocr" "" Ocr2 - ocr" 
Eqo (14) resolves to (7) and 

(a~: _'il2+),,¢4 )(g$:,) =0. (15) 

Since the effective potential in (15) is repulsive, only 
"free state" oscillatory modes appear in the general 
solutions for 0 cr' and 0 cr", and hence the constraint 
formulation engenders dynamical stability for the 
particle like solutiono 
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Conditions are given for the linearization stability of the Yang-Mills and the Einstein-Yang-Mills 
equations on a spacetime with a compact Cauchy surface. There are sufficient conditions on the Cauchy 
surface, and necessary and sufficient conditions on the spacetime; the latter are identified with global 
infinitesimal symmetries of the principal fiber bundle associated with the Yang-Mills (gauge) field. For 
each system a splitting theorem for the initial data is given and the Cauchy problem is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper extends the linearization stability results 
of Fischer and Marsden! and Moncrief2 (on vacuum 
spacetimes) and Arms3 (on the coupled Einstein-Max
well system) to the case of gravity coupled with a 
sourceless gauge field, For a spacetime with a compact 
Cauchy surface and a gauge field with matrix gauge 
group whose Lie algebra has a metric invariant under 
the adjoint action of the group, we obtain conditions for 
linearization stability of the coupled Einstein-Yang
Mills field equations, These conditions are suffic ient 
conditions on the Cauchy surface and necessary and 
sufficient conditions on the spacetime, Roughly speaking, 
the results state that linearization stability can be 
guaranteed when the fields are not "too symmetrical, " 
Thus a generic solution, which lacks symmetry, is 
linearization stable. 

As a step in proving these results, we must show that 
the Cauchy problem for the Einstein- Yang-Mills sys
tem is well posed, In addition, Cauchy problem and 
linearization stability results are stated for Yang- Mills 
fields alone, The latter, which like the results for the 
coupled case state that linearization stability is cor
related to lack of symmetry, are very similar to results 
of Moncrief4 on Yang- Mills- Higgs fields. 

Linearization stability concerns the validity of linear 
perturbation theory. A solution to the exact equations 
is said to be linearization stable if any solution to the 
linearized equations (relative to the exact solution) 
apprOXimates to first order a curve of exact solutions, 
This property is not trivial, as is demonstrated by the 
example of Brill and Deser, 5 

We shall model a Yang-Mills (gauge) field as a 2 
form F with values in the Lie algebra II of a Lie group 
G and satisfying certain field equations. F comes from 
a Lie-algebra-valued 1 form A called the vector 
potential, 

F=dA+[A,A1, 

(In coordinates, 

(l,la) 

(1. 1 b) 

where [ ,lis the Lie bracket and qc are the structure 
constants of II. ) [Note: In most of the physics literature. 
F and A take values in ill, This factor of i and factors of 
- 1 and 2 coming from variations in several conventions 
lead to variations in (1.1) and subsequent equations. We 
detail our conventions in sec, II, 1 The Yang-Mills field 

equations are 

divF+[A,Fj=O. 

(In coordinates, 

F~~(I+ qaAtF:=O, 

(1.2a) 

(l,2b) 

where the semicolon indicates the covariant derivative, ) 
(1.1) and (1.2) may be derived from the action 
J F~,,;;/L"d(4vol.) by varying with respect to the potential 
A, (See, e. g., Ref. 6.) 

The field and its potential may be multiple-valued 
globally, We may think of the field as a collection of 
locally defined single-valued fields. Two locally defined 
fields are part of the same global field if on the inter
section U of their domains there is a gauge transforma
tion S: U ~ G, such that 

(1,3) 

where S*8 indicates the pullback to U of the canonical 
II-valued 1 form 8 on G (Ref. 7, p. 41). [For G a matrix 
group, (1.3) becomes 

A = S-IAS + S-ldS, F= S-1 FS. 1 
The most natural geometric interpretation of the gauge 
field is as the curvature 54 of a connection w on a 
principal fiber bundle P over spacetime with group G. 
(Cf. Ref. 8 and references therein.) 54 and ware a 2 
form and a 1 form, respectively, with values in II and 
defined on all of P; we require that 

div54 + [w, $11 = O. 

Given a local section i: U-P, U a neighborhood in 
spacetime, we can define A=i*w and F=i*$1 on U; A 
and F will fit all the requirements of a Yang-Mills 
field. 

The coupled Einstein- Yang-Mills system consists of 
the Yang- Mills field equations (1,1) and (1,2) and the 
Einstein field equations with a Yang-Mills source, The 
energy-momentum tensor for a gauge field is the ob
vious generalization of the energy-momentum of 
electromagnetism, 

(1.4) 

where g is the spacetime metric, (ef. Ref. 9, p, 68~ 

the energy-momentum tensor above differs from that 
of Ref. 9 in that following Ref. 10 we use units such 
that c = 161T (gravitational constant) = 1 and electric 
charge is in rationalized units, All our conventions are 
detailed in sec, II,) The Einstein-Yang-Mills field 
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equations come from the action 

J L = J (R - t F~vFalW)(- detg) 1!2d4x , 

where R is the scalar curvature of g, by varying with 
respect to g and Ao 

II. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 

Before giving a precise statement of the results, we 
give some definitions and assumptions used throughout 
the rest of this papero Notation and definitions concern
ing general relativity for the most part will follow 
Ret 11, especially Chap, 21, except for units and 
universal constants which, as noted above, follow 
Ref, 10; some global definitions missing from these 
sources are drawn from Ref. 9 or 120 Our definitions 
for princ ipal fiber bundles and related structures fol
low Ret 7, except that we use the Bourbaki wedge pro
duct convention (/I ~ /' =11&;1' - 11&'11) as in Ret 11, thus 
eliminating factors of ~ that appear in many of the 
formulas in Ret 70 

Let (48,4g) be a spacetime with a compact spacelike 
Cauchy surface M, That is, 48 is a four-dimensional, 
Coo, paracompact, connected, oriented, time-oriented 
Lorentz manifold with metriC 4g (signature - + + +) and 
a compact C"" hypersurface tvI such that g = 4g restricted 
to 11 is positive definite and every inextendible timelike 
curve in 48 intersects :11 exactly once, Roughly speaking, 
the last condition means that appropriate data on ;\1 

and the field equations will determine all the 
fields everywhere on 4<;, (See sec o 1110) In general, 
tensors on 4S have a preceding superscript 4, while 
tensors on ;'VI do not, We work in coordinates (,00== I,x t , 

x2
,X

3
) such that {t=O}c M, Lower case Greek indices 

range from 0 to 3, inclusive, and are raised and 
lowered by 4g; lower case Latin indices from the middle 
of the alphabet (i,i, etc,) range from 1 to 3 and are 
manipulated by g, A semicolon represents covariant 
differentiation with respect to 4g , a vertical bar, with 
respect to g, The volume element (- det 4g)t/2 d4x is 
written 4Jl; (detg)1I2 r[3x is written Jl, The second 
fundamental form of .1[ is "ii c-= - Zi;j, where Z is the 
future pointing unit normal to M, The canonical 
momentum for g (see sec, III) is T[ii"CC. (hmmg ii _I,ii) ~L, a 
tensor density, 

Let (; be a Lie group which is representable as a 
matrix group and has a Lie algebra g with positive de
finite real inner product ')' which is invariant under the 
adjoint action of (; on g , Such a metric exists when, 
for example, (; is the direct product of an abelian group 
and a compact semisimple group; the metric can be 
taken to be minus the Killing form on the semisimple 
factoro 13 All component work with respect to g is 
written in terms of a left- invariant frame rather than a 
coordinate frame, Let 11 = dimension of G and III = 11 + 4, 
Lower case Latin indices from the beginning of the 
alphabet range from 1 to n and are raised and lowered 
bY)l, If {Xa} is a basis for g, that is, a baSis for the 
left-invariant vector fields, [Xa,xbl=cg~c defines the 
structure constants C~b of g , 

Let P be a principal fiber bundle over 4<; with group 
(; (acting on the right- see Ref, 7, Chapo I, Sec, 5) 
and connection one form w, Thus the dimension of P 
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as a manifold is m, Let Q = P restricted to Mo Given 
a local section i: U c 4Sc:,... P, Toi = identity where 
T~ p_ 4S is the projection map, let 4A=i*w and 
4 F= i*Q, where Q is the curvature of w, (See Ref. 7, 
Chapo It) Then A = restriction of 4A to 'vf = i* (w 
restricted to Q). For F= restriction of 4 F to 'vI, it is 
useful to define {3 = "F, where * is the Hodge star 
operator, or, in indices, i3! = hab[ijklF~k' where [ijk 1 is 
the completely antisymmetric tensor density with 
[1231=10 If (; is the Circle, so that the Yang-Mills 
field 4 F is an electromagnetic field, then i3 is the 
magnetic field, We also define a generalized electric 
field E! = 4 }~I 4 Jl. 13 and E are g *-valued vector denSities, 
where g '" g * via the adjoint invariant metric /0 

All g - and g *-valued tensors on ell and 48 throughout 
this paper, including those defined above, are tensorial, 
except for A and 4A which are pseudotensoriaL By this 
we mean that they come, via pullback by a local section, 
from tensorial forms on Q and P (or in the case of the 
potential, from the pseudotensorial form w)o (See Ret 7 
p. 75.) This property can also be expressed in terms of 
behavior under gauge transformationso A !ta~ge trans
formation is a change of section from ito i, i«)= 
= R(S(x)) (i«)), where R(S'(x)) indicates the action of 
Sex) c(; on the fiber 7-1 (,) and S: U - (;0 A tensorial g
valued object T transforms by T=ad(S-l)T, and the 
pseudotensorial potentials transform by A = ad(')l)A 
+ 'l* d. rCf. (1 0 3) aboveo 1 g *-valued objects transform 
so that gauge transformations commute with raising and 
lowering of ind ices o Note that if P is nontrivial so that 
there are no global sections, a g-valued [unction, such 
as l' in Theorems lA and 1 B below, may be defined 
only locally, and its values will depend on the choice of 
gauge (L. eo, section), 

For (pseudo) tensorial forms the wedge product is the 
ordinary wedge product with respect to space or space
time indices and a Lie bracket with respect to group 
indices: eo g, , 

(.1 A Fl11k qc(AfFfk + .I1~Fkci + AgF{JL 

The usual exterior derivative d on .H or 4" is replaced 
by the covariant exterior derivative D; eo go , 

[)[Ij - dell + A ~ (iJ for a tensorial form rD, 

/)4,.\ -tl4,\ + ~4/\ A 4'1 ~rl4A + [4/\, 4.111 ~4Fo 

[ct (1. 1) above. The potential has a different formula 
for its exterior covariant derivative because it is only 
pseudotensorial; cL Ref. 7, Chap, II, Sec. 5, Theorem 
5

0
2, po 77, and Proposition 50 5, po 79, 1 
In the following theorems, all tensor fields (including 

the linear and nonlinear perturbations implic it in a 
statement about linearization stability) may be taken to 
be C~; or all may be taken to be in suitable Sobolev 
spaces o Similarly throughout the paper "smooth" 
means C C or belonging to a suitable Sobolev spaceo 

Tlieorelll 1£1· The Yang-Mills field equations are 
linearization stable at a solution 4,4 if and only if for 
all tensorial V:U- 9 such that [E, vl=o and DV=O, 
the image of V lies in the center of go [See Notes (1) and 
(2) belowo 1 

TI[('()relll 1B: The coupled Einstein- Yang-Mills sys-
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tem is linearization stable at the solution (4g,4A) if the 
following three conditions hold on M: 

(i) tr7T==7Tk
k is a constant multiple of the volume ele

ment 11; 

(ii) at least one of g, 7T, €, and ,8 is nontrivial; that 
is, at least one of 7T, E, and (3 is not identically zero, 
or g is not flat; and 

(iii) if X is a vector field and Va II -valued function 
on Msuchthat Lxg=O, Lx7T=O, LxE+[A(X),El=[€,vl, 
and F(X, ) = DV, then X == ° and the image of V lies in 
the center of g • 

Votes: (1) If the image of V is contained in the center 
of g%, then V is a function in the usual sense because 
it is invariant under gauge transformations and thus 
is globally defined. 

(2) For Theorem lA (or if X = ° in Theorem IE), if 
the image of V lies in the center of g, then D V == ° 
[or F(X, )=Dvl becomes dV=O, so Vis constant, 

(3) Lx T is the Lie derivative of a tensor T with re
spect toX; e.g., LxgfJ=XfIJ+XJII. 

(4) LxE + [A (X), d is the gauge covariant analog of 
LxE, and F(X, ) is the gauge covariant analog of LxA. 
Condition (iii) can be made more symmetric by replac
ing F(X, )=DVby Lx(3+[A(X), 81==[13, V), but this 
weakens the theorem slightly. 

Theorem 2A: The Yang-Mills equations are linear
ization stable at a solution 4A if and only if there are no 
symmetries of P that preserve 4S and the connection 
w except the action of the center of G on P. That is, 
if X is a vertical vector field on P such that Lxw = 0, 
then X is a generator of the action of the center of G on 
P, i. e., w(X) = constant in the center of g. 

Theorem 2B: The coupled Einstein-Yang-Mills sys
tem is linearization stable at the solution (4g,4A) if and 
only if there are no simultaneous symmetries on the 
bundle P of the connection 1 form wand the pullback of 
the spacetime metric T*4g except the action of the 
center of G on p. That is, if X is a vector field on P 
such that Lxw = ° and LX T*4g = 0, then X is a generator 
of the action of the center of G on P, i. e., X is vertical 
and w(X) = const in the center of g. 

Tlzeore m 3; For the Yang- Mills and Einstein- Yang
Mills field equations, perturbations of the initial data 
split into three orthogonal components. At pOints of 
linearization stability, these are the perturbations 
violating the (linearized) constraint equations; the gauge 
perturbations; and the "true degrees of freedom, " those 
preserving the constraints modulo the gauge freedom. 

III. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 

Linearization stability of a hyperbolic system that 
forms a well-posed Cauchy problem is equivalent to 
linearization stability of any constraint equations on the 
initial data. (See Proposition 3 at the end of this sec
tion.) We outline below the proof that the Yang-Mills 
and Einstein- Yang- Mills systems are well-posed 
Cauchy problems. In the process each system will be 
broken up into constraint equations on the Cauchy sur-
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face M and Hamiltonian evolution equations. This 
Hamiltonian formulation will prove useful in the proofs 
of the main theorems. 

A. The Hamiltonian formalism 

Following the Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner formula
tion of general relativity, 10,14,15 from the Lagrangian L 
in (1. 5) we derive the canonical momenta for gravity 
and a Yang-Mills field, either separately or coupled: 

and 

7T1i =~ = (k':,f{jJ - klJ) 11 
aglJ,o 

11.1-~=4FO 4tJ.=-e/ 
a - aAj, 0 a a' 

(Note; This 1)! is Moncrief's E~.)4 except for a factor of 
i since he conSiders i g-valued tensors instead of 
g-valued tensors. ) The variables 4go .. and 4Ao are 
degenerate in the sense that their canonical momenta 
are zero. It turns out to be most convenient to use as 
degenerate variables the lapse V, the shift X, and a 
tensorial g-valued function V, defined by 

4goo =- (N'l-XiXl ), 4g0l =Xl , and 4AIi=- VO. 

X is a vector field on M and its indices are manipulated 
by g rather than by 4g . When G = 51 and the gauge field 
is thus a Maxwell field, V is the usual scalar potential; 
in the general case, V is still a scalar with respect to 
coordinate changes onH, although it is a vector in the 
Lie algebra. 

For the Hamiltonian formalism, the action is ex
pressed as 

JL =j{7Tg,O+1)A,o- VH-xfI- VA}, 

where 

H={- h1TII)2+rri!1T/j +~ (1)!1)1 + 13!i3j)}g~I/2 - Rg1!2 

= {- i(triT)2 + iT:iT + ~(€ 2 + :sz) - R}!1, 

fJi = - 21T{ If + 1)~ (Ai, i - Atl + q"A~A j) 

=- 2V"7T +1)x;- 13, 

1<. = 1): II + C~0~1)~ = V0 1). 

Here R is the scalar curvature of g; ;;*112 = (detgi/)·1 /2; 

tr indicates the trace_of a te~sor with respect to g; 
a tensor density T= Til, so T is an ordinary tensor; . 
and :- indicate an inner product on one pair of indices 
with respect to g and 'Y, respectively, so 7T o 7T "=7TU 7T/ 
rr:7T=7TiJ1TiJ' €'E=€~€aJ' €;E=E~€t, etc.; x is the usual 
cross product of vectors on a three-dimensional 
Riemannian space, so 1)x:-(3=[ijkl1)~i3ak; V' and V are 
the covariant and doubly covariant derivatives, and V' c 

and V' are the covariant and doubly covariant diver
gences, so V"rr=rrlJII and f;o1)=gi!(f;1)IJ=J iJ (1)1IJ 
+ Qc A :1)j) (= * D * 1)); and E2 =E:E = T/:T/ and 132 = 7Fr;;. [The 
inner product signs' and :- in (3.1) are omitted because 
the products there are natural, i. e., do not require 
a metric. Note that because 1T, 'I}, H, f}, and /<.. are den
sities, it is not necessary to multiply the right-hand 
side of (3.1) by the volume element 11. 1 When G = 51, 
so that the gauge field is an electromagnetic field, fi 
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differs from the p of Ref. 3 by a term A:'(V'17); this 
change makes 9 tensorial. 

Let <P = (H, 9, K); then varying the action J L = {1TR", ° 
+ 17A , ° - (N, X, V) <p} with respect to the degenerate 
variables N, X, and V gives the constraint equations 

<P =[~= 0; (3.3) 

varying with respect to g, A, 1T, and 17 gives the evolu
tion equations. Let a prime stand for the functional de
rivative with respect to g, A, 1T, and 17, and let 
(h,b,p,e) be a variation in (g,A,1T,17). (h,lJ,p,e)Ec 
domain of <1>', 

where 

S2 = {smooth symmetric covariant 2 tensors on M}, 

Ak = {smooth k forms on M}, 

Ak00 = {smooth tensorial o-valued k forms on M}, 

X = {smooth vector fields on M}, 

(1\°00)'= quotient of A00 Oby the constant functions 
with values in the center of 9 , 

,2* = {smooth symmetric contravariant 2 tensor 
densities on M}, 

1\0* = {smooth scalar densities on M}, 

(A109)*= {smooth tensorial g*-valued vector densi
ties on M}, 

X* = {smooth 1 form densities on AI}, 

and 

«A00 0 f)* = {smooth doubly covariant divergences on 
M}, 

= image of *D* = V.: (AI?, g)* _(1\0<)9 g)*. 

r* indicates the natural L2 dual, usually formed by 
raising or lowering each index by g or y and con '3idering 
tensor densities instead of tensors. For (1\0;;;,g r , 
observe the following. Let 9 1 = center of 9 and let 92 be 
its y-orthogonal complement. Suppose that a basis 
{Xa};:! for 9 has been chosen so that XI>'" ,Xn! spans 
91 andXnl+loooo ,Xn spans 92' NowKa=17~IJ+CabA~17~ 
=1)~IJfora"'nl' Let Ve::1\009 , V=V j +V2 , where Vi 
takes values in 9 f. Consider J m V/\. The constant part of 
Vj does not contribute to the integral, because it is in
tegrated against a pure divergence. Thus V E::: (AO,g, 9 r is 
the natural dual to /\. 1 Note that as usual the perturba
tion b of a connection A is tensorial even though A itself 
is only psuedotensorial. 

(jL )'(h, b, p, 8) = J{ -rr,oh -1),ob + pg,o + 8A,o 

- (N,X, V).p, (h, b, p, 8)} 

=J{( -1T,O, -1),o,g,o,A,o)(h, b, p, 8) 

-<I>'*(V,X, V)(h,lJ,p,e)}, (3.4) 

where <P'* is the formal L z adjoint of <p'. From (304) 
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it is immediate that the evolution equations have the 
form 

~[~l = J0<P'* [V] at 1T X ' 
17 V 

(3.5) 

where J is the antisymmetric matrix 

[_ I~ Ig], Id= identity. 

Note that the left-hand side of (3.5) is in the domain of 
<1>', wh ile the image of <1>'* is in the dual space to this; 
the rotation J matches the two sides of (3.5) correctly. 
We remark that (3.5) is in Hamiltonian form and that J 
is the symplectic form for this Hamiltonian system; 
the symplectic manifold is the "L2 cotangent bundle" 
of the space of (,..;,A)'s; see Ref. 14, sec. 2 for a 
discussion of this symplectic structure in the case of 
vacuum spacetimes, and Ref. 16 for a general discus
sion of evolution equations having the form of (3.5). 

B. Computations 

We now state the derivatives <1>'= (H',J',k') and their 
adjoints and the evolution equations (3.5) in detail. 
See Ref. 14 and references therein for more detailed 
calCUlations. 

H' (lz, h, p, EI) = ({- 1T~1TfJ + 21Tlkrr~ + ~(1)!l1·J + i3~i3aJn hi} 

+ {t(1Tn2 - h IJ1TIJ - i(1)!1)'j + B!i3'i)} h:),..;-I IZ 

+ { l(hJ) R + (Ilk) IJ hili + RiJh } 0'112 
- 2 ' I ~ I J - IJ I} '" 

+ [ijk](b~1 J + qcAJb~) 13. 1,..;-1
/

2 

+ (_ P:1T~ + 21T1i PII )g-1 /2 + 8!17':g-1/2, (3.6) 

9;'(h,b,p, 8)=- 27T~~hlk- 21Tik(hIJlk- ~hJkll) 

+1)~{I}'i II - b~ II + qc(A~bJ + brA j)} - 2p{ Ii 

+ e~(Afli - All} + C~cAt Aj), 

Letting <1>; be the derivative of <I> with respect to,..;, etc., 

<1>;* (V,X, V)=fi;*V+9;*X+ ,"'tv 
= (- 1T:1T 1J + 2Tfik1T~ + ~(l1!1)ai + i3!lf i ) 

+ {} (1T~)2 - ~rrkm1T om - ~ (11:17% + f3!~)}gIJ)K-1I2 N 

- W'VR - V:Ztiili - VRlj + vlHkj 
/2 

+ X\k1TkJ + X1k1Tlk - Xk1Tj~ - X~~7TIJ, (3.9) 

<I>~*CV,X, V)=H'A* N+ :J~*X +K~*v 

= [ijk 1 {(V8ak) Ii + CabcV8kcA n - XJ17! Ii - X1J7); 

+ XLl1! + Xi (n! II + C~bA~l1~) - XJC~"A ~'I)~ + C~al1~ VC, 

(3.10) 
where Cabc='YadCgc=C[abcl> because y is adjoint 
invariant. 

<I>:*CV,X, V)=(27TIJ-7T~"';I/)V+XIIJ+Xill' (3.11) 

<I>~*(N,X, V)=Vi7j+XJ(AjlJ-A~II+qcA~Af) (3.12) 
b 

- v:'1 - qcA~Vc. 

Applying J and switching to invariant notation, we obtain 
the evolution equations: 
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A,a = N1J + F(X, ) - DV1 (3.14) 

IT,o = N{(triT)'IT - 2'IT'1I' - t(ii:-1'/ + j3:i3) 

+ ({- t(triT)2 + t7r:1i + t (€2 + ]32) + tR} glt - Ric)/l} 

+{(~N)g# + HessN}/l + Lx1l', (3.15) 

where Ric is the Ricci curvature, ~ is the Laplace-
" Hli H V- Hlii ff _gli deRham operator, ~IV = - l' Ii' ess, - l' ,g - , 

and 

1),0 =- v x (NlJ) + L x1) + [A(K'), 1)]- (v, 1) X - [1), vl, (3.16) 

where V x is the doubly covariant curl fcC first term in 
(3, 10); V x can also be written * D), These equations are 
coordinate and gauge covariant. A computation shows 
that F(X, ) =LxA- D(A(X» is the "gauge covariant Lie 
derivative of A," i*(Lie derivative of w with respect to 
the horizontal lift of X). Similarly Lx1) + [A(X),1)] is the 
"gauge covariant Lie derivative of 1'/, " i*[Lie derivative 
of n( , lift of Z) with respect to the horizontal lift of Xl. 

For the Yang-Mills field alone, uncoupled ~o gravity, 
the constraint on the initial data is 

K(A, 1) ~f K(g, A, 'IT, 1) = 0, 

where K and 11' are induced by the given background 
spacetime, The evolution equations are given by (3.14) 
and (3.16). 

C. The nonlinear problem 

We are now ready to state precisely the sense in 
which the Yang- Mills and Einstein- Yang- Mills sys
tems are well-posed Cauchy problems. These proposi
tions, and the linearized versions which follow, are 
stated for Sobolev spaces W 8 defined using L2 norms as 
in Ref. 9, Chap. 7. 

Proposition 1A: Suppose AE W 4
+
r (M) and 1)E W3+r(M), 

r ~ 0, sa tisfy the constraint K(A, 1) = 0. Then there is a 
gauge field 4A satisfying the Yang-Mills field equations 
on 4S that induces A and 1) on M. 4A E t:0+r (U) for every 
relatively compact Uc 4S (by abuse of notation we write 
this 4A E t:0+r (4S)], depends continuously on the given 
initial data (A,1), and is unique up to gauge 
transformation. 

Proposition IE: Suppose g and A E W4+r (111) and 11' and 
1)Ew,+r(M), r",O, satisfy the constraint equations 
<I>(g,A,1I',11)=0. Then there exists a maximal spacetime 
4S with metric 4g and gauge field 4A satisfying the 
Einstein-Yang- Mills system and an embedding 
e: M - 4') such that 4g and 4A induce the initial data 
(.15, A, 'IT, 1) on M. 4g and 4AE W4+r (4S) (notation as in 
Proposition lA) and depend continuously on the given 
initial data. (4S, 4g , 4A) is unique in the sense that any 
two such developments (4'), 4g , 4A) and «(S, 4g, 4.4) can be 
transformed into each other by a simultaneous coordi
nate and gauge transformation. That is, suppose P and 
P are the G-bundles with projections T and T to 4S and 
fS and connections wand w that give rise to 4A and 4..4'. 
Then there is a bundle isomorphism >l':: P - P such that 
T"'1!°i oe = e:M - 4S for any section i: e (M) - P, '1!*'T *4g 
= T*4g, and '1!*w = w (equivalently '1!*'7*4..4' = T *4A). 

It is probably possible to reduce the required degree 
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of differentiability by one (i. e., replace W 4
..- and W 3+r 

by u;'I+r and W2+r , respectively); cf. Ref. 17 for treat
ment of the vacuum case, 

The proof of these propositions is a generalization of 
the work of Choquet- Bruhat on the Cauchy problem for 
gravitational and electromagnetic fields; see, e, g" 
Ref. 9, Chap. 7 or Ref. 18. The Yang-Mills field 
equations are a quasilinear second-order hyperbOlic 
system. In a generalized "Lorentz gauge," the principal 
part of the system decouples to give n copies of the 
principal part of Maxwell's equations, the existence 
argument for Maxwell fields and Maxwell fields coupled 
to gravity generalizes to Yang-Mills fields, and we 
have existence and uniqueness in Lorentz gauge (and 
harmonic coordinates). 

By conSidering first other Yang-Mills gauges and 
then other coordinates, one can show that there is a 
unique gauge and coordinate transformation from any 
solution to the unique solution in Lorentz gauge and 
harmonic coordinates. If the bundle P is nontrivial 
(1. e" if 4A can not be defined globally), the argument 
becomes som~what involved, but uses no new ideas; 
see ReL 19 for details. 

The continuous dependence on initial conditions and 
maximality follow as usuaL (See Ret 9, Chap, 7.) 

The following remarks show that Proposition 1 im
plies that the Hamiltonian evolution equations (3,5) have 
unique solutions for every choice of N, X, and 11 with 
4X = IVZ + X timelike, First note that given a solution 
(4" 4g , 4A) to the Einstein- Yang-Mills system, the 
degenerate variables N, X, and V determine 4go " and 
4A(j, and thus determine the "timelike curves in P" 
through Q = (P restricted to 1\1). When N = 1 and X = 0, 
these project to unit speed geodesics in 4') normal to M; 
when V = 0, the curves in P are horizontal with respect 
to the connection w, Any N, X, and V given on R XM 
define a bundle map from R x Q into P by picking out 
the timelike curves that should be the image of the 
curves 1R xp, P ccQ; the pullback of the metric and con
nection on P to R x Q gives a solution to (3. 5) which is 
clearly unique. 

D. The linearized problem 

We shall also need a similar result for the linearized 
equations. This is essentially a corollary of the proof 
of Proposition 1, which involves solving the linearized 
equations and then using an iteration argument to get 
the nonlinear result. However, there is a minor com
plication involving change of variables, In the proof, the 
equations are linearized with respect to the Lagrangian 
variables 4g and 4A; we need a result for linearization 
with respect to the Hamiltonian variables g, A, 11', 1) 

and the degenerate variables N, X, and V. Lineariza
tion (and linearization stability) depend on which vari
ables are linearized. For example, the nonlinear 
equation 

F(x It x 2) =x~ + x~ 
is not linearization stable at the origin, because its 
linearization 
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is trivial there. If we let y/ =xL then the original 
equation is already linear: )'1 +)'2 = 0, Clearly the prob
lem here is a singular change of variables, If there is a 
nonsingular change of variables, linearizing with re
spect to one set of variables is equivalent to linearizing 
with respect to the other, For suppose x=f(Y), Y =g(x), 
h{ = identity = gof. Then linearization of F(x) = 0 is 
equivalent to linearization of G(y) ~ F(f(y) = 0 because 
h solves P(x)·h=O if and only if k~g'(x)~h solves 
G'(y)'/z = 0: G'(y),/z = P(f(y»·f'(y) .g'(X)ol1 = P ~'") 

·(identity)'·h=P(x).h, Thevariablesg, A, 7T, 1), N, 
X, and V are uniquely and differentiably defined by the 
variables 4g and 4A (and their derivatives), and vice 
versa, so that the linearized theorem for the Lagranian 
variables which falls naturally out of the proof of Pro
position 1 is eqUivalent to a result for the linearized 
Hamiltonian equations, 

;tm ~M" [tJ +Jo<'" m0l ~.17) 
both results are combined in Proposition 2 below, Here 
(L, Y, W) is a linear perturbation of (N,X, V), so LEN, 
X EX, and WEN0 g, 

For initial data for the linearized theorem, we have 
(h, b, p, e) on M satisfying the linearized constraint. 

ifI'(h,b,p,e)=o. (3,18) 

To construct initial data for the Lagrangian version of 
the results, we need in addition to specify (L, Y, TV) and 
their first derivatives on AI, From these we define 4h 
and 4b on M by: 

4h/J= h/j' 

4ho/ = hlJX J + Y h 

4hoo = - 2NL + 2X/Y/ + h/JX/XJ, 

4b~= b~, 

4b~=_ W', 

(3,19) 

The background metriC and potential (4g,4A) determine 
(N,X, V) everywhere, Using (3.17) we find h/ J•o and 
bl. o on NI; we now know the first derivatives of h, b, ,V, 
X, L, Y, and Won M, so by differentiating (3,19) we 
can determine 4h/Lv.o and 4b~.o on NI, 

Proposition 2A: Suppose 4A is a solution of the Yang
Mills field equations on 45 and we have initial data b, e, 
and Won M for the linearized system as described 
above. Then there is a solution 4b to the linearized 
(Lagrangian) field equations with the given initial data, 
and any two such solutions differ by a linearized gauge 
transformation, [See (3,20) below,l Equivalently, for 
each choice of gauge V and linearized gauge W, the 
linearized Yang-Mills evolution equations [(3,17) with 
h, p, L, and Y set = 01 have a unique solution (b, 8), 

Proposition 2B: Suppose (4g,4A) is a solution of the 
coupled Einstein-Yang- Mills system on 45, and we 
have initial data on M for the linearized system as 
described above, Then there is a solution (4h,4b) on 4, 
to the linearized (Lagrangian) field equations with the 
given initial data, Any two such solutions differ from 
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each other by a linearized coordinate and gauge 
transf ormation ~ 

4h _ 411 = L 4R" 4y < , 

4b- 4b=L4_4A_D(4Y))_UTI1=F(4y, )_D4Wr (3,20) 
- - y - -

with 4Y/L' 4Y/L;O, 4W, and 4W,o all zero on M, Equivalent-
ly, for each choice of (gravity and Yang-Mills) gauge 
(N,X, V) and linearized gauge (L, Y, W) on 45=1R XM, 
the linearized equations (3,17) have a unique solution 
(h, b, p, 8), 

Remarl?; The linearized coordinate and gauge trans
formation can be interpreted as Lie derivatives on the 
bundle P: L h

4g=i*(Lm_T*4g ) and L 4_4A- D(4A(4y)+4W) 
r - Y Y -

= i* (Lm_w), where my = the horizontal lift of 4y - (gen-
y -

erator of the G action on P corresponding to 4W), Cf, 
proof of Theorem 2 in Sec, IV, 

Proof; We give the proof of 2B; 2A follows by setting 
the perturbations of the metric to zero throughout 

It suffices to consider the case where (4g,4A) are in 
harmonic coordinates and Lorentz gauge, as the other 
cases follow by a change of coordinates on the bundle 
P, Thus, throughout the proof, (N,X, V) in (3,17) are 
fixed, By the details of the proof of Proposition 1 
(given in, e. g., Ref, 9), there exists a unique solution 
(4h,4b) to the linearized equations satisfying given 
linearized coordinate and gauge conditions, Now as in 
Ref, 14, sec, 4, we can decompose any symmetric 2 
tensor 4h on 4, uniquely as 

4 _ 4 A 4 h lLv - h lLv + L4y g /LV' (3,21) 

witp 4y" and 4y,,;o equal to zero on 1'vf. and (4hlL Q! 

- 4h~B4g IL "'); Q! = 0, Similarly, given 4y, any g -valued 1 
form 4b can be uniquely decomposed as 

4b·=4b· +L 4A' -D (4A(4y)+4Uf) (3,22) 
IL IL 4y /J. IL , 

where 4Uf and 4Hl are zero on M and V,4b=4b';Q! 
... lOA Q 

+ qc 4A~bC'" = 0 [since 4W satisfies an equation of the 
form (7,20), p. 237, Ref. 9]. For any 4y and 4W, the 
quantities L4f 4g and L4f 4A - D(4A (4 Y) +4W), which are 
simply the derivatives of 4g and 4A under a simultaneous 
coordinate and Yang- Mills gauge transformation (i o eo , 
a coordinate change on the bundle), will solve the 
linearized equations, Thus, if (4/z,4b) is a solution to 
the linearized equations, by linearity (4h,4b) will also 
be a solution, But (4fi,4[;) satisfy linearized harmonic 
coordinate and Lorentz gauge conditions, and so must 
be the unique solution given by the linearized result in 
the proof of Proposition 1. Let (4h,4fj) be that unique 
solution; t~en (4h,4b) as in (3, .?1) ~nd (3'A22), for Aall 
possible 4y's and 4W's with 4y/J., 4y/J.;o, 4W, and 4W. o 
equal to zero on H, give all the possible solutions to 
the linearized equations, This completes the proof of 
the "Lagrangian half" of the theorem, 

By the remarks before the theorem on the equivalence 
of linearizing the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equa
tions, any solution (4h,4b) to the linearized Lagrangian 
equations gives rise to (h, b, p, e) and (L, Y, W) (as 
functions of t) solving (3017). To complete the proof of 
the theorem, we need to show that we can specify 
(L, Y, VI) arbitrarily and still get a unique (h, b, p, e), 
It will suffice to prove the following lemma, 
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Lemma; The choice of linearized gauge (L, Y, W) is 
equivalent to the choice of (4y,4«7) in (:30 21) and (3,22); 
that is, for every s.hoice ~f (L, Y, W) on 1R x U = 4 S', 
there is a unique 4y and 4W on 4') so that (3,19) holds 
for (4h,4b) as in (3,21) and (3.22), 

Proof; Suppose the solution (4fi,4{;) is known and 
(L, Y, W) is given, Using (3 0 21) to eliminate 4)z in 
(3,19), we find that 

4hoi + L4 y4g0! = (4hfJ + L4"/~i,)Xj + Yj 

and 

4hoo + L4:/goo =- 2NL + X ir +-{4hi} + L4/g;j)XiX' 
. 4A 4 i 

=- 2NL +XjY' + (hOi + L 4 y.gOi)X . 

We can rewrite this as 

L4/gOl" - (L4/g'I")X' 

j -2NL+x,r+4fioiXI-4hoo for fJ.=0 

I 4~ j 4~ 
Yj+ hl1X - hOI for fJ.=i, 

Change coordinates so that alexo - a/axo - X; then the 

equations b:~om\e 
Yo' o 

, =function independent of 4yo 
4 ~ 4 ~ 
Yo;! + Y/;o 

This is a first-order linear hyperbolic system with the 
x O coordinate curves as multiple characteristics, and 
has a unique solution 4y defined for all time. 

Now consider the equation for ~ar obtained by using 
(3.22) to eliminate 4b in (3.19): 4bo + L4 .. 4Ao - Do (4A(4y) 
4~ y 

+ W) = - W. This first-order linear hyperbolic system 
with multiple characteristic tangent to a/axo also has a 
unique solution 4rf' for all time o Thus given an arbitrary 
(L, Y, W), we can produce the unique desire 4y and 4{[", 

From Propositions 1 and 2 we can conclude, just as in 
Theorem 5.4 in ReL 14, the following: 

Proposition 3: The Yang- Mills or Einstein- Yang
Mills equations are linearization stable at 4A or (4g,4A) 
if and only if the corresponding constraint equations are 
linearization stable at (A,1) or (g,A,1T,1)o 

IV. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 

We first show that the stated conditions are sufficient 
for linearization stability, and then show that some are 
also necessary. To show sufficiency, we use the implic
it function theorem (1FT): 

1FT: Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces and <1>:X - Y 
isaCrmap, r?-l, <1>(xo)=Yo, ker<p'(xo) splits [ioeo, 
has a closed complement X 1 so X =ker¢'(xo)EP Xd, and 
<1>'(xo) is surjective, Then {x: <1> (x) =Yo} is a C manifold 
near X o with tangent space ker<1>'(xo) = {k:<1>r(xo)· k = O} at 
x o, 

Comparing the conclusion of this theorem to the 
definition of linearization stability shows that the 
hypotheses of the 1FT give suffiCient conditions for 
linearization stability of <1> = Yo at x o, 

The key to the application of the 1FT to the Yang-
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Mills and Einstein- Yang-Mills systems is the fact that 
the adjoint operators A r* and <1>'* defined in Sec. III 
are elliptic, There are several reasons for thiso The 
applies to Banach spaces, so we must use Sobolev 
spaces in the proof of the theorems, (Specifically, we 
use WS spaces with 8 suffic iently large to make A and 
q; C r maps and take care of other technical details; d. 
discussion of such details in Ref, 14, Sec. 1, and 
Ret 19,) The ellipticity of A'* and <1>'* gives a regular
ity lemma that allows generalization of the results to 
C~ spaces. The technical condition in the IFT-that 
ker<1>' splits-follows immediately from the fact that 
<1>'* (or A '*) is elliptic. Finally, the ellipticity of <1>'* 
implies that Y=ker<1>'*EPlm<1>', so /<' or <1>' is surjective 
if and only if its adjOint is injective, 

Thus conditions under which the adjoint operators are 
elliptic and injective are sufficient for linearization 
stability. To show necessity, we will show that linear
ization stability is inconsistent with a nontrivial kernel 
for the adjoint operator, 

A. The adjoint operators are elliptic 

We first consider the coupled case" <1>'* is a linear 
partial differential operator 

<1>'*:(AO, X, (A02' gn -(5 2*, (A 1zg )*, 5 2,A1zg) 

(V,X i , va) 1-(pii,e!,lI ii )/J'ilo 

It is elliptic in the sense of Douglis and Nirenberg as 
extended by Hormander. 20 Let <1>'* Ii represent the opera
tor <1>'* restricted to the jth "component bundle" of its 
domain and projected on the ith "component bundle" 
of its codomain, j=I,2,3, i=1,2,3,4, Douglas and 
Nirenberg introduced the idea of weights Si and 'i such 
that the order of <1>'*ij is less than or equal to Ii - si' 

The prinCipal part of <1>'* Ii is defined to be the part of 
<1>'*;1 that is of order tj - Sj exactly, and the principal 
part of <1>'* is the matrix of principal parts of the <1>'* I/S, 

The principal symbol of the operator is now defined in 
the usual way. 14,20 Let 11 = t2 = 2, t 3 = 1, 8 1 = 52 = 8 4= 0, 
and 8 3 = 1; then the only nonzero principal parts of <P'* 
are <1>'*11, <1>'*32, and <P'*43o [Ct (3,9)-(3,12)1, For each 
vector ~ I:c: T * 11, the principal symbol of <P'* is 

a(O; (V, Xi, Va) 

1-('1 (j ~ \2g 11_ ~i e), 0, - (~!XJ + ~jXi)' va ~i)' (4,1) 

'P'* is said to be elliptic if a(~) is injective for every 
~ '" O. But if ~ '" 0 and a(~)(V,X, Y) = 0, we see imme
diately from (4,1) that X = 0 and V = 00 Contracting the 
first slot in (401) gives V(31 i; 12_ 1 i; 12) =21~ /2 N=O 
because 11 is three dimenSional, so V = 0, Thus <1>'* is 
elliptic. 

For Yang- Mills fields alone, we consider 

A'*:(A00gf- (A1z.g)*,A 1zg), 

VI- ([1), vl, - DF) 

[cL (3,10) and (3.12)1, which, as above, has injective 
symbol and is therefore elliptic, 
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B. The Cauchy surface conditions imply that the 
adjoint operators are injective 

1<'* is injective exactly when the conditions of 
Theorem lA hold. Comparing the conditions and (4,2) 
shows that VE::ker 1<'* implies that V takes values in the 
center of g and DV=dV=O,' so V is a constant in the 
center of g, Le" V=O in (i\o~gr, Conversely, if 
ker K!* = {O}, the conditions of the theorem hold, Half of 
Theorem lA is now proved, 

To prove Theorem 1 B it suffices to show that the 
three conditions stated in the theorem imply that <P'* is 
injective. So suppose that (W,X, V) E::ker<P'* and condi
tions (i)- (ii i) of the theorem hold, Then equations 
(3,9)- (3.12) are equal to zero, The trace of (3,11) is 

Combining this equation and (3,11), one can compute 
that 

(L X 1T): = Xi 1T: Ii + {2 W1Tik1T}k - ~N(1T\)2}g-1/2, 

The trace of (3,9) is 

0= W{- ~(1T~)2 + 21Tik1T Jk + ~(Tj:Tj~ + ~~)}g-1/2 

- 2Nlk 
11og-

1/2 + Xk1Ti J Ik' 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where we have used (4.4) and the constraint H= 0 to 
eliminate the L x1T and curvature terms, By condition 
(i) the last term in (4,5) is zero, Now multiply (4,5) by 
V and integrate over If to get 

o = 1~kilklJ/l +~f W2Ti:7j~/l +~f TV2)3:)3~/l + 2f N"ikVlk/l 

(4.6) 

recalling that klJ = ~7TkkgjJ - 7T jJ = 0 if and only if 1Tii = 0, 
Observe that (4.6) implies that each integrand is zero, 
so W is constant, Nk = 0, V1) = 0, and V{3 = 0, Condition 
(ii) now forces V = 0 by the following argument, If one 
of k (equivalently, 1T), 1) = - E, or (3 is nonzero, V = 0 
is immed iate from (4.6). If all three are identically 
zero, then ft=R=O, and H'*(V,X, V)=O, the first 
equation of <P'*(V,X, V) =0, reduces to 

(4,7) 

However, (4,6) implies that V is constant, so (4,7) 
reduces further to VRiJ = 0,11 is three dimensional, so 
the Ricci curvature Hi} = 0 if and only if g is flat; by 
condition (ii), .15 is not flat, so TV must be identically 
zero, 

With W=O, <P'*(IV,X, V)=O reduces to 

o =Xllk1TkJ + X J Ik1Tlk - Xk1TIJ Ik - X k Ik1TlJ = - L x1T, (4, 8) 

0= - xJTj! Ii - X{J1)! + XL1)~ + Xl (1)! IJ + CgbAJ1)~) 

- XJC~bA~1)~ - C~b Vb1)~ 

= - L x1) + (~'1))X - [A (X) + V, 1)]=LxE + [A (X), E] - [E, V], 

(4,9) 

because I< = V- '1) = 0, 

O=XflJ+Xilf=Lxg, (4,10) 

0=Xi(A1IJ-AJlf+qcA~Ar)- vr,-qcA~Vc (4,11) 

= /-xA - D(A (X) + V) = F(X, ) - DV, 
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By (iii) this implies that X = 0 and V has values in the 
center of g, As in the proof of Theorem lA, this im
plies V=O in (i\°;Sgr. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1 B, For the variation of the theorem men
tioned in note (4) following the statement of the theorem, 
we need only show that (4.11) implies that 0 = Lxp 
+ [A (X), {3l- [(3, vl. This follows from a tedious but 
straightforward calculation using the Bianchi identity 
for g, the Jacobi identity for g, and (4,10), 

C. Identification of symmetries and the kernels of the 
adjoint operators 

For Theorems 2A and 2B, (0,0, V) c domainK'* and 
(IV,X, V) L domain <P'* must be identified as vector 
fields on the bundle and then 1\'*(0,0, V) and <l>'*(V,X, V) 
must be interpreted geometrically, Let 4X = vz + X, a 
section of (rs restricted to lId), and let mx= (horizon
tal lift of 4X) - ~, where v;, is the tangent to the fiber 
corresponding to V <.c: g. Because T1 is tensorial, mx 
is a right-invariant vector field on Q, (Note; the minus 
sign corresponds to the sign in V=- 4Ao') Suppose mx 
is extended to all of P so that it is right invariant. Then 
the flow of mX is a one-parameter family of bundle 
automorphisms, or, in other words, of Simultaneous 
coordinate and gauge transformations, Let T*4g (A) and 
w (A) be the pullback under this flow of T*4g and w, For 
small A, \1 is spacelike in the metric 4g(A) = i* T*4g (A), 
SOg«A) and (L'(A) induce (g,A,1T,1))(A) on 11, If ,v2_XiX; 
? 0 so that X is timelike, this is the evolution of 
(g,A, 1T, Tj) in 4') with lapse ?-,T, shift X, and gauge V, so 

m~ ;, r~ }M" [~J (4,12J 

from the derivation of the evolution equations in 
Sec. III. Now (h, b, p, e) are the "Hamiltonian variables," 
which depend linearly on the corresponding "Lagr tan 
variables, " 

4h = L 4" = i*f T*4" 4x '" -mx b 

and (4,13) 

(Cf. discussion of linearization before Proposition 2 in 
Sec. III.) Note that L."xw is horizontal, i, e" tensorial, 
and so is completely specified by 4b, ) 4lz and 4/J in turn 
depend linearly on mX. Thus by linearity, (4,12) holds 
for all (!V, X, TI), because the timelike vectors span the 
tangent space, 

(4.12) and (4.13) suggest that the elements of ker<P'* 
are symmetries of the fields, (This idea for gravity 
alone is due to Moncrief. 2) So suppose 

L T*4g =0 and L w=O mx mx (4,14) 

for a vector field mx on P, Let mu be any generator of 
the group action on P and let my be the horizontal lift 
of any vector field on 45 to P, Then 

0= Lmxw (mU) = dw(mx, mU) + mU(w(mx)) 

= mX(w(mu)) _ w([mx, mull = - w([mx, mull 
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and 

0= L T*4g (my mU) 
"'x ' 

= "'X(T*4g (my, mU) - T*4g([mx, "'Yl, mU) 

_ T*4g (my, [mx, "'UJ) 

= _ T*4g (my, [mx, "'Ul) 

using the fact that mU is vertical and my is horizontaL 
This implies that [mX,mul=o, i.e., "'X is right in
variant. Thus 4X = T* mx is well defined and the vertical 
component of mX is a tensorial function - V:P - g. 
Let NZ and X be the normal and tangential components 
of 4X on lvI. From (4.12)-(4.14), we see that (N,X, V) 

EO ker 1>'*. 

(Recall that V is actually a tensorial function modulo 
constant functions with values in the center of g. Those 
constant functions correspond to the action of the center 
of G on P, which is always a symmetry for any T*4g 
and w. We will call such symmetries and their genera
tors, "'X = - v" = const, trivial, because they corre
spond to the trivial element of ker<P'*. ) 

Conversely, suppose we have an element of ker<P'*. 
We shall need to apply Proposition 2 in sec. m, so to 
avoid confusion with the gauge W,X, V) and the per
turbed gauge (L, Y, W) in the statement of that theorem 
let (i, Y, ih be the given element of ker<i"*. Let ' 
4 Y = iz + Y on M and my = (horizontal lift of 4y) - ITr on 

A P 
Q. We will extend my uniquely to all of P, so that 

4h = L4y 4g and 4b =:. L4f 4A - D(4A(49) + iV) = i* Lm y W 

(4.15) 

are identically zero, Suppose the gauge (TY,X, V) is 
fixed. Consider the lemma in the proof of Proposition 
2. Let 41~ = 0 and 4[; = 0 on 4V. By the lemma for any 
c~oice of (L, Y, W) we get existence of a uni~ue 4y and 
4W on 4" so that (4.15) [which corresponds to (3.21) 
and (3.22)1 holds. We choose (L, Y, W) '" 0 so that by 
(3.19) 4ho,,=0 and 4bo=0. (In Sec. Ill, 4Yand 4ft! were 

zero on lvI, but the lemma clearly applies for any initial 
data.) Now with 4h and 4b as in (4.15), the corresponding 
Hamiltonian variables (h, b, p, 8) =Jo of>'* (i, Y, TV) =0 
on lvI [ef. discussion of the geometric meaning of 
q, I *(N, X, V) above], and satisfy the linearized evolution 
equations (3.}7) with perturbed gauge (L, Y, W)=O 
by the way my was extended to P. By Proposition 2, 
the obvious solution (h, b, p, 8) '" 0 is the unique solution, 
so 4h ~ 0 and 4b '" O. Thus we have established a one
to-one correspondence between kerq,'* and the set of 
nontrivial simultaneous symmetries of T*4g and w; by 
setting all objects related to gravity (e.g., N,X,L, Y,h) 
equal to zero in the above argument, we have a one-to
one correspondence between kerK'* and the nontrivial 
symmetries of w which preserve 45. This proves the 
sufficiency of the conditions in Theorems 2A and 2B. 

D. The second-order conditions 

It has been shown above that kerK'* or kerq,/* is trivi
al exactly when the conditions of Theorems lA, 2A, or 
2B, as appropriate, hold. To show that these conditions 
are necessary as well as sufficient for linearization 
stability, we assume stability and nontriviality of the 
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kernels. From these assumption come second-order 
conditions on the linear perturbations. In the following 
sections, we show the existence of linear perturbations 
violating these second-order conditions. This contradic
tion shows that the assumption was false, and lineariza
tion stability requires that the kernels be trivial; i. e. , 
the conditions of the theorems are necessary, and when 
they are violated we have linearization instability. 

Assume that X(A, 7]) = 0 is linearization stable at 
(Ao,7]o), Then for any solution (b, e) of the linearized 
equation 

K'(Ao, 7]o)(b, e) = 0, 

there is a one-parameter family (.4(A),1/(A» such that 

(A (0), 7](0)) = (Ao, 7]0), (A'(O), 7]'(0» = (b, e), 

and 

(4. 16) 

Differentiating (4.16) twice and evaluating at A=O 
yields 

A'(Ao, 7]0)' (.4"(0),1/"(0» 

+ A "(AD, 1/0)' (b, e), (b, e» = O. (4.17) 

Now assume that there is V*O in kerK'*. Contract 
(4, 17) against V and integrate over 11 to get 

o =IM V· {K'(A '(0),1/"(0» + I< "((b, e), (b, en) 
= 1 M{I< ,* (V). (.4 11 (0),1/" (0» + v./( n«b, e), (b, 8m 
=1 V,;;"«b,e),(b,e», (4018) 

M 

a second-order condition on the linear perturbation 
(b, e). Similarly, a nontrivial (N',X, V) EO ker<P /* gives 
rise to a second-order condition on linear Einstein
Yang-Mills perturbations (h, b,p, e), 

1 (V,X, V). <p"(h, b, p, e), (h, b, p, e» = O. (4.19) 
M 

We note that the second-order condition is analogous 
to the quadratic algebraic condition on the moduli space 
in the theorem of Kuranishi on small deformations of 
complex structures (See, e. g., Ref. 21 and references 
therein). This theorem has been used by Atiyah, 
Hitchin and Singer22 in the study of the space of self
dual Yang-Mills fields on Riemannian manifolds. In 
the cases conSidered by Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer, 
the second cohomology of a certain elliptiC complex 
(analogous to ker 1<'* or ker<P /* in the present work) is 
trivial, so that the theorem of Kodaira, Nirenberg, and 
Spencer (which the Kuranishi theorem generalizes) 
gives a linearization stability argument In the case 
that the second cohomology is not trivial, the Kuranishi 
theorem says that the space of nonlinear deformations 
of complex structures is (locally) parameterized by 
linear deformations h satisfying 

H(Q(h, h» = 0, (4.20) 

where Q is a certain quadratic function and H is pro
jection onto the second cohomology. If If is projection 
onto kerA/* or ker<P /* and Q is /\" or <P", then (4.20) 
is our second-order condition. This suggests, as has 
been suggested before4, 14. 23 that at points of linearization 
instability, the second-order condition is sufficient to 
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select exactly those linear perturbations which are 
tangent to curves of nonlinear perturbations, This ap
pears to be true in the case of gravity alone, 24 

E. Instability for symmetric Yang-Mills fields 

Differentiating (3.8) and substituting into (4,18), 

(4,21) 

for each V~kerl\'*. We wish to find (b,O) satisfying 

(4,22) 

and violating (4.21), This is most easily done using a 
particular gauge for the background fields (A, T)) that 
corresponds to a reduction of the principal bundle Po 
From (4.2), VE:kerl\'* means 

(4,23) 

Recall that g = g 1 S g2, where g 1 is the center of g and 
g2 its orthogonal complement, Let V = Vi +~, Vi E gio 
Now J)T~=dT1Egl' and D~E:g2 because Crabc)=Oo 

Therefore, by (4 0 23), DVj=dVj=O, and so Vj=O in 
(AD@gr. Thus, it suffices to consider v= t2, Let g v 

be the centralizer of V(P) for anyone P E: Pi g v is a 
subalgebra of g, and let G V be the corresponding sub
group of G. By the holonomy theorem of Ambrose and 
Singer combined with a reduction theorem due to 
Cartan, Ehresmann, Kobayashi, and Nomizu (Ref. 7, 
Theorems 7.1 and 8.1, pp. 83-90, and note 2, po 288), 
the bundle and its connection may be reduced to a bundle 
and connection with group GV

, The reduced bundle may 
be identified with {q: p and q are joined by a horizontal 
curve}, a subbundle embedded in p. By choosing sec
tions of the subbundle, we can assume that the range 
of A, f3 and T)e gV, and that V= const because O=DV 

= dV on horizontal curves. Similarly, if there are any 
other functions IT' such that DW = 0, we may assume 
that the bundle has been reduced and the gauge chosen so 
that A and f3 take values in g vn g wand IT' = const. 

Let g n be the 'Y orthogonal complement of g v in g 0 

Note that D and D* map Ak® g V.L into Amrg g V.L (for ap
propriate k and m) because for WE g V.L 

LA, Wl:gv=[gV,Al:Wcgv:w=O 

(again using C [abc) = 0), Consider 

D* ; Al rg g n _ A ° ':9 g n, 

(4,24) 

which has surjective but not injective symbol, just like 
the ordinary divergence d*, By Theorem 1 of Ree 25, 
this implies that kerD* is infinite dimensionaL Now 
consider 

T; kerD* - g V.L, 

WI- J,)W;T)lo 

T has nontrivial kernel because g V.L is finite dimension
al while kerD* is infinite dimensional; let b be any non
zero element of kerT, 

Let 0 = ot + DIl, where V· ot = - D* ot = 0, We will 
choose Il so that the linearized constraint equation 
(4,22) is satisfied and choose ot so that the second-order 
condition (4,21) is violated, (4,22) becomes 

(4,25) 
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where ~ = D'" D is the "gauge- covariant Laplace- deRham 
operator" on g V.L-valued functions, Just as for the usual 
Laplacian on a compact manifold, (4,25) has a solution, 
unique up to ker~=kerD= {covariant constant functions} 
if and only if [b;T)l is orthogonal to kerD, But the gauge 
was chosen so that if W"-.kerD, then W is constant; then 
!([b;T)lnf!)=(f[b;T)])<'W=O, because bckerT, Thus we 

can solve (4.25) for Il ~ AO@ g V.L, (4,21) becomes 

2L(V,bl:o=2[,{/[V,bl:o t =0, (4,26) 

because 

f· [V bl:DII = r. cc V abb(II d + cJ A~II/)'Y ,,11 
. M' '" __ M ab I"',} .1 1'" cd!> 

1. C'c Va(bb + C· b A"bf ) d iJ = - M ab II} .1 J I Jl YedK 

==f. fv D*bFIl = ° 'M .... , , 

using integration by parts, V = const, C [abc) = 0, the 
Jacobi identity in g , rV, A 1 = 0, and b EkeI'D"', It suffices 
to show that there is at least one element ot E.kerD'" 
such that (4 0 26) does not hold o Assume not; t e" as
sume that (4,26) holds for all ot, Then [v,b1 is orthogo
nal to kerD"', so [V,bl=DWfor some WcAO@gV\ and 
&W=D* (V, bl=d"'[v, bl + [A;[V, bl]= [V,d"'b + [A;blJ 
= [V, D*b 1 == 0, using V= constant, the Jacobi indentity, 
[v,Al=o, and bEkerD*, Thus WE:ker~=kerD, so 
[V,bl==Dw=o. But b takes values in g n, so this 
forces b to be zero, This contradiction proves that there 
is a ot so (4,26) does not hold o Thus, a Yang-Mills 
symmetry V E kerK'* is inconsistent with linearization 
stability. (We thank Kobayashi for suggesting the final 
argument, and Singer for inspiring the approach to 
gauge fields used in the above proof, ) Theorems 1A and 
2A are now proved, 

F. Instability for symmetric Einstein-Yang-Mills fields 

To complete the proof of Theorem 2B, we show the 
eXistence of (Tl, b,p, 0) Eker<I>' and violating (4,19), First 
consider the case where (tv,X, V) = (0,0, V) Eker<I>'''', 
Then mx is a vertical vector field on P, that is an in
finitesimal change of Yang-Mills gauge only, and 
(4,19) reduces to (4.18), For the (b,O) shown to exist 
in Sec, IV. E, (0, b, 0, 0) E kerq,'*, by the following argu
menlo $ and T) take values in g v while band 0 were 
chosen to take values in g n, V x b = '" Db w ill also take 
values in gVl by (4.24), so 

H'(O,b,O, e)=~xb:~+ 0:7)=0 

and 

,1' (0, b, 0, 0) = T) x -: (~x b) + ex -; f3 = 0. 

When (tv,X) '* 0, then the argument for the existence 
of a linear perturbation violating (4,19) goes exactly as 
in the case of gravity alone, 26 (The addition of the 
Yang- Mills fields adds purely algebraic terms to the 
differential operators involved, so that the analysis is 
not affected. ) We briefly sketch the argument, Since 
nonzero elements of ker<I>'* correspond to symmetries, 
the existence of such elements is hypersurface invariant 
and we may, by chOOsing an appropriate hypersurface, 
assume tv '* 0, say N> 0, on U c lVI, ~ construct 
operators P: s2 - (1\1, AO) and T: </l- s2* such that 
(4,27) and (4,28) below hold and 

K = {(h, 0, p, 0): P(h) = 0, P = T(h), 
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and supph c.. U} c kerq.,* , 

and again using Theorem 1 of Ret 25, K is infinite 
dimensional, For elements of K, (4.19) becomes 

r {W(- ~(V'1z)2 + ~(\7 trh)2) 
·M 

+ (lower order terms in II and p)}= 0. (4.27) 

P is chosen so that 

IIV' trhllo ,; constllll!lo. (4.28) 

From (4.27), (4.28), and P(h) = 0, integration by parts, 
and the Schwarz inequality, it can be calculated that 

IIhll t ,; constllhll o, 

which by Rellich's theorem gives a compact embedding 
of K n Wt in WOo This contradicts the infinite dimen
Sionality of K, thus showing the existence of perturba
tions violating the second- order condition and complet
ing the proof of Theorems lA, lB, 2A, and 2B. 

G. The splitting theorem 

This theorem, which in the Einstein- Yang-Mills 
case generalizes that of Moncrief21 for gravity alone, 
follows immediately from application of a general split
ting in sympletic geometry given in Ref. 28. K and q, 

are moments for the actions of the group of bundle auto
morphisms of Q which fix M and the dynamical group of 
coupled gravitational and gauge fields, respectively. 
The generators of the group actions are given by the 
ranges of JoK'* and JOq,'*. Applying the splitting theo
rem in ReL 28, we have 
(At@g, (At@g)*)=ImK*EB ImJoK'*EP ker(-K'oJ)rI kerK' 

and 

= Imq.,*EP ImJ°<f>'*EJ'ker(- q,'*oJ)rI kerq.'. 

In each splitting, the sums are L2 orthogonal, and at 
points of linearization stability the first, second, and 
third summands are as stated in the theorem, 
respectively. 
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Solutions to the classical coupled Maxwell-Dirac and Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations in a space-time 
of dimension four are considered. These equations are invariant under the IS-dimensional conformal 
group, in the case of zero mass. The resulting conservation laws are explicitly exhibited in terms of the 
Cauchy data at a fixed time in a form suitable for analysis by the techniques of partial differential 
equations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Maxwell-Dirac equations are the basic equations 
of relativistic quantum electrodynamicso In the notation 
of ReL 1 they take the form 

(ip -'VI)l/J=gJl/J, 

_0_ F "V = "-;/;y" ,f, axv s'f 'f, 

where 

(1) 

:M:tthematical as well as physical interest centers on the 
questions of global existence of solutions to the Cauchy 
problem and their asymptotic behavioro 

We consider solutions of the Cauchy problem for the 
claSSical versions of these equations in a space-time 
of dimension four. Global existence of such solutions 
is an open problem, Only in the case of one space 
dimension has it been established and the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions analyzedo 2-4 

A similar situation prevails for solutions to the 
classical Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations 

(ip- M)l/J=-g¢l/J, 

(- 0+ m2)¢ =g~~ 

(2) 

although certain "special" global solutions are known in 
three space dimensions. 5 These special solutions are a 
consequence of one of the identities we give in Sec, 3. 

For those wave equations for which an adequate theory 
exists, certain explicit a priori estimates have played 
a central role, 6-12 Mathematicians collectively call 
them "energy estimates" although only one of them 
represents the phySical energy, Many of them are due 
to Morawetz. 6 Some of them are a direct consequence 
of the conformal invariance of the equations and 
Noether's Theorem. 13 Indeed, if an equation is given by 
a Lagrangian L and if L is invariant under a one-param
eter family of transformations, the solutions of the 
equation satisfy a conservation law. The infinitesimal 
generator Ih of the family of transformations can be 
used directly with the equation to write the conservation 

a)Research supported in part by NSF grants MCS 77-01340 and 
MCS 75-08827. 

law, An exposition of these ideas, appropriate for the 
present context, may be found in Ref. 7. 

It is well known that the M-D and the K-G-D sys
tems possess a Lagrangian formulation and, if the 
mass is zero, are invariant under the 15-dimenSional 
conformal group C. 14,15 This fact is (indirectly) re
proved in this paper. The multipliers !Ii depend linearly 
on the ~. and A" (or l/J and ¢) and their first derivatives. 
Thus there are 15 independent conservation laws, one 
for each generator of C. From the four translations 
come the energy and momenta and from the six Lorentz 
transformations come the angular momenta in space
time. The other five generators of C, the dilation and 
four inverSions, provide five more conservation laws. 
They were explicitly calculated' for the case of the non
linear Klein-Gordon equa'tion 

U tt - t:.11 + JIl2/i + F(u) = 0 

and were applied to the existence and scattering theory 
of solutions. 

The purpose of this paper is to explicitly write the 
conservation laws for the classical M-D and K-G-D 
equations, in the hope that they can be Similarly applied 
to the mathematical theory. 

What makes our calculations nontrivial is the form in 
which the conservation laws are to be written. The 
usual form in tensor notation16 is not suitable for our 
purposes because the algebraic signs of the various 
terms must be made explicit. For the Cauchy problem 
the data are prescribed at a fixed time, while in scat
tering problems the data at times + 00 and - ifo are 
studied. Thus we separate the time from the space 
variables. The resulting identities are written in terms 
of the Cauchy data at fixed times. The inversional 
identities are quite complicated; so far as we know, 
this is the first time they have been explicitly written 
in such a form. 

In Sec, 2 we list the notational conventions and then 
briefly discuss the existence question. The conserva
tion laws for the K-G-D and M-D equations are 
derived in Sec~, 3 and 4, respectively. For each of 
these systems we exhibit two additional conservation 
laws, giving a total of 17, We also derive some new 
bounds which must be satisfied by any finite-energy 
solution, Of course, for the M-D equations we must 
also append a gauge condition. In Sec. 4 we first give 
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the results in the Lorentz gauge oA Il / ox" = 0 and then 
in the Coulomb (or radiation) gauge V . A= O. The latter 
is better suited to our purposes, because the major 
terms in the energy density are positive. 

The actual calculations, although elementary, are 
prohibitively lengthy and therefore some of the deriva
tions will only be briefly sketched. 

We have also carried out this program for the Yang
Mills equations in Minkowski space, and can draw some 
conclusions about the asymptotic behavior of classical 
gauge fields. The details will appear elsewhere. 

2. EXPLICIT FORM OF THE EQUATIONS AND 
NOTATION 

The Dirac spinor 1jJ= ljJ(x, l) (XE:ffi3) is a function on 
space-time into spin space, a complex four-dimensio~ 
al space. IjJt denotes the conjugate transpose of 1jJ, and IjJ 
is defined by Ij!= IjJt}, where l=[6 ~Il is a 4 x4 matrix. 
(1 here is the 2 X2 identity matrix). The A" (11 
= 0, 1, 2, 3) are real-valued electromagnetic potentials 
defined on ffi3 Xffio In standard notation1 the Dirac 
matrices I" (11 = 0,1,2,3) are given by 

k [0 Ok] I = _Ok 0 (k=1,2,3), 

where the ak,s are the Pauli matrices 

1 [0 o = 1 ~] , 2 _ [0 -i] 
o - i 0' 

Thus ()O)*=l, (/)*=-/ (k=1,2,3)andyll)Y+)Yy" 
=2g uvI, whereg00 =+1, gkk=_1 (k=1,2,3), g"v=O 
forl1;tv. 

The M-D equations have the form (1), where 

3 
4 =yOAO- '0'lAk, 

ko1 

. ./.. '0 0 '~kO 
IN =l)' -- + l /J'" -, at ko1 I ox k , 

where x" = (t,xi ,x2 ,x3) denote the physical variables, 
and x" =g"Yxv (summation on v). In order to write the 
Dirac operator in symmetric hyperbolic form, we in
troduce the matrices 

B=-iyo, CJlk=)k,O (k=1,2,3). 

[These are not the same CJl k, (3 as used in Ref. 11. Then 
we have 0': = CJlk, {3* = - {3, oi = I, ~2 = -1, CYk(3 + (3Cl'k = 0, 
Cl'klYj+ (lIj(Vk=O, j;tk o 

The M-D equations can then be written in the 
Lorentz gauge as 

IjJt='0Ctk aO~ +M{3IjJ- igAoljJ- ig'0AkCtkljJ, 
k x k 

A~t - AAo=gl//~), 

A~t- Mk=-gljJtCl'kljJ (k=1,2,3), 

aAO OAk 
at+~axk =0, 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

Here 6. denotes the Laplacian Lk(ajaxk)2, and all sums 
here and throughout the paper will be taken over the in
dices 1,2,3 unless otherwise specified. We also write 
A= (A1,A2,A3). 
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We now consider the effect of a gauge transformation. 
Let (1jJ, AO, A) be a solution of the M-D equations (3) in 
the Lorentz gauge. Let <P = <P (x, t) be a suffic iently 
smooth real-valued function. The change of variables 

1jJ= exp (ig<P) 1jJ' , 

AO=AO'-<P
h (4) 

Ak=Ak'+<Px/< (k=1,2,3) 

converts the M-D equations to the system 

oq!' oljJ' , 
- = 0 0k-;;-ii' + }lJ{3IjJ' - igAo'I/J'- ig '0Ak O'kljJ', at k uX k 

(5) 

(k = 1, 2, 3) 

with gauge condition 

oAo' aAk' 
-:at+~axk -<P tt +6.<P=O. 

Suppose we want the "primed" equations to be in the 
Coulomb (or radiation) gauge: 

aAk' 
'0 ---;-/,- = 0. 
k uX 

Then <P should be chosen so that 

aAo' 
<P tt - 6.<P =-:at' 

which, by the second of Eqs. (4), is the same as 
requiring 

(6) 

With th is choice of <P, the M-D equati~ms in the Cou
lomb gauge take the form 

21jJ' iJljJ' , at = ~ Ok 2xk + M(3IjJ' - igAO'IjJ' - ig ~Ak O'kljJ', 

_ M O' =glljJ' 1
2, 

(7) 

In a similar way the K-G-D equations can be put into 
the form 

oifJ 
IjJt = ~O'k axk + (M - gcp ){3IjJ, 

CPtt - 6.cp + 111
2cp =g~,};, 

(8a) 

(8b) 

where, of course, cp is a real-valued (scalar) function. 

We conclude this section with some brief comments 
on the existence of solutions. First we must introduce 
the norms 

lIullpo=(jlu(x)lpdx)1IP, l~P<oo, 

Ilulloo=ess suplu(x)l. 

The integration is taken over all space xEffi3 here as 
elsewhere (unless otherwise specified). A pair of 
standard inequalities, associated with the name of 
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Sobolev, are 

Ilu116'" const II \7ull 2 

and19 

11111100 ~ const (11\72 11 11 2 + IlltlI 2). 

Denote by H" the usual Sobolev space of functions which 
are square- integrable over IR3 together with thei r 
derivatives up to order n. It is a Hilbert space with the 
norm 

lIu!l~"= 0 IIDC>uIlL 
I al ~n 

where DC> is a derivative of order I Cl' I. 

Consider the Cauchy (initial-value) problem for the 
K-G-D equations (8). Following a procedure17, 3 which 
is by now very well known, we can solve (8) by iteration, 
locally in time. The basic space is the space in which if! 
has (spinoI') values in H", rfJ has (real) values in H", and 
rfJ t has (real) values in H"-1 at each time, where n ~ 2. 
The ba~ic nonlinear mapping takes (</!, ¢, ¢t) into 
(¢if!, 0, </!</!). By the Sobolev inequality, this mapping is 
locally Lipschitz on this space. It followS 17,3 that the 
usual iterates (well known to mathematicians and 
phYSiCists alike) converge in nontrivial time interval 
to a solution of (8). Because n can be taken arbitrarily 
large, the solutions of (8) are smooth (have square
integrable derivatives of all orders). Thus we are 
dealing with bona fide solutions of (8). The only trouble 
is the extension of the solutions to all times. This is a 
problem of great difficulty which has not yet been solved. 
To solve it, it would be sufficient to show that the 
solutions of (8) do not blow up (become unbounded) in 
the norm of the above space at finite times o Certain 
weaker a prioTi estimates on solutions would also be 
suffic ient. Below we prove an estimate (13), which 
appears to be too weak for this purpose, but only slight
ly so. For the 11-D equations, (3) or (7), exactly the 
same local existence theorem is valid, 18 and the general 
remarks on the global question remain applicable, 

3. CONSERVATION LAWS FOR THE K-G-D 
EQUATIONS 

The Simplest conservation law results from multiply
ing (8a) by </!t and taking the real part. Thus 

:t [</![2=fa!k<!/Cl'k</!' 

If this identity is integrated over all space at a fixed 
time, we obtain the conservation of chmge 

(9a) 

If, on the other hand, we integrate it over the interior 
of a light cone and use the divergence theorem, we 
obtain 

k</!t~ ±~:k Cl'k)I/dS ",!2 j I </![2dx (9b) 

By (9a) the right side is a constant. Here I is the identi
ty matrix, T= Ix I, dS is the usual three-dimensional 
surface measure on K, and K is any characteristic light 
cone I x I = I t I + const. The plus sign is to be used on 
forward light cones and the minus sign on backward 
light cones. Notice that the 4x4 matrix I±2;(xk/r)Cl'k 
has eigenvalues 2, 2, 0, O. Hence (9b) is an estimate on 
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half of the components of I/J (those in the 2- eigenspace) 
on light cones. 

Another quadratic invariant was discovered in Ref. 5. 
In the representation of the Cl'k'S, iJ given in Sec. 2 it 
takes the form 

(10) 

If initially the constant in (10) vanishes, then iJ~(x, I) ~ 0 
for all { and global existence for such initial conditions 
follows easily from this. 5 

To derive energy conservation, we multiply (8b) by 
¢t and then multiply (8a) by 2</!i on the left and take the 
imaginary part of the result. Adding these two expres
sions, we obtain the identity 

a ~ 

ate (I/!, ¢) ="P a;k [Im</!t o.dt - ¢trfJxk 1, (11) 

where the energy density is given by 

e (</!, dJ) cc. Im0 <lit Cl'k</!xk - (AI - g¢) ~</! - i(rfJ~ + I \7¢ [2 + 1Il
2¢2). 

k 

This gives the conservation of energy 

Ie (<I', (ob) !Ix = const. (12) 

Even though the energy density is not positive or 
negative, we can still obtain an estimate which could 
prove useful in the global existence question. It is 

j(rfJ~+I\7¢[2+!7l2rP2)dx·"const{jI\1¢12dx+lP/2 (13) 

with a constant independent of time. Inequality (13) is 
derived by estimating each of the first three terms in 
(12) separately. The mass term is bounded because of 
(9a). By (9a) and the Schwarz inequality, 

11m '0j </!t Cl'kl/Jxk(lx I·" const!l \7</!1!2' 
k 

The third term in (12) is estimated using the HOlder 
inequality and then the Sobolev inequality as 

II ¢~<ldx 1~lIrPII611</!1I~/2I1<1)II~/2 
"(const 11\7 rP (t)1I 2 II \7</! (l)1I ~ /211 </!(O)II ~ /2 . 

The resulting estimate implies (13). 

To derive momentum conservation, we multiply (8a) 
by if!~j, take the imaginary part, and then multiply (8b) 
by ¢xl. The following identity results: 

where the "momentum density" ~ (</!, rfJ) is defined by 

~(</!,¢)=ImljJ~l</! +rfJt¢xi (j=1,2,3). 

Thus the conser1!ed momenta are 

j~(</!, rP) dx = const (j = 1,2,3). 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Identities (11) and (14) are the basic expressions from 
which the other conservation laws follow. We leave out 
their derivations, all of which are elementary but 
tedious. The angular momenta are 

J[xle(</!,¢)-t~(</!,rfJ)ldx=const (j=1,2,3) (17) 
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and 

j[Xk~(l/J, cp) - Xi li,(l/J, cp) + t Iml/Jt O! l(lkl/J] dx 

= const fJ? *- j). (18) 

This completes the list of the ten identities following 
from the Lorentz invariance of the K-G-D equations 
[identities (12), (16), (17), (18)]. 

The following "dilational" and "inversional" identities 
are valid under the assumption that M = m = O. 

The dilational identity takes the form 

j[Imrl/J~1/! + rpt(rp + rCPr) - te (l/J, rp)] dx = const, (19) 

where r == Ix I. It follows essentially by multiplying 
(14) by xf and summ ing on j. 

The first inversional identity is 

f[(r2 + t2) e(l/J, 1» - 2tr Iml/J~l/J- 2tCPt(rp +rCPr) + cp2]dx 

= const. (20) 

This follows by multiplying (11) by r2 + t2, multiplying 
(14) by - 2txf, and summing. It is this inversional 
identity that has proven to be quite useful in analogous 
s ituat ions. 6, 7,12 

Finally, the three remaining inversional identities 
have the form 

f[ txf e(1/!, cp) + t(t2 + 2 (Xf)2 - r2) Pf(l/J, rp) +x'cPrpt 

+ 6 xfXmp",(l/J, rp) + tlmL;x"'1/!ta:mafl/Jldx 
m'i m# I ~ 

=const (j=1,2,3). 

This follows from repeated use of (11) and (14)0 

4. CONSERVATION LAWS FOR THE M-D 
EQUATIONS 

The charge is 

fl1/!1 2dx=const, 

(21) 

(22) 

exactly as before. The cone estimate is also the same, 
When :'vI = 0, we have an additional quadratic invariant 
integral. The 4 x4 symmetric matrix 

C= [~ ~J 
commutes with each Uk as given in Sec. 2. Thus we find 

fl/JtCl/Jdx=const. (23) 

Subtracting (22) and (23), we find 

to be conserved as well. In particular, if l/J1 (x, t) = l/J3(x, t) 
and l/J2 (x, t) = 1/J4 (x, t) at a specific time, then the same is 
valid at any other time so long as the solution exists, 
provided M = 0, 

The energy identity, derived similarly as in Sec, 3, 
takes the form 

:t e (l/J, A) =Im~ a:k (1//O!k1/!t) +Ya?(A~Zi - ??At4~i)' 

where the energy denSity e(l/J,A) is defined by 
(24) 
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e(1/! A) =lm6l/Jt o'kl/Jx" - M~l/J- gAO 1l/J12 - g 6 Akl/Jt iYkl/J 
, k k 

+~[(a~Or + 1 \7AO 12] _ ~ ~[a~k) 2 + 1 \7Ak 12]. 

Energy conservation is therefore expressed by 

fe(1/!,A) dx =const. 

(25) 

(26) 

Note that the last two terms in (25) have opposite signs. 
This shows clearly that the Lorentz gauge is not well 
suited to obtaining a priori estimates. 

The other fundamental identity is obtained essentially 
by multiplying (3b) by AZI, (3c) by A!" and (3a) by I/J~J 
and then taking the imaginary part of this last expres
sion. There results the identity 

:t~(l/J,A)=~a?[-(O~oy+ I\7AOI2+~(e~kY_I\7AkI2)] 

- 1m "0-a
o 
k W iY k 1/!xf) - 0-;;-::T00 /AZIA~I - 0 A :IA:,\ (27) 

k X ,x~ k 'J 
where the "momentum density" ~(l/J,A) is given by 

~(1/!,A)=lm<b~f1/!-A~Zi+0At4!1 (j=1,2,3). (28) 
k 

Hence the conserved momenta are given by 

f ~(1/!, A) dx = const (j = 1,2,3). 

Using (24) and (27), we can next establish the con
servation of angular momenta 

j[xie (1/!, A) - t~(l/J, A) + AOA~ - AfA~] dx == const (j = 1, 2, 3) 

(29) 

and 

j[Xk P,(l/J, A) - xi li,(l/J, A) - AkA{ + Ai A~ + tlmlll O! iQl~l/J] dx 

=const (j*-k). (30) 

The remaining identities are valid under the hypothe
sis that M=O, 

The dilational identity (with r = Ix I) 

= const 

follows essentially from multiplying (27) by xi and sum
ming onj. 

The first inversional identity has the form 

j{(r2 + t2) e (l/J, A) + 2trlml/Jt l/Jr 

+ 2t[A~(AO +rA~) - 0A~(Ak +rA~)] 
k 

+ 2 0Xk(A °A~ - AkA~) - 3 (A 0)2 + 0(Ak)2}dx == const. 
k k 

(32) 

This results from the fairly obvious use of (24) and (27). 
The last two terms in (32) appear via use of the gauge 
condition, 

The last three inversional identities are derived from 
repeated use of (27), with multipliers apparent from 
their explicit form: 
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.f{- txie (1jJ, A) + W2 + 2 (xJ)2 - r 2)p,(IjJ, A) 

+ ;;xm[x' Pm(<J!, A) + J ImljJt CYmCl'jl/! + AmA; - A'A~l (33) 
mtj 

+ x'(- AOA~ + ~AkA~)_ t(AOA{ - A'A~) + AOA'}rlx 

=const U=I,2,3). 

We are not aware of any physical interpretation of 
(33). 

Finally, we consider the gauge transformation (4) 
under the choice (6) of C[>. Thus our equations take the 
form (7) in the Coulomb gauge. We give below the 
analog of identities (26), (31), (32) in the "primed" 
variables. These new invariants can be obtained in two 
ways: (i) They can be derived directly from Eqs. (7) 
as above, or (ii) they can be rewritten from (26), (31), 
(32), using (4) and (6). In these calculations we use the 
relation 

.f 1 V' A ° , 12 dx = g f A 0, 1 ~" 12 dx, 

which follows from the second of Eqs. (7). We obtain in 
this manner the following: 

Energy conservation: 

~JIV'AO'12dX+~~fKa~ky + IV'Ak' I:}x 
+f (~I-;P'l/!' - Imf !/J,t Crk!/J~k)dx 
+g ~J Ak' !/J,t Cl'k!/J'dx {e'(l/!"A') dx = canst. (26') 

Dilational irlentilv (NI=O): 

ffe'W,N) +ImrljJ~tljJ' + :PA~'(Ak' +rA~'~ dx = canst. (31') 

Inversional idenfitv (11 = 0): 

f~r2 + (2) e'(l/!', N) - 2 ~xkA 0' Af + 21 Imrl/!~t l/!' 
+ 2t'0Af(Ak' + rA~') -+ 3(AO,)2 -"0 (A k')2Jdx=const. 

k k 

(32') 
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Notice that the first two terms in (26') now have the 
same sign. It follows just as in Sec. 3 that for a solu
tion ¢',Ao"A' of the M-D equations (7) in the Coulomb 
gauge, we have the estimate 

IiV'Ao' (t):j~ + ~~IAr (i)II~ -+ IIV'Ak
' (t)il~J 

.~ const (1 + II N' (t)1I 2). 
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The Cauchy problem in general relativity. III. On locally 
imbedding a family of null hypersurfaces 
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This paper is concerned with the problem of locally imbedding a null hypersurface in a Riemannian 
manifold. More precisely, on a one-parameter family of null hypersurfaces, rigged by an arbitrary null 
vector field, in a four-dimensional space-time manifold, a particular symmetric affine connection is used 
to derive the corresponding generalized Gauss-Codazzi equations. In addition, expressions are obtained 
for the projections of the Ricci tensor, which are relevant to the characteristic initial-value problem of 
general relativity. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is a generally satisfactory and well developed the
ory for the problem of locally imbedding hypersurfaces in a 
Riemannian space, when such hypersurfaces are themselves 
Riemannian spaces. 1 [Following Schouten, we use the term 
"Riemannian space" to denote a space endowed with a non
degenerate metric tensor, and if in addition, the metric is 
positive (negative) definite, the space is called ordinary.] 
However, the same is not true when the imbedded hypersur
faces are characteristic (null, isotropic) hypersurfaces. 

From an intrinsic point of view, an n-dimensional null 
manifold is one which has defined on it a degenerate metric 
of rank n - 1. Due to this degeneracy, the metric of such a 
manifold does not induce any affine structure on the mani
fold, in contradistinction to the case of Riemannian spaces. 
In order to overcome this problem, one is forced to choose, in 
a more or less arbitrary way, a linear connection which will 
depend, in general, upon quantities other than the metric 
alone. There are many such choices, and in the case where a 
null manifold is considered as a hypersurface in a Rieman
nian space, the quantities may be extrinsic to the hypersur
face. The choice of connection is the crucial step in the subse
quent imbedding theory. 

The main objects of this paper are two-fold: After some 
preliminaries in Secs. 1 and 2, we shall study some aspects of 
the problem oflocally imbedding a one-parameter family of 
rigged null hypersurfaces, PN3 in a four-dimensional space
time manifold V •. We shall do this by, in Sec. 3, making a 
particular choice of linear connection for P N3 and then, in 
Sec. 4, calculating the generalized Gauss-Codazzi equa
tions. These may be considered as necessary conditions for 
P N3, with our choice of connection, to be imbedded in V., or 
simply as expressions for various projections into P N3 of the 
Riemann tensor of V •. Previous attempts at this problem 
have been unsatisfactory for various reasons. Either the 
choice of connection has been such that it depends on quanti
ties extrinsic to the hypersurfaces, 2.3.4.5 in which case the geo
metrical interpretation of the resulting Gauss-Codazzi 
equations has been unclear, or else it has been such that the 
Gauss-Codazzi equations can only be derived for a restrict
ed class of null hypersurfaces. 5

•
6 With our choice, neither of 

these problems arises. 

In Sec. 5, we pursue our second objective, which is to 
complete the decomposition ofthe Riemann tensor of V. into 
components transverse and normal to PN3, and then apply 
the same procedure to the Ricci tensor of V •. The resulting 
expressions are independent of the metric structure of V., 
and these results will thus enable us, in a subsequent paper, 
to study the local characteristic initial-value problem in gen
eral relativity from a geometrical viewpoint. (This paper is, 
in fact, one in an ongoing series relating to a larger program 
concerned with the Cauchy problem in general relativity
Papers I and II are Refs. 7 and 8, respectively.) 

In what follows, we shall adopt, in the main, the con
ventions and notation ofSchouten. 9 In particular, an Xn de
notes an n-dimensional bare manifold; an Ln is an Xn with a 
linear connection; in an A n the connection is symmetric, and 
in a Vn , the connection is, in addition, the metric connection. 
Greek indices run from 0 to n, and Latin indices from 1 to n, 
where, after Sec. 1, we take n =4. For our purposes, a V. will 
refer specifically to a Riemannian manifold, signature 
( + - - - ). Main differences and additions to Schouten's 
notation are as follows: partial derivatives are denoted by a 
comma; covariant derivatives in Ln(An, Vn) by a semicolon 
and inLn_I(A n_ l) by a colon; an NJ denotes a characteristic 
hypersurface, signature (0- -) in V., and a one-parameter 
family of Xn_I's(Ln_I's,An_I'S) foliating an Xn(Ln,An,vn) 
will be denoted by PXn_I(PLn_l,P An_I)' 

Finally, we re-emphasize that all our considerations are 
purely local; we make no attempt to study the global prob
lems of the geometry of null hypersurfaces in V •. 

1. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES 

A. A rigged PXn - 1 in an Xn 

In this subsection we shall give a brief resume of the 
results concerning a rigged P X n _ I in X n' Further details may 
be found in Schouten. 10 

An X n _ l , with coordinates 'xa, in an X n , with coordi
nates x a may be given either by its null form C n(xa ) = 0 
(where n takes a single value), or by its parametric form 
xa=Ba('xa). AnXn _ 1 given by its null form induces a one
parameter family PXn_ 1 of Xn_I's in X n, given by 
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c "(XU) =p. (1.1) 

The parametric equations ofPXn _ 1 are 

xU=B([('x(p)'p), (1.2) 

where 'x(po) are the coordinates of a particular member 
P':Xn _ 1 ofPXn _ I' The one-parameter family given by (1.1) 
foliates X,,; that is, any point in X n belongs to precisely one 
member ofPXn _ I' 

The connecting quantities B~, where 
der 

B~ = Ba,a' (1.3) 

are used as projection operators. For example ifwa is a co-
der 

variant vector of X"' then B ~wa = 'wa are the components 

of the projection of Wa into X" _ I' in the coordinates of 
P X n _ I' Similarly, if va is a contravariant vector field in 

der 

PX" _ I' then B ~'ve = 'va are the components of ba, consid-

ered as a vector of X n' in the coordinates of X n . 

To make our notation absolutely consistent, we should 
refer to object fields (/J (indices suppressed) in PX" _ I as ei
ther P(/J, which would denote the one-parameter family of 
(/J's defined throughoutXn, or aSP'(/J, which would denote (/J 
defined only on one particularP'Xn _ I' However, since it win 
always be made clear from the text which we mean, we shall 
omit this superscript, for ease of presentation. 

In order to project contravariant vector fields of Xn into 

PX" _ " or to form a vector field in X" corresponding to a 
covariant vector field in PX" _ " we must first rig PXn _ I' 

This means that we must define a direction at each point of 
Xn which does not lie in the member ofPXn _ I through that 
point. In practice, this is done by defining a contravariant 
vector field C~ in X n , which nowhere lies in PX" _ I' Such a 
vector field is said to rig, or transvect P X n _ I' The covariant 

der 

normal to PXn _ I is given by C~ = C n
.a . In general, we 

der 

have C~C~ = A (xa)*O. Ifwe define C~ = A -IC~, then 

C ~ is also a rigging field, in the direction of C ~, which satis
fies the so-called first normalizing condition, 

c~c~ = 1. (1.4) 

By virtue of the rigging field C~, we may form the con
necting quantities (projection operators) B~. The projection 
operators satisfy 

(1.5) 

We define further the projection operators 
der der 

Bep = B{JJ~, Cep = CpC~. (1.6) 

Under a transformation 
C~_<1C~, C~-U-lC~ [0'= O"(xa ») , which preserves (1.4), 
the projection operators B ~, B ~, B Ii, and C p are invariant. 

We have the fundamental relationship 
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B '/J+Cep=oli, (1.7) 

and using (1.7), we may write any contravariant vector va of 
Xn in the form 

va = B pJ1 + C 'PJ1, 
der 

where 'va = B 6J1 is the PXn __ I' or transverse part of va, and 

"va is the component of va in the direction of the rigging, or 
normal part. Similar remarks apply to covariant vectors and 
higher order tensors in X". For example, any symmetric con
travariant tensor T a

/3 of order 2 may be written in the form 

Ta/3 = B a/3Tyb + 2B (ac/3)Tyb + C a f3Ty6 (1.8) 
y8 y /j y/j' 

where B ;g is shorthand for B ';J31, etc. Then 
def 

'Ta /3 = B ~gTy/jis the transverse-transverse (ort-t) part of 

Ta/3, B ~aC1)Ty/j is the transverse-normal (or t-n) part, and 
C~gTYb is the normal-normal (or n-n) part. Any tensor 
written in the form (1.8) is said to be decomposed into its 
transverse and normal parts, or projections, relative to 
PXn _ l • 

B. Lie derivatives in a rigged PXn _ 111 

The Lie derivative of a tensor field defined on P Xn _ J 

w.r.t. a vector field va in Xn is not, a priori, well defined. 
However, by means of the projection operators B ~ and B~, 
we may form the tensor field in Xn corresponding to the 
given tensor field in PXI1 _ I' We may take the Lie derivative 
of the former in the usual way. We then define the Liederiva
tive of a tensor field in P X n _ I as the components in P X n _ I of 
the Lie derivative of the corresponding tensor field in X". 
That is, for any tensor field 'T~:b in PXn _ l' and any contra
variant vector field va in Xn, we define £'"T~:b by 

def 
£' T"" = B,,···/3£ ll a ·-J'T e.". 

v ._.b u".b u.IJ e"./3 "f (1.9) 

Should va itselfIie in PXn _ l , i.e., ifva=B 'Pvf3, then the 

Lie derivative of'T~:b will be the same whether computed by 
the definition (1.9) or by taking the Lie derivative in the 
usual way, as is clearly possible in this case. 

C. Covariant derivatives in a rigged PLn _ 1 in an Ln' 12 

Suppose that we have an PLn_ J in Ln with connections 
Tbc and rpr' respectively. Let ~: xa=xu(s) be some arbi
trary curve, parametrized by s, within P'Ln_ l , for some 
P=Po. For any tensor field T~.'ii of L n, the absolute derivative 
along cg is given, using (1.3), by 

DTa --- def dxY d ')Cc 
__ -,,_f3 = TU"- _ = Tao. R Y ~ • 

Ds _,,/3;y ds ... /3;y"" e ds (1. 10) 

We now define the covariant derivative of T~:ii w.r. t. 'r be by 

DTa ". der d'xe 
__ ._._f3 = T a .. ~. (1.11) 

Ds ,,_/3:e ds 

Since cg and po are arbitrary, (1.10) and (1.11) give 
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def 
T a ... = T a ... ny ... {3:e ... {3;;- e' (1.12) 

Suppose that we have some arbitrary vector field 
'vn = B ~'veinLn which lies in PL n _ l' From (1.12) we obtain 

def 
'veBU +Bave +Ba're'r/ = (Ba,v"" +ra~n{3'veBY 

e:c e.c e cf e },e y~ e c· 

Since 'va is arbitrary, the above equation defines B ~:e by 
def 

B a - B a Ba'r e +B{3yr a 
b:c - b.c - e cb be y{3' (1.13) 

We emphasize that the above results are simply definitions, 
and entirely independent of the specific choice of connection 
in Ln or PL n _ I • 

Let us now suppose that' r ~e and r py are both symmet
ric, that is, P L n _ 1 and L n are an PAn -1 and A n' respectively. 
Then, remembering (1.3), we see that 

(1.14) 

Covariantly differentiating (1.12), with' va substituted for 
T~ .. p gives 

def 
'eB a +2Ba 'e +Ba' e _plJy, a 'a ny v e:ed e:(e V :d) e V :ed - de V ;ylJ+ V ;;- e:d' 

Alternating over c and d, and remembering (1.14) we obtain 

def 
'eBa +lBU'R e' b _ BlJy{3R U' e 
V e:[ed] 2 e deb V - dee lJy{3 V. 

where RlJy{3 U is the Riemann tensor of A nand' R deb a that of 
PAn_I' Since 'va is arbitrary, we may use the last equation as 
the definition of B ~ [ed ], giving 

def 

B a - lB lJY{3R a lBa'R a b:[ed] - 2 deb lJy{3 -2 a deb' 

2. INDUCED METRIC STRUCTURE IN PN3 

(1.15) 

In a V4 , let an PXJ be given by the equation ifJ (xa)=p, 
where ifJ satisfies g"{3ifJ .aifJ.{3 = 0, ga{3 being the metric tensor of 
V4 • Then P XJ is a one-parameter family of null hypersurfaces 
foliating V4 • These hypersurfaces are not in themselves Rie
mannian spaces, since, as we shall demonstrate shortly, each 
member ofPXJ has induced upon it a degenerate metric ten
sor of rank 2, signature (0- -), which makes PXJ an PNJ• 

The covariant normal to P NJ is ifJ.a and k a rx g"{3ifJ.{3 is 
any tangent vector field to the congruence of null geodesics 
ruling P NJ, Using ka as a basis vectorin V4 , we may complete 
the basis by introducing the real null vector na , and the com
plex null vector ma' defined by 

ga{3= 2k(an{3) -2m(arn{3)' 

kana= -marna = 1, 

all other scalar products zero. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The null tetrad (ka,na,ma,rna) is not uniquely defined 
by (2.1) and (2.2). The most general transformations ofthe 
tetrad preserving the direction of k a are the so-called null 
rotations about k a, given by 

ka~Aka, (2.3a) 
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na~A ~lna_Dma-J5ma+ADjjka, 

ma-eiE(ma_Ajjk~, 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

where A and E are real, A > 0, and D a complex function of 
xa. 

The necessary and sufficient condition that any null 
vectorqa, say, lies inPNJ, is thatqa rx k a¢::::::::::?qaka=O. Hence 
it is clear from (2.2) that na transvects PN3• Furthermore, it is 
easy to show that (2.3) allows na to be transformed into any 
null vector field with the same time sense as na

, and not 
parallel to k a. Hence na is the most general null vector field 
transvecting PN3• Since ka rx ifJ.a and na and ka satisfy the first 
normalizing condition (1.4), we may, as described in Sec. 
lA, use these vectors to form the projection operators 
B ~,B ~,B p, and Cpo Equations (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) yield, in 
particular, 

BbB~=D~, B~ka=B~na=o, Bp=Dp-nakf3' 

relationships which will be used frequently and without ref
erence in the remainder of this paper. 

If we project the null tetrad spanning V4 in its contra
variant and covariant forms into P N 3, we see using (2.2) that 
the contravariant and covariant triads 

def def 

T(a) = (k a,ma,rna), TY:) = (na,ma,rna), 

respectively, span PN3• These triads in hypersurface coordi
nates are given by 

def def 

T(a) = B ~T(a) = (k a,ma,rna), 

def def 

T~a) = B ~TY:) = (na,ma,rna), 

respectively. The scalar products between the triad members 
are from (2.2) clearly 

(2.4) 

all others zero. 

The covariant metric tensor of P N 3, induced by virtue of 
its imbedding in V4 , is given bylJ 

(2.5) 

'gab possesses a single eigendirection of eigenvalue zero, de
fined by k a, since from (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5) we have 

'gab= -2m(arnb)-:::::;.'ga~ e=o. (2.6) 

Equation (2.6) implies that 'gab is degenerate, with determi
nant of rank 2. Due to this degeneracy, 'gab cannot be invert
ed to give a contravariant metric '*~b satisfying 
,*~e'gbe=D~. Instead we introduce a substitute contravar
iant metric given by 

'~b B~~{3= _2m(arnb). (2.7) 

Hence '~b is simply the projection of g"{3 into p N 3• '~b and 
'gab satisfy 

, , ''''£1-' gaegbf15 - gab' 

'gebne=O, 

'~e'gbe=D~-kanb' 
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In fact, from an intrinsic point of view, given 'gab and no on 
PNJ, (2.8) defines 'gab uniquely. 

The tetrad transformations (2.3) induce the following 
transformations in the triad vectors: 

ka~Aka, 

rna ~eiE (rna _ ADk a), 

na~A -ina-Drna-Diiia' 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.9c) 

(2.9d) 

where A, D, and C are now functions of 'xu,) and p. The 
covariant metric 'gab ofFNJ is invariant under (2.9); '~b is 
invariant only under the subgroup of (2.9) given by D = O. 

3. AN INTRINSIC AFFINE CONNECTION FOR PN3 

Ideally, we should like to construct on P NJ a symmetric, 
metric connection dependent only on quantities intrinsic to 
PNJ• Unfortunately, this is, in general, impossible. In particu
lar, it can be shown that except for a very narrow class of null 
manifolds, no linear connection which is both metric and 
symmetric can be constructed. 14 A number of authors have 
considered the problem of constructing a connection on an 
NJo considering variously either the symmetric2

•
J.4.s.1s or met

ric6 property to be more fundamental. Of these connections, 
only two (Refs. 6 and 15) are intrinsic to NJ• The point of 
view we shall adopt is that it is necessary for the connection 
to be intrinsic ifit is to be geometrically meaningful. To this 
end, we shall choose the intrinsic, symmetric, non metric 
connection first introduced by Dautcourt 1S; our motivation 
being simply that it turns out, with this choice, that we can 
derive a set of generalized Gauss-Codazzi equations whose 
geometrical interpretation is clear, and which also have use
ful physical applications in general relativity. 

Dautcourt's connection is given bylS 
<ler 

T ~e = r~"('gbe,e+ 'gee,b- 'gbe,.)+k an(b,e)' (3.1) 

From its definition, it is clear that T ~e is not invariant 
under (2.9), although it is invariant under the subgroup 
A = I, D = O. This is unfortunate and differs from the case 
of the metric connection in V. which is independent of the 
related transformations (2.3). However, it is the case, from 
an intrinsic point of view, given 'gab and na, that' r Ix is 
uniquely determined [by (2.4), (2.6), and (2.8)]. This is as 
much as we can really hope for; in a V3, the metric connec
tion is determined by the six independent functions con
tained in the metric of VJ • In an N" the metric contains only 
three independent functions, and thus one might expect that 
more information would be required to determine a connec
tion. This is indeed the case; giving na is equivalent to speci
fying another three independent functions. 

By projecting T~e into V4 , one can readily show, using 
(2.5) and (2.7), that 

'r a B af3yr" + BaB" + B af3Ykan (32) be = abc f3r a b,e abc (f3;r) , . 

where r Pr is the metric connection of V4• From (3.2), we see 
that the connection T be ofF N3 in V4 is determined by the 
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metric of V4 , and the rigging field na. For the rest of the 
paper, we shall assume that a rigged PNJ in V4 is in addition 
an P AJ with connection given by (3.2). 

At this stage it is convenient to define certain tensor 
fields induced in P NJ by virtue of its imbedding in V4 and its 
rigging. We define (cf. Schouten2

): 

def 

leb = - B ~enf3;r ' (3.3a) 

def 

1/ = -B ~~na;r ' (3.3b) 

def 

h/ = -B~~ka;r ' (3.3c) 

def 

heb = h(eb) = - B ~ekf3;r (3.3d) 

Substituting (3.3a) in (3.2) gives 

'r a - B af3rr a + B a r:1 a k al be - abc f3y ~ b.e - (be)' (3.4) 

The quantities defined by (3.3) are apparently implicit
ly dependent on r Pro This is undesirable, since for example, 
(3.4) does not give 'Ibe explicitly in terms of fPr' However, 
remembering k" a: ¢J,,,, and writing 

ka = ei'¢J,a , (3.5) 

wherep is some arbitrary scalar function, we may show in a 
straightforward manner using (1.9), (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), (2.7), 
and (3.5), that the definitions (3.3) lead to 

h G = _l'gae£'.a -kel Ira 
c 2 kOce c~ , 

h ' J., e 1£' eb = gell'e = -:2 i$eb' 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.6d) 

We see that (3.6) are independent of rpr and T be. In par
ticular, substituting (3.6a) in (3.4) gives us an expression for 
T'be explicitly in terms of rpr' (This result was first due to 
Dautcourt l6. ) 

In contrast to the case of an ordinary V3 in V.l, we see 
that heb is now intrinsic to PNJ, and leb (equivalently £' ,geb) 
now defines the extrinsic curvature ofPNJ • We shall refer to 
(b therefore, and not heb' as the second fundamental form of 
PNJ • 

The Appendix contains some relations which are a di
rect consequence of the definition of' r be in (3.1), and the 
definitions (3.3), and which are used in some of the ensuing 
calculations in Sees. 4 and 5. 

4. THE GAUSS-CODAZZI EQUATIONS 

Suppose we are given a rigged P N3 in V4, as described in 
Sec. 3. The imbedding of P N, in V4 is determined by the func
tions Ba , the covariant normal ¢J,a (or equivalently ka ) and 
the rigging field n°. Using (1.13) and (3.3d), we may rewrite 
(3.4) as 

def 

BlL = B~,e+B~T~e-B~~rpr=nahbe+B~kel(be)' (4.1a) 
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Similarly, we may rewrite (3.3b) and (3.3d), using (1.12), as 

(4.1b) 

def 

B~k{3:e = B~%k{3;y= -heb' (4.1c) 

We may formally regard Eq. (4.1) as differential equations 
for the quantities B a, nG

, and ka (cf. Schouten for the im
bedding ofanAn _ 1 in En 16 and a Vn _ 1 in Rn17

), however, the 
significance of (4.1) in the present case is that the integrabi
lity conditions for these equations lead to relationships be
tween quantities of P N3 and V4 • 

The integrability conditions for (4.la) are, using (1.15), 
def 

B a _ IBliY{3K a IBa'R e 
b:[ed] -"2 deb 8y{3 -"2 e deb 

where K liY{3 a is the Riemann tensor of V4 , and all symmetri
zations are to be performed before antisymmetrizations. Us
ing (4.1) in the above equation, we obtain 

def 

2Bu BliY{3K a Ba'R e 
b:led) = deb liy{3 - e deb 

(4.2) 

where, from (1.12) and (3.3c) we have used the fact that 
def 

k ad = B~ka;y = - B~hde. 

Transvecting (4.2) with B ~ gives 
def 

2B a n a - B liY{3ay a 'R a 
~ b:[ed] - debcr'~8y{3 - deb 

(4.3) 

Ostensibly, we could obtain another set of integrability con
ditions for (4.1a) by transvecting (4.2) with ka' However, we 
may show that 

kaB ~:[cd I = 'ge~jB ':J1 filed J - 'gebk e:[ed] 

and hence (4.3) are the only independent equations in (4.2). 
We may also obtain the integrability conditions for (4. I b) 
and (4.lc) but since we may show that 

B a a _ 'ae, R I n a '..,ae an :Ied]- - g nr ~ e:[cd]- 5 ne:[ed]' 

k a - J,e n"-R{3 kl an :[ed]- -n"", :[ed]-n"", f:Y-' f:[ed] , 
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we see that the integrability conditions for ( 4.1 b) and ( 4.1 c) 
may be derived from (4.3). That is, (4.3) is the only indepen
dent set of integrability conditions for (4.1). 

Equation (4.3) gives the totally transverse projection of 
K OrfJ a relative to P N3• Let us now consider this tensor in its 
completely covariant form. There are precisely three inde
pendent projections of this tensor, namely the totally trans
verse (t-t-t-t) projection, B ~~e:Kliy{3a' the three times trans
verse, once normal (t-t-t-n) projection, B ~~eKlir{3ana, and 
the twice transverse, twice normal (n-t-t-n) projection, 
B ~~Kli1'{3anlina. It is straightforward to show, using (2.S) and 
(1.8), that 

B ~~e:Kli1'{3a = (t5{; 'gae - na'gb.kI)B ~~f;Kliy{3 cr, 

B li1'{3K a _ nliy{3ey a 
deb liy{3an - n"", dcbcr'~liy{3 . 

Hence both the (t-t-t-t) and (t-t-t-n) projections are deter
mined from (4.3), and using this latter equation we obtain, 
using (2.6), (2.8c), (3.6), (AI), (A2), and (A3), 

B li1'{3aK -' 'R e 2h I deba 81'{3a - gae deb - b [e d]a 

- 21(b [e)hd]a + 2hb [cod Ina' 

B ~~gKliypna = 21[elb I:d] + 21(b [eid].k e. 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

In analogy with the case of a Vn_ 1 in Vn I, we shall refer to 
(4.4a) as the generalized equation of Gauss, and (4.4b) as the 
generalized equation of Codazzi. 

5. DECOMPOSITION OF THE RIEMANN AND 
RICCI TENSORS OF V4 

In the last section, we saw that two of the three indepen
dent projections of K liyfJa are given by the generalized 
Gauss-Codazzi equations (4.4). With (3.6), (4.4) gives these 
projections in terms of quantities that are independent of the 
metric structure of V4• An expression with the same property 
for the remaining independent (n-t-t-n) projection is ob
tained by taking the Lie derivative w.r.t. nU of (3.3a). This 
gives immediately 

£Jeb= -B ~~£nn{3;y-n{3;yB~t£fi rfJ,. 
Expanding the R.H.S. of the above, using (1.9), (1.12), (3.3), 
(3.5), (3.6), and (4.la) yields, eventually, 

B ~fKliy{3anlina= £J(eb) +leib e+(£nn(b):c) 

From (1.8), (2.2), and (2.7) we may write 
def 

K - crliK -' el B u8K + 2k eB 8K a y{3-g liy{3a-g Ie 8y{3a e 8(y{3)an . 

The three independent projections of K y{3 are then given by 

B ~gKy(3='geIB J:euK8y(3a+2k eB ~(~g~8YBan(\ 

B ~Kypn(3= _'geIB J!!!K8y(3ana-k eB ~~K{jy(3an{jna, 

K n/1 Yn(3= 'gelB r(3K nOna 
1'1" • je 61'(3a ' 

the (t-t), (t-n), and (n-n) components, respectively. Using 
(2.8e), (3.6), (4.4), (5.1), (Al), (A2), and (A3) in the above, 
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we obtain 

Br~KYf3 
= 'R(cb) + 2£k~b - 2(k e[e(c):b) + 4'gefhe(ib )J 'gefhieb 

def def 

where 'Reb = 'Reeb e, ~b = l(eb): 

CONCLUSION 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

(5.2c) 

Equations (4.4) reveal that the Gauss-Codazzi Equa
tions in our case are in fact not a great deal more complicated 
than their counterparts for a VJ in V4.1 It must also be re
membered that (4.4) holds for an arbitrary choice of null 
rigging field na. The essential feature of the expressions we 
have obtained for the projections of the Ricci tensor in (5.2) 
is that they are independent of the metric of V4 • Although 
these expressions are quite complex, especially when written 
out fully with the aid of (3.6), in any particular application 
one invariably makes a specific choice of na

, and this leads to 
considerable simplification. 

In a subsequent paper, we shall, by suitable choice of ncr, 
analyze the double null initial-value problem in general rela
tivity,17 and give a more geometric interpretation than has 
yet been possible. We also hope to apply the results of this 
paper to a geometrization of the null-timelike initial-value 
problem 18.19.20 and eventually to provide a unification of these 
two versions of the characteristic initial-value problem in 
general relativity. 
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APPENDIX 

Using (2.2) in the definitions (3.3), we immediately get 

(AI) 

From the form of' r ~e given by (3.1), some straightforward 
calculations lead to the expressions (of which all but the sec
ond are given in Ref. 15): 

(A2) 

'gbe:d=2n(bhe)d' 

'gab
c
= 2'ge(ak b )ne:e• 

Equations (AI) and (A2) lead directly to the following: 

ka~e=o, 

(A3) 
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A separation of the many-particle kinetic energy into collective and intrinsic components is shown to result 
simply from a general form of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. The geometric structure of the 
decomposition is thereby clearly exhibited and the intricate computations previously necessary are 
eliminated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The very considerable successes of the Bohr-Mottelson 
collective model'·2 have motivated a number of publications 
in recent years addressed to the problem of effecting a 
change of coordinates on N-particle configuration space R3N 

from Cartesian to collective plus intrinsic coordinates. In 
essence, the various authors consider a Lie group G which 
acts on R3N and decompose R3N into orbits of G and a 
smooth transversal. The collective coordinates are taken to 
be a chart for the generic orbits while the intrinsic variables 
are a set of coordinates for the transversal. Thus, Villars3.4 
and Rowe' took G = SO(3) and obtained microscopic ex
pressions of the rotational model. The full Bohr-Mottelson 
model for rotations and vibrations, given by the choice 
G = GL.(3), has been investigated by Zickendraht,6 Dzyub
lik et al.,' Rosensteel,· Gulshani and Rowe,9 and Weaver, 
Cusson, and Biedenharn. lo 

The major technical problem is the expression of obser
vables, given in Cartesian coordinates, in terms of the new 
coordinates. Among these the kinetic energy 
T = - (l/2m)L:; ~ ILl ~ la2lax~i has been computed and 
found to have relatively simple forms. This comes initially as 
a surprise in view of the complicated manipulations involved 
in the transformations. The purpose of this note is to exhibit 
the geometric origin of these simple forms and to show that 
they emerge directly from a very general form of the La
place-Beltrami operator. 

Observe that the many-particle kinetic energy is pro
portional to the Laplace-Beltrami operator.d on R3N. In 
terms of an arbitrary coordinate chart cy), 

1 11 a .. rva 
T=- -..1=- --= L- V ggl" -, 

2m 2m V g ll.vaYIl ayv 
(1) 

where gl"v is the inverse to the metric gllv=g(alayll,alayJ 
and g= det{gIlJ. However, to avoid the unwieldy coordinate 
change implicit in (1), it is convenient to express.d in terms 

"'Work supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada. 

of an arbitrary basis! 1T III of vector fields. For an arbitrary 
Riemannian manifold one readily finds, from the invariant 
definition of ..1,[1 

wheregllv = g(1TW 1T J and [1T w1T v] = LAC~v1Tk This expres
sion clearly coincides with (1) for the special case 
1T1l = alaYIl' 

For our case of the Euclidean space a3N, there is a still 

more convenient expression which eliminates the V; de
pendence. On a 3N

, an arbitrary vector field 1T Il can be ex
pressed in terms of Cartesian derivatives 

(3) 

Thus, if the set of vector fields f 1T Il J is a basis, Eq_ (3) can be 
inverted to give 

~ = L (A -1Y:.i1TW (4) 
axnl 

Il 

The metric and its inverse in the ! 1T Il J basis are therefore 

gllv g(1T 1l,1T J = LA ;'A ~i, (5) 
n.i 

gi"' = L(A -[)~:,(A -[)~i' (6) 
n.i 

Substituting Eq. (4) into the Cartesian expression 

T= -(1/2m)~n"a2Iax~i for the kinetic energy, we obtain: 

T= __ 1_ " " (A -[)Il.1T (A .[)V1T 
2 ~~ nI Il nI V 

m J.l.v n,i 
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(7) 

This is the desired form used in this note. 

To separate Tinto collective and intrinsic components, 
a set of vector fields [ 1T 1'] must be chosen to contain a subset 
of collective momenta, i.e., vector fields on the G orbit, plus a 
complementary set of intrinsic momenta. A natural choice 
for the collective momenta, for example, is obtained from the 
Lie algebra of the group G. 

If we impose the requirement that the intrinsic mo
menta be everywhere orthogonal to the collective momenta, 
it follows that the metric assumes block diagonal form and 
that the kinetic energy splits into collective and intrinsic 
parts, 

(S) 

We now apply the above results to evaluate Teoll for the 
cases G=SO(3) and G=GL+(3). For the latter case we also 
evaluate Tint. 

2. SO(3) ORBITS 
The tangent space to an orbit surface of SO(3) is 

spanned by the angular momentum L k' 

. 3 N a 
Lk=-ILEkijLXni-' k=I,2,3. (9) 

iJ ~ 1 n ~ 1 aXnj 

The metric on the orbit is therefore 

gk' k-g(Lk"L k) 

= - (Ok'ktrQ- Qk'.k)' (10) 

where Qk '.k = ~~ ~~ lXnk ,xnk is the quadrupole moment. But, 
this metric is recognized to be proportional to the rigid body 
inertia tensor, g k ' k = - (1/ m)..7 k ' k' Moreover, the second 
term in Eq. (7) is zero, since in this case ~m/a/axm)A 7,y = o. 
Therefore, the collective kinetic energy is given by 

TC<1I1=~ L Lk,(.f-1)ULk· (11) 
k',k 

This expression is identical to that obtained in Ref, 5 by the 
much more complicated chain rule method. However, it dif
fers from the expression of Villars] ,4 who used intrinsic mo
menta which were not orthogonal to the angular momenta. 
Consequently his expression for T also contains a coupling 
term, 

3. GL+(3) ORBITS 

For G L.(3) the construction is entirely similar except 
that there are now two bases of interest. Both cases are com
puted below, 

(1) One natural basis of vector fields tangent to the 
G L.(3) orbit surfaces is given by the nine operators T ij' 
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I <JJ<3, 
. N a 

T'j=-l L X ni --· 
n~ 1 aXnj 

(12) 

The metric is 

(13) 

with inverse 

g"'j,ij = - 0j'/Q-I)i' j' (14) 

For the second term in the expression for the Laplace-Bel
trami operator, Eq. (7), observe that A nk = - iokx ' IJ ) m" 

Hence, 

L~(A7/)= -iNoij' 
n.k aXnk 

(IS) 

Therefore, the collective kinetic energy is evaluated to be 

T _1" Q-l i,,_1 
coli - -2 L.. Tr j j'i T ij - -2 N L.. Q ji T ij' 

m i'ij m iJ 
(16) 

This expression is similar, but not quite identical, to that 
given by Weaver, Cusson, and Biedenham lO who restricted 
their consideration to orbits of the subgroup SL(3) C GL+(3). 

(b) There is a second basis for the vector fields on the 
GL.(3) orbits, which is preferred since it partially separates 
the rotational from the vibrational degrees of freedom. This 
basis is defined as follows 9

: 

For each xER lN
, let R (x)ESO(3) denote the orthogonal 

matrix which diagonalizes the quadrupole moment 
Qij = ~~ ~ lXnfXnj' The corresponding eigenvalues are denot
ed by (A i(X),A i(X),A ~(x». Thus, R'Q.tR = diag(A, i.A i.A ~). 
Define a basis of vector fields for the GL+(3) orbit surfaces by 
[L A,t AFst' A,A = 1,2,3 J, where 

(17a) 

(17b) 
iJ 

AC 
.YA = LLEABC-RBiRCFij' (17c) 

B.C iJ AB 

In order to determine the kinetic energy, it is first necessary 
to compute the metric with respect to this basis, It is found 
that the only nonzero components to the metric tensor are 
given by the diagonal entries 

(1Sa)g(LA,LA) = -(A~+A~), 
(ISb) 

g(YA,YA) = -(A~+A~), A,B,C,cyclic, (1Sc) 

and the off-diagonal components 

(lSd) 

The inverse to the metric is easily evaluated, since at 
most a 2 X 2 block needs to be inverted in the subspace 
spanned by [L AFy7 A ]. The inverse is given by 
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A~+A~ -Uetc 

(A ~-A~)2 (A ~-A ~)2 

-Uetc A~+A~ 
(19) 

(A ~-A ~r (A ~-A~)2 

The calculation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator will 
be completed if we can evaluate the second term in Eq. (7). 
This requires the computation of the derivatives of the coef
ficients of the vector fields. If we define these coefficients by 

L LL
mj a "'tmj a 

A= A --.' tA = £". A --.' 
mj ax"'] mj axm] 

U' '" c£'mj a o2A=£".o2 A --, 
mj aXmj 

and observe the identity, 

L 7 i](R ArRB) = - iOAB L [(A ~ + A ~)I(A ~ - A ~)], 
iJ C¥oA 

then one can show that 
",a . a cp' 
£". - (L :71) = L - (02 :71) = 0 
mJ aXmj mJ aXmj 

(20a) 

and 

L ~ (t:7~ = - i(N - 2) - 2i L / ~ 2 .(20b) 
mJ aXmj BolA A A - A B 

Therefore, the collective kinetic energy is given in this basis 
by 

B"C !L' L + - '" t - t 
4A 1 ) I 1 

-(A-~---A-~-)-2 A A 2m ~ A A ~ A 

(21) 

where we have used the fact that [L A.A B] = [!L' A.A B] = O. 
This expression is identical to that obtained by Gulshani and 
Rowe' using the much more complicated chain rule method. 

4. THE INTRINSIC KINETIC ENERGY 

To find Tint to complement the Teoll ofEq. (21) in Eq. 
(8), it is necessary to first find a set of 3N - 9 intrinsic mo
menta which are everywhere orthogonal to the GL+(3) col
lective momenta. 

First observe that!L' A ofEq. (17c) can be written 
N 

2" A = -,/ BC = - L liJ BmliJ cJmn, A,R,C cyclic, 
m,n= 1 

where 
(22) 

. .~( a a ) lmn= -[ £... Xmi-a. -Xni-a. ' 
1=1 X ni X mi 

(23) 
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1 
g; Bm= I-RB?'mi' 

i AB 
(24) 

Thusj mn is an angular momentum in N-dimensional particle 
index space. Furthermore, since 

N 

L liJ An liJ Bn=o AB' (25) 
n=! 

it follows that the elements liJ An' A = 1,2,3, n = 1, ... , N, may 
be identified with the first three rows of an SO(N) matrix. 

These observations suggest that one considers, as in~ 
trinsic momenta, the 3N - 9 vector fields 

A 

,/ aA = L liJ amliJ AJmn' a = 4, ... ,N, A = 1,2,3, 
m.n= 1 

(26) 

where the elements liJ am' a = 4, ... ,N, m = 1, ... ,N complete 
an SO(N) matrix. 

We immediately find 

g(/aA,LB)=g(/aA,tB)=g(/aA'!L' B)=O, (27) 

which confirms that the intrinsic momenta and the collec
tive momenta are orthogonal. The intrinsic components of 
the metric are 

g(/aA'!'{JB)=OarfiAet ~ (28) 

and hence, since ~mia/axm)(/;~)=O, one obtains 

T = __ 1 '" _1 (jj2 (29) 
lOt 2 £". 12c/ aA' 

m a.A /LA 

This Tint plus the Teoll ofEq. (21) give the total many-particle 
kinetic energy T. 

Since the Euclidean space R3N is the direct sum of the 
Euclidean subs paces R3N

, the center-off-mass space, and 
R3(N-l), the configuration space of relative coordinates, it 
follows immediately that the kinetic energy can be further 
decomposed, 

T= Tem + Teoll + Tint' 

where Tern is the center-of-mass kinetic energy and Teoll and 
Tint are respectively the collective and intrinsic kinetic ener
gies for R3

(N-l). This is the decomposition of T obtained by 
ZickendrahtS and by Dzyublik et al. 7 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The contruction outlined above is very general and can 
be employed to yield other decompositions of the kinetic 
energy, e.g., that appropriate for the K-harmonic coordinate 
system ofSimonovY 

In the following paper we shall consider the explicit 
construction of collective and intrinsic coordinate charts 
and the corresponding decompositions of the many-particle 
Hilbert space into collective and intrinsic sub-Hilbert 
spaces. 
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The quantum harmonic oscillator revisited: A new look 
from stochastic electrodynamics 

L. de la Penaa) and A. M. Cetto 

Instituto de F{sica. UNAM. Apdo. Postal 20-364. Mexico 20. D.F. Mexico 
(Received 28 June 1978) 

We apply the theory of stochastic electrodynamics to the study of the (nonrelativistic) harmonic oscillator 
by using the Fokker-Planck method. It is demonstrated that the equilibrium distribution in phase space 
is exactly equal to that given by quantum statistical mechanics, i.e., the corresponding Wigner 
distribution, and that analysis of this distribution by means of a decomposition in terms of canonical 
densities leads automatically to the usual description of quantum mechanics in terms of excited states. All 
fundamental equations of quantum mechanics are recovered as approximations to zero order in the 
radiation terms; the first-order terms lead to the radiative corrections predicted by quantum 
electrodynamics, namely, the decay of states and the Lamb shift of the energy levels. The necessary 
differences between both treatments of the oscillator and their implications are briefly discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fifteen years ago, Marshall published a remarkable pa
perl concerning the quantum-mechanical harmonic oscilla
tor as seen from the standpoint of stochastic electrodynam
ics (SED). This paper had been preceded by a small series of 
independent attempts to study certain properties of linear 
systems as predicted by SED,z inspired mainly by Welton's 
phenomenological account of the Lamb shift as a result of 
vacuum fluctuations 3 and by the spirit of quantum electro
dynamics (QED) as reflected, e.g., in Weisskopfs beautiful 
review paper,. in which the vacuum is considered a real field, 
the fluctuations of which are the source of some significant 
properties of the electron. 

In his pioneering paper, Marshall shows that a pointlike 
oscillator subject to a random zero-point radiation field may 
reach a stationary phase-space distribution as a result of the 
interplay between the vacuum-field force and the radiation
reaction force (2e2/3c 3x); then the system is found to behave 
essentially as a quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator if 
the field has a spectral energy density po«(U) = 1i1(U 1 3/21T2

C
3 

and if h is identified with Planck's constant. Moreover, Mar
shall showed that this similarity in behavior is extended to 
temperatures higher than zero if the spectral density is taken 
to vary according to Planck's law. 

The above mentioned workI.2 gave birth to SED, a the
ory which in the course of the last 15 years has received 
increased attention from some of its founders 5•6 as well as 
several newcomers.7-16 Though SED is far from being a fin
ished theory, it has been shown to furnish a basis for the 
explanation of several typically quantum-mechanical phe
nomena in particularly clear physical terms. Accounts of 
some ofthe main aspects of this work may be found in var
ious review papers.17 

Many important questions remain, however, to be an
swered before concluding that SED describes and explains 
correctly the behavior of quantum systems at a more funda
mental level than the usual theory does, and that it may 
therefore represent a good alternative to the latter. Some of 
the main open questions are related to the well-known prob
lem of defining a phase-space description for quantum me-

")Consultant. Instituto Nacional de Energla Nuclear, Mexico. 

chanics (QM), to the status ofQM as a statistical theory, and 
to the origin of quantization, to mention but a few. Such 
questions, which have troubled many-if not all--of us at 
least at some instant, reappear at their full strength when 
trying to endow the usual formalism of quantum theory with 
a more fundamental basis, as SED proposes to do. The re
sults obtained up to now show that SED may not only revive 
these and other questions, but may also be in a good position 
to answer them satisfactorily. 

It is within this spirit that we return--once more-to 
the harmonic oscillator and exploit its physical and math
ematical simplicity to obtain some old and some new results. 
In view of both the novelty and the economy of the ap
proach, which produces from a single picture the detailed 
behavior of the oscillator as predicted by quantum mechan
ics, quantum statistics, and quantum electrodynamics, the 
work presented here may hopefully be valuable also for 
physicists working in more orthodox fields. We should be 
pleased if this paper can be considered a retake of Marshall's 
work of 1963, in the light of the more recent developments of 
the theory. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we 
recall and discuss the Fokker-Planck equation which has 
been derived more than once for the harmonic oscillator of 
SED. When the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium 
with the incoherent background radiation field at tempera
ture T, the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation coincides 
with the Wigner distribution for the quantum oscillator, as is 
shown in Sec. III. In Secs. IV and V the temperature is elimi
nated from the description by a formal manipulation in or
der to generate a statistical temperature-independent de
scription of the mechanical system in phase space, which is 
mathematically complete and leads in a unique way to the 
time-independent Schrodinger equation for all eigenstates
ground and excited-as is shown in Sec. VI.19 

The Hilbert-space formalism emerges therefore as a 
natural means of description of the harmonic oscillator of 
SED, even in phase space. That this, however, is neither nec
essary nor possible for a general stochastic oscillator is evi
denced in Sec. VII, where it is shown that even though the 
Fokker-Planck equation for a Brownian oscillator has ex-
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actly the same form as the corresponding Fokker-Planck 
equation of SED, the formalism developed in the preceding 
sections is not only superfluous, but even misleading in the 
Brownian case. The reason for this is traced to the Boltz
mann statistics governing the thermal bath which causes 
Brownian motion. To disclose the Planck statistics of the 
background radiation field together with the analysis of the 
phase-space density in terms of Boltzmann factors as the 
source of quantization in SED, is one of the main points of 
the present paper. If we add to this the fact that only a spec
tral density po-UJJ at T= O--as assumed here-is able to 
generate the correct equilibrium solution for a harmonic os
cillator with radiation reaction, as shown by Marshall,! we 
obtain a fundamental conclusion: SED is the only physically 
consistent stochastic theory capable of reproducing-to the 
extent to which a truly statistical theory can do so-the re
sults ofQM; at least for the harmonic oscillator this conclu
sion is inescapable. 

In Sec. VIII, the physical meaning of pure states is dis
cussed within the frame of our phase-space description, and 
the temperature dependence, left out in Sec. IV, is brought 
back to retrieve Bloch's equation for the canonical density 
matrix. Therefore, SED describes correctly both the me
chanical and the thermodynamic aspects of the quantum 
oscillator in equilibrium. Also, analysis of the nonstationary 
problem leads to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
as a zero-order approximation (in 7) to the equation of evolu
tion of the mechanical system (Sec. IX). 

In Sec. X, a calculation of the radiative effects to first 
order in 7 leads to the Lamb shift and the decay rate of ex
cited states, both as functions of temperature. By setting the 
temperature equal to zero, the well-known results predicted 
by nonrelativistic QED are recovered. 

A discussion of the full meaning of these results and 
their bearing on the problem of the existence of divergencies 
in nonrelativistic QED is left for the concluding section. 

II. FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION FOR THE SED 
OSCILLATOR 

Under the assumption that the (otherwise classical) 
electron is continuously scattered by a background radiation 
field, and in turn contributes to this background field by 
radiating when accelerated, SED leads to a generalized 
Fokker-Planck equation for the phase-space distribution, 
namely!"!"!·"o (to first order in 7 = 2e'/3mcJ

) 

aQ + R-'VQ + V .(F + .2:.p'VF)Q 
at m P m 

- VpVp:DPPQ - VVp:DxPQ = 0, (11.1) 

where F is the external force acting on the electron and the 
diffusion operators are given by 

DttQ(x,p,t) = e' fdt '<Er(t)Et(t '» 
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(11.2) 

and 

DffQ (x,p,t) = e' fdt '<E r(t)E t(t '» 

aPk
Q ( _ _ ') 

X--=- x,p,t . 
apj 

(I1,3) 

Here, if the particle passed through x(t ';t) and p(t ';t) at 
t' < t, a classical trajectory with the stochastic force turned 
off would bring it tox(t) andp(t) at t' = t, Em is the electric 
component of the stochastic field, modified (to order 7') by 
the presence of the particle, For a Planck-distributed field we 
have 

<E/f )E/f '» = 2; f~ fT(UJ)ei,"(t - t 'JdUJDij 

with the spectral energy density given by 

IlIUJI3 1 +e- tHU" 1 +E 
PT(UJ)=-2 '3 1 _f3f"u=Po(UJ)-I--' 

1TC -e -E 

where po(UJ) refers to the zero-point field, 

IlIUJ 1
3 

po(UJ)=-2 ,,' 
1T c· 

while the factor (1 - E)"!(1 + E), with 
E = e - f3fUu = e - fUu/kT 

expresses the thermal dependence ofp-AUJ), 

(11.4) 

(II,S) 

(11,6) 

(11.7) 

In eliminating the run away solutions generated by the 
radiation reaction force mrii., the spectral density is modified 
by the introduction of an extra factor into Eq, (11.5), which 
can be absorbed in po(UJ) , 

I 
p;;'(UJ) = po(UJ). 

1 + 7'UJ' 
(11.8) 

The details of this modification will be found in Ref. 14. 

For the harmonic oscillator the operators D acquire a 
particularly simple form: To first order in 7 and under the 
assumption that the system is close to equilibrium, the Q in 
Eqs, (II, 2) and (II, 3) maybe extracted from the integral sign 
and both ffP and])pP become constant factors. We call this 
procedure the Markovian approximation (for a more thor
ough discussion see Refs, 13 and 16). For a general external 
force, the process can of course be far from Markovian. For 
the calculation of])pP we have ap/ap = cow(t - t ') 
·exp[ - ~7UJ'(t - t ')]. In the Markovian approximation, all 
terms of order 7 within the integral can be neglected, Q may 
be taken out of the integral, and the limit of integration can 
be extended to infinity; Eq, (II. 3) reduces then to 

D ff = e'D;k £00 dt' <E,{t )E/t '»cow(t - t ') 

and this gives, when introducing Eqs. (II. 4) and (II. 5), 
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Dff = 0ik ftrmw
3 

1 + E Oi~O 1 + E, 
2 1-E 1-E 

(11.9) 

where Do = ~IiTmw3. 

The calculation of UP is somewhat complicated by the 
appearance of a divergence. Since this term is related to a 
radiative correction, we postpone its calculation until Sec. X, 
where it will be shown to be also a constant factor propor
tional to T [see Eq. (X. 15)]. 

We now rewrite Eq. (II. 1) for the one-dimensional har
monic oscillator in the form 

aQ a - + (Lo + L,)Q + -L1Q = 0, 
at ap 

where Lo is the classical Liouville operator, 

p a ,a 
Lo=---mwx-, 

m ax ap 

L, is a correction of order T to Lo, 

L -Dxp~ 
,- axap' 

and L 1 contains the diffusive and dissipative terms, 

a 
Ll = -TW'p - DPp-. 

ap 

(11.10) 

(11.11 ) 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

The grouping of terms in Eq. (II.lO) has been made 
according to their properties of transformation under an in
version of the momentum p: L o and L, both change their 
signs, while a~1 does not, due to the fact that the first non
vanishing contributions to IY'P and UP are even in p. This 
means that if the equilibrium distribution is assumed to be an 
even function of p, i.e., 

Q(x, - p) = Q(x,p), 

then Eq. (11.10) separates into two equations: 

(Lo + L,)Q = 0, 

a 
-L,Q=O. 
ap 

(11.14) 

(11.15) 

(11.16) 

By integrating Eq. (11.16) to L, Q = h (x) and integrating 
once more over the whole range of p we get h (x)S~ oodp 
= - S(TW'p + IY'pap)Qdp = 0, due to the condition (11.14); 
we therefore must take h (x) = 0 and hence 

(11.17) 

Equations (11.15) and (11.17), obtained under hypothesis 
(11.14), serve to determine completely the equilibrium distri
bution. Since L, is but a radiative correction to L o, the equi
librium distribution to zero order in T is the solution of the 
system of equations 

(11.18) 

(11.19) 

Within this approximation, the equilibrium distribu
tion satisfies the principle of detailed balance. To prove this 
explicitly, we recall that this principle, when applied to the 
(stationary) Fokker-Planck equation 

LQ=O, (11.20) 
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may be expressed in terms of the conditions'l 

Q=Q, 

LQf= QLtf, 

(11.21) 

(11.22) 

for any real, well-behaved functionf(x,p), where the bar de
notes a reversal of the classical motion (such that x = x, 
i = - p) and L t is the adjoint of L. For 

a 
L=Lo+-LI 

ap 

Eq. (11.22) yields, after minor transformations, 

fLQ = - 2(L 1Q) af. 
ap 

(11.23) 

(11.24) 

Withf = 1 we recover Eq. (11.20) and hence Eq. (11.24) re
duces to (L,Q )(apf) = 0; sincefis an arbitrary function ofx 
and p, we thus obtain 

L,Q=O 

and hence 

LoQ = O. 

These are precisely Eqs. (11.18) and (11.19), which we have 
obtained by imposing only the condition (11.14). Hence our 
hypothesis (11.14), though weaker than the conditions for 
detailed balance, leads to the same separation of the Fokker
Planck equation into a Liouville equation for the stationary 
solution, Eq. (11.18), and a diffusion-dissipation equation, 
(11.19). It should be added that detailed balance breaks down 
when the radiative correction to Lo, namely L" is included, 
which shows that our hypothesis (11.14) is less stringent than 
detailed balance. In other words, the one-dimensional SED 
system satisfies the hypothesis of detailed balance only when 
radiative corrections are disregarded. It must be stressed 
that the above results apply quite generally to any one-di
mensional SED system, the harmonic oscillator being only a 
particular case of this situation. 

III. EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTION IN PHASE SPACE: 
THE WIGNER DISTRIBUTION 

The equations determining the stationary phase-space 
distribution of the oscillator in equilibrium with the radi
ation field, in the Markov approximation, i.e., Eqs. (11.18) 
and (11.19), read, when written in disclosed form, 

.L aQ _ mw'x aQ 
= 0, (III. 1) 

m ax ap 

TW'pQ + DPpaQ = 0, (111.2) 
ap 

with [)pP given by Eq. (11.9). Before proceeding to solve these 
equations, let us introduce the dimensionless variables: 

, 1 
P = .,. / p, 

V mwli 

, (mw)1/2 x = - x 
Ii ' 

(II 1.3 a) 

and 

s=- L+-mw'x' =p"+x". 2 (' 1 ) 
Iiw 2m 2 

(1II.3b) 

Then Eqs. (111.1) and (111.2) read 
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p,aQ _x,aQ = 0, 
ax ap' 

p'Q+ I +E aQ =0. 
1- E ap' 

(11I.4) 

(1II.5) 

From now on, however, we will simply drop the primes on x 
and p, since no confusion should arise. 

Equation (111.4) tells us that Q is a function of the ener
gy variable only, 

Q= Q(5). 

By denoting a sQ = Q', we then obtain from Eq. (111.5), 

Q + I + E Q ' = 0, (III. 6) 
I-E 

the solution of which is 

Q=Nexp(- I-Es). 
I+E 

The factor N is determined from the normalization 
condition, 

1 = Qdxdp = 1Tfz Q (5 )dS = 1TfzN--. ff l oo 1 + E 

o I-E 

Hence the equilibrium solution is 

Q = _1_ 1 - E exp( _ 1 - E s). 
1TfzI+E I+E 

(III. 7) 

(111.8) 

This phase-space distribution for the harmonic oscillator co
incides exactly with the Wigner distribution for the prob
lem,22a i.e., it is the result obtained from QM by applying the 
Weyl transformation to the canonical density matrix for the 
harmonic oscillator, which in dimensionless variables may 
be written as follows 22b

: 

I 1 - E 
p(x"xz) = ... /_ ... / "v 7r V I-E2 

(111.9) 

To prove this, we recall that the Weyl transformation im
plies first performing the change of variables 

x,+x2 x=---, 
2 

x 2 -x, 
Z=---

2 

in Eq. (III.9), to obtain 

- 1 1 - E 
Q (x,z) p(x - Z,x + z) = --= ~=== 

"YtT VI-E2 

(
I-E l+E) X exp - __ x 2 + _-Z2 

l+E l-E 

(111.10) 

and then taking the Fourier transform of Q (x.z) with respect 
to z to obtain 
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1 J - 2" Q(x,p)=- Q(x,z)e- lpzdz 
27r 

1 l-E (l-E ) =---exp ___ [X2+p2] ,(111.11) 
"tT I+E I+E 

which isjust Eq. (III. 8). Below we shall have occasion to see in 
a mOre suggestive form the origin of this transformation. For 
the time being it suffices to accept the fact that the equilibrium 
distribution predicted by SED coincides with the one predict
ed by statistical QM. The rest of the paper is devoted to a more 
careful study of the connection between both theories. 

The mean energy corresponding to this distribution is 

- fwJ- fwJ I+E E=-S=---
2 2 1- E 

(III.12) 

in agreement with Planck's law-as was expected, since the 
oscillator is in thermodynamic equilibrium with a radiation 
field with this same energy per normal mode. This result, 
though well known, is worth some comments. As temperature 
goes to zero (E~), the mean energy tends to its asymptotic 
value 

En = !fwJ, 
i.e., a value different from zero, as a result of the existence of 
unfreezeable fluctuations in the field, corresponding to its 
zero-point energy. The oscillator in equilibrium with this 
field then also acquires an unfreezeable motion; hence, ac
cording to SED the zero-point energy of matter is but a result 
of the existence of the zero-point energy of the radiation 
field. In the case of purely mechanical systems, such as, e.g., 
Brownian motion, the heat bath is totally frozen at T = 0 
and with it also the stochastic motion. We see here an aspect 
of the essential role played by the stochastic field of SED in 
explaining the results of QM: No mechanical model will 
do.'] 

IV. SEPARATION OF MECHANICAL AND 
THERMAL VARIABLES: THE ENERGY 
SPECTRUM 

We now explore the possibility of excluding the tem
perature from the description, in order to extract and ana
lyze the purely mechanical problem of the oscillator, as is 
done in QM when dealing with pure states. We will see that 
an immediate result of this procedure is the emergence of 
discrete energy levels. For this purpose, let us express the 
partition function of the system Z (f3) as an integral over 
states of the oscillator characterized by a given value of an 
abstract variable E; we assume that the relative probability 
with which each of these states contributes to Z (f3) is proper
ly described in terms of canonical densities and the spectral 
density g(E); thus, we write Z (f3) in the form 

Z(f3) = L'" g(E)e -PEdE. (IV. 1) 

The parameter E plays clearly the role of an energy and we 
will call it the energy variable; so g(E) is the spectral density 
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of states of the oscillator with energy E. More generally, we 
may define the mean value of any physical quantity A de
pending on the energy by means of the formula 

A (/3) = _1_ reo A (E )g(E)e - PEdE. (IV.2) 
Z(/3»)o 

Equation (IV.2) and its inverse-assuming that they exist
allow us to construct from a function of /3-i.e., tempera
ture-a(/3 )=-4 (/3) a new function aCE )54 (E) depending 
now on E, whenever we know Z (/3) or its inverse, g(E). 

Equations (IV. I) and (IV.2) taken together show that 
the mean value of A (E) = 1 is unity, as it must be; taking 
A (E) = E we get for the mean energy the well-known 
formula 

E= - Eg(E)e-PEdE = - -lnZ(/3) - 1 So'" a 
Z 0 8/3 

whence 

(IV.3) 

For the harmonic oscillator the mean energy is given by Eq. 
(IlL 12), with E = e - pW; hence we can in fact calculate the 
partition function by means of a simple integration, 

Z (f3) - ( ~flJfJuJ I + e - Yd ) _ exp( - !/3w) -exp - y - . 
2 I - e - Y 1 - exp( - pm) 

(IV.4) 

According to Eq. (IV. I) the spectral density of states is given 
by the inverse Laplace transform of the partition function; to 
calculate it we develop the denominator of Eq. (IV.4) in a 
power series of e - Pfrw, thus getting 

g(E)=!f-'Z(/3)= f !f-Iexp[ -pw(k+~)] 
k=O 

or 

gee) = f 8(E - fuu(k + l». (IV.5) 
k=O 

Thus we see that the density of states is zero for all values of 
the energy E that do not belong to the discrete spectrum E k' 

where 

(IV. 6) 

Stated in more usual terms, we have obtained the surprising 
result that the energy E is quantized. 24 Two comments are 
worth mentioning at this point. The first is connected with 
the use of Planck's law; it might be alleged that the quantiza
tion of energy has been introduced through the back door, 
since it is already contained in the assumed density for the 
field; this, however, is not the case, since Planck's distribu
tion may be derived without any quantum postulate from the 
assumption of SED, namely, the postulated existence of the 
zero-point field. 25 The second comment is that the emer
gence of the right discrete spectrum of E depends crucially 
on our (arbitrary) selection of Gibbs' densities in the defini
tion of our linear transform, Eqs. (IV. I) and (IV.2). Since 
this transform wi11lead us to the usual Schrodinger descrip
tion of the oscillator in a unique and natural way (though in a 
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rather abstract treatment), the justification on physical 
grounds of the need of just this transformation, which here is 
simply postulated, will close the gap to a rigorous derivation 
ofSchrodinger's theory from SED. In other words, to ex
plain why we must go--and not only why we may go--to the 
usual quantum mechanical description of the osci.lIator, we 
must derive Eqs. (IV. 1) and (IV.2) for the harmonic oscilla
tor from first principles; this will obviously imply an elucida
tion of the meaning of the variable E, introduced here in an 
entirely formal way. 

V. SEPARATION OF MECHANICAL AND 
THERMAL VARIABLES: PSEUDOSTATES OF 
THE OSCILLATOR 

With g(E) given by Eq. (IV.S), Eq. (IV.2) reduces to 
[with a(p)=A (/3) and a(E)=A (E)] 

(/3) 1 ~ veE ) -(3E, a =--~a k e , 
Z(/3) 0 

(V.I) 

where the partition function is given by [see Eq. (IV.4)] 

(V.2) 

We now use these results to analyze the phase-space density 
Q (x,p;{J) in terms of energy states; for this purpose we first 
define the energy pseudostates Qk(X,P) as follows, 

Qix,p )=Q (x,p;E k). (V.3) 

The reason for the name "pseudostate" will become appar
ent below. From Eq. (V. I) we get 

(V.4) 

By virtue ofEq. (V.2), we see from Eq. (V.4) that the Qk also 
are normalized to unity, 

(V.S) 

We can now proceed to determine the components 
Qk(5) by introducing Eq. (V.4) into (III.6), 

~ k l+E~' k 0 ~QkE +--~QkE = , 
o 1- E 0 

or since (l + E)(l - E)-I = ~o(E" + Em + I), 

+Ek[Qk+Q~~(Em+Em+I)J =0. 

Regrouping terms with equal power of E, 

~En[ Qn + m~oQ~ + :~~ Q~J = 0, 

and noticing that this equality must hold at any temperature 
(Le., any value of E), we obtain 

n - 1 

Qn + Q ~ + 2 L Q;" = 0 (V.6) 
m=O 

for any n;;;>O [with Qm = 0 for m <:0, since the energy was 
assumed nonnegative from the beginning; see Eq. (IV.2)]. By 
writing this equation for n - 1, 
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n~2 

Qn ~ 1 + Q ~ ~ 1 + 2 I Q ~ = 0, 
m~O 

and subtracting from Eq. (V.6), one is left with a simple 
recurrence relation among the functions Qn' 

Q ~ + Qn = Qn ~ 1 - Q ~ ~ I' (V.7) 

For n = 0, this yields 

Q ~ + Qo = 0, Qo = Coe ~ S. 

To obtain the subsequent solutions Qn' we use the ansatz 

Qn = Cne ~ sPJt); (V.8) 

substitution ofEq. (V.8) in (V.7) gives 

P~ = 2Pn _ 1 - P~ ~ I' 

which upon the change of variable y = 2S is easily recogniz
able as a recurrence relation for the Laguerre polynomials 
Ln(y), 

We therefore find that Eq. (V.8) can be written as 

Qn = Cne~sLnC2s) 

where Ln is the Laguerre polynomial of order n (irregular 
solutions of Laguerre's equation are obviously eliminated on 
physical grounds), 

L 2 _ n n!(-2sY 
,,( S) - s~o (n - s)!(s!)2' 

(V.9) 

and CIt is determined from the normalization condition [see 
Eq. (S)] 

(-I)" 
C,,=~. 

The normalized solution is therefore 

(V. 10) 

and the mean energy assigned to Q" is correctly given by Eq. 
(lV.6) as can be proved by calculating the integral 

lOO sQ"es )dS 

with the use ofEqs. (V.9) and (V. 10), or else, by multiplying 
Eq. (V.7) by {; and integrating over S. From the differential 
equation satisfied by the nth Laguerre polynomial 

SL: + (1- 2S)L ~ + 2nLII = ° 
we obtain the equation for Q", 

sQ: + Q ~ + (2n + 1 - S )Qn = 0, 

(V. 11) 

(V.12) 

which is, by the way, of the same form as the radial part of 
the Schrodinger equation for the s states of the hydrogen 
atom. 

The Qn form an orthonormal set of functions in S space, 
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as follows from Eq. (V. 12), and therefore only one of them 
(namely Qo) is positive definite throughout. This means that 
the Qn for n=¥=O do not represent real distributions for phys
ical states; it is their combination in nonnegative forms such 
as Eq. (V.4) that represents a true distribution. It is to stress 
this fact that we say that the Qn represent pseudo states of the 
system. In the limit,B~ 00 (T~) Q tends to Qo, i.e., Qo is the 
equilibrium distribution at temperature T = 0. 

Even though the isolated Qn c~rrespond to real physical 
states only for n = 0, the fact of their forming a complete 
basis in S space renders them particularly useful for the anal
ysis of the harmonic oscillator even outside thermodynamic 
equilibrium. In the following we shall analyze some of their 
mathematical properties, mainly those which will help us 
establish the connection with the usual (Schrodinger) de
scription in configuration space. 

We first note that Eq. (V.7) suggests the introduction of 
raising and lowering operators. Let B and its adjoint Bt be 
such that 

1 
Q,,_I = -BQ". 

n 

Introducing the latter into Eq. (V.7) one gets 

n(Q ~ + Q,,) = BQ" - as(BQ,,) 

(V.13a) 

(V.13b) 

and introducing (V.I3a) into Eq. (V.7) one gets after making 
n~n + 1, 

. t t 
(n + 1)( - Q" + Qn) = B Qn + as(B Gn)· 

Addition of these two equations gives 

(2n + I)Q" = LQ" + as (MQn) + asQn' 

where 

L =Lt =B+Bt 

and 

(V.14) 

(V.lSa) 

(V.ISb) 

Equations (V.12) and (V. 14) can be combined to obtain an 
equation for the operators themselves, 

(V.16) 

By taking the adjoint of this equation and subtracting one 
from the other, one gets 

(asM) = -4as+a~-a~= -2as 
whence 

M= -2Sas +Mo, 

where Mo is an integration constant. By introducing this into 
Eq. (V.16) one obtains 

L = s(1 + a~) - Moas' 

Bt and B are then, according to Eqs. (V. 1 S), 

Bt = ~(L + M) = ..t(as - 1)2 - Mo(at - 1), (V.I7a) 
2 2 
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B = !(L - M) = 4-<as + 1)2 - Mo(as + 1). (V.I7b) 
2 2 

To determineMo we notice that atg = 0, Eq. (V. 12) reduces 
to 

2nQn = - Q ~ - Qn 

but the term on the lhs is equal to 2Bt Qn _ " according to Eq. 
(V.I3a), and hence, by applying (V.I7a) at g = ° and com
paring with Eq. (V.7) we obtain Mo = - 1, and therefore, 

Bt = ug (as - 1)2 + as - 1] (V.I8a) 

B = ug(as + 1)2 + as + 1]. (V.I8b) 

The commutator of these operators is 

(V.I9) 

so that the differential equation (V.I2) can be written simply 
as 

(V.20) 

The operators Bt, B are helpful in determining statisti
cal properties ofthe pseudostates Qn' Let us take for instance 
the average of an arbitrary real function of energy F (5), 

trlif 1 =- Qn_IBFdg=~n -IIBFln -I). 
n n 

By applying this formula to F (5) = g' one obtains 

<n Ig' In) = ~n - 1 Ig'+ I 
2n 

+(2r+ I)g'+rg,-II n-I). 

For r = 0, this gives 

tn=<nlgln)=2n+ 1, 

whereas for r = lone gets 

g~ - <fn)2 = 1, 

and so on. 

(V.22) 

(V.23) 

Equation (V.22) gives once more the mean energy of the 
pseudostate Qn as En = !fitu(n + !), just as in QM, but Eq. 
(V.23) shows that the energy has a nonzero dispersion; in 
fact, for all k> 1 <Hk>=i=<H/ and <nIH2In) 

= E~ + (!fitu)2,comparedtotheQMvalue<nlihn) = E~. 
We see that in SED (and, as we have previously remarked, in 
any stochastic theory developed as a foundation to QM) the 
energy and all other physical quantities are not dispersion
less, even in "pure" states such as Qn. Here, then, we uncover 
a rather fundamental difference between SED and QM, in 
the shape of a particular instance of a general result due to 
Cohen,26 according to which no phase-space description can 
exactly reproduce all results of usual QM. From the point of 
view of SED, this is an almost obvious result, since no sto
chastic theory can generate dispersion less (physical) states 
of the dynamical variables. The reason for this difference 
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between SED and QM is that QM is not a strictly statistical 
theory, whereas SED is. In our particular instance this may 
be seen by realizing that the definition of the dispersion of the 
energy used in QM in terms of eigenvalues of the Hamilton
ian operator differs from that used in our statistical phase 
space description. Hence a seemingly terrible problem (for 
SED, of course) reduces when closely analyzed to a simple 
difference of definitions, from the formal point of view. Of 
course, physically speaking both theories predict different 
results for the dispersion of the energy; it is important, how
ever, to note that this basic difference cannot be tested ex
perimentally with spectroscopic studies, for instance, since 
these only reveal energy differences occurring during transi
tions between pseudostates and we will have occasion below 
to show that the transition matrix elements are the same in 
both theories (see Sec. IX). We may try to explain these re
sults by saying that in SED, where no sharp energy levels 
exist, the transition must be understood as a resonance phe
nomenon involing the oscillations of the background field. 

VI. RETRIEVAL OF USUAL QM 

As already recalled in Sec. III, application of the inverse 
Weyl transformation to the phase space density leads to the 
description of the statistical behavior of the system in terms 
of the density matrix in the coordinate representation. In this 
section we try to look at the origin of this connection in a 
more direct way by using a method suggested by previous 
work. 12 .1J ,15,16,19 

For this purpose we return to the description in phase 
space, i.e., to Eqs. (111.4) and (111.5): 

paxQ - xapQ = 0, (111.4) 

PQ+~~Q=o. 
2 1 - € p 

(111.5) 

In eliminating the temperature dependence by a proce
dure entirely similar to that of Sec. IV and V, one arrives at 
the equations 

paxQk - XapQk = 0, 

(xap + pax + 4XP)Qk = (4xp - pax - Xap)Qk _ I' 

(Vl.la) 

(Vl.lb) 

Equation (VI. 1 a) expresses the fact that each Qk is a function 
of g = p2 + x 2; Eq. (VI. I b) can also be obtained more direct
ly from Eq. (V.7). 

By combining Eqs. (VI. I) one obtains the following set 
of equations: 

(ax + 2x)Qk = (2x - ax)Qk _ I' 

(ap + 2P)Qk = (2p - ap)Qk _ I' 

Just as in going from Eq. (111.8) to Eq. (111.9) we Fourier 
transform these equations with respect to the variable p; then 
for 

Qk(X,Z) = f dpe2iPzQk(x,p) 

we obtain the set of equations 

(ax + 2x)Qk = (2x - ax)Qk _ I 
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(az + 2z)Qk = - (2z - az)Qk_I' 

These equations are identical except for the overall sign of 
the rhs. This suggests introducing a new pair of variables Xl 

and X 2, namely, 

Xl =X -z, X2 =X +z 

in terms of which they transform into 

(al + XI)Qk = ( - a2 + X2)Qk _ I' 

(a2 + X2)Qk = (- al + XI)Qk _ I' 

In particular, for k = ° we obtain 

(al + xl)Qo = 0, (a2 + x 2)Qo = 0, 

whence 

(VI.3) 

(VI.4a) 

(VI.4b) 

(VI.5) 

Qo = No exp[ - ~(xi + x~)]. (VI. 6) 

By the symmetry of Eqs. (VI.4), if Qk _ I is a product of 
functions of the type 

Qk - I = qJk - I(XI)qJk _ I(X2), 

then also Qk can be written as such. Since Qo is such a prod
uct, according to Eq. (VI.6), we look for solutions of the 
form 

(VI.7) 

According to Eq. (VI.2), Qk(X,O) is the configuration-space 
density function P k(X), 

Pk(X) J dpQdx,p) = Qk(X,O). 

Since, on the other hand, Xl = X 2 = x at z = 0, as seen from 
Eqs. (VI.3), we obtain 

Pk(X) = qJk (XI)qJk (X2) I z ~ 0 = qJ ~ (x). (VI. 8) 

Notice that, even though the Qk are not positive definite 
for k=/=O, the P k are; therefore these marginal distributions 
have the formal properties of true densities. 

To construct the set of qJk' we propose to write 

qJk(X) = exp( - ~X7)Bk(X), i = 1,2. (VI.9) 

where eo = N bl2 is constant, according to Eq. (VI.5). From 
Eqs. (VI.4) we then obtain 

ek (xl)B ~(X2) = ek _ I(X2)[ - e ~ _ I(X I) + 2x lek _ I(X I)], 
(VI.10a) 

ek(X2)B 'k(XI) = ek _ /x l)[ - e ~ _ I(X 2) + 2x2ek _ I(X 2)], 

(VI.10b) 

Combination of Eqs. (VI. 10) gives 

e~ - 2x,8'k + ckek = ° (Vl.1l) 

for every ek(x), where the Ck are the separation constants. 
From Eqs. (VI. 1 0) it also follows that e k _ 1-e ~; from this 
and the fact that eo is constant, it follows that ek is a polyno
mial or order k. By requiring the coefficient of x~ in Eq. 
(Vl.ll) to vanish we obtain Ck = 2k and hence 

e ~ - 2x,8 ~ + 2k8k = O. 

The ek are therefore the Hermite polynomials, 

ek(x) = Hk(x) 
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(VI.12) 

(VI.13) 

and the qJk defined in Eq. (VI.9) satisfy the eigenvalue equa
tion which follows from Eqs. (VI.9) and (VI.12), 

qJ ~(x) + (2k + 1 - X;)qJk(X) = 0. (VI.14) 

At z = ° both Eqs. (VI. 14) reduce to 

qJ ~(x) - X2qJk(X) = (2k + l)qJk(x) (VI.15) 

which is the Schr6dinger equation for the probability ampli
tude [in the sense ofEq. (VI. 8)], with the correct eigenvalues 
already inserted. 

The above results may be summarized as follows: We 
started from the energy representation of the phase-space 
density 

Q (1;/3) = ~ IQk (1)e - BE, 
Z K 

withEk = w(k + ~)andZ = 'Ike -fJ
E
" which we subjected 

first to a Fourier transformation with respect to p, obtaining 

- 1 - fJE 
Q(x,z;/3) = - IQk(x,z)e- , 

Z k 

and then transferred to thexlx2 space defined in Eqs. (VI.3), 
to get 

or finally, using Eq. (VI.7), 

P(X l ,X2) = ~ IqJk(X1)qJk(x2)e- BE,. 
Z k 

(VI.16) 

Here we recognize the usual expression for the canonical 
density matrix in the x representation. On the other hand, 
the Qk may be explicitly written with the help of the inverse 
of Eq. (VI.2) and Eqs. (VI.3) and (VI. 7), as follows, 

We recognize here the usual expression for W igner' s distrubu
tion for the k th pseudostate,22 which happens to be positive 
definite only for the ground state and for the equilibrium 
state at temperature T = 1/ k{3, 

Q(x,p;/3) = _l_Jdze - 2ipz 

2rrZ 

x Ie - {3E'qJk (x - Z)qJk (x + z). (VI.18) 
k 

The above results are developments of Eqs. (111.9) and 
(111.11) in terms of the basis qJ k' 
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Here also, the structure of the equations suggests the 
introduction of raising and lowering operators, now in X IX 2 

space. In fact, by introducing Eq. (VI. 7) into Eqs. (VIA) we 
obtain 

fPk(XI)(a2 + X2)fPk(X2) = IPk - I(X2)( - al + Xl)fPk(XI), 

fPk(X2)(a l + XI)fPk(X I) = fPk _ I(X I)( - a2 + X2)fPk(X2)' 

This system of equations suggests a separation of the form 

1 
fPk(X j) = -( - aj + X;)fPk _ leX;), 

d k 

fPk(X j) = ~(aj + X;)fPk(X;); i = 1,2 
dk 

and comparison with Eq. (VI. 14) gives d ~ = 2k. We there
fore obtain 

fPk(X;) = V~ rfPk - leX;), 

I 
fPk - I(X

j) = v~j fPk(X;), 

where the lowering and raising operators are 

1 
Ai = v'2(a; + x;), 

A;= ~(-aj+xJ, 

(VI.l9a) 

(VI.l9b) 

(VI.20a) 

(VI.20b) 

respectively. These operators obey the commutation 
relations: 

(VI.2I) 

and 

(VI. 22) 

When going over to configuration space (z = 0), the 
two sets of operators reduce to the well-known creation and 
annihilation operators: 

I 
Al =A 2-----=(a+x) a, 

V2 
A t - A t _ I I _ a + x)=a t 

1- 2 ~ -, 

and Eqs. (VI. 19) take on the usual form: 

1 t ( fPk(X) = V k a IPk - I x), 

I 
<fJk - I(X) = V k a(h(x). 

(VI.23a) 

(VI.23b) 

(VI. 24a) 

(VI.24b) 

The commutation rules (VI.21) and (VI.22) are not altered 
in taking z = O. 

The usual formalism in configuration space arises 
therefore as a projection of the operator formalism in XIX2 
space, related to phase space through Eqs. (VI.2) and (VI.3). 

VII. COMPARISON WITH BROWNIAN MOTION 

A classical theory applied to the harmonic oscillator 
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embedded in a classical Planck-distributed background ra
diation field thus leads in a natural way to the quantum de
scription of the harmonic oscillator. 

This is by no means a trivial results; for instance, it 
suffices to make a small but arbitrary change in the tempera
ture dependence of the equilibrium field, to destroy a good 
deal of the theory. To stress the remarkable properties of the 
theory and at the same time exhibit the source of the differ
rences between more familiar stochastic systems and their 
QM (i.e., SED) counterpart-a point On which still some 
confusion prevails-it is illustrative to examine the Brow
nian harmonic oscillator. The interest of this digression is 
enforced by the fact that the Brownian oscillator obeys a 
Fokker-Planck equation which has exactly the same form as 
the quantum mechanical one, as far as the phase-space de
pendence goes27

: 

aQ + J!... aQ + ~ _ mw2x _ yp)Q _ D a
2
Q = 0 

aT m ax ap ap2 
(VH.I) 

[compare with Eq. (H. 10), with L2 = 0 and [)pP = const.)]. 
The diffusion coefficient D can be calculated with the same 
formula (II.2), and the force eEm(t) being replaced by a del
ta-correlated function, (F(t )F(t '» = Db8(t' - t), corre
sponding to white noise, 

D=DPP = f"" (F(t)F(t '» a~dt' 
- 00 ap 

(VH.2) 

We notice incidentally an important difference between 
the Brownian system and the SED system; whereas in the 
latter [)pP is in general a phase function and becomes inde
pendent of x and p for the harmonic oscillator only, in the 
classical case, due to the infinitely small correlation time of 
the stochastic force (i.e., due to its spectral density being 
independent of frequency), D is the same constant Db for any 
external potential. This causes any equilibrium distribution 
in the Brownian case to have the canonical form ~e - PH, 

whereas in SED this form is characteristic of linear systems 
only. 

The equilibrium solution is obtained also in this case by 
separating the Liouville part, 

LoQ = J!... aQ _ mw2x aQ = 0 
m ax ap 

from the diffusive-dissipative part, 

aQ 
- LIQ = ypQ + Db - = 0, 

ap 

(VH.3) 

(VH.4) 

in the stationary Fokker-Planck equation. Notice that the 
equilibrium distribution satisfies the principle of detailed 
balance. The problem seems therefore very similar to that of 
SED, as can be seen by comparing with Eqs. (IH.I) and 
(III.2), the only difference being the specific values of Db and 
the friction coefficient y, which are related through Ein
stein's formula 
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Db 1 
-=kT=-. 
my f3 

(VII. 5) 

The (normalized) equilibrium solution is therefore the Max
well-Boltzmann distribution 

Q _ f3w [ f3(p2 + mW2X2)] f3w -fJH - ----exp - - --- = -e 
21T 2m 2 21T 

and the mean energy is given by 

E=~=kT. 
f3 

From Eqs. (IV.3) and (VI.7) we obtain now 

Z = exp( - ffJ E(f3)df3 ] = ~ 
and hence, from Eq. (IV. I), 

g(E) = 1 

(VII.6) 

(VII.7) 

i.e., the spectral density of states is constant. Equation (IV.2) 
applied to this case, 

Q (H;/J) = f3 f Q (H;E)e ~ fJEdE, 

together with Eq. (VII.6) give 

Q(H;E) = ~(E - H). 
21T 

(VII.8) 

No "energy levels" are obtained: Quite on the contrary, the 
distribution of Q (E) is uniform throughout the energy range 
(g = 1). Instead of a discrete set of orthogonal functions Qn, 
we get a continuous, complete set of orthogonal functions 
Q(E), such that 

f Q (H;E)Q (H;E ')dH = (;1T r 8(E - E '). 

The inverse Weyl transform [see Eqs. (VI.2), (VI.3), and 
(VI. 7)] of Eq. (VII.8) does obviously not satisfy a second
order Schrodinger-like equation; only the complete Q (f3), 
Eq. (VII.6), is amenable to such a description. Indeed, by 
defining 

Q (x,z) = f dp Q (x,p;/J )e2ipzla, 

where a is a parameter to be determined below, and taking 
the Fourier transform of Eqs. (VII.3) and (VII.4) one 
obtains 

- - - 4m-
JxQ = - mf3w'xQ, JzQ = - -zQ, 

a 2f3 

the solution of which can be written as a product of the form 

Q (x,z) = q; (x + z)q; (x - z) 

only if 

2 2kT 
a=-=--, 

f3w w 

i.e., if the Weyl transformation is temperature dependent. In 
that case, q; is the solution of the eigenvalue equation 

(VII.9) 
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with a unique eigenvalue; the normalized solution is 

(
mw2f3)1/4 ( mW2f3) q; = -- exp - --x2 

21T 4 
(VII. 10) 

and the mean energy is correctly given by 1If3 = kT. There 
is, of course, no sense in constructing a whole Hilbert space 
for only one vector. 

So we see that, though the equilibrium solutions for the 
Brownian and the SED oscillators, Eqs. (VII.6) and (VII. 8), 
respectively, have exactly the same x and p dependence, their 
temperature dependence is essentially different, and this 
gives rise, in its turn, to a difference in their mechanical be
havior. The most striking difference is perhaps that related 
to the energy spectrum-continuous against discrete-but 
there exist other important ones. For instance, a Brownian 
oscillator can be frozen by reducing the temperature of the 
heat bath to zero; the SED oscillator never does come to a 
standstill. 

We can now trace the origin of these striking physical 
and mathematical differences to the correlation function of 
the stochastic force, which by Eq. (11.3) determines the dif
fusion coefficient DPP. In the Brownian case, the stochastic 
force is provided by an immensely large number of classical 
particles colliding with the oscillator: These obey the Max
well-Botlzmann distribution when in equilibrium. It is the 
background radiation field obeying Planck's law which 
"quantizes" the electron: An electron immersed in a classi
cal mechanical heat bath would, of course, behave essential
ly as a Brownian particle. 

Below we will see that the smallness of the parameter 
T = 2e'/3mc' , the value of which is fixed by classical electro
dynamics, also plays an important role in defining the quan
tum behavior of the SED system in nonequilibrium condi
tions. For an electron T is of the order of 10-22 s, much smaller 
than the usual values of Y/W2 for a Brownian particle. 

VIII. THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR: BLOCH'S 
EQUATION 

From the point of view of SED, the Schrodinger de
scription is incomplete because it concerns only the isolated, 
temperature-independent components of the complete dis
tribution, without regard to the way in which they combine 
in a real, physical situation. Neither the state of thermody
namic equilibrium nor the way in which this state is attained, 
are described by the Schrodinger equation. Hence, to de
scribe the thermodynamic behavior it is necessary to resort 
to statistical mechanics; to study the time variation of a non
equilibrium distribution it is necessary to resort to quantum 
electrodynamics: Statistical mechanics and QED are 
brought in to restore the information which was dropped in 
order to retrieve the Schrodinger description in terms of pure 
states. We shall now recover this lost information contained 
in the full Fokker-Planck equation (11.10). In the next two 
sections we shall pay attention to the non-Liouvillian terms 
in the Fokker-Planck equation, which refer explicitly to the 
interaction of the oscillator with the radiation field, and 
study their effects on the time variation of what in QM are 
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stationary eigenstates. In this section we are concerned with 
the state of thermal equilibrium, which is assumed to be 
reached after a long time of such interaction between oscilla
tor and field. 

We recall from Sec. VI that the canonical density ma
trix corresponding to the thermal equilibrium distribution in 
phase space is 

p(xt.x ,) = ~ IIPk (X,)IPk (x,)e -{3E,. (VIII. 1) 
Z k 

Pure states (or Schrodinger) QM works with the IPk as 
separate entities; as we have seen above, this is perfectly ad
missible also for SED as long as they are not supposed to 
represent on their own real physical states. The pure states 
represented by the amplitudes IPk of the pseudostate Qk are 
just about as physical as, e.g., the points of the reciprocal 
lattice of a crystal, or the Fourier components of a sound 
wave; and mathematically they are as useful, because they 
can be used as a basis to describe any real state. 

Equation (VIII. 1) is a hybrid expression, in the sense 
that it contains both statistical and quantum mechanical in
formation. The latter has already been isolated and is fully 
contained (to zero order in 1") in the Schrodinger equation for 
the amplitudes IPk' With the purpose of extracting now the 
statistical information and trying to preserve simplicity, we 
shall take the un normalized density matrix 

Pun(x"x,)_Zp(xt.x ,) 

(VIII.2) 

as is usual in quantum statistics, and derive it with respect to 
p, 

Introducing here the Schrodinger equation (VLI5) written in 
terms of the Hamiltonian operator, as usual, 

B,IPk(X,) = ( - 2: af + V,)IPk(X,) = EklPk(X,), 

we obtain 

whence 

apun 

ap 

- I B,IP k (x ,)IP k (x,)e - (3E, 

k 

(VII 1.3) 

The unnormalized canonical density matrix defined in 
Eq. (VIII.2) is thus found to satisfy the Bloch equation, with 
the usual quantum mechanical Hamiltonian operator. We 
must stress that this equation, which gives a complete statisti-
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cal acount of the equilibrium state in phase space, has been 
derived here from the postulates of SED. 

IX. TIME DEPENDENCE NEAR EQUILIBRIUM 

Though up to now we have studied only the state of 
thermodynamic equilibrium, the same mathematical appa
ratus developed for arriving at the usual time independent 
quantum results can be used to study the nonstationary solu
tions of the Fokker-Planck equation near equilibrium. For 
this purpose we shall work in XIX, space, in which the sta
tionary solution was written in terms of the basis IPk as 

p(x"x,) = ~ IIPk(X,)IPk(x,)e -(3E,. 
Z k 

(VIlLI) 

Any p of the form 

p(x"x,) = ICkC;IPk(X,)IP/(x,) (Ix. I) 
k,l 

which does not coincide with Eq. (VIII. I ) will, of course, not 
be an equilibrium solution and hence, the coefficients Ck will 
in general depend on time. In order to determine the time 
dependence of Ck we must demandp(x "x,) to be a solution of 
the complete Fokker-Planck equation (11.10) written in XIX, 
space. As a first step we take the Fourier transform of this 
equation [see Eq. (VL2)], to get 

aQ - - - . - -- + (Lo + L,)Q - 21ZL,Q = 0, at 
where 

and 

Lo(x,z) = - ~jJx + 2imm'xz, 
2m 

L,(x,z) = 2iD xPzax ' 

To complete this transformation we introduce the variables 
x, and x" thus obtaining for p(xt.x,) = Q (x,z), 

ap + (Lo + L,)p - i...-(x, - x,)LI{J = 0, (Ix. 2) at fz 

where 

Lo = - ~(af - aD + imm' (xf - xD, 
2m 2fz 

(IX.3) 

(IX.4) 

and 

(IX.5) 

We recall that both L, and L, are of order 1" compared 
with Lo, and that 1" is a very small parameter. Hence the time 
dependence of p is determined to lowest order in 1" through 
the equation 

. ap +Lr{J =0, 
at 
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which can be written out explicitly as 

ap i1i (a2 a2\ i -=- 1- 2JP--[V(x,)- V(xl)]p, at 2m Ii 
(IX. 7) 

where V = !mcu2xl. This is just the von Neumann equation 
for the time evolution of the density matrix (in the x 
representation). 

By introducing Eq. (Ix. I ) into Eq. (Ix. 7) we obtain 

attainment of equilibrium, as follows from the fact that it is 
the equation LIP = ° which singles out the right equilibrium 
solution from the infinitely many solutions of LrP = 0. We 
therefore expect this term to give rise, near equilibrium, to a 
slow time variation of the population of the pseudostates 
described by ¢k' which to zero order is constant in time, 

pZ = !¢k!l = !Ck(OW'P ~ = !Ck(OWQk(X,O). 

The term LIP should therefore fix the lifetime of the pseudo
states Qk' 

The term L'1fJ, on the other hand, is a correction to the 

= ICkC;[ - .f!.-cai - a~) + V(x,) _ V(Xl)]'Pk(X,)lPl(Xl) Liouvillian term, and we ~ust therefore expect it to alter.the 
2m energy values correspondmg to the pseudostates Qk' which 

The second equality follows from the stationary SchrOdinger 
equation 

- !!-a2'Pk + V'Pk = EklPk' 
2m 

(IX. 8) 

By multiplying by 'Pk(XI)'P!,xZ) and integrating over Xl and Xl 
we obtain 

i1i(CkC; + CkC;) = CkC;(Ek - E,) 

whence 

iliCk = C~k 

the solution of which is 

(IX.9) 

We can therefore write for the density matrix to zero order in 
l' 

(IX. 10) 

where tPk = exp[ - (iEkl1i)t )lPk satisfies the time depen
dent Schrodinger equation 

a· l • lil az." 
i~= ___ 'i'_k + V¢k (IX.ii) 

at 2m ax l 

as follows directly from Eq. (IX.8). The fundamental equa
tions ofQM for the time evolution, namely, von Neumann's 
equation for the density matrix and Schrodinger's equation 
for the probability amplitude, are therefore deduced from 
SED, but only as approximate results to zero order in 1'. 
They hold good when the system is close enough to equilibri
um for the quantity 1i-'!(x1 - xl)LIPI to be small compared 
with ILrPl (recall that in equilibrium, LIP = 0); under these 
circumstances, also IL'1fJ 1 is small compared with ILrP I· 

x. THE RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS: LIFETIME 
AND LAMB'S SHIFT 

The diffusion-dissipation term LIP is responsible for the 
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to zero order have been found to be Ek = lioJ(k + !). 
In brief, we expect to obtain a real (coming from L ,) and 

an imaginary (from L l) correction to the exponent of Ck(t), 
both due to the interaction of the oscillator with the back
ground radiation field. To calculate these radiative correc
tions, we use the method of variation of parameters and re
write Eq. (Ix. 10) in the form 

(X.I) 

where IioJk, = Ek - E, and the ck's are slowly varying func
tions of time, to be determined. By introducing this into Eq. 
(IX.2)-which is exact to first order in 1'-and taking into 
account Eq. (IX. 7), we are left with 

I(ckc; + ckc;)e - iw"tCPk (X,)lPk (Xl) 

(X.2) 

where the operator K is 

K=K, +K; +K,z +K;I (X.3a) 

with 

(X.3b) 

and 

+ i.DxPxa. (.. 12 ) IJ = , , fz I 

(X.3c) 

By multiplying Eq. (X.2) by 'Pk .(XI)'PI'(Xl) and integrat
ing over X, and Xz we get (interchanging k,l and k /, 1/) 

(X. 4) 

where the indices k,k / (1,1 /) refer to the variable XI (xl). 

In order to determine c k(t ), we must separate itfrom c;, 
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as was done in obtaining Eq. (IX.9). To perform this separa
tion we note that the time variation of Ck must be due to 
operators acting on fPix l). But the operators Kij act on both 
fPk(XI) and fP/..X2); hence the separation is not so 
straightforward. 

In a first-order calculation, however-which is all we 
can do, since K is already written to first order in 1"-the 
problem becomes simple. Let us assume, to simplify the pro
cedure, that the initial state of the system is described by 

pet = 0) = fPn(X I)fPn(X2), 

i.e., 

(X.S) 

Since near equilibrium the radiative corrections are 
small, we may safely assume that for short times, Cn remains 
of order 1, whereas the Ck (k#:-n) remain small; then to first 
order, Eq. (X.4) reduces to 

(ckc; + ckc;)e - iw"r = cnc:<klIK Inn). 

For I = n we have 

(ckc: + ckc:)e - iw,,,t = - cnc:<knIK Inn). (X.6) 

From Eqs. (X.3) and the properties of the fP functions for the 
harmonic oscillator, we have 

<knIKI2 Inn) = <knIK;llnn) = 0, 

<knIKllnn) = <k IKlln), 

and 

<knIK;lnn) = bkn<nIK;ln) 

whence Eq. (X.6) becomes 

= - cnc:/w,,,t[ <k IKlln) + bkn<nIK;ln)]. 

The action of K over the variables XI and X 2 has thus become 
separated: The first term within brackets gives rise to a vari
ation of ¢k(XI) and the second one is responsible for the 
change of ¢:(X2) and hence of the time variation of Ck or c:, 
respectively. We may therefore write 

CkC: = - cnc:<nIK;ln)bkn 
and 

Taking k = n in the second of these equations we get 

cn = - <nIKlln)cn 

whence 

cit) = exp( - <nIKlln)t). 

We shall write this result in the more convenient form 

( 
ibEn ) 

cn(t) = exp - !Fnt - ----,;- t , 

where 

1 
Fn - = 2Re<nIKdn) 

Tn 

is the decay constant (such that Pn -e - rnt) and 
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(X.7) 

(X. 8) 

bEn = liIm<nIKlln) (X.9) 

is the correction to the energy En [see Eq. (IX.9)]. 

To calculate F n we take the average of the real part of K I 
given by Eq. (X.3b), 

1"UJ2 DPP 
Re<nIKlln) = - - + --en + !), 

4 mUJfz 

and substitute Eq. (11.9) for J)PP, thus obtaining 

F = 1"UJ ( 1 + E E _ Eo) 
n fz l-E n ' 

(X.lO) 

where E = e - /3fuu = e - IUvlkT. 

According to this result, the radiative decay of excited 
states is accelerated by raising the temperature of the back
ground field. It is interesting to note that at T> 0, we have 
F o> 0, which shows that the ground state is not a stable state 
at positive temperatures. At low temperatures Fo decreases 
exponentially towards zero: Fo'-""1"UJ2e - fiIulkT, whereas at 
very high temperatures it grows linearly with T: 
Fo':::::.( 1"UJ/2fz)kT. 

At T = 0, Eq. (X.lO) reduces to 

or, since for a harmonic oscillator 

fzn 
I I<nlxlk )1 2 

= I<nlxln - 1)1 2 =-, 
k<n 2mUJ 

we may rewrite this expression as 

4e2UJ3 
Fn =-- II<nlxlk)1 2

. 
3fzc3 

k < n 

(X. 1 I) 

(X.12) 

This result coincides with the first-order prediction of quan
tum electrodynamics for the radiative decay of excited states 
in the dipole approximation. 28 

To calculate bEn we take the average value of the imagi
nary part of K I • For this purpose we must first calculate ffP 

from Eq. (11.2); we recall that in the Markovian approxima
tion this equation reduces to 

(X. 13) 

From the solution of the non stochastic equation of motion 
for the oscillator we get 

~(t) I . 
_ , = --exp [ - !1"UJ 2(t - t ')] SInUJ(t - t ') 

ap(t ;t) mUJ 

which introduced into Eq. (X. 13), together with Eqs. (11.4) 
to (11.8), yields 

D XP = 21Te
2

fOC> dUJ' ip~(UJ') f'dt' 
mUJ - oc> Jo 

X exp [iUJ' (t - t ') - !1"UJ2(t - t ') ] sinUJ(t - t ') 

rfz LOC> UJ'3 
=- dUJ'----

1T 0 1+ rUJ'2 
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(X.I4) 

where the factor ~ was introduced to take account of the one-
3 

dimensional character of our problem. 

The above integral diverges logarithmically: We are 
meeting here the well-known divergence encountered by 
QED in the calculation of the Lamb shift. The origin of this 
divergence lies in the spectral density assumed for the zero
point field, po(w) ~wJ, which being non integrable implies an 
infinite energy density for the vacuum. We may in principle 
make the integral convergent by introducing a cutoff to ac
count for the relativistic effects left out in our simplified 
treatment (pair creation, finite velocity of the particle, etc.); 
but since we lack a reasonable theory to evaluate these ef
fects, we would rather resort to the customary renormaliza
tion procedure typical of QED calculations. First note that 
the integral is divergent even for the free particle, i.e., in the 
limit W = 0, which implies an (infinite) correction to the self
energy (to the mass, in our nonrelativistic version) of the 
particle. Since this is not a contribution to the Lamb shift 
proper, because it must be already included in the experi
mental mass value, we subtract it and thus obtain 

.J< 100 'J [ '" D xp _ '/1'1 d' W W - W 
L -- W 

1T 0 1 + 7'w" (w' - w")' + r'w4w" 

- w" ] 1 + c' 
w'4 + r'w4w" 1 - c' 

.J< lOO '3 'In, d' w = ----(U W 
21T 0 I + r'w" 

which is already convergent. In evaluating this integral we 
take account of the resonance atw' = w, neglectthe unimpor
tant terms of order r' and simultaneously introduce a cutoff 
at the frequency We' which we do not specify further but may 
estimate to be of the order of 2mc', the onset of pair creation 
effects. We thus obtain 

Dxp _ rfz '(1 We) 1 + c L - - -----{U n---
21T w 1 - c 

= ~F'(ln We) 1+ c 
21Tm w 1 - c 

_ ~(ln We) I + c . V", 
21Tm w 1 - c 

(X. IS) 

where c = exp( - (J1Uu) is to be evaluated at the frequency of 
the oscillator. We can then write for the energy correction 
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- ~(ln We)<nl v"xaxln~ 
21Tm w I - c 

or 

(X. 16) 

We have written V' V instead of the one-dimensional expres
sion V", to give to the final result a form which is correct 
regardless of the number of dimensions. Equation (X.16) 
shows that each level of the harmonic oscillator suffers a 
shift due to the interaction with the background field, '9 and 
that this shift grows with temperature. Since the level shift is 
the same for all pseudostates, because 
<n I V' V In) = - 3mw' (in three dimensions) is independent 
of n, the Lamb shift does not alter the radiation spectrum. 

At T = 0, Eq. (X.16) reduces to 

rfz ( We) DLEn = -- In- <nlv'Vln). 
21Tm w 

(X.17) 

On comparing this result with the renormalized result 
given by QED for any bounded problemJo: 

rfz ( E c ) DEn = - In-- <nlv'Vln), 
21Tm <,1E) 

(X.18) 

where Ee is the cutoff energy and <,1E) is an average transi
tion energy, we find a most satisfactory agreement. On the 
other side, at very high temperatures (fJ-O) Eq. (X.16) pre
dicts any energy correction proportional to temperature . 

XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the preceding sections we have seen that all funda
mental equations of quantum theory, namely, Schrodinger's 
equation for 1jJ, von Neumann's equation for the time evolu
tion of the density matrix, Bloch's equation for its tempera
ture dependence; the relationship between these equations, 
together with Wigner's distribution and, on top of it all, the 
corrections predicted by (nonrelativistic) QED, can be ob
tained in a quite simple and intuitive form from the postu
lates of SED for the case of the harmonic oscillator. This has 
been accomplished without having to adjust any free param
eter, since the two parameters contained in the theory, 
namely rand fl, are fixed, the first one by classical electrody
namics and the second one by the zero-point energy of the 
background field. The theory predicts results in remarkable 
agreement with quantum theory, even the structure of the 
radiation spectrum and the lifetimes of excited states, despite 
the necessary existence of discrepancies between the two the
ories; we are in front of a theory which differs from the usual 
one in both its physical content and its extension, but which 
reproduces all experimentally confirmed results and gives a 
well-defined physical interpretation of the formalism of 
quantum theory. It is most remarkable that a seemingly clas
sical theory which starts with the equation of motion 
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mx = F(x) + mrx' + eE (t) (XI.1) 
with an appropriate stochastic field E (t ), in fact describes a 
quantum system, including the QED corrections. 

As it is, however, the theory is neither finished nor free 
from difficulties. Perhaps the two most important points 
which remain to be solved for the theory to be considered a 
serious alternative to the usual treatment of the oscillator
not to mention the extension to more general atomic sys
tem-are those related with the analysis of the density in 
terms of pseudo states and with the divergences caused by the 
correlation function of the field. Let us conclude this paper 
by discussing them briefly. 

In connection with the development of Q (j3) in terms of 
Q (E k)' our problem is to find the physical justification for the 
decomposition in terms of Boltzmann factors; as pointed out 
above, the whole quantum mechanical description in terms 
of pseudo states (or excited states, in the usual language) rests 
upon this decomposition, allowing for the introduction of 
the formal energy parameter Ewhich happens to be restrict
ed to discrete values. Only after assigning a physical mean
ing to this parameter and justifying Eq. (V. I) on first princi
ples will we be able to say why one must use the usual 
formalism of quantum theory instead of the more direct one 
of SED. At present, we know that SED contains quantum 
theory in a well-defined limit, but we still ignore why. 

As to the second point, we already remarked that the 
divergences occurring in the calculation of IYP (leading to 
the Lamb shift) come from the structure adopted for Po(UJ), 
Eq. (11.6), which implies an infinite energy density for the 
field. Since this spectral density is derived from first princi
ples (essentially from the demand of Lorentz covariance for 
the field 25

), it is not a simple matter to alter it; in fact, this 
problem remains totally open. However, the advantage of 
SED over more conventional treatments of the Lamb shift is 
twofold: First there is the conceptual advantage of having 
clearly identified the source of the divergence; second we 
have obtained an UV divergence which is less severe than in 
usual nonrelativistic QED; in fact, in SED a single mass ren
ormalization suffices to yield a finite (though somewhat 
large) result. The reason for this lies in the extra UJ2-depen
dent denominator introduced in going from po top;;', Eqs. 
(11.6) and (11.8), when eliminating the runaway solutions of 
the equation of motion. Thus SED seems to open a new path 
for the study of one of the most important problems of quan
tum theory, namely, its divergences. 
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An analog of Szego's formula for asymptotic Toeplitz determinants is proved for Hankel determinants. 
The proof uses a set of recurrence formulas developed for polynomials orthogonal on a finite segment of 
the real line and some properties of the Jost function associated with those polynomials. The techniques of 
inverse scattering theory are used to calculate the correction terms to the asymptotic formula. The results 
are valid for weight functions that have a finite number of jump points and an absolutely continuous part 
that is unbounded. 

I. INTRODUCTION So S, S2 

S, S2 S3 

X 

sn~l Sn 

A. 

where 

So S, S2 

H= 
S, S2 

n 

Sn sn+l 

n)O, 

S2n~ I 

(11.2) 

n)O. (11.3) 

S2n 

In this article an analog ofSzego's theorem on Toeplitz 
determinants is proved for Hankel determinants. The theo
rem on Toeplitz determinants was first proved by Szego' in 
1952. Since then much work has been done to weaken the 
assumptions needed to prove the theorem and to prove it 
from different points ofview.2-8 Here we wish to prove the 
theorem for Hankel determinants. This was first done by 
Hirshman3 using Banach algebra techniques. Our proof is 
much different and allows one to extend the theorem to spec
tral functions that are not absolutely continuous. The proof 
closely follows the one given in Ref. 8. The theorem is proved 
using a new set of recurrence formulas developed for polyno
mials orthogonal on a finite segment of the real line and some 
properties of the Jost function. Using the techniques of in
verse scattering theory, one is easily able to calculate the 
correction terms to the asymptotic formula. 

[HereH_, 1; thusp(A.,O) = H bIZ = so-'I2.] The coefficient of 
.-l n in p( ,n) can be determined from Eq. (11.2) and is 

We proceed as follows; First (Sec. II) the theory of orth
ogonal polynomials is briefly reviewed and the equations of 
inverse scattering theory are introduced. Then, in Sec. III, a 
special case of the theorem is stated and proved. Following 
this (Sec. IV) we find the correction terms. Finally in Sec. V 
the theory is extended to spectral functions that are not abso
lutely continuous. 

II. Preliminaries 
Suppose p(A.)9 is a non decreasing function with infinite

ly many points of increase on a segment [a,b] of the real line 
such that 

Sn= f.-l ndp(.-l) (11.1) 

exists for all n. We are to find polynomials p(.-l,n), such that 

(i) p(.-l,n) is a polynomial of precise degree n in which 
the coefficient of .-l n is positive, 

(ii) fp(.-l,n)p(.-l,m)dP(.-l )=t5(n,m), m,n=O,1,2, .. ·. 

Using standard orthogonalization procedures, one finds 

K(n) = (H~:1)1I2, n=O,t,.... (11.4) 

In Ref. 10 it was shown that the polynomials satisfy the 
following two term recurrence formulas: 

p(.-l,n) = a( (0) {[z _ B (n - 1) ]p(A.,n - 1) 
a(n) 

t/J(Z,n - 1)} + Z ' n = 1,2, .. ·, 

and 

l/J(Z,n) = a( (0) {l/J(z,n - 1) 
a(n) Z 

n = 1,2, .. ·, 

where 

a(n)= K(n-l), 
K(n) 

(11.5) 

(11.6) 

(11.7) 
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b (n)= fAP(A,n)2dP(A), (11.8) 

B(n)= 
b(n)-b(oo) (11.9) 

a(oo ) 
, 

and 

A =a(oo )(Z+ lIZ)+b (00). (11.10) 

Here it is assumed that 

lima(n)=a(oo»O, limb(n)=b(oo), b(n) real, 
n-oo n-oo 

(11.11) 

and 

¢(Z,O) =p(A,O) =K (0) > O. (11.12) 
Considering p(A,n) and ¢(Z,n) as two components of a 

function if> defined by 

(
p(A,n») 

if> (Z,n) = ¢(Z,n)' 

Equations (11.5) and (11.6) can be condensed to 

if> (Z,n) = C (n)if> (Z,n - 1) 

where 

[ 

Z-B(n-l) 
C(n)= a(oo) 

a(n) [1-a(nY/a( 00 )2]Z -B (n -1) 

Two other useful solutions of Eq. (11.14) are 

(
p+(z,n») 

if>+(Z,n) = ¢+(Z,n) 

and 

(
p_(z,n») 

if>_(Z,n) = ¢+(Z,n) 

(11.13) 

(11.14) 

liZ]. 

liZ 

(11.15) 

(11.17) 

where the components of these vectors satisfy the following 
boundary conditions: 

lim Ip + (Z,n) - Z ± n I = 0, IZ 1'S1, (11.18) 
n~oo 

lim I ¢ + (Z,n) I = 0, I Z I.;;; 1, (11.19) 
n~oo 

n~oo 

Notice from the boundary conditions and the recurrence for
mulas that 

p + (Z,n) = p+(lIZ,n) = p_(Z,n), I Z I = 1. (11.21) 

It can be shown lO that if>+(Z,n) and if>_(Z,n) are linearly 
independent for IZ I = 1,Z::;i: ± 1. Therefore, 

if> (Z n) = K (0) 
, a(oo)(Z - liZ) 

x [f(Z)if> +(Z,n) - J.(Z)if> _(Z,n) ] ,10 

IZ I = 1, Z* ± 1. (11.22) 
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Here 

[(Z)= J.(Z) =J.(lIZ), IZ 1=1, (11.23) 
and 

J.(Z) 

= a(oo) limZn¢(Z,n)= a(oo) lim¢*(Z,n)(1I.24) 
K(O)Z n-.", K(O)Z n~oo 

with 

¢*(Z,n) = Zn¢(Z,n). (11.25) 

J.(Z) is the discrete analog of the Jost function. 

In order to proceed further, it is convenient at this point 
to introduce the techniques of Banach algebras. Thus, let A 
denote the class offunctions integrable on -rr.;;;8';;;rr such 
that if g is an element of A then 

g(8)::::; f g(K)eiKO (11.26) 
K=-oo 

with 

Ilgll = f Ig(K)1 < 00. (11.27) 
K=- 00 

Let A + and A - denote those functions in A of the form 

and 

g(8)::::; f g(K)eiKO 

K~O 

o 
h (8)::::; I h (K)e iKO 

K= - 00 

respectively. 

(11.28) 

(11.29) 

Let IlgIlbe the norm onA,A .. and A -, thenA,A .. and A -
are Banach algebras. 11 

If 

fn[ll- a(n)22 I + IB(n-l)l] < 00, 
n~ 1 a( 00) 

(11.30) 

then the following properties can be proved'o 

(1) ZJ.(Z) and p+(Z,n) are analytic inside the unit circle 
and continuous on it, 

(2) ZJ.(Z) and p+(Z,n) are elements of A .. 

(3) IfJ.(Z) = 0 for IZ 1< 1, then the zeros are 

(a) simple, 

(b) real, 

(c) finite in number. Finally 

(4) IfJ.(Z) = 0 for IZ I = 1 then the zeros 

(a) must occur at Z = + 1 and/or - 1, 

(b) ZJ.(Z)/d (Z)EA +. 

Here d(Z) is 

(a) equal to 1 ifJ.(Z)*O for 121= 1, 

(b) equal to l-Z ifJ.(Z)=0 for Z= + 1, 

(c) equal to 1 +Z ifJ.(Z)=O at Z = -1, 

(11.31) 

(d) equal to l-Z 2 ifJ.(Z)=OatZ= -1 andZ= + 1. 
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It follows from the above conditions that the spectral 
function with respect to which the polynomials are ortho
gonal can be written aslO 

{

U(A )dA, b (00) - 2a( oo),;;:A.;;:b (00) + 2a( 00), 

dp(A);::::: Il 

,i;t,b(A -A,)dA, A not as above 

with 

and 

U(A )dA = a( 00 )sinOdA 
1TK (0)21;: 12 

P.(Zi'O) 
Pi= K (0)2/+(,1) . 

(11.32) 

(11.33) 

Here A i denote the roots of ;:(Z) for ~ I < 1. It follows from 
property 4b, Eq. (11.33), and the Wiener-Levy theorem 
that lO 

In(U(A) I.d (Z) 12)EA . 
smO 

(11.34) 

Often one is given the spectral function instead of the 
Jost function. Using a modification of the Poisson-integral 
formulas, one can construct the Jost function from the spec
tral function in the following mannerlo 

;:(Z)=d (Z) 1T.(Z;-Z)1T_(Z-Z;) 
n 

ZII(1-ZZ;) 
i~l 

Here 

wen + 1,n + 2) 

xexp[ __ 1 flT In (U(A')ld(Z')12K (0)2) 
41T - IT a( 00 )sinO' 

x (exPI:o: + Z)dO ,], 
explO - Z 

(11.35) 

Z 1 = eie', I Z I < 1, 

A' = a( 00 )(Z 1 + 1/Z ') + b (00), 

where the Z;'s are the jump points of the spectral function 
and are determined from Eq. (11.12).12 1T + means the prod
uct over the roots of;:(Z) for Z;:20 respectively. 

From Eqs. (11.14), (11.18), and (11.19) 

p.(Z,n) = ! A (n,i)Zi. (11.36) 
i =- n 

If one defines l] 

w(n,m)= 1/21T [(l-s(z))]zn+m-f dZ 

IZI~1 Z 

n 

+ LP(z7+ m
, (11.37) 

i~l 

s(Z)= f-(Z) = ;:(Z) IZ I = I, 
;:(Z) ;:(Z) , 

11.38) 

w here the Zrs are the zeros of the ;:(Z) inside the unit circle, 
then it can be shown that l4

,IS 

(11.39) 

wen + 1,n + 3) 1 + wen + I,n + 1) 

wen + 2,n + 1) 

w(n+3,n+ 1) 

1 + wen + 2,n + 2) wen + 2,n + 3) (11.40) 
wen + 3,n + 3) 1 + wen + 3,n + 3) 

Now from the recurrence formula (11.14) and boundary conditions (11.18)10,16 

a(n)/a( 00) = A (n,n/A (n - l,n - 1), (11.41 ) 

Another formula we will need connects two different sets of orthogonal polynomials. More precisely, given two infinite 
systems of orthogonal polynomials [pO(A,n) J and [p(A,n) J with associated spectral functions dpO(A ) and dp(A ) respectively, and 
writing 

n 

p(A,n) = L K (n,i)pO(A,i), (11.42) 
i = 0 

what is K (n,n)? Taking 

q(n,m) = fpo(A,n)pO(A,m)[dp(A) - dpO(A)], (1l.43) 

one finds,,16 

(11.44) 

where 
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det[ 1 +q ]~= 

1 +q(O,O) 

q(1,O) 

q(n,O) 

q(O,I) 

1 +q(I,I) 

q(n,I) 

(0,2) 

q(I,2) 

q(O,n) 

q(1,n) 

1 +q(n,n) 

(II.4S) 

From the recurrence formulas and the orthogonality property, a(n) is related to aDen) in the following manner: 

aO(n)/a(n)=K (n + I,n + I)/K (n,n), (11.46) 

where it is assumed that 

aO( (0) =a( (0). 

III. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

In this section we prove Szego's theorem on Hankel 
determinants. Here it will be assumed that Zj.(Z )*0 for 
I Z 1< 1. This is equivalent to assuming that the spectral func
tion with respect to which the polynomials are orthogonal 
has only a bounded absolutely continuous part [see Eqs. 
(11.32) and (II.33)]. This assumption will be removed in Sec. 
V. 

Theorem: If 

"" {I a(n)'1 } (1) In 1--- + IB(n-I)1 <00 (III. 1) 
n = I a( (0)2 

and 

(2) Zj.(Z)*O for I Z 1<1, 
then 

where 

y(m) =(11217") f:}n[Zj.(z)]e- im8dB, 

m;>I,Z=ei8, 
and 

C=a( (0) fi a(~) 
i= I a(l) 

=exp- (1I41T)f
1T 

In (1TK (0)'0"(;1') )dB', 
- 1T a( 00 )sinB' 

A. Remarks 

(I1I.2) 

(111.4) 

(IlLS) 

From the properties of Zj.(Z) listed following Eq. 
(11.30) and the assumption (2), we find 

-(112) f:}n[(Z/.(Z)]e im8dB=O, m;>1. 

Taking the complex conjugate of the above equation, adding 
it to Eq. (111.4), and then using Eq. (11.32) gives an expres
sion for y(m) in terms of the spectral function 

y(m)=-1I21Tf1T In(0"~B»)e-im8de,m;>1. (111.6) 
-1T smB 
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(I/. 47) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (111.3) can completely be written 
in terms of the spectral function if one uses Eq. (11.35). The 
more familiar form of the theorem 

[ 
C 2 ] n -+ I (j.( 1)[ -ct.,( - 1)] ) 1/2 lim Hn = 

n-·~ Hoa'(oo) 

exp ! m [ 1121 y rn 12 + Ina( 00 y] 
rn = I 

(III. 7) 

can be obtained by exponentiating both sides of Eq. (111.3) 
and using Eqs. (11.4) and (11.6). 

B. Proof of the theorem 

Since Zj.(Z) is an element of A • and Zj.(Z )*0 for 
IZ 1< 1, the Wiener-Levy theorem says that 

oc 

In [Zj.(Z)] = I y(m)zm, IZ 1<1, 
m=O 

where 

! 1 y(m) I < 00. 

m=O 

It is a consequence of Eq. (111.1) that lB 

(l/21T) f:}n[zj.(Z)] In(Zj.(Z»' Z-ldB 

oc 

= Inly(n)I', Z=ei8. 
n=l 

In Reference 10 it was shown that 

(111.8) 

(111.9) 

(111.10) 

[a( 00 )/K (O)]t/'*(Z,n)-Zj.(Z) uniformly in norm, and in 
Appendix A it is shown that Eq. (111.2) implies that 
t/'*(Z,n)*O for IZ 1<1 for all n. Therefore, 

lim _1_ f1T In [a( (0) t/'*(z,n)] In(a( (0) t/'*(Z,n»)' Z-ldB 
n~oo 21T - 1T K (0) K (0) 

= _1_ f1T In[Zj.(Z)]ln[Zj.(Z)]'Z-ldB, Z = ei8. 
21T - 1T 

(111.11) 

The left-hand side of the above equation can be rewritten in 
the following way: 
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_1_J1T In[a( (0)2 ",*(z,n)] In(i:z( (0) "'*(Z,n»)' Z- ld8 
21T ~1T K (0) K (0) 

= _1 J1T [ ",*(Z,n), ]In[a(ooY'''*(Z,n)]d8. (111.12) 
21T ~1T "'*(Z,n) K(O) 

Adding and subtracting In(1- Z)2 to the above equations, 

=_1 J1T [ ",*(Z,n), ]In[,,,*(z,n)]d8 
21T -1T "'*(Z,n) (l-Z) 

+_I_J1T [ ",*(Z,n), ]In(1-Z2)d8, Z=e;e 
21T -1T ",*(Z,n) 

Now let 

{_1_} be the zeros of "'*(Z,n) , 
Zn.l a(n) 

-- be the zeros of 'f' , , {
I} ·,·*(Z n + 1) 

Zn+IJ a(n+l) 

{Z' } be the zeros of Z np(}.,n) 
n,k a(n) , 

and 

a(n)=K(O) IT a(oo). 
;= 1 a(l) 

From the recurrence formulas we see that 

Now 

and 

",*(Z,n) I = (znp(A,n») I = 1. 
a(n) z=o a(n) z=o 

",*(Z,n), 

"'*(Z,n) 

2n 1 
L ' IZI=I, 
;=1 Z-lIZn,; 

[ 
",*(*Z,n)'Z ] __ ~ Zn,; , ~ IZI=I, 

'" (Z,n) ;=IZn,i-Z 

(111.13) 

(III. 14) 

(IIU5) 

(111.16) 

(111.17) 

(Ill. 18) 

where we have used the fact that the coefficients of ",*(Z,n) 
are real 10 and consequently the complex roots must come in 
conjugate pairs. The second term in Eq. (Ill. 13) can now be 
written as 

_1 f1T [ ",*(Z,n),Z ]In(1-Z2)d8 
21T -1T ",*(Z,n) 

=_1 J1T I[ Zn,; ]In(1-Z2)d8, 
21T -1T;=1 Zn.;-Z 

IZI=I, 

which is, from Eq. (111.14), 

=_In('''*(l,n) "'*(-I,n»). 
a(n) a(n) 

We now show that 

_1 J1T [ ",*(Z,n+ I)'Z ]In[Znp(}.,n)]d8 
21T -1T ",*(Z,n+l) a(n) 
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(Ill. 19) 

(IIl.20) 

=_1 J1T [ ",*(Z,n),Z ]In[ "'*(Z,n) ]d8 
21T -1T "'*(Z,n) a(n)(I-Z2) , 

IZI=1. (111.21) 

Since Zf! (Z) has no zeros for ~ 1< 1 neither does Z np(}.,n )10 
for all n. Thus, using Eq. (111.18), the left-hand side of Eq. 
(111.21) is 

_ 2~21 [Z n p(ACn+ IJ),n)] 
~ n (n+IJ) . 

i= 1 a(n) 
(111.22) 

Likewise the right hand side of Eq. (III. 2 1 ) is 

-I In[ "'*(Z(n,l),n) ]. 
;=1 a(n)(1-zZn.l) 

(111.23) 

In Appendix B it is shown that Eq. (111.22) = Eq. (IIL23). 
The first term in Eq. (111.13) can be recast into the following 
form: 

1 f1T [ "'*(Z,n)'Z ] 1 ( "'*(Z,n) ]d8 
Z; -1T ",*(Z,n) n a(n)(1-Z2) 

1 n f1T [ "'*(ZJ)'Z ] 
= 21Tj~~1 -tT ",*(ZJ) 

Xln[ aU) (l-Z2)Zi-
1p(}.J-I)]d8. (111.24) 

aU-I) ",*(ZJ) 

Solving Eq. (11.5) for lIZ",(Z,n -1) and substituting the re
sult into Eq. (1I.6) yields 

",(Z,n)=p(}.,n)- a(n) Zp(}.,n-I), (III.25) 
a(oo ) 

Letting Z-+ liZ in the above equation and subtracting it 
from the original equation gives 

",(Z,n)-",(lIZ,n) 

2 a(n) 1 
=(I-Z ) a( (0) zP(}.,n -1); (111.26) 

multiplying the above equation by Z n I a(n) and then using 
Eqs; (l1I.25) and (III. 15) yields 

",*(Z,n) Z 2n ",*(lIZ,n) 

a(n) a(n) 

=(I-Z2) a(n)2 zn-I p(}.,n-I). 
a( 00 Y a(n - 1) 

(I1I.27) 

Now dividing the above equation by ",*(Z,n)la(n) and sub
stituting the result into Eq. (11I.24) 

1 n JtT [ "'*(ZJ)'Z ] =--L 
21T i= 1 - rr ",*(ZJ) 

Xln a
2
(n) [I_Z 2n ",*(lIZJ) ]d8 IZ 1 =1. (l1I.28) 

a2( 00 ) ",*(ZJ) 

It is clear from Eq. (111.18) that only the pole at Z = 0 con
tributes, and from Eq. (1II.27) 
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Z2n,p*(lIZ,n) I =1- a(n)2. 
a(n) Z=O a( 00 y 

(III. 29) 

Substituting this into Eq. (III.28) yields 

=- I7J1n{I-[I- a
Vl

2
]} 

)=1 a( (0) 

= - I2J1n a(n)22' (III. 30) 
)=1 a(oo) 

Letting n-oo in the above equation and Eq. (IIL20) and 
then using Eqs. (111.15) and (1I.23) gives the desired result: 

2D1na(oor 
)=1 av) 

=In[/'(1)(-I;(-I))] + f m lr(m)12. 
C m=1 

IV. COMPUTATION OF THE CORRECTION TERMS 

If one wishes to include the corrections terms, then Eq. 
(111.8) becomes 

InH,,( C2 )n+l 
HrP( 00)2 

=In det[ 1 +w ]:+ 1 +!In[ /.(1)[ 1z( -1)] ] 

co m n 
+ I -lr(m)1 2 + L mln[a(00)2], 

m=1 2 m=1 
(IV.l) 

where det [1 + w]: + 1 is defined in Eq. (II.40). The above 
formula is most easily derived by returning to Eq. (III) and 
using Eq. (11.41): 

n a( (0)2 
2)ln--

2 )=1 av) 

= - f J1n[A (j-l J-I)]2 + f m I 
)=n+l A(jJ) m=1 2Ir(m)12 

+ 11n[I+(1)[ -1+( -I)] ]. (IV.2) 
2 C2 

Equations (11.4) and (11.7) show us that 

IT _1_= IT [ ~ V) ]2) =H,.K (n)2n+2 (IV.3) 
)=1 avYJ )=1 K(j-I) 

and from Eq. (11.39) 

II
oo A (j-I.J-I)2) __ A (n,n)2n+2 

)=n+1 A(jJ) det[1+w]:+1 
(IV.4) 

Therefore, 

InHn + 1n[K 2(n)A 2(n,n)an
( (0)]"+ 1 

= !In[ /.(1)[ -t( -1)] ] + In det[ 1 +w]:+ 1 

00 m + I -lr(m)1 2. (IV.S) 
m=12 

Now, using Eqs. (II.7) and (II.41), we have 
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n 1 1" 1 
K 2(n)=K(OYII -2 = -II-2 

;= 1 a(z) Ho ;= 1 a(z) 

and 

A (n,nY= IT a(00~2. 
;=n+ 1 a(l) 

Therefore, from Eq. (111.6), 

(IV.6) 

(IV.7) 

C2 
K(n)2A 2(n,n)a"(00) = --a(00)-n-2. (IV.8) 

Ho 
Substituting this into Eq. (IV.S) gives the desired result. 

v. EXTENSION OF THE THEOREM 

In this section the requirement that Z/.(Z )~O for 12 1< 1 
is removed. The final theorem is: If 

In{)I- a(n)2 )+IB(n-l)I}<oo, (V.l) 
a( 00)2 

then 

f 2n1n(a( 00 )2) = f 2nln K (n + l,n + 1) 
n=1 a(n)2 n=1 K(n,n) 

where 

+In[( -1)"+ 1(1.(1) 1.( -1»)~] 
d(1)d(-I) c6 

+ f mly(m)1 2, 
m=1 

y(m)= - ~JTT In (u(A?~ (~')12)e-;m8' dB', 
2 -TT smB 

m;;.I,Z'=e;o· 

[ 
1 ITT (1TK (0)2u(A')~ (Z')12) 'J co=exp - - In dB 

417' - 7r a( 00 )sinB' 

(V.2) 

(V.3) 

(VA) 

and n is the number of jump points in the spectral function 
(the number of zeros of/.(Z) for 121 < 1). K (n,n) is given by 
formula (11042) with 

q(n,m)= IpO(A,n)pO(A,m)d (P(A )_pO(A »). (V.S) 

Here 

(V.6) 

To prove the theorem, first define 

10+ (Z) = /.(Z) IT (1 - ZZ) (V.7) 
d (Z); = 1 1T.(Z; - Z )17'_(Z - Z;) 

where the Z/s are the zeros of 1.(Z ) for 1 Z 1 < 1, d (Z) is de
fined in Eq. (11.31), and the 17' + are defined following Eq. 
(11.35). Notice that Zlo+ (Z) I; = 0 is positive; therefore,us
ing Eq. (II.32) and the fact that 

I 
ll"_I(1-ZZ) I 

1_ 1 _ 1 for 1 Z I = 1, 
11'+(Z;-Z )11'_(Z - Z) 

(V.8) 

one finds 
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o(A)/d(Z)!2= a(oo)sinB -d'(A). 
7TK (oy /f~(Z) I' 

(V.9) 

Let! pO(A,n) J,! aDen) J, and! b Den) J be the orthogonal poly
nomials and coefficients in the recurrence relation generated 
by the spectral function d'(A )dA. Since the interval of ortho
gonality is the same, aO( 00) = a( 00) and b O( 00 ) = b (00 ). It can 
be shown 19 that 

fn{/I- a(nY,I+IB(n_l)l} 
"=1 a(oo) 

=? f n {II - aO( n )',1 + I B O( n - I) I } < 00 
"=1 a(oo) 

Therefore, the proof from Sec. III applies and 

00 aO
( 00)' 

"2nln--
"L::1 aO(n)' 

=lnf~(1)[ -~~(-I)] + f mIJll(m)/l. 
Co m=1 

It follows from Eq. (V.7) that 

f O (1)(0 ( _ I) = ( _ 1)n f.(1) f.( - I) . 
+ + d(1)d(-l) 

(V.lO) 

(V.l1) 

(V. 12) 

Substituting the above equation plus Eq. (II.46) into Eq. 
(V.IO) yields the desired result. To find the correction terms, 
one follows the procedure presented in Sec. IV. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proved an analog ofSzego's theorem for Han
kel determinants. The theorem was proved using only some 
new recurrence formulas satisfied by polynomials ortho
gonal on a segment of the real line and certain properties of 
the J ost function. The proof was motivated by a similar proof 
for polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. The theorem 
has been extended to Hankel determinants derived from 
measures that are not absolutely continuous. 
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APPENDIX A 

Here we show that if Zf.(Z)=I=O for IZI< 1, then 
t/J*(Z,n )=1=0 for IZ 1< 1. This is done by showing that 

_1_ f1T Z -nZmt/J(l/Z,m) ,dB=O, 
27T -1' 1f.(Z) 12K (Oy/a( 00 y 

and 

;e n<2m, Z=e, 

1 f1T t/J(Z,n)t/J(l/Z,n)dB 1, Z=ej(J. 
27T -1' 1f.(Z)!2K(O)'/a(oo)2 

(AI) 

(A2) 

Note that zmt/J(lIZ,m) is a polynomial in Z of degree 2m. 
From the recurrence formulas (II.S) and (11.6), it is easy to 
show that the coefficient of z2m [K (2m,2m)] is 
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K(2m,2m)=K(O) IT a(oo), 
j=1 a(l) 

(A3) 

which is positive. Equations (AI), (A2), and (A3) imply that 
zmt/J(lIZ,m) is a polynomial orthogonal on the unit circle 
and that 

Z 2nZ -nt/J(Z,n)=t/J*(Z,n) (A4) 

is not equal to zero for IZ 1< 1.'0 

To prove Eq. (Al) let Z~l/Z in Eq. (II.22), then sub
stituting the result into Eq. (AI) using Eq. (11.23) yields 

1 fl' a( 00 )Z It! - n 

= 27T -1TK(O)(1/Z-Z) 

x [j.(Z)t/J+(lIZ,m)-f(Z)t/J-(1/Z,m)] dB 

1f.(ZW ' 
(AS) 

which is 

= _I_f1T a(oo)zm- n t/J+(l/Z,m) dB 
27T -l'K(O)(1/Z-Z) feZ) 

__ I_f1T a(oo)zm-n t/J-(1/Z,m) dB. 
27T -l'K(O)(l/Z-Z) f.(Z) 

(A6) 

Letting B~ - B in the first integral gives 

= _1_ f1T a(oo)zn- In t/J+(Z,m) dB 
27T -IT K (O)(Z - liZ) f.(Z) 

__ 1 fIT a(oo)ZIn-n t/J-(1/Z,m) dB. (A7) 
27T -ITK(O)(lIZ-Z) j.(Z) 

Using the recurrence relation (II.S) and (11.6), Eqs. 
(II. 17), (II. 18), and (II. 19), and the properties of p+(Z,n) list
ed following Eq. (11.30), we find 

t/J+(Z,n)=B(n) IT a(~) zn+l+o(zn+2) (A8) 
j~n+1 a(l) 

and 

t/J-(1/Z,n) = IT a(~) (l - liZ') zn + O(Z" - I). 
j ~ n -t 1 a(l) 

(A9) 
Substituting these results into Eq. (A 7) and using the fact 
that Zf.(Z )=1=0 for /Z 1< I yields Eq. (A 1). To prove Eq (A2), 
substitute in Z-nt/J(Z,n) in place of z-n in Eq. (AI). Then, 
following the same steps that led to Eq. (A 7), we find 

_1_ fIT t/J(Z,n)t/J(lIZ,n) dB 
27T -IT 1f.(Z) I'K (OYI a( 00 )' 

= _1_ fl' a( 00) t/J(lIZ,n)t/J+(Z,n) dB 
27T _l'K(O)(Z-l/Z) f.(Z) 

__ I_fl' a(oo)t/J(Z,n)t/J-(1/Z,n) dB, 
27T -IT K(O)(lIZ-Z}(.(Z) 

j(J n?;>m, Z=e . (AlO) 

Equation (A2) can now be obtained using Eqs. (A8), 
and (A9) and the fact that near zero 
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t/J(Z,n)~K(O) IT a(~) z-n 
i=1 a(l) 

(All) 

and from Eq. (11.23) 

ZJ.(Z)~a(oo) fI a(~) 
i= I a(l) 

(AI2) 

APPENDIX B 

We now prove that Eq. (111.23) is equal to Eq. (III.24). 
Letting Z~ I / Z in Eq. (11.5) and then subtracting it from the 
original equation yields 

~t/J(z,n) - Zt/J(l/Z,n) = (1 - Z2)p(i
n

) . (BI) 

Now multiplying by zn/a (n)(l - Z 2) gives 

t/J+(Z,n) z2n+2t/J*(l/Z,n) znp(lt,n) 

a(n)(l-Z 2) a(n)(l-Z 2) a(n) 
(B2) 

Using the notation ofEq. (111.15) we see from Eq. (111.16) 
that 

IT t/J*(Z(n,l),n) - IT Z n P(It(n,I),n) (BJ) 
i=1 a(n)(l-Z2(n.O) -i=1 (n.l) a(n) . 

Since the leading coefficient ofp(lt,n)/a(n) is 1, the right
hand side of Eq. (B3) can be written as 

Interchanging the order of the product 

which is, using Eq. (111.15), 

_ n2n Z '2n t/J*(l/Z ~n,K),n) 
- (n,K) ( ) . 

K=I an 

Letting Z~l/Z in Eq. (11.6) and then multiplying by 
z2n+2/a(n+ 1) yields 

z2n+2 t/J*(l/Z,n+ 1) 

a(n+1) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

=z2n+2 t/J*(l/Z,n) + {[1- a(n+ 1)2] Z-l-B(n)} 
a(n) a(oo)2 
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XZ 2n + 2 p(lt,n) ; 
a(n) 
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(B7) 

thus at a zero of p(A,n)/a(n) 

z'2n+2 t/J*(l/Z~n,K),n+ 1) 
(n,K) a(n+1) 

_ Z '2n+2 t/J*(l/Z ~n,K),n) 
- (n,K) a(n) , 

and Eq. (B6) becomes21 

n2n '2n + 2 t/J*( lIZ ~n,K ),n + 1) 
= Z(nK) . 
K=I' a(n+ 1) 

(BS) 

(B9) 

Writing Eq. (B9) out as in Eq. (B4) and then changing the 
order of the product and again using the fact that the leading 
coefficient of p(lt,n)! a(n) is 1 gives the desired result: 

2n t/J*(Z(n,,»n) _ 2n + 2 Z n p(;i (n + 1J),n) 
II 2 - II (n + IJ) ( ) 
i=1 a(n)(l-Z(n,o) j=1 an 
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The Clebsch-Gordan problem for continuous representations belonging to the principal series of 0(2, I) is 
treated by a method developed previously for the coupling of a discrete and a continuous representation. 
The values of the complex variable x occurring in the fundamental differential equation of the problem are 
restricted to lie on the unit circle, and the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients are identified with the Fourier 
coe~cients of solutions of this equation. If j belongs to the discrete class there is only one acceptable 
solution of the second order equation. But, if jl.j2.j all belong to the continuous class any two 
independent solutions of the equation give possible Clebsch-Gordan series. The problem of 
orthogonalizing the solutions in the latter case is solved and the normalization factor is determined using 
the Sturm-Liouville theory of differential equations. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients generated by an 
orthogonal pair of solutions become automatically orthogonal. To determine the j values appearing in the 
reduction, a product state x no 2 is expanded in a series of the coupled states g)m (x) by means of the 
Burchnall-Chaundy formula followed by the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of constructing the unitary irreducible re
presentations (UIR's) of the three-dimensional Lorentz 
Group 0(2,1) or its covering group SU(1,I) was solved by 
Bargmann l many years ago. Following this work a number 
of authors,-9 investigated the Clebsch-Gordan (CG) prob
lem for the group. In the first two papers lO

•
11 of this series (I 

and II), we have shown how a single "Master Analytic Func
tion" can be used to solve two apparently unconnected prob
lems, finding the 0(2, 1) content of 0(3, 1), and the CG series 
and coefficients (CGC's) for 0(2,1). In the second paper II 
the CG problem for two discrete representation or one dis
crete and one continuous (nonexceptional) representations 
was solved by a novel method based on the theory of hyper
geometric function (HGF). This method is now applied to 
the more difficult problem of the coupling of two continuous 
representations. We shall consider, in this paper, only con
tinuous nonexceptional representations, i.e., representations 
belonging to the principal series. The CGC's obtained by us 
for continuousjlj,j are absolutely convergent for all values 
of the magnetic quantum numbers and exhibit a strong re
semblance to those of the rotation group. There are also oth
er good features not poses sed by the two other expressions 
available in the literature. While Holman and Biedenharn's4 
(HB's), expression for the normalization factor (NF) is too 
complicated for the use, that ofWang7 involves unsightly 
fourth roots of factorials instead of the usual square roots. 
These may be partly due to their evaluation procedure which 
essentially consists in summing a divergent series with the 
aid of a convergence factor. HB's expression, besides, is not 
analytically continuable to other cases of coupling. The 
three expressions for the CGC (including ours) are all differ
ent and are not transformable into one another. 

From general considerations and also from the analysis 
of Basu l

' it appears that for the extension to be possible the 

hypothetical variable x should lie on the unit circle. The 
CGC will then become identical with the Fourier coefficient 
(FC) of an appropriate solution of Eq. (2.4) of II, namely, 

{X(1 - x),!!.:.... + (1 - x) 
dx' 

X UI + j, + 1 - m + XVI + j, + m - 1)] 

X...!!.... + VI - m)j, 
dx x 

+ VI + m)j,x + jlVI + 1) + j,v, + 1) - j(j + 1) km = 0 

(1.1) 

Unlike the cases considered in II, the solutions of the above 
equation for continuousjlj, are not square-integrable and 
cannot normally be expanded in Fourier series. A rigorous 
justification of the procedure adopted can be obtained by 
using the theory of generalized functions. I] But as this is not 
very relevant in the present context we shall only present the 
main results of our investigation here. 

Although the coupling of continuous representations is 
mathematically more involved, it has the great advantage 
that the orthonormality (ON) of CGC can be established by 
using the familiar Sturm-Liouville theory of differential 
equtions. The simplification arises from the form of the nor
malization factor (NF) for states belonging to the contin
uum.14 For the principal series of representations this is a 
phase and drops out completely when a CGC is multiplied 
by its complex conjugate in the orthonormality condition 

m, 

= orp(lmj - 1m/). (1.2) 

The ON ofCGC thus becomes identical with the ON of 
solutions ofEq. (1.1) on the unit circle. The NF for states of 
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the principal series, as pointed by Barut and Fronsdal,'4 can 
also be taken to be unity. We have achieved some simplifi
cation by using the alternative value throughout. This is not 
possible when one (or both) of the representations coupled 
belongs to the discrete class. 

We first find the solutions ofEq. (Ll) which give the 
corre~t CG series for a particular finalj. The solution of Eq. 
( 1.1) to be taken is 

g(1) = x - j'e(l) 
jm jm 

= x - i'(l - x y' + j, - i 

XF( -} - mJ, -}z - N, -}z - m + I;x) 

if} belongs to the positive discrete class, and 

g(5) = X - j, + m e(5) 
jm jm 

= x - i, + m(l - xY' + j, - j 

(1.3) 

XF( -} + mJ2 -}I - }Jz -}I -} + m + I;x) (1.4) 

if} belongs to the negative discrete class. This conforms with 
HB's observations that if any of the three j's belongs to the 
discreteclassD ·or D -, then there is only one set ofCGCfor a 
given m. If on the other hand} belongs to the continuous 
class DC, then any two independent solutions of Eq. (1.1) 
correspond to possible CG series, and one is led to the prob
lem of choosing from the infinite possibilities a pair of solu
tions which are orthogonal on the unit circle. The CGC's 
generated by this pair of orthonormalized basis functions are 
then automatically orthonormal. The problem of orthogon
alization has been solved in Sec. 4 by a simple analytical 
method. The exact agreement between the expressions ofNF 
determined in Secs. 3 and 4 by two widely different methods 
provides a good test of the correctness of our results. 

After the selection of the appropriate solution of Eq. 
(1.1) pertaining to a given}, we have to determine the NF for 
the CGC and the spectrum of} values. These are obtained by 
expanding xi' + m, in a series off unctions of the type ejm by 
means of the Burchnall and Chaundy formula lS and then 
applying the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation (SWT). 

2. Construction of the Basis Functions and the 
Fourier Expansion 

The group SU(l, 1) [covering group of 0(2, 1)] consists 
of all 2 X 2 complex matrices of the form, 

(2.1) 

The UIR's of the group can be considered in the spaceD of 
homogeneous functions of two complex variables (51) 5S 
transforming according to the fundamental representation 
ofSU (l, I)w hen D x is realized as the space of functions of a 
single complex variable z = (S1/52), the operator Tu of the 
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representation is given by, 

TJ(z) = (f3z + Ct)2iJ(aZ + ~). 
{3z+a 

(2.2) 

The generators of the group can then be represented as dif
ferential operators of the form, 

l. = iZ(2i - Z ~), l- = i~, l3 = (z~ - j). (2.3) 
Jz Jz Jz 

The generators (2.3) can be exponentiated to the principal 
series of UIR's only if the complex numbers Zl; Zz or equiv
alently x = zz/z, are defined on the boundary of the unit 
circle. 12 

In the 0(2) basis the product states are monomials, 

(2.4) 

ASjlJz are in the principal series ofUIR's Reil = Rej2 = -1 
and the numbers (T = j[ + j2 + I andjo = jl - j2 are, there
fore, pure imaginary. 

The coupled states gjm' on the other hand, are the bases 
of UIR's of the group appearing in the reduction, 

Ti, X Ti, = " $ (TTi u U £,. J U· 
(2.5) 

i 

and these are of the form, 

(2.6) 

The functiongjm is a sol~tion ofEq. (1.1) which on substitu
tion g = x - )'(1 - x)u - J - IF reduces to the standard HG 
equation, 

x(1 -x)F" + [2) + (l-x)(jo - m + 1 - 2J)]F'. 

+ (j + m)(jo - J)F= O. (2.7) 

Since) can be complex, there are, in general, two linearly 
independent solutions ofEq. (2.7) which must be chosen so 
that they satisfy the requirement of orthonormality. The pair 
of solutions, 

g5~ = x-j'(1 - x)U-j- IF( -} - m,}o - i;jo - m + I; x) 
(2.8a) 

XF( -} + mJo - }Jo + m + l;x-l) 

as shown in Sec. 4 satisfy 

(g};2,g5e) = Nj;2o,p(Imj - Imj'). 

(2.8b) 

(2.9) 

The Hilbert space H under the reduction (2.5), therefore, 
decomposes into two mutually orthogonal subspaces leading 
to a pair of orthogonal CGC's. 

The solution g5;: can be expressed as a linear combina
tion of the first and second solution of the HG equation, 
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IrnX 

2 ReX. 

FIG. I. The contour I. 

(2) = r [ m - joJo + m + I ] (I) 

gl'n j + m + I, _ j + m gjm 

_eitr(j,,- mlrUO-m+ l,m-joJo+m+ IJ (5) 

l m - jo + IJo - jJo + j + I gjm 

(2.10) 

where gj~: stands for the second solution of the HG equation 
and is given by Eq. (1.4). 

However, whenj belongs to D ±, the values of mare 
bounded above or or below and Eq. (2.7) admits only one 
independent solution which is given by Eq. (2.8a) for D + and 
by Eq. (1.4) for D -. There is, therefore, no duplicity for repre
sentations belonging to D ±. 

Since, in Eq. (2.4),jIJ2 and m are fixed, the monomials 
xm can be regarded as representing the bases in the product 
representation. Further, m 2 (or ml) takes all integer or half
integer values on the real line. The nonnormalized CGC's 
are, therefore, the coefficients of Fourier expansion of gj::: 
andg(Zl 

jm 

(2.11) 
In., = -- 00 

The FC's can be expressed as an integral over the unit circle 
S (see Fig. I) in the clockwise direction. Thus, 

(\)- lId -h-m,-I(I ),,-)-1 a - - - x x -x 
m, 21Ti 5 

xF( - j - mJo - No - m + l;x). (2.12) 

The singularities of the integrand are the branch points at 
x = 0 and at x = 1. With the standard choice of the cut for 
the HGF the integrand in Eq. (2.12) is single valued and 
analytic in the entire x-plane assumed cut along the positive 
real axis from zero to infinity. If, therefore, we choose a 
closed contour ~, as shown in Fig. I, then by Cauchy's 
theorem, 

tx-h-m,-I(I-Xy-J-1 

XF( - j - m,jo - j;jo - m + 1; x)dx = O. (2.13) 
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Since the integrals over the circular arcs (7\ and (72 near x = 1 
vanish, we have 

a(l) = _1_ Ix -j, - m .. - 1(1 _ x)"- j - 1 
m, 2rri c 

XF( - j - mjo - No - m + I;x)dx, (2.14) 

where C stands for the "Pochhammer part" of ~ formed by 
the small circle of radius t around the origin and the part of 
the branch cut from t to 1-0. 

Comparing Eq. (2.14) with the standard single loop 
Pochhamer contour integral representation 16 of the general
ized HGF, we obtain 

[ 

(7-j ] 

Xr j2+ m 2+ Ijl-m2-j+ I 

[ 

- j2 - %jo - j, - j - m 1 
X,F2 • 

jo - m + Ijl - m 2 - j + I 
(2.15) 

Similarly, 

(2.16) 

The 3F2 (1) functions appearing in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) are 
absolutely convergent for all values of mhm2,m. 

We shall also require the function gJ~ as given by Eq. 
(1.4) and its FC, 

(2.17) 

where the superscript.f corresponds to the simultaneous 
interchangejl+-+j2,ml+-+ - m 2 (,F-transform). 

3. THE ClEBSCH-GORDAN SERIES 
For positive m we expand xj, + m, in a series of the form I 5 

[ 

- j2 - m2,c + n - 1, - n] 
X,F'2 (1 -xY 

a,b 

xF(a + n,b-T n;c + 2n; 1 - x), (3.1) 

with a = 1 - (7- m, b = - 2j2' C = 2(1 - (7). This can be 
written as a sum of residues atj = (7- n - I of the analytic 
function 
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xV) plane and the line Rei = -~. Since C contains additional 
poles atj = - m + k,(k = 0,1,2,.··) and since the integral 
over the semicircular part vanishes, we have, 

[ 

- i - mjo - i, - u + i + I, - U -i] 
= r J?2(°'ljm(X), 

-2j-l,1-u-m,-2j2 

(3.2) 

xj , + m, = _1_ S - 1/2 + icc XvO\di - ~ D + (3.4) 
. - 1/2 - 100 'J 'J L... J 

21Tl j = _ I(or - 3(2) 

where 

where D / stands for the residue of XV) at} + m = k, 
(k = O,l,···,m - 1). 

[ 

-}2 - mh - u +} + 1, - u -}] 
J}O) = J2 , (3.3) 

- 2i2,I-u-m 

Jjm(x) = (1 _X)C7-j- IF( - i - mjo - i; - 2i;1 - x). 

Let us now enclose the poles ati = u - n - 1 by a contour C 
consisting of the infinite semicircle on the left half of the i-

whenj, andj2 both belong to DC the duplicity phenom
enon discussed in the preceding section makes it necessary to 
transform the rhs ofEq. (3.4) into a form involving the basis 
functions g(I),g(2) and the corresponding FC's (or CGC's). 
Using the appropriate Slater identity'6 to express 3Fz(O) oc
curring in Eq. (3.4) in terms of the complex conjugate of the 
FC's of g(l) and g(21, we obtain after some calculations, 

xj,+m, 

e
l

7Tj,sin1Tj, "'D + + _1_S - 1/2 + iood' r ei1T(2j, + 1)l1 I)xj'g(l) 
, . [ - io - i, -}o + i + Ijo - }jo + i + 1, -} - mj + 1 - m] 

. . L... J • - 1/2 ':I m, Jm 

Sln1Tjo J' 2m . + 1 . + 1 2' 1 2' + I jo - m , - jo - m ,- 'J - ,'J 

[ 

- io -}, -}o + i + Ijo - jjo + i + 1, - i + mj + m + I] 

+ _I_S - 112 + iood!jT ei1T(2j, + 1)l12)xj'g(2). 
• - 1/2 m 2 Jm 

2m l' 1 . 2' I 2' 1 + m - jo, + m + jo, - 'J - ,'J + 
(3.5) 

By introducing Tj(j,m) which is I for discrete} and - cot1TV + m) for continuous}, the discrete and the continuous parts 
can be given the same analytic form: 

x
j
, + m, = ( Y + is = :;~ + icc dib ()(j,j2j;m"m2)xj,gj~ + is = :;~ + icedi b (2)(j,j2j;m"m 2)x

j'gj;;, 
j = - (or - 3(2) 

(3.6) 

where 

[ 

- io - i, - io +} + Ijo - ijo + i + 1, - 2i, - u + i + 1 ] 
= ~v,m )ei1T(j, + m,) r 

- i2 + m 2, -}o - m + Ijo - m + 1, - 2i - I, -} + mj + m + I, - i} +} + 1 - m2 

[

i2 - m 2 + 1, -}o + j + Ij + 1 - m] 
X3F2 , 

- io - m + 1, - i, + i + I - m 2 

b (2)(j,j2j;m"m 2) = e2irrm'b (1)(j,j2j; - m" - m 2). (3.7) 

The NF's for the CG series and coefficients are obtained by comparing the coefficients of direct and inverse expansions. If 
A j;2,(r = 1,2), is the NF, then 

{ [ 

- }o - ijo + } + Ijo -}, - jo + j + 1, -} - mj + I - m]}I12 
A (l) = ~in1j, -+- 112) r 

Jm 2 ' 
1T _ io - m + Ijo - m + 1, - 2i - I,2j + 1 

(3.8) 

A (2) =A (I) 
Jm J -- m' 

These are in complete agreement with the NF's determined in Sec. 4 by a different method. Using Eqs. (3.8), (2.15), (2.16), we 
finally obtain the normalized CGC's, 
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C (j . . ) A (r) (r) 
r tJZJ;mhmz = jmam,' (3.9) 

forjlying in the continuous spectrum. For the discrete spectrum the CGC's are givem by C1 whenjbelongs to D + and by Cz when 
i belongs to D-. 

4. THE ORTHOGONALITY OF THE 
EIGENFUNCTIONS AND THE CGC's 

The first step in the derivation of the orthogonality con
dition for the CGC's consists in constructing a suitable sca
lar product (f,g) with respect to which the UIR's Tju appear
ing in the reduction (Eq. (3.6» are required to be unitary. 
This is easily achieved by adopting Gelfand's definition 13 of 
the Kronecker product of two UIR's and constructing the 
corresponding invariant bilinear functional satisfying, 

(T j;,T j;) = (j;/Z) (4.1) 

where 
- 2' - 2· " T .!(Zt,zz) = (f3Zt + a) :j'(f3zz + a) "!(ZI,z2)" 

, azr+p 
Z, = , r = 1,2. (4.2) 

/3z, + a 
Whenjljz are in the principal series ofUIR's and according
ly Zl,zZ are allowed to vary on the unit circle (z, = ei¢") a 
bilinear functional satisfying Eq. (4.1) exists and is of the 
form, 

(j;/Z) = Sdl/hd¢J!t(Zl,zz}f;(ZtoZz)zl- 2j, - IZ2- 2j, - I (4.3) 

According to our choice of a basis of the Hilbert space 

j; = zii + mzi]gjm(x) (4.4) 

Using Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) it is now easy to verify that the 
functions gjm in the coupled representation should be orth
onormalized according to the scalar product, 

2,.-
(gjm,gjm) = So gjm(x)gj'm (x)d¢J , (4,5) 

where x = ei(q" - q,,) = eiq,. The orthogonality of the eigen

functionsgj;Z(x) of Sec. 2 can now be established in the tradi
tional way by explicit evaluations of this scalar product with 
the help of Sturm-Liouville theory of the second order dif
ferential equation. 

We shall first show that ifj is in the principal series the 
functions gj!!,gj~ constitute two independent orthogonal 
sets. 

Using Eqs. (2.8a), (4.5) and the standard formula 

F(a,b;c;z) 

[

C,b - a] 
=r (-z)-aF(a,l-c+a;l-b+a;z-l) 

b,c -a 

[

c,a - b] 
+ r (-z)-bF(b,l - c + b;l-a + b;Z-l), 

a,c-b 

(4.6) 

and following the method of Sec. 2 the integral over Scan 
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now be expressed as a single loop Pochhammer-integral over 
C(Fig. 1). The Eq. (4.5) then takes the following form, 

(g(I),g~I» jm jm 

[ 

1 - io - m,m - io ] 
= e i1T(m - a- I)r 

- io - j, - jo + j + 1 

[ 

1 - io - m,jo - m ] 
+ ei

1T(j,-a-')r . . 

-}-mJ+ I-m 

(4.7) 

where 

¢Jjm(x) = (1 - x) -j- IF( - j - mjo -};io - m + l;x) 
(4.8) 

The integrand in the second term on the rhs of Eq. (4.7) 
which is regular at x = 0 is continuous across the branch cut 
and the integral therefore vanishes. The only contribution to 
the scalar product therefore comes from the first term and 
we have 

(g(l)g(l» 
jm' jm 

[ 
- io - m + I,m - io] 

=e
i
1T(m-a-l)r . . . . GG',j;m), 

- }o - }, - }o + } + 1 

(4.9) 

where 

G(j'j;m) 

_-il1m[(~1TijD - I) tdx xj, - mrpjm(x)¢Jjm (x) 
E- .... O JE 

(4.10) 

Here "s" stands for the small circle of radius E centered at the 
origin. 

The integrals appearing in the rhs of the above equation 
can be evaluated by using the differential equation satisfied 
by the eigenfunctions rpjm and ¢Jjjn' and we have 
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lim [ (dA. dA.)] ,,~I l' 'f'jm tP 'f'j'm 
V - j')V + I + 1) ( - x) tPj'm dx - jm ~ 

~o-m+1 
(4.11) 

Vo - m + 1) 

1 (c1rijo - l)E j , - m + I 

x
j
" - mtPjm(x)tPjm (x)dx = . + 1 

s )0 - m 
(4.12) 

Combining Eqs. (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12), we finally obtain 

G(j'J;m) 

(4.13) 

Following I, the rhs of Eq. (4.13) can now be evaluated and 
we obtain after some calculations 

(g(l) g(I» 
Jm' Jm 

= 41T'ei7rij" - ac) 

tained in the previous section [Eq. (3.8)] in an entirely differ
ent manner. Similarly, 

(~(2) gO» 
\.I5Jm. J'm 

= -iei7TV,,-u-I)LdXtPfm(X)tPfm(X). (4.15) 

Although g(2) and g(l) have branch points at the origin, the 
integrand as before [Eq. (4.7)] is regular at x = 0. The inte
gral therefore vanishes, 

(g(l) g(I» = ° 
Jm' Jm • 

The CGC's CrV,J,J;mt.m,) of the previous section are then 
the coefficients of Fourier expansion ofthe orthonormalized 
eigenfunctions, 

f Ir) = A (r)u(r) 
Jm Jm:>Jm 

satisfying 

ifj~JJ~) = DrP(lmj' - 1m}). 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

The orthogonality condition for the CGC's now follows im
mediately from that of the product states and Eqs. (4.16) and 
(4.17): 

ICrV,J,J;m"m,)C,V,J,J';mt.m ,) 
m, 

[ 

- jo - m + IJo - m + 1, - 2j - 1,2j + 1 1 = D,p(lmj' - 1m)). (4.18) 

Xr -jo _ j, _ jo + j + IJo _ jJo + j + 1, _ j _ mJ + 1 _ m~ Whenjliesin the discrete spectrum, the orthonormality con
dition can be derived essentially in the same way, and we 

xD(lmj - Imj') for Imj,lmj' > 0. (4.14) have 

The NF as given by Eq. (4.14) agrees exactly with that ob-
(4.19) 

m, 

APPENDIX 

To derive Eq. (3.5), we transform the rhs of Eq. (3.4) by using the identity 

[

a 035 , 

Fi0.45) = r 
a 235 , 

(A 1) 

This gives 

[ 

- jl + mlJI - m l + 1, - jo + j + 1, - jo - j, - 2j,,1 - a - m 1 
3F, (0) = r J/2) 

j + 1 - m, - j, - m" - j - m, - a + j + 1,1 + m - jo, - jl - j + m, 

[ 

-j,+m,J,-m,+l,-jo+j+l,-jo-j,-2j,,1-a-m 1 
-r J':(I) 

- j, + m" 1 + m - jo,jo - m, - a - j, - jl + j + 1 - m,,1 _ jo _ m 2 , 
(A2) 

where 
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3F,'" = 3F2[j, ~ m, +' 1, -1 jo ~ j +. I j

1
+ 1 - m], ,F,'2> = 3F,[j, +. m, + 1, - jo ~ j, ~ j + m]. (A3) 

- Jo - m + ,-J, + J + - m, - Jo + m + 1, -}t - J + m, 

The ,F,(I) functions appearing in Eq. (A2) are invariant under the Legendre transformationj_ - j - 1, for instance, 

r[ - ~ +! + 1 ],F,' "(j) = r [ - ~ -! ],F,(, '( - j - 1). (A4) 
- J, + J + 1 - m, - J, - J - m, 

Substituting Eq. (A2) in Eq. (3.4), folding the integral about the real axis, and using the relation (2.10), we have 

I f~1/2+iOC 
xj,+m, = IDj+ - -. dj 

j 2m ~ 112 

r [- j, + m,j, - m, + 1, - a + j + 1, - jo - j, - jo + j + Ijo - No + j + 1, - j - mj + 1 - m] ("xj, (I) 

. + . + + 1 . . 1" 1 2' 1 2' l' l,F, gjln - }z m" -10 m Jo - m, - Jo - m + ,-J, + J + - m" - 'j - ,'j + Jo - m + 

1 f ~ 112 + ioo 

+ - dj 
2ITi - 112 

r [ - j, + m,j, - m, + 1, - jo - j, - jo + j + Ijo - No + j + 1, - a - j, - j + mj + m + 1] F ",xj, (2) Y 
. . 1 . 1 . l' .. 2 . 1 2' 1 J, g}m + , 

- }z - m" - Jo + m + Jo + m + Jo - m + ,-Jo + m, - J, - J + m" - 'j - ,'j + 

(AS) 

where 

Y = ei7T(j,,~m)-I-f- 1/2+ioo d'r[ -j, + m,j, + m, + 1, -jo -j, -io + j + 1, - a- j, - j + mj + m + 1] 17'21xj, (5) 

!j. . l' 1" 2 . 1 2' 1 '" 2 g}m 2IT: ~ 1/2 - }z - m" - Jo + m + ,-Jo + m + ,-J, - J + m" - 'j - ,'j + 

= ei7T(j,,- m) _1_ f _. 112 + ioo d'r [ - j, + m,,}, - m, + 1, - a - i, - j + In, - jo - j] F (2)r (x). 
!j. . 1" 2' 1] 2 J jm 2m' ~ 112 ~ ioo - }z - m" - Jo + m + ,-J, - J + In" - 'j-

(A6) 

ReplacingJjm(x) by x ~ j" + "'Jjm(x)J and the ,Fil) function occurring in Eq. (A6) by 

r [ - jo + In + 1, - j, - j + m" - a + j + 1]J: [ - j, + In" - a - i, - a + j + 1] 
- 2j" - a + m + Ij, + In, + 1 ' - 2j" - a + m + 1 ' 

we now have 

y=ei7T(j,,~m)r[-J"+In'J"-In'+I]f~ll2+iOO [)'+m J' J' a J' a+J'+I] djr -. ,- 0 - , - -.' - ,F"o,!' x ~jo + "'Jjm(x)f. 
2ITi - j, - m,j, + m, + 1 ~ 1/2 ~ ioo - 2J" - a + In + 1, - 2J - 1 

(A7) 

The integrand in this expression is seen to be the" -transform of XV) ofEq. (3.2) having simple poles atj = a - n - 1 but at no 
other points inside C. Therefore, 

.. sinIT"j' .. .. sinIT"j', . Y =: e'1TJo __ 2 x -}o + mXi' - ml == eHT}u __ Xh + m 1• 

sinITj, sinITi, 
(AS) 

Using this value of Yand the expressions (2.15) and (2.16) for the Fe's, we obtain Eq. (3.5). 
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Remarks on the Hamiltonian path integral in polar 
coordinates 

Wolfgang Langgutha) and Akira Inomata 

Department of Physics. State University of New York at Albany. Albany. New York 12222 
(Received 7 July 1978) 

Problems associated with the derivation of the Hamiltonian path integral in polar coordinates are 
examined. First the use of the ill-defined asymptotic formula of the modified Bessel function is pointed 
out. A procedure is proposed to justify its practical use. in which the mass m is complexified and the limit 
1m m--;O is taken after path integrations. Hereby a restriction is imposed on the class of allowed 
potentials. The difference between the Hamiltonian path integral so obtained and the phase space path 
integral formally defined is also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Feynman's path integral approach to quantum me
chanics! has been considered unique in that the propagator is 
described by a path integral, 

K(r",r';r) = f exp( ~ r L (r,r)dt }~r, (1.1) 

which rests on the Lagrangian of the system rather than the 
Hamiltonian. In recent years, more attention has been 
placed on the Hamiltonian path integral formulated in phase 
space,2 

Kr",r';r) = f f exp( ~ r [p.r - H(r,p)]dt )fiJrfiJp, 

(1.2) 

whose equivalence to the Lagrangian path integral (1.1) has 
been shown only in Cartesian coordinates. Since there is no 
general proop·4 for the canonical in variance of the Hamil
tonian integral (1.2), it is as yet unknown to what extent the 
Hamiltonian formulation is valid. The first question we have 
to clarify would be as to whether the equivalence between the 
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian integrals can be maintained 
under point canonical transformations. A general expecta
tion is that the Hamiltonian path integral (1.2) on any co
ordinate basis would yield a desired propagator if an appro
priate effective Hamiltonian, which mayor may not be the 
same as the classical one, is chosen.,·6 While the effective 
Hamiltonian coincides with the classical one in the Carte
sian formulation, the same is not true, as we shall see shortly, 
on the polar coordinate basis. The transformation from Car
tesian to polar coordinates is certainly an important example 
of point transformations. In the present paper we shall be 
concerned with problems in deriving the Hamiltonian path 
integral of the form (1.2) from the Lagrangian path integral 
(1.1) specifically in polar coordinates. 

Edwards and Gulyaev7 calculated the Lagrangian path 
integral (1.1) for a free particle in polar coordinates and ob
tained the radial propagator for the / wave, 

K( " I. )- f [i f7(1 :.2 /(l+1)fi2)d ]C7f I r ,r ,r - exp - 2m, - t ;2/ r, 
fi 2mr 

(1.3) 

a)Present Address: Physikalisches Institut der Universitiit Wiirzburg, 
D - 8700 Wiirzburg, Germany. 

by using the asymptotic form of the modified Bessel function 
for izI> 1, 

(1.4) 

Following the recipe Garrod2 used in the Cartesian formula
tion, Peak and Inomata8 derived from (1.3) the Hamiltonian 
path integral for the / wave in the presence of a central poten
tial V (r), 

Kj(r",r';r)= J J exp( ~ J" [pr-Hj(r,p)]dt )fiJrfiJP 

(1.5) 

with the effective Hamiltonian, 

H( ) - 1 (2 /(l+I)fi
2) V() 

I r,p - - p + + r . 
2m r 

(1.6) 

Furthermore, without expanding in partial waves, but using 
the asymptotic formula (1.4) repeatedly, Peak and Inomata8 

expressed, after a step of formal replacements, the total 
propagator (1.1) in the form, 

K (r",(j",¢;";r' ,8' ,¢';r) 

with the effective Hamiltonian, 

Heff=p;/(2m) + (p~- !fi2)!(2mr) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

The path integrals (1.3) and (1.5) have been proven useful for 
such simple systems as a harmonic oscillator, a charged par
ticle in a uniform magnetic field, a rigid rotator, and a parti
cle in an inverse square potential,s the three body problem9 .]O 

and the Aharonov-Bohm effect." An expression similar to 
(1.7) had been used earlier by Gutzwiller l2 for the hydrogen 
atom problem. Indeed, the Hamiltonian path integral (1.7) 
appears to be the correct form in polar coordinates.4 A care
ful examination, however, shows that the asymptotic expan-
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sion formula (1.4), on which the derivation of (1.3), (1.5), 
and (1.7) is based, is not valid for the range of the argument 
pertinent to quantum mechanics. Accordingly, the expres
sions (1.3), (1.5), and (I. 7) will be groundless. This odd situa
tion does not occur in evaluating the statistical density ma
trix. The problem stems from the fact that the imaginary unit 
is involved in the exponent of the path integral (1.1). It is 
indeed the same fact that makes Feynman's formulation of 
quantum mechanics pathological. 13 In Sec. 2 and 3, we at
tempt to justify the practical use of the asymptotic formula 
(1.4) in quantum mechanics and to save most of the results 
previously obtained via the formula (1.4). 

There have been proposed a number of methods to pro
vide a mathematically sound basis for the Feynman path 
integral. Naturally we expect that some of them would be 
helpful to resolve our problem as well. The recent proposal 
of DeWitt-Morette14 to reformulate the Feynman path inte
gral by means of the notion of prodistribution seems most 
promising and must be applicable to our problem. However, 
since we follow the conventional time-division method of 
path integration, we borrow Nelson's idealS to derive the 
Hamiltonian path integral in polar coordinates within the 
framework of Nelson's theorem, as extended by Faris. 16 An 
unrigorous justification for the case of an inverse-squared 
potential is given in the Appendix. In Sec. 4, we discuss the 
difference between the Hamiltonian path integral so derived 
and the phase space path integral formally defined, empha
sizing the importance of the role of symmetry involved. 

2. THE HAMILTONIAN PATH INTEGRAL IN 
POLAR COORDINATES 

Feynman's path integral (1.1) is customarily defined by 
the limiting process 
K (r",r';7) 

where A N =(m/27Til1E)(3/2)N, E=tj- tj _ 1 =7/ N, 
Llrj=rj-rj_

" 
rj=r(t), ro=r(O) and rN=r(7). For a particle 

of mass m in a central potential the Lagrangian in the j-th 
interval can be given in polar coordinates as 

L (rj,Llr/E) = !m(rJ + rJ _ 1)/E2 - (mrj"j _ I/E2)cosej - VCr) 

(2.2) 

with 

cosej = cos(Jpos(Jj _ 1 + sin(Jjsin(Jj _ Icos(ifJj - ifJj _ I)' (2.3) 

Substitution of (2.2) into (2.1) yields the path integral ex
pressed on the polar coordinate basis, 

K (r" ,(J ",t/J ";r' ,() , ,t/J I ;r) 

x cosej - EV(r))] X( (rJsin(Jprp(JpifJj). (2.4) 

Use of the partial wave expansion formula l' 
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exp(zcosb) = (7T/2z)'!2 I (21 + 1)P/(cosb)Il+ 1!iz) 
1=0 

(2.5) 

given in terms of the Legendre functions P/(cosb) and the 
modified Bessel functions 11+ ,/2(z), enables us to express 
(2.4) in the form, 

K (r" ,() ",tP ";r' ,0' ,t/J ' ;1") 

00 I 
= L L KI(r",r';r)Yf«(J°,1/J ')Y/«(J ",I/J") (2.6) 

I=On= -I 

with the radial propagator of the I wave 

Kk",r';r) = lim (41rli)NA Nf IT ( i1l7TE )'/2 
N~oo j=' 2mrj"j_, 

( 
im .2 iE ) Xexp -(rJ+'j_,)--V(r) 
21lE 11 

xII + '/2(!!!- rlj _ ,) Nrf (rJdr). 
11lE j=' 

(2.7) 

On the other hand, employing another expansion formula, 11 

exp(zcosb) = I exp(iv15)Iv(z), (2.8) 
V= - co 

we can also express the total propagator (2.4) in a different 
fashion, 

K (r" ,0" ,l/J ";r' ,0' ,cp ';7) 

= lim (41rli)N A Nf IT exp( im (rj - rj _ ,)2 _ iE 
N~oo j = ,21lE 11 

x L exp[.upJj - (Jj_ I)] 
J1., 

x exp( : '1j_,)IJ1.j( i~ rlj_,) 

X L exp[vii/Jj -I/Jj- I)] exp( : rlj _ ,sinOpinOj _ ,) 
v, 

X Iv
J

( !!!- rlj _ ,sinOpinOj _,) Nil' (r sinO dr dO di/J ). 
11lE (2.9) 

If use is made ofthe asymptotic formula (1.4), the results (2.7) 
and (2.9) can be brought to the forms (1.5) and (1.7), respec
tively. However, it must be pointed out that the asymptotic 
formula (1.4) is valid only if' 

Rez> 0, or largzl < 7T!2. (2.10) 

The argument of the modified Bessel functions Iv(z) in
volved in either (2.7) or (2.9) is purely imaginary, i.e., 
Rez = 0, or argz = 7T!2. Evidently the use of the asymptotic 
formula (1.4) for the polar coordinate calculation of the 
quantum mechanical propagator is improper. The asymp
totic formula of Iv(z) for large Izi in the range 
- 37T/2 < argz < 7T!2 is available in the form, 17 

I,,(z) _ (27TZ) - 1/2exp[z -1(v2 - !)Z-l] + (27TZ) - 1/2 

(2.11) 

Under the restriction (2.10), the second term of (2.11) can be 
neglected, and the formula (2.11) is readily reduced to (1.4). 
Therefore, it appears to be a proper manner to use (2.11) in-
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stead of (1.4) for the integrations of (2.7) and (2.9), where 
Rez = O. Unfortunately the asymptotic formula (2.11) does 
not lead us to any quantum-mechanically significant 
propagator. 

To resolve this problem, we wish to suggest the follow
ing procedure. First we introduce a complex mass M in the 
place of the particle mass m so that the argument of the 
modified Bessel function may acquire a positive real part; 
namely, we write 

M = m(1 + iTj), 

where m = ReM> 0, and m7J = ImM such that 

Rez = m7Jlz/M 1>0. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

As a result, the second term of the asymptotic formula (2.11) 
drops oiffor large 14 and the use of the formula (1.4) be
comes proper. After completing the path integrations, we 
take the limit 7J--+O in order to recover the propagator for a 
real particle. Whether the exchange of the orders of the limit
ing processes 7J--+O and N---+ 00 is legitimate or not will be 
discussed in the next section. Here, conjecturing that it is so, 
we proceed to apply the proposed procedure to the path inte
grations in (2.7) and (2.9). 

In calculating the path integral (2.7), we choose the 
imaginary part of the mass to be positive, i.e., 7J > O. Conse
quently, the argument of the modified Bessel function in 
(2.7) has a positive real part, 

Rez = m7Jrfj _ 1/(IiE), (2.14) 

which enables us to use the asymptotic formula (1.4). Until 
the form of the potential is specified, the path integrations 
cannot be explicitly carried out. However, with the help of 
the asymptotic formula (1.4), we can immediately rewrite 
(2.7) as 

Kk",r';r,7J) 

where ImM = mTj > O. In the limit Tj---+O, we would arrive at 
the I wave propagator (1.5) in quantum mechanics, 

Kk",r';r) = lim K[(r",r';r;7J). (2.16) 
'/ .0 

The path integral (2.9) involves two modified Bessel 
functions, but the arguments of both functions can be made 
simultaneously to carry positive real parts insofar as the 
imaginary part of the mass is taken to be positive. Thus, by 
choosing 7J > 0, we can utilize the asymptotic formula (1.4) 
to expand both of the modified Bessel functions in (2.9). 
U sing the following relation, 

exp( ~: (~r)') 

=(~)I/2JOO exp[i..-(p~r- ~P')]dP 
2rrM - 00 Ii 2M 

(2.17) 

in addition to the asymptotic formula (1.4) in (2.9) leads to 
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K (r" ,0" ,¢J ";r' ,O',¢J ';r;Tj) 

= (r'2r"2sinO 'sinO 11) - 1/2 lim (2rr1i) - 3N 
N-- oo 

X I"I'~I" v,J;v, J J JI] exp { ~ (pjlrj + /JjliOj 

N-I N 
+ v/uJ.¢Jj - HJE)} II (dr dO d¢J) II (dp), (2.18) 

where 

~rj = rj - rj _ I' ~Oj = OJ - 0j_ I' ~¢Jj = ¢Jj - ¢Jj - I' 

and 

H j =pJ/(2M) + (fJJ - !)1i2/(2Mrfj_l) 

+ (vJ - !)Ii2/(2Mrfj_lsinO},inOj_ I) + V(r). (2.19) 

Again we expect that the above path integral (2.18) will yield 
in the limit Tj 1--+O the correct propagator for a real particle, 

K (r",() ",(1 lI;r',8 I,<p ';7) 

= lim K (r",O ",¢J ";r' ,0' ,¢J ';r;Tj). 
1J~0 

3. CONVERGENCE TO THE PHYSICAL 
PROPAGATORS 

(2.20) 

In proposing a way out of the difficulty associated with 
the use of the asymptotic formula (1.4), we have inter
changed the order of the limiting processes Tj--+O and N---+oo 
in path integrations. A question remains to be answered as to 
whether the limit could really converge to the physical prop
agator for a real mass. An answer to this question has been 
prepared by Nelson 15 in establishing the connection between 
the Feynman and Wiener integrals by means of an analytic 
continuation in the mass parameter. We would merely like 
to exploit his result. Let us first summarize briefly Nelson's 
arguments in a way directly applicable to our problem. 

Consider the Schrodinger equation, 

-iIWtu(r,t) = [(Ii212m)\,72- V(r)ju(r,t). (3.1) 

Here the potential V (r) is a real function of the coordinate 
variable r alone, and u(r,t) is square-integrable for any time I, 
i.e., uEL 2(R». Let ¢(r) be u(r,O). Define 

X (I;m)=exp[ (ilit/2m)\,72j (3.2) 

on the domain D (\,72) of all ¢, where \,72 is self-adjoint, and 

Y(I;V)=exp( -iIV/Ii) (3.3) 

on thedomainD (V) of all ¢, where Vis the self-adjoint oper
ator of multiplication by the function V. 

If V is a Kato potential, 18 that is, if V fulfills the follow
ing conditions: 

(i) D (V) -:J D (\,72), 

(ii) for all positive a, there always exists an a-dependent 
b such that for all ¢ElJ (\,7') 

II V¢II <allv'¢11 +bll¢ll, 
then the operator (1i2/2m)\,72 - Vis self-adjoint and accord
ing to a theorem of Trotter19 

U(t;m,v)¢= lim [X(tIN;m)Y(t/N;V)jN¢, (3.4) 
IV .X 
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where 

U (t;m, V) =exp[(ilit!2m)\7' -itVllj]. (3.5) 

In particular, in the absence of V, the solution of (3.1) is 
given by 

u(r,t) = U (t;m,O)¢(r) =X (t,m )l/!(r), 

or, more explicitly, 

(3.6) 

u(r,t) = (m!21Tilit)1I2 I exp! !im [(r- r')'IIi] t l ¢(r')dr'. 

(3.7) 

Similarly, in the presence of a Kato potential which is suffi
ciently regular, (3.4) can be written as 

U (t;m, V)¢(r") = I K (r",r';t )¢(r')dr', (3.8) 

where 

K (r",r';t)= lim (~)3,\'/2 
.'1' • oc 2mliE 

X Iexp(l...f ..!. m [MY-eV(r)]) Nfil arJ' 
Ii rl 2 e j~1 

(3.9) 

which coincides with the definition of the Feynman path 
integral. 

If the mass parameter min (3.1) is a complex number, 
the results of Kato and Trotter are not applicable. However, 
Nelson devises a means to show that whenever Imm > 0 and 
¢ is square-integrable, the limit (3.4) exists for a potential is 
real and continuous on the complement of a closed set Fin Rl 
of capacity O. In particular, if m is purely imaginary with 
Imm > 0, then U (t;m, V) (3.4) can be expressed in terms of 
the Wiener integral defined on the space fl of all paths, 
where V(w(t» is a continuous function of t for O,;;,t < 00 for 
almost every wEll. In general, the solution is not defined by a 
path integral if m is not purely imaginary. A path integral 
may be formed for a complex mass system, but it is not as
sured to be convergent. We are interested in knowing wheth
er U (t;M, V)l/! with a complex mass M = m( 1 + i11) has a 
limit for 11~0. 

Nelson proves for the above-mentioned almost-every
where-continuous potentials the following theorem: There is 
a set Q of real numbers of Lebesque measure 0 such that for 
all m~Q, l/!EL' and t;?O 

U (t;m,v)l/!(r) = lim V(t;M,v)¢(r) (3.10) 
'/ .0 

exists when M approaches m nontangentially from the upper 
half-plane; the operators U (t;m, V) so defined have the semi
group property, 

U(t;m,v)U(s;m,v)= U(t+s;m, V) (3.11 ) 

forO';;'!,S < 00, and for all l/!inL " t---->U(t;m,v) is continuous 
from [0,00] to L '. 
As a consequence, we see that if V is a Kato potential, 

lim lim (X (t 1 N;M) Y (t 1 N;V)] N¢(r), (3.12) 
'/ .0 N "oc 

has a limit for all M with 11;?0 and m=;t'=O, which is expressed 
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in the form of the Feynman path integral (3.8). This certain
ly justifies our proposed procedure applied to (2.16) and 
(2.21) provided that the potential involved is of the Kato 
class. A recent work of Faris" has indicated that the Kato 
condition on the potential can be relaxed. Faris has found 
~hat the expression (3.12) converges to the Feynman path 
mtegral (3.8) even if V is a Rollnik potential defined by the 
condition 

If V(r)V(r') d d ' 

I 
rr<oo. 

r-r'I' 
(3.13) 

Correspondingly our propagators (2.16) and (2.21) may in
clude the Rollnik potentials. 

In fact, Nelson's theorem deals with a wider class of 
potentials. However, special care has to be given to each 
singular potential concerning the restriction on the mass of 
the strength of coupling, since the path integral does not 
always converge for all real m. As an example, Nelson has 
examined the inverse-square potential which does not be
long to the Rollnik class, and suggested that the solution of 
the Schrodinger equation, involving a highly attractive sin
gular potential, obtained by a Feynman integral, is physical
ly relevant even though the operator may not be unitary. In 
the Appendix, we shall also discuss the inverse-square po
tential in a different manner and show that the proposed 
limiting procedure works for the singular potential. 

4.IS THE HAMILTONIAN PATH INTEGRAL A 
PHASE SPACE PATH INTEGRAL? 

At the end of Sec. 2, we have obtained what we have 
called the Hamiltonian path integral in polar coordinates 
(2.18) for the particle with a complex mass M. This result, as 
has been observed in Sec. 3, is valid for ImM> 0 and has a 
limit for ImM---->O insofar as a restricted class of potentials is 
involved. We may safely suggest that the polar coordinate 
formulation of the Hamiltonian path integral is possible at 
least for the Rollnik potential and the inverse square poten
tial although there is no guarantee that the path integrations 
can actually be carried out. 

It is certainly interesting to ask if the Hamiltonian path 
integral that can be reached from (2.18) after the limiting 
procedure is equivalent to a phase space path integral obtain
able from (1.2) by a formal substitution of polar variables. 

The Hamiltonian path integral (2.18) with a real mass 
may be expressed as 

K (r" ,8" ,ql" ;r' ,8' ,q>' ;7) 

=(r"r"'sine'sine'y 1/2 lim lim (21T1i) 3N 
17 .. O/\;' "Xi 

X Il'~' \,~., If i); 8(P-PI/Ii)8(v-pd>lli) 

xexp { ~ (Pr L1r+Ped e +p,pLlib- H etrE)} 

N I N 

X II (drded¢J) II (dp,dPrPPd» 
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with 

(4.2) 

On the other hand, the path integral (1.2), when expressed 
formally in terms of polar coordinates and their conjugate 
momenta, takes on the form 

P (r" ,e" ,qJ" ;r' ,Of ,til' ;r) 

= (r'2r"2sin8'sin8")-1/2lim lim (21Tfz)-3N 
.,,--0 N-oo 

N-I N 

X II (drd8dif;) II (dp,dp,;ipc/J)' (4.3) 

where H is the classical Hamiltonian, 

H=p;/(2M)+p7l(2Mr)+ii/(2Mrsin28)+ VCr). 
(4.4) 

This phase space integral differs from (4.1) in the following 
two points. First, the Hamiltonian (4.4) differs from (4.2) by 
an additive term (1 +csc28)/F/(8Mr). Secondly, the values 
of the momenta conjugate to the angular variables are dis
crete in (4.1), whereas they are continuous in (4.3). 

The midpoint prescription used by McLaughlin and 
Schulmanl and by Gervais and Jevicki6 in dealing with point 
canonical transformations in path integrals leads us to an 
additional potential term which can account for the differ
ence of the Hamiltonians (4.2) and (4.4). The phase space 
path integral one can derive from (1.2) on the polar coordi
nate basis by following the same prescription is of the form of 
(4.3) with the effective Hamiltonian (4.2) instead of (4.4). 
The result appears to be identicaPO with the formal expres
sion (1.7) but differs from it since (1.7) actually means the 
expression (4.1). Formal integrations of (1.7) over the con
tinuous angular momenta give us an effective Lagrangian, 

Leff=LeI +(1 + csc28}/F/(8mr)-ifz(r/r+!Ocot8 ) 
(4.5) 

which is not our starting Lagrangian. However if we take the 
contributions only from discrete values of the angular mo
menta, we can get back to the starting Lagrangian Lei' 

The appearance of the quantized angular momenta in 
(4.1) is due to the rotational symmetry the system carries. 
The second gap must be filled by a proper account of con
straints due to the symmetry.21 In order to obtain the path 
integral of the form (4.3) with (4.2) via the midpoint pre
scription, one has to assume that the angular intervals..::18 
and..::1if; range from - 00 to 00 although the normal ranges 
are 0.;;;..::18.;;; rr and 0.;;;..::1if;.;;;2rr. In fact, because of the underly-
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ing spherical symmetry, one can introduce new variables 
ranging from - 00 to 00 by O=..::18+2rrfl and ¢=..::1if;+2rrv 
(u,v=O,+ 1,+2,. .. ). However, the set of indices (u,v) speci
fies a class of homotopically equivalent paths, and the total 
propagator is the sum of all propagators belonging to differ
ent homotopy classes, i.e., K = l:jl,V K (u,v). Now we can 
understand the Hamiltonian path integral (4.1) with (4.2) as 
a consequence of such constraints. The phase space integral 
that can be reached on the polar basis by the midpoint pre
scription describes only a partial progagator for a central 
potential problem. 

In the following, we wish to illustrate, by taking the 
two-dimensional rotator as an example, how the quantized 
angular momentum comes about. Since the validity of the 1'f 
limit is obvious in this example, we simply use a real mass. 
The Lagrangian for the rotator is 

L=F~2. (4.6) 

If - 00 < if; < 00 is assumed, one can get the propagator, 

K (..::1if;;r) = (I/2rrilir) l12exp[iJ (..::1 if; )2/2Iir)], (4.7) 

from the one-dimensional free particle propagator, 

K (..::1x;r) = (mrF'/2rrilir) I12exp[im(..::1x)2/2lir»), 

bysetting..::1x = R..::1if;andf = mR 2. However the result is not 
quite correct for the rotator. We must notice that the polar 
variable if; ordinarily ranges from 0 to 2rr and that the space is 
doubly connected. Therefore, by retaining ..::1if; in the range 
0.;;;..::1if;.;;;2rr, we replace..::1if; by ¢ =..::1if; + 2rrn, and write (4.7) 
as 

or 

(4.8) 

K n(..::1if;;r) = (I/2rrilir) 1/2exp [if (..::1 if; + 2rrn )2I2Iir)] , 
(4.9) 

For n = 0, (4.9) reduces to the form of (4.7), describing the 
propagator for a rotation by an angle..::1if; = 1..::1 if; 1 ';;;2rr. For 
n'i=O, (4.9) represents n full rotations plus a rotation by the 
angle ..::1if;. Namely, the integral number n classifies all homo
topically inequivalent rotations with a fixed ..::1if;. Therefore, 
the total propagator must be given by 

K (..::1if;;r) = (f /2rrilir) 112 I 
n= - 00 

X exp[iJ(..::1if;+2rrn)2/2Iir»), (4.10) 

which can easily be transformed with the aid of the property 
of the theta function 17 to the standard form, 

K (..::1if;;r) = (2rryl I exp(iliVrI2I)exp(iv..::1~). 
V= - oc 

(4.11 ) 

We can also get the result (4.10) directly from the path inte
gral for the Lagrangian (4.6) SUbjected to the periodic con
straint, II fJ(¢ - f ~dt ). 

Next we rewrite (4.10) as 
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K(i1t/J;T)=(I121Tifmv)1I2 J I 
n= - 00 

x exp[ilJ 2/2fzT) ]8(i1t/J -J + 21Tn)dt$. 

(4.12) 

Furthermore, using the Poisson formula, 

I exp(iv8)=21T I 8(8+ 21Tn), 
V= - 00 n= - 00 

and the integral formula, 

Loooo exp[i(ap-bp2) ]dP=(1T/ib )1/2exp(ia2/4b), 

we put (4.12) in the form 

I II co , K(i1t/J;T)= 21Tfz ,.=~oo exp[iv(i1t/J-t/J)] 

x exp( ip J _ irfz P2)dPdJ. 
fz 21 

Integrating over ~, we arrive at the expression 

(4.13) 

K(;1t/J;T)= ~ fb(v-p/fz)exp( ~(P;1t/J-HT»)dP 
(4.14) 

with 

1 
H= -p'. 

21 
(4.15) 

This relation holds true for any short time propagator 
K (;1t/Jj;E). On the other hand, from the semigroup property of 
the propagator we have 

INN 1 

K (;1t/J;T) = .Ji~ g K (;1t/Jj;E) g (dt/J). (4.16) 

Therefore, substitution of (4.14) for each short time propa
gator in (4.16) yields 

K (;1t/J;7) = ,Ji~ "'~, J 1): b(v-p/fz) 

X exp( ~ (p;1t/J - HE») Yf (dt/J) ft (dp). 

(4.17) 

This is the Hamiltonian path integral which gives us the 
correct propagator (4.11), and is a special case of (4.1). The 
additive term -fz'/(81), which is missing in (4.15), is a con
stant in this case and gives rise only to a constant phase 
difference which may be eliminated in the normalization 
process. 

APPENDIX 

Here we wish to present an unrigorous argument con
cerning the validity of the proposed limiting procedure for a 
inverse-square potential. 

For the harmonic oscillator which belongs to the Roll
nik class, the path integral (2.7) has been calculated directly 
without resort to the asymptotic formula (1.4), the result 
being' 
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Kk",r';T) = (rY") . 1/2(mw/ifz)csC(WT) 

X exp! (imw/2fz)(r" + r"')cot(W7) I 
Xf,+ 112 [(mw/ifz)rr' , CSC(WT)] (AI) 

for Rem> O. Thus the validity of the limiting process (2. 16) 
is obvious in this particular potential. By comparing (2.15) 
and (A 1), we find the following formula,2' 

lim (~)N 12Iexp[ ~ IT ( !mr' 
N • 00 21TlfzE fz 

(A ' - ! )fz2 ) ] N . I 
~- 4. - !mw'r' dt IT (dr) 

2mr' 

= (rr") 1/2(m/ifzT)csc(WT)exp[(imw/2fz)(,' + r"') 
X Cot(WT)] fA [(mw/ifz)rr" CSC(WT)], (A2) 

valid for ReA> - 1, Rem> 0, and Imm;;.O. Now we set 
W = 0 and 

A (I) = [(l + !)2 + 2mk /fz'] 112 

to obtain 

I [ i IT (1 . 2 I (l + 1 )fz' k )d ) ( , exp {; 2mr - - 2mr - - -;; t:l, r 

= (rr") 112(mlifzT)exp [im(r" + , ")/(2fz7) ] 

X fA (/)[ (m/ifzT)rY' , ], 

(A3) 

(A4) 

which is valid for ReA > - 1. Although the physical range is 
A' > 0, i.e., k;;. - !Ol + !),fz' /m, the identity (A4) is valid 
for any 1;;.0 and any k real. This is consistent with Nelson's 
result. J' 
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Instead of the spherical basis vectors used to study tensor harmonics. we propose the use of the helicity 
basis. The rank·j tensor harmonics in this basis are explicitly worked out and their properties exhibited. 

INTRODUCTION 
The basis vectors frequently used in the study of tensor 

harmonics are the spherical ones el'Vt = ± 1,0) which are 
related to the unit vectors ex' ey' and ez of the three-dimen
sional Euclidean space E (3) by the equations 

e ± = =f' ~2(ex ± iey), e, eo = ez• (1.1 a) 

The vectors ell satisfy the identity 

e: = ( - l)"e _ /1' 

and the orthonormality condition 

the star denoting complex conjugation. 

(LIb) 

(l.1c) 

U sing these basis vectors and the scalar spherical har
monics Y ~(O,tP), one then obtains the vector spherical har
monics YJI~O,O)(J = I ± 1,1) by coupling Y~ and ell with 
the 0(3) Clebsch-Gordon coefficients l

, 

(1.2) 

The vector spherical harmonic so constructed transforms 
according to the irreducible representation D' of the 0(3) 
group. Higher rank tensor spherical harmonics are also built 
up in the same way, namely by the coupling of the lower ones 
with the irreducible basis vectors in the product space 
through Clebsch-Gordan coefficients so as to transform ac
cording to a given representation of the 0(3) group. Tensor 
multipoles needed, for example, for the study of electromag
netic and gravitational radiations, are then obtained by oper
ating the unit vector r/r, the gradient vector \1, and the 
angular momentum vector L on the appropriate spherical 
harmonics. This is often a tedious procedure especially if 
higher rank harmonics are involved and it is our belief that it 
can be circumvented if a suitable choice of basis vectors is 
used. 

For this and other reasons, therefore, we wish to study 
in this paper tensor harmonics using the helicity basis of 
Jacob and Wick. 2 Its chief merit, as we shall see, is that the 
tensor harmonics and tensor multipoles are treated on an 
equal footing, thereby eliminating those tedious algebraic 
manipulations referred to earlier. 

In Sec. 2 we introduce the helicity basis states of Jacob 
and Wick and prove the important result that under a rota
tion the basis state is invariant up to a phase factor. The 
vector harmonic in this basis is discussed in Sec. 3 while 

tensor harmonics of rankj(j>2) are studied in Sec. 4. The 
general result is particularly simple; the tensor harmonics in 
the helicity basis are the product of an 0(3)D-matrix and the 
basis vectors in the product space. Relations between these 
and the spherical harmonics are also given. 

2. THE HELICITY BASIS 

The operator A, defined by 

A =S·o 

where S is the intrinsic angular momentum vector, and 
0= p/lpl is the unit vector in the direction of the linear mo
mentum p, is called the helicity operator. Its eigenvalues, 
which shall be denoted by A, are either integers or half odd 
integers: In this study we shall only be interested in integer 
values of ,.1,. In the helicity basis, therefore, the orientation of 
the spin S refers to a coordinate system whosez axis is in the 
direction of the momentum vector p. Let Gz be the group 
consisting of all rotations Hk which leave invariant the unit 
vector k along the z axis. 

(2.1) 

Ifwe define a rotation Lp which takes the unit vector k into 
the direction of p 

Lpk = p, (2.2) 
then, in terms of the Euler angles O,tP and tP 

Lp = exp( - itPJz)exp( - iOJy)exp( - itPJz), (2.3) 

where Jy and Jz are the angular momentum operators. Con
sider now a general rotation R which takes Pinto p', so that 

p'=Rp (2.4) 

and p2 = p'2. It then follows from Eqs. 2.2 and 2.4. that 

L p-:' lRLpk = k, 

so that L;,~ lRLpEGz' the group of rotations around the z-axis 
and for some hEGz, we have 

h = L RP lRLp, (2.5) 
a rotation representing a special direction along the z-axis. 

Denoting the helicity states by X JA (p), the relation be
tween XJA. and tPJ~p), the angular momentum states with 
momentum p, spin J, and Jz = M, is given by 

where D ~M(L p- 1) = D i:A. (Lp) 

In the rotated frame, we have 

(2.6) 
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X~,< (p') = 2:D iM{L;- 1),p~M'(P') 
M' 

(2.7) 

on using Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). Since h is diagonal, the result 

X~ip/) = [expia(A )]Xj,«p)" (2.8) 

a real, then follows. Thus under rotation XJ,< is invariant up 
to a phase factor. It is this property which makes the helicity 
basis, in our view, a natural one to use. 

The rotation ofthe coordinate system in such a way that 
the z axis is in the direction of p will require three Euler 
angles, the two polar angles e, ,p and the angle if; which is 
arbitrary, since we are working on the unit sphere S'. In the 
following, therefore, if; will be chosen to be zero. 

3. THE VECTOR HARMONICS 

The vector harmonics in the helicity basis are easily 
obtained from Eq. (2.6) by observing that the spherical basis 
vectors elt are related to the helicity basis vectors e" by the 
equation 

elt = 2:D i,~ (,p,e,O) e,<, (3.1) 
,< 

where 

D~N(¢,e,if;) 

=OM]exp( -i,pJ Jexp( -iej y)exp( -iif;J JVN). (3.2) 

From the orthonormality properties of the rotation matrices 
and of ell' we get 

e: =( -1)'< e). and e: 'e).' =15 ,1,l" (3,3) 

Starting from the definition of a vector spherical harmonic, 
Eq, (1.2), we obtain the relation 

Y JIMce,¢ ) = 2:( - 1) 1+), C (JII; -AA, )H~..t (,p,e) , 
..t 

(3Aa) 

or 

(-1) I I A H~,l (,p,e)= 2:C(JII;-AA,) Y JIM (e,¢ ), (3Ab) 
I 

where 

J ( 21 + 1 ) 1/2 J* 
HM,,(,p,e)= ~ D MA (,p,8,O) e" (3,5) 

shall be referred to as the vector harmonic in the helicity 
basis, the scalar one being, of course, the usual 

J (21 + 1)1/2 J* 
Y'-I(e,,p) = ~ D Mo(,p,8,O), (3.6) 

H~,l is the eigenstate of JZ and J, but not of L 2, a small price 
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to pay considering other advantages. It satisfies the reality 
condition 

H:G..t =(-I)MH~M_),' 

and under the parity operation P we have 

P:H~"=(-I)l+-IH~_,, ' 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The harmonics are also orthogonal in the vector space E (3) 

f J* J' -" 
dfl H M',,' ·H ,'-IT =15 JJ' U MM'D ,-lA" (3.9) 

with dfl=sineded,p, O~e<JT, and O~¢~21T. Hence any 
vector field A(r,t) can be expanded in terms of the vector 
harmonics as 

A (r,t)= 2: A~" (r,t )H~..t (,p,8), (3.10) 
JM" 

where A ~"" the scalar functions of r( = Irl) and t only, are 
given by 

A;"" (r,t)= f dfl H~..t (,p,e) ·A (r,t). (3.11 ) 

This shows that vector equations with rotational symmetry 
such as Maxwell's equations can be solved in terms of these 
harmonics, 

We mention in passing that the scalar function e~ .H~" 
is the same as a function introduced some time ago by New
man and Penrose] and called the spin-A spherical harmonic. 

One obvious advantage of the use of the helicity basis is 
the ease with which the vector multipoles are obtained. In 
this formalism they are straightforwardly given as 

J (21+1)1/2 J* 
H MI = ~ DMle l , 

J (21 + I ) 1/2 J* 
H Mo = ~ DMOEo, (3.12) 

and 

H - D e J (21 + 1)112 J* 
M>'I- ~ M--I-I' 

to be compared with the usual method of deriving them via 
the application of the operators ~,r"V, and L on the scalar 
harmonics,4 

By an ad hoc procedure of introducing a new definition 
for the vector multi poles, Daumens and MinnaertS obtain 
results equivalent to ours, Our notations H + [, H o are related 
to the transverse electric X- h transverse magnetic X. I , and 
the longitudinal electric Xo of these authors by the equations 

H{fO =X~M 

H~LI =+ ~2(XJf IM+XfM) (3,13) 

It should be stated that although we obtain similar results 
the two approaches are very different. 

4. TENSOR HARMONICS. 

Because of their applications to problems involving 
gravitational radiation, rank-two tensor spherical harmon-
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ics have also been studied by Regge and Wheeler,6 Zeri11F 
and more recently by Daumens and Minnaert. These were 
constructed by coupling the tensors of the spherical basis 
and the spherical harmonics through Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients. We evaluate in this section the second-rank tensor 
harmonics in the helicity basis. Using Eq. (3.5), it is a simple 
matter to see that the rank-two harmonics in this basis are 

H~X = C':: 1 Y!2D ",;x (t/J,fJ,O) t~ (4.1) 

where ~ (S = 0,1,2; A = ± 2, ± 1,0), the nine basis vectors 
in the product space E (3) ® E (3), are 

t1 = IC(11S;A -A /,..1. ')EX' ® EX -X', (4.2) 
X' 

with 

(4.3) 

and 

(4.4) 

The harmonic (4.1) is related to the rank-two tensor spheri

cal harmonics Yjt(fJ,r/J) by 

Yjt(fJ,t/J) = I( - l)xC (JSl; - ..1...1. )H~x (t/J,fJ) (4.5) 
X 

or 

( - IlH~x (r/J,fJ) = IC (JSI; - ..1...1. )Yjt(fJ,t/J) (4.6) 
I 

The H-functions satisfy the condition 

H~x' = (- I)M+sH~_x' (4.7) 

transform under the parity operation P as 

P: H~x = (- 1)J+sH~_x (4.8) 

The tensors are orthogonal in the product spaceE (3) ® E (3), 

H~;.H~/~, 

= _1_[(2J + 1)(2J' + l)lllZD~xD~,x.8ss'oxx" (4.9) 
417' 

and are also orthonormal, 

J JS' HJ's' 0 d!1HMx ' M'X'= JJ.8MM ,OSS'oxx'· (4.10) 

Therefore in this basis, a tensor field A(r,!) (using the dyadic 
notation) can be expanded in terms of H~x (t/J,fJ) as 

A(r,!) = I A ~x (r,! )H~x (r/J,fJ), (4.11) 
JMSX 

which gives, in general, nine quantities of helicities 
..1.= ± 2, ± 1,0; S = 0,1,2. Using Eq. (4.10), the expansion 
coefficients A ~x (r,!) are obtained as 

A~x= Jd!1H~x··A. (4.12) 

The above analysis can thus clearly be used to study, for 
example, the weak-field radiative solutions of the Einstein 
equations. 
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The nine tensor multipoles are given in this basis to be 

simply 

H:{i ± 2' H:{i ± l' ":{la, 

H{} ± p H{}o, and H~o, 

to be compared with the rather tedious way of obtaining 
them in the spherical basis. ' Again, our results are related to 
those in Ref. 5 by means of the identifications8 

( - 1)s xgit = H~o, 

(- I)XXS~xM= ~2 (H{'i",x ± (- liH{'i±x)' 

(4.13) 

Construction of rank} tensors (j> 2) is now easy. The prob
lem clearly reduces to constructing a set of basis vectors in 
the product spaceE (3) ®E (3) ® '" ®E (3) (jtimes), since the 
rotation matrix remains formally unchanged. By a simple 
inductive argument we can show that the rankj tensor har
monic in the helicity basis is given by the expression 

(4.14) 

w here the basis vectors are 

= I C(1IS1;Al,AZ -A1)C(SIISz;Az,AJ -Az)X'" 
A I A 2 ···AJ 

withS_. =O,So= I,Ao=0,Aj + 1 =..1.. (4.15) 

The orthogonality properties of the above harmonic then 
follow from those of the rotation matrix and of the helicity 
basis vectors Ex, as shown earlier. 

Although a rank} tensor has Y components, it often 
happens that in certain physical situations, such as in general 
relativity, only the fully symmetric and traceless ones may be 
needed. For such particular cases, only the maximal cou
pling (~ _ 1 = J) are needed and the completely symmetric 
basis vectors are given by 

ti = [~(j + A )!(j - A )! ] 1/2 

X (2J)! 
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x L II [(1 + ..1.)1(1 - ..1.)1] !IlEA,' (4.16) 
A,i= 1 

with A. = .t A.;. 
i= 1 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We suggest in this paper the use of the helicity basis 
vectors for the study of the tensor harmonics and have de
rived the rankj tensor harmonics in this basis. The tensor 
multi poles are then shown to be special cases of these har
monics. Equations possessing rotational in variance can be 
solved using this basis. The applications of these results to 
the Maxwell's equations and the weak-field approximations 
to the Einstein's equations are presently being studied. 
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In this paper we consider the problems of object restoration and image extrapolation, according to the 
regularization theory of improperly posed problems. In order to take into account the stochastic nature of 
the noise and to introduce the main concepts of information theory, great attention is devoted to the 
probabilistic methods of regUlarization. The kind of the restored continuity is investigated in detail; in 
particular we prove that, while the image extrapolation presents a Holder type stability, the object 
restoration has only a logarithmic continuity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In Fourier optics a vast amount of literature has been 
devoted to the problem of object restoration. The interested 
reader is referred to the review papers by Frieden 1 and 
Goodman.2 

One of the points, which has been largely debated, con
cerns restoration beyond the diffraction limit in the presence 
of noise. As already stated2

•
J a significant improvement in 

resolution can be accomplished if the object is very poorly 
resolved by the optical system at the start; on the other hand, 
if the object is extremely complex at the start, improvement 
of resolution requires signal-to-noise ratios that are unrealis
tically high. One might argue that these limitations are due 
to the fact that the number of degrees of freedom of an image 
is finite. J In other words the image is "ambiguous" in the 
sense that many different objects can have one and the same 
image (within a given accuracy) and therefore the observer 
must necessarily make use of some a priori knowledge. J 

This remark is in accordance with the fact that the ob
ject restoration belongs to a large class oflinear inverse prob
lems (relevant in many fields like identification of targets, 
probing of media, geophysical exploration, and in any other 
field of remote sensing) which are ill posed in the sense of 
Hadamard, since the solutions do not depend continuously 
on the data. Therefore, as it has been emphasized by many 
authors,.-6 these problems must be reconsidered according 
to the regularization theory of improperly posed problems. 7.8 

This is a means for introducing a priori knowledge under the 
form of precise a priori constraints (as far as possible of phys
ical origin) which restrict the class of admitted solutions. 
Then regularization gives a continuous dependence of the 
solution on the data in the sense that a small variation of the 
data leads to a small change in the solution. 

In this paper we consider an ideal, diffraction limited, 

a)Aspirant du Fonds National Beige de la Recherche Scientifique. 

space-invariant, imaging system. For one-dimensional, co
herent objects, identically zero outside the interval [ - I, I), 
one has 

II • [( )] sm C t-s 
y(t) = x(s)ds + z(t ), 

- I 1T(t - s) 
It 1<1,(1.1) 

where y is the image (assumed to be known on the interval 
[ - 1, ID, x is the object, and z is the noise; the quantity 
d = 1T/c is the Rayleigh resolution distance. 

We shall analyze the following problems: 

(I) object restoration, i.e., to estimate the object 
x giveny; 

(2) image extrapolation, i.e., to estimate a band-limited 
function whose restriction to the interval [ - I, I] approxi
matesy. 

The main reason for our attention to the optical system 
described above is that, in this simple case, one knows the 
eigenfunctions of the integral operator ofEq. (1.1) [they are 
the linear prolate spheroidal wavefunctions1 lh(c,x), with 
the associated eigenvalues Ak(C)] and their asymptotic beh
vior when k ---+ + 00. From this fact it derives the possibility 
of obtaining very precise results on problems (I) and (2). 

Now, as we said above, the main prescription in order to 
restore the continuity in the case of ill-posed problems, con
sists in restricting the admitted solutions by imposing a sup
plementary global bound7

•
8

; next one must investigate the 
kind of continuity which has been restored. 9 In some prob
lems it is possible to have a fairly satisfactory Holder type 
stability; i.e., if we denote by E the data accuracy, then the 
solution accuracy is dominated by a term proportional to E' 
(0 <A < 1). On the other hand there are problems where the 
solution accuracy is at best proportional to IlnEI-l (logarith
mic continuity). One of the main results ofthis paper con
sists in showing that the restored continuity is of the Holder 
type in the extrapolation of a given image piece beyond its 
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borders [Problem (2)], while in the object restoration [Prob
lem (1)] it is only logarithmic. 

In the usual regularization theory of ill-posed problems, 
one supposes that the error and the solution lie in some 
bounded sets of the respective Hilbert spaces. These condi
tions could appear too rigid, since it should be preferable, 
from a physical point of view, to regard the noise as a sto
chastic process. Furthermore, after the advent of the Shan
non information theory, many concepts which were origin
ally elaborated in that context, were successively largely 
applied to the analysis of optical systems. 10 These are the 
principal motivations for introducing probabilistic methods 
of regularization ofill-posed problems. We devote Sec. 3 to 
probabilistic methods in a Hilbert space setting, along the 
lines introduced by two of the authors; II furthermore a com
parison of the two procedures is discussed in detail. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we analyze 
the regularization method proposed by Tikhonov and Mill
er,7.8 with attention to the specific questions which are of 
interest in the optical problems here considered. In Sec. 3 we 
develop the probabilistic method. Section 4 is devoted to the 
problem of object restoration; here we prove that the re
stored continuity is only logarithmic. In Sec. 5 we analyze 
the problem of image extrapolation, showing that in this case 
the restored continuity is of the HOlder type. Finally in Sec. 6 
we try some conclusions. 

2. TIKHONOV-MILLER METHOD 

In this Section we sketch a method first proposed by 
Tikhonov7 for Fredholm equations of the first kind and inde
pendently developed by Miller' for improperly posed prob
lems in a Hilbert space setting. Here we follow the paper of 
MiIler8 for the presentation of the general method; we also 
give some results on stability estimates which, to our knowl
edge, are not available in the literature. 

Let X, Y be separable Hilbert spaces and A:X ---+ Ya 
linear continuous operator such that the inverse operator A -I 

exists; if A -I: Y ---+ X is not continuous, the problem: find 
x E X such that y = Ax, where y E Y is a given vector, is im
properly posed in the sense of Hadamard. In practice this 
pathology is very serious, since the data are always affected 
by errors. More precisely, the data vector y can be viewed as 
the sum of two terms: y = Ax + z, where x E X is an un
known vector which has to be approximately determined 
and Z E Y is an unknown vector describing errors or noise. 
Since A -I is not continuous, the knowledge of y and of a 
bound on the error Z is not sufficient in order to find an 
approximation to x. Further "a priori" knowledge on x is 
required. 

A. The general method 
The basic point is to assume for the error z = Ax - y 

and for the unknown vector x the following prescribed 
bounds: Ilzll y = IIAx - yll y<E, IIBxl1 z<E, where B : X ---+ Z 
(2 is a Hilbert space) is a linear operator (the so-called con
straint operator), densely defined in X, which has a bounded 
inverse; E, E are given positive numbers (we do not consider 
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the case where only one of the two numbers E and E is 
known8). Then, any vector X E X satisfying the conditions: 

IIAx - ylly<E 

I\Bxl\z<E 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

can be called an approximation to the unknown vector x. 
Such a definition is reasonable if: 

(i) there exists at least one vector x satisfying 
(2.1), (2.2) (in such a case the pair €, E is called permissible'); 

(ii) there exists a norm or seminorm <-> such that 

M(€,E) = sup{(x) IxEX,IIAxlly<€,IIBxllz<E} (2.3) 

tends to zero, as € ---> 0, for fixed E. 

When (ij) holds true, we say that Problem (2.1), (2.2), 
i.e., the problem of finding a vector x satisfying the condi
tions (2.1), (2.2) is stable with respect to the norm or semin
orm <->. Any upper bound for M (E,E) is called a stability 
estimate and M (E,E) itself is called the best possible stability 
estimate. M(E,E) gives the size, in the sense of the norm or 
seminorm <->, of the "packet" of the vectors x satisfying 
(2.1), (2.2); indeed if XI> Xz satisfy (2.1), (2.2), then 
IIA (Xl - Xz)!! y<2E, liB (Xl - xz)llz<2E, so that 
<XI - xz><2M (E,E). Now, if {E,E J is a permissible pair, one 
has to find a method in order to exhibit explicitly a vector 
which satisfies the constraints (2.1), (2.2). 

Let K ~,E be the set of all the vectors X satisfying (2.1), 
(2.2). K ~,E is convex and bounded; besides the unknown vec

tor x belongs to K ~,E' If x E K ~,E> then IIx - xl\x is a mea
sure, in the sense of the norm of X, of the error which is done 
by taking x as an approximation to x. Since x is unknown, a 
pessimistic estimate of this error is given by 

'fl(X) = sup{llx - x\\x Ix E K ~,E}' (2.4) 

It is not difficult to prove that there always exists a vector Xo 
which minimizes the functional 'flO and belongs to K ~,E; 
then we can take such a vector as a "best-possible" approxi
mation to x. Besides, if there exists a center of symmetry of 
K ~ Eo then it coincides with xo. Unfortunately the set K ~.E 
us~al1y does not have a center of symmetry; therefore it can 
be quite hard to find a vector which minimizes 'fl (-). Howev
er we can combine the two constriants (2.1), (2.2) into a 
single one and introduce the convex, bounded set 

K~,E = fx Ix EX, 2~2 IIAx - YII~ 

+ _l_IIBxll~< I}. 
2Ez 

(2.5) 

Then K ~,ECK~,ECK V2E',V2E' We do not make a large e:;or 
if we consider K ~,E instead of K ~,E and corresponding 'l.? (.) 
instead of 'fl(.), ~(.) being defined as in Eq. (2.4), whereK ~,E 
is replaced by K ~,E' Since K ~,E has a center of symmetry 
which is given by 

(2.6) 
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i minimizes if(.) and it can be taken as a "nearly-best-possi
ble" approximation to x. Indeed, recalling that 

K~.ECK \;Z€.VZE we can conclude that the approximation i 

is best-possible but for a factor ofY'2. Finally, it is impor
tant to note that this method gives an approximation to x, 
which is satifactory independently of the choice of norm (or 
seminorm) for measuring the error. Indeed, one can prove 
thatS 

<i -x)<.Y2M(€,E), (2.7) 

where M (€,E) is defined by Eq. (2.3). 

The previous method suggests the introduction of the 
following stability estimate, 

M(€,E) = sup{<x)/x EX, -1-IIAx - YII~ 
2€2 

+ -1-IIBxll~<'l}. 
2E2 

(2.8) 

I t is clear that M (€,E) is an upper bound for M (€,E); more 
precisely one has 

M(€,E)<.M(€,E)<.Y2M(€,E) (2.9) 

and, instead of inequality (2.7), one gets 

<i -x><.M(€,E). (2.10) 

B. Stability estimates 

Here we give results on the stability of Problem (2.1), 
(2.2) with respect to those norms and seminorms which are 
more appropriate for the problems considered in this paper; 
the stability can be achieved by properly choosing the con
straint operator B. 

(i) Let us assume that the operator B has a bounded 
inverse, without any further property; then Problem (2.1), 
(2.2) is stable with respect to the family of seminorms: 
<x> = I(x,uhl, lIullx = 1 (where u is a fixed but arbitrary 
vector on the unit sphere). 

The following result is proved in the paper of MillerS: 

Theorem 2.1: IfC=A *A + (€/E)2B*B, then 

Mi€,E) = Y2€(C-Iu,u)l;'2, (2.11) 

Mu(€,E) being defined by Eq. (2.8) with <-> replaced by 
I("uhl· 

From Theorem 2.1 we can derive the following result: 

Theorem 2.2: Mu(€,E) tends to zero, as € ---> 0, for fixed 
E; besides Mi€,E) = 0 (E) iff u E range (A *). 

Prooj:Ifwewrite IB I = (B *B)1I2andifweintroducethe 
operator S = A IB I-I (S-I exists since A -I exists), then Eq. 
(2.11) can be rewritten as follows, 

Mu(€,E) = Y 2€([S*S + (;yI] -'IB 1-'u,IB I-IU )~2. 
(2.12) 
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For the sake of simplicity we suppose that the operator A is 
compact (however the Theorem holds true even without this 
assumption). Then the operator S is compact and we denote 

by {s~ h+~~ (Sk > 0; SO»SI»S2»"') the set of the eigenvalues of 
the operator S *S and by {Uk}t~~ the set of the correspond
ing eigenvectors. {udt=~ is an orthonormal basis in X so 
that we can write 

- (+ I (I B I - 'u u ) 12 )12 
i(€,E)=Y2€ f ' k X • (2.13) 

k=O s~+(€/E)2 

From this equation it is clear that Mu(E,E) tends to zero, as 
€ ---> 0, for fixed E. Besides, let us assume that U E range (A *); 
then there exists a vector v E Y such that u = A *v. Ifwe in
troduce the vectors Vk = Sk- 'Suk [{Vk}t=ooO is an orthonor
mal basis in range (S) 12], then Eq. (2.13) becomes 

_ ~~(+oo s~ )12 
MJ€,E) = V 2€ I l(v,vk hI 2 (2.14) 

k~os~+(€/EY 

so that Mu(€,E)<.Y2I1vllrE and Mi€,E) = o (€). 

Now, let us assumeMu(E,E) = 0 (E); then there exists a 
constant 8u such that 

+ 00 I(IB 1-IU ,udxI 2 

I <.8u· (2.15) 
k = 0 s~ + (dE)2 

If K is the maximum integer such that sk»€/E, then 
K ---> + 00 when € ---> 0; therefore 

<2.f 1(IBI-'u,udxI
2 

"'" Lt ------- <.28u 
k ~ 0 s~ + (dE)2 

for any K. We get 

+00 I Sk- 2 1(IB 1-'u,udxI 2<.28u 
k=O 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

or, in other words, IB I-I U E range (S*). Then there exists a 
vector v E Y such that IB I-I U = S *v and it follows that 
u = A *v. The Theorem is proved. 

(ii) Let us assume now that the operator B has a com
pact inverse. Then the set K E- = I x IxEX, IIBxllz<.E J is a 
compact subset of X; analogously the set J E = AK E is a com
pact subset of Yand the operator A defines a continuous, one 
to one mapping of K E onto J E' From a well known topologi
cal lemma 13 it follows that the inverse mapping from J E onto 
K E is continuous; such a result implies that M (€,E) 

= suplllxllxlxEX, IIAxll y<.€, IIBxllz<.E I 
= sup! IIA -IYllx lYE Y, IIYII y<.€, IIBA -lyllz<.E I tends to 

zero, as E ---> 0, for fixed E. Therefore, one can conclude that: 
when the operator B has a compact inverse, Problem (2.1), 
(2.2) is stable with respect to the norm of X. 

The previous result is essentially qualitative; we can 
have a more precise result (see Theorem 2.3) in the following 
case. Let us assume that A : X ---> Y is a compact operator 
(such an assumption is satisfied for the problems considered 
in Sees. 4 and 5); then, let {aDt~~ (a k > 0; a O»al»a2» .. ·) 
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be the set of the eigenvalues of the operator A * A and 
{Udk+~"b be the set of the corresponding eigenvectors, 

+00 
A *Ax = I a~kUk' Xk = (x,ukh· 

k~O 

(2.18) 

In such a case a considerable simplification is introduced if 
one considers a constraint operator B such that B * Band 
A *A commute, i.e., 

+00 
B *Bx = I f3~kUk' Xk = (x,udx' 

k~O 

Then the operator B has a compact inverse iff 

(2.19) 

limk ~ + 00f3~ = + 00. It is self evident that the condition is 
necessary. In order to show that it is also sufficient, one must 
prove that any set K E = {x E X I IIBx II z<E } is conditional
ly compact. Such a result follows easily from the proposi
tion 14: A subet K o/lp' p> 1, is conditionally compact iff it is 

bounded and limn~ oo}:/~"';, IXk IP = 0 uniformly/or 
{Xd/~oooEK. 

Now, let IEIE be the set defined as follows, 

I E1E = Ik lak>(E/E)[Jk I· (2.20) 

Since A * A is compact, the eigenvalues a~ accumulate to 
zero; on the other hand, the eigenvalues f3 ~ of B * B tend to 
infinity. Therefore, the set IdE contains only a finite number 
of points. 

Besides, if we write 

a(;) = min!ak Ik E IdE L 

f3(;) = minlf3k Ik € IdE L (2.21) 

we have the following result: 

Theorem 2.3: The inequality holds, 

+ (a(E~E) + f3(:E») 

E E 
<M(E,E)< + ---

a(E/E) f3(dE) , 
(2.22) 

where M (E,E) is given by Eq. (2.3) with <-> = II·lIx' 
Proof Inequality (2.22) is a consequence of a lemma 

(three norm lemma) proved by Miller l5 which states that 

![L (E,E) + H(E,E)] <M(E,E)<L (E,E) + H(E,E), 

(2.23) 

where: 

(2.24) 
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(2.25) 

Since the functionals involved in Eqs. (2.24), and (2.25), are 
linear in the parameters Ixk l

2
, it is easy to show that 

E E 
L (E,E) = , H(E,E) = , 

a(dE) f3(EIE) 
(2.26) 

and the Theorem is proved. 

In the particular case B = (A *tl we can obtain a more 
precise result: 

Theorem 2.4: If B = (A *tl, then 

M(E,E)< V EE , (2.27) 

whereM (E,E) is defined by Eq. (2.3)with<-> = II·IIx' Besides 
the equality holds when the ratio dE is equal to one of the 
eigenvalues of the operator A *A. 

Proof From the Schwarz inequality we have, for any 
x E range (A *) 

IIxll~ = (A -IAx,xh = (Ax,(A *t1x)y<IIAxllyll(A *tlxll y, 

(2.28) 

and the inequality (2.27) follows from the constraints 
IIAxll y<E, II(A *tlxll y<E. Besides, if the pair I E,E J is such 
that dE = a~, where a~ is an eigenvalue of A * A and if we 
take x = Eakuk (Uk is the eigenvector corresponding to aD, 
then IIAxll y = Ea~ = E, II(A *tlxll y = E; on the other hand, 

IIxlix = Eak = V EE and we can conclude that, in such a 
case, the equality holds in (2.27). 

(iii) Let us assume now that the inverse of B * B is an 
operator of the trace class. In other words, there exists an 
orthonormal basis {u k } k+ ~ "b in X such that the operator B * B 
has the spectral representation (2.19) and 

(2.29) 

In the domain of B we can introduce the following norm 
(which shall be used in Sec. 5), 

+00 
IIlxlll= I IXkl, xk=(x,udx; (2.30) 

k~O 

indeed, by the Schwarz inequality 

(2.31 ) 

Now, the set KE{x EX I dIBxllz<E}, is compact with 
respect to the norm (2.30); indeed, by the Schwartz inequal
ity and condition (2.29), 

(2.32) 

uniformly for x EKE' The compactness criterion in lp, p;;;. 1, 
already recalledl4 implies that K E is a conditionally compact 
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subset of I" Besides it is easy to see that the set KE is closed 
with respect to the norm (2.30). 

If we put /3 = mink {/3 k 1 > 0 and we remark that from 
the constraint IIBx II z..;;E it follows that f Xk f ..;;E 1/3, we get, 
for any x EKE' \lxllx";;(E IP)lJ2lllxlll, so that 

IiAxlly..;;IIA II fIXllx";;~ IIA II Illxlll. (2.33) 

Therefore, if we set J E = AK E> the operator A defines a con
tinuous mapping of K E onto J E' when K E is normed with the 
norm (2.30) and J E is normed with the norm of Y. The topo
logical lemma already recalled,13 implies that the inverse 
mapping from J E onto K E is continuous. Therefore, M (e,E), 
defined by Eq. (2.3) with <-> = 111·111, tends to zero, as 
£ -+ 0, for fixed E; we can conclude that: When condition 
(2.29) is satisfied, Problem (2.1), (2.2) is stable with respect to 
the norm (2.30). 

When A * A and B * B are given by Eqs. (2.18), (2.19), we 
can get the following more precise result. 

Theorem 2.5: If M(£,E) is defined by Eq. (2.3) with 

<-> = 111·111, then 

x ( kk,a;; 2 yt2 + E C'k" /3 k- 2) 112, (2.34) 

where JEtE is the set defined in Eq. (2.20). 

Proof By the three norm lemma1l we have for M (E,E) 
an inequality like (2.23) where now 

L (e,E) = sup{ k;n. IXk I) (k;" az IXk 12)1/2 <e}, (2.35) 

H(e,E) = sup{ kkn fXk I) (kk,P~ IXk 12y/2 <E}, 
(2.36) 

Then, by the Schwarz inequality (which is precise) we have 

( _2)112 
L (e,E) = e k;". ak , ( " _ 2)112 H (e,E) = E kfi;" /3 k 

(2.37) 

and the Theorem is proved. 

We conclude with a result which is a modified version 
of Theorem 2.5. 

Theorem 2.6: If M(e,E) is defined by Eq. (2.8) with 

<->= 111'III,then 

M(E,E)= 2£ . - v'- (+ '" 1 )12 
k~O a~ + (dEY/3~ (2.38) 

Proof Indeed, by the Schwarz inequality, we have 
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(2.39) 

Since the Schwarz inequality is precise, we get Eq. (2.38). 

C. Methods of eigenfunction expansions 

In the case where the operator A :X -+ Yis compact and 
the operators A * A and B * B commute [see Eqs. (2.18), 
(2.19)], Eq. (2.6) takes the form 

_ + 00 a
k 

x = L YkUk, Yk = (y,Uk)Y' (2.40) 
k = 0 a% + (dE)2/3~ 

where vk = ak- IAuk [(vk}/=o is an orthonormal basis in 

range(A ) "l An approximation. even more simple than 
(2.40), is given by 

(2.41) 

where the setI"IE is defined by Eq. (2.20) andh, Uk are as in 
Eq. (2.40). 

If x is any vector satisfying the conditions (2.1), (2.2), 
then 

< L IYk - a0k 12 
kEf,//, 

(2.43) 

In a similar way one can prove the second inequality (2.42). 
Therefore, we get 

(x - x)..;;v'2M(e,E), (2.44) 

M (e,E) being defined by Eq. (2.3). We can conclude that, if 
Problem (1), (2) is stable with respect to the norm or semin
orm <->, both x and x converge (in the sense of <-» to the 
"true" solution of the problem, as e ---+ 0, for fixed E. 

3. PROBABILISTIC METHOD 

Let us assume, as in Sec. 2, that the data vector y is the 
sum of two terms, Y = Ax + z, where x is the vector which 
has to be approximately determined and z is an unknown 
vector describing errors or noise; then, the basic point in the 
probabilistic method is to consider the vectors x, y, z as the 
values ofrandom variables S, 7], ~.",16 
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More precisely, let (ll,Y,P) be a probability space, i.e., 
II is an abstract point set, Y is a iT-algebra of subsets of ll, 
and Pisa measure on Y withP(ll) = 1; besides, let X, Ybe 
separable Hilbert spaces and let ~:ll-X, s:ll-Ybe weak 
random variables17 (hereafter shortened to w.r.v.), i.e., the 
mappings~, S induce cylinder measures f-lt;, f-lt; on X, Y, re
spectively; then we consider the w.r.v. 1J:ll-Y given by 

1J =A5 + S, (3.1) 

where A:X _ Y is a linear continuous operator whose inverse 
A -I exists but is not continuous. 

If we assume that the joint measure of the pair ofw.r.v. 
t, S is know, then the problem is the following: Given a value 
Y of the w.r.v.1J, find the best-possible mean square estimate 
of the w.r.v. t. 

Now, we assume (as it is reasonable in many practical 
applications) that the W.r.V. 5, S are Gaussian and indepen
dent and that they have zero mean; in such a case their joint 
measure is uniquely characterized by the covariance opera
tors Rs' Rt;. Then the covariance operator R1} is expressed in 
terms of Rt;, Rt; by,"·16 

R y, = ARgA * + Rt;, (3.2) 

Besides, the w.r.v. t, "! are not independent and their cross
covariance operator is given by 

(3.3) 

In the following we shall also assume that the inverse of the 
operator Rt; exists. Indeed, if this condition is not satisfied, 
there exists a vector Va such that Rt;Vo = 0; then, the random 
variable (S,va) y takes the value zero with probability one or, 
in other words, the component of the data vector in the di
rection of Va is not affected by error or noise. Since such a 
situation is not realistic, we assume that the inverse of Rt; 
exists. From Eq. (3.2) it follows that the inverse of the opera
tor RTf also exists; besides, range (R t) and range (R ) are both _ 1} 

dense in Y. 

The covariance operators R s' R t; have a role, in the pro
babilistic method, similar to that of the bounds E, E and of 
the constraint operator B in the Tikhonov-Miller method. 
For this reason we assume that:Ri; = E2N, where E is a 
"small" positive number and N: Y _ Y is a linear bounded 
operator independent of E. 

A. The general method 

If L: Y -X is any linear continuous operator, we call the 
w.r.v.IL = L1] a linear estimate ofthew.r.v. 5. Then, for any 
uEX, the reliability of the estimate for the random variable 
(t,u)xis measured by the mean square error (here E denotes 
the expectation) 

Q(U;L,E) 

=E{ 1(t-L1J,uhI 2
J 

= ([Rt; - Rt;A *L * - LARt; + LR~ *]u,uh· 

(3.4) 

If there exists a unique linear continuous operator Lo: Y_X 
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~hich minimizes Q (U;L,E) for any uEX, then the w.r. v. 
5 = La,,! is said to be the best linear estimate of the w.r. v. 5. 

We have the following result 17
.
11 : 

Theorem 3.1: There exists a unique best linear estimate t 
of the w.r.v. t iff the operator Rt; 1l - I is bounded on the _ Ti" 1} 

range (R1}); in such a case 

Lo = Rt;~ y--; I = RgA *(ARgA * + EWtl. (3.5) 

Remark 3.1: If Rt; has a bounded inverse, then the oper
ator R1} also has a bounded inverse. In such a case the prod
uct Rt;/~ ;; I is a bounded operator and therefore there is no 
question in the interpretation ofEq. (3.5). On the other 
hand, if the inverse of Rt; is not continuous, then Rt;/l,--; 1 is 
the product of two operators where Rt;1' is bounded while 
R y--; 1 is unbounded and densely defined. [see Eq. (3.2)-we 
recall that A -I is not continuous.11f Rt;~;; I is bounded on 
range (R y,), then Theorem 3.1 states that Lo is the usual ex
tension (by continuity) of Rs~ Tf- 1 to the closure of range 
(R y,), i.e., to the whole Hilbert space Y. For simplicity we still 
denote by Rt;~ y--; 1 (as in Eq. (3.5)1 such an extension. 

Remark 3.2: If we consider the problem formulated at 
the beginning of this section, then the solution is: Given a 
value y of the W.r. V.1J, the best possible mean -square estimate 
of the W.r.v. 5 is 

x = RsA *(ARsA * + Ewtly. (3.6) 

It is interesting to compare formally Eq. (3.6) with Eg. (2.6). 
Ifwe putN = / andRt; = E2(B *B tl in Eq. (3.6) and we use 
the identity -

(A *R (;- IA + R t;- I)RgA * = A *R (;-I(ARgA * + Rt;), 
(3.7) 

we see that, in such a case, Eqs. (3.6) and (2.6) coincide. 

Remark 3.3: In the case N = / (i.e., in the case where; 
is the so-called "white noise") there is an interesting inter
pretation ofthe least-square estimate (3.6). We introduce the 
operator T = R 1I2A * (recall that a covariance operator is a 
bounded, nonnegative, self-adjoint operator), so that we can 
write Lo = R l12T(T*T + E2/tl; besides we denote by 
(7'k J /='0 the set of the nonzero singular values of T, i.e., 
T*uk = 7'kVk' TVk = 7'kUk' where (Uk) k+= '0 is an orthonor
mal basis in range (T) ex and {Vk )/=000 is an orthonor
mal basis in range (T*) e y;12 then, from Eq. (3.6), by 
means of the relation R yZuk = 7'0 -IVk , we get 

x= 

(3.8) 

whereYk = (y,vkh. Now, the random variables 
5k = (t,R t;- 1I2Uk h, 1Jk = (1J,vkh(k fixed but arbitrary) 
are Gaussian and: E {15k 1

2 J = 1, E (11Jk 12) = rl + E', 
E {5kiik 1 = 7'k; therefore their correlation coefficient is 
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rk = 1"JT~ + E2)-1 and their average mutual information is '8 : 

Jk = J(tk,1]d = - iln(l -~) = iln(l + ~/E2). (3.9) 

From Eq. (3.9) we get ~(~ + E2tl = 1 - exp( - 2Jk), so 
that we can write Eq. (3.8) as follows 

+ 00 2J 
X = I (1 - e- ')YkA -IUk· (3.10) 

k=O 

From this expression we see that the best linear estimate x 
can be obtained, from the formal solution A -Iy 

= ~k+=oY0 -I Uk , by means ofa penalty on the coefficients 
in terms of the amount of information on the random vari
able Sk contained in the random variable 1]k' 

Let us assume now that the w.r. v. S has a finite variance, 

i.e., E ! lis IIi J < + 00 (recall that S has a zero mean); as is 
known, this condition is satisfied iff Rg is an operator of the 
trace class.17 In such a case, we can try to define a "global" 
mean square error in the estimate of S (by means of t L = L1]) 
as the variance of the W.r.v. S - L1], i.e., 

Q(L,E) = E{IIs - L1]IIU 

= tr(F g - RgA *L * - LARg + LR" *). 

(3.11) 

Q (L,E) is finite iff the w.r. v. L1] has also a finite variance. 
Next we can define a best linear estimate t = L o1], in the 
sense of the mean square error (3.11), ifthere exists a bound
ed operator Lo which minimizes Q (L,E). 

We must distinguish two cases. The first is when the 
noise; has a finite variance; then, from Eq. (3.2) it follows 
that RT/ is of the trace class and therefore the w.r.v. L1] has 
also a finite variance for any bounded linear operator 
L: Y --+x. In such a case, if there exists a bounded operator Lo 
which minimizes Q (U;L,E) then it also minimizes Q (L,E) and 
vice versa. The second case is when; (and therefore also 1]) 

does not have a finite variance. Now, since the covariance 
operator of L1] is LR r,L *, it follows that L1] has a finite vari
ance iff the operator L is of the Schmidt class. Therefore, 
there exists a best linear estimate in the sense of the mean
square error (3.11) iff the operator Rg~ r-; I has a bounded 
extension of the Schmidt class. 

B. Least mean-square errors 

We can define the least mean-square error in the esti
mate of (t,u) x as 

c5(U,E) = inf [Q (U;L,E)] 112, (3.12) 
L 

where Q (U;L,E) is defined by Eq. (3.4). If the best linear esti
mate exists, then (3.12) gives a measure of the reliability of 
the estimate; indeed, we have c5(U,E) = [Q (U;Lo,E)] 112, Lo 
being given by Eq. (3.5). After some simple calculations we 
get 

(3.13) 

In the general case (i.e., even if the best linear estimate does 
not exist) we have the following result," 
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(3.14) 

where V:X--+Yis the unique linear continuous operator 

(with II VII.:;; 1) such that RT/g = R ~2VR l12. 

Remark 3.4: c5(U,E) has a role, in the probabilistic meth
od, similar to that of the best stability estimate (2.3), with 
<-> = / (·,u) / x' in the Tikhonov-Miller method. Indeed, if 
we put N = I and Rg = E 2(B * Btl in Eq. (3.5), from Eqs. 
(3.7) and (3.13) we get 

([ (
E)2 ]-1 )112 c5(U,E)=E A*A+ E B*B u,u x; (3.15) 

this expression coincides, except for a factor ofyi with Eq. 
(2.11). 

The following result I I gives conditions which guarantee 
that c5(U,E) tends to zero when E--+O: 

Theorem 3.2: If the operator Rr; = E2Nhas a bounded 
inverse, then, for any uEX 

lim c5(U,E) = 0 (3.16) 
£-.-0 

iff the problem 

xErange(R y2), Ax = 0 (3.17) 

has only the trivial solution. 

Remark 3.5: In the problems considered in this paper, 
the inverse of the operator A exists; therefore problem (3.17) 
has only the trivial solution. 

The following result is the analog of Theorem 2.2: 

Theorem 3.3: If the operator Rr; = E2N has a bounded 
inverse and if the inverse of the operator Rg exists, then 

c5(U,E) = o (E), E-G (3.18) 

iff uErange (A * N - 112). 

Proof From the identity (3.7) and Eq. (3.13) we get 

(3.19) 

and, if we introduce the operator S = N - I12AR l12, we can 
write 

(3.20) 

At this point the proof proceeds like the proof of Theorem 
2.2. 

When the inverse of the operator Rr; = E2N is not 
bounded, it seems that no general result on the behavior of 
c5(U,E), when E-G, can be derived; assumptions on the ranges 
of the operators (ARgA *)112 and R ~/2 = EN 112 have to be 
done. However there exists an important case where as
sumptions of this type can be proposed in a quite natural 
way: We mean when both the operators Rg, Rr; are of the 
trace class. In such a case the covariance operator R T/ belongs 
to the same class and one can introduce the average mutual 
informationJ (t,1]) of the W.r. v. S,1].18.19 Our prescription is to 
require thatJ (t,1]) is finite [in the problem of Sec. 4,J (t,1]) is 
the amount of information about the object contained in the 
optical image and the finite variances of sand 1] are the 
average energies of the object and of the image, respectively]. 
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According to the results of Bakerl9 one can give necessary 
and sufficient conditions on the covariance operators Rg,R; 
in order that J (5,17) < + 00; if we take into account these 
results, then the previous assumptions can be formulated as 
follows: 

(i) tr(R g) < + 00, tr(N) < + 00; 

(ii)ARsA * = N I12SN 112 whereS:Y~Yis a linear oper
ator of the trace class. 

The following result holds ll
: if the assumptions (i), (ii) 

are satisfied, then Eq. (3.16) holds/or any uEX, iff the prob
lem (3.17) has only the trivial solution. 

When the W.r. v. 5 has a finite variance, we can consider 
the mean-square error (3.11) and define a least mean-square 
error as follows, 

t5(E) = inf Q (L,E). (3.21) 
L 

If the assumptions (i), (ii) are satisfied, then it is possible to 
provell that t5(E)-O when E-O. 

c. Methods of eigenfunction expansions 

We consider now the case where the operator A:X ~ Yis 
compact. We assume that the operators A *A and Rg com
mute; the same assumption is done on the operatorsAA * and 
R?; = E'N. 

If A and A * both have an inverse operator (such a condi
tion is satisfied in the problems considered in this paper), 
then all the singular values a k of A are nonzero; besides, 

! Uk l k+~O (the set of the eigenvectors of A *A) and! vk l k+~ocO 
(the set of the eigenvectors of AA *; Vk = a k- IAuk) are an 
orthonormal basis in X, Y, respectively. 

Thanks to the previous assumption we can write 

+OC +00 
RsX = I PkXkUk' R;)l = E' I VkYkVk, (3.22) 

k~O k~O 

wherexk = (x,ukh, Yk = (y,vdy-

Now, the operator Lo, Eq. (3.5), is bounded iff 
sup(akPkvk- I) < + 00 ;11 in such a case Eq. (3.6) takes the 
form 

+ 00 akPk 
X= I YkUk 

k~O azpk + E'Vk 
(3.23) 

or a form similar to (3.10), 

(3.24) 

where now Jk = ~ln[ 1 + (aZPk)/(E'Vk) 1 is the average mu-
2 

tual information of the random variables 
5k = (5,u kh and 17k = (17,Vk)y· 

As regards the least mean-square error (3.12) we have 

( 
+ 00 PkVk )112 

t5(U,E) = E I 2 ,I (u,ukh 12 (3.25) 
k~O a/pk + E Vk 

and we see that: t5(U,E) tends to zero, when E~O,Jor any uEX, 
without any further condition on the covariance operators 
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Rg,R?;. Such a peculiarity is a consequence of the fact that, 
now, the operators (ARsA *)112 and R ~12 commute. 

In the case where the w.r.v. 5 has a finite variance 
( }:,k ~ OPk < + (0), we have, for the least mean-square error 
(3.21), the expression 

( 
+ 00 PkVk )112 

t5(E) = E I 
k ~ 0 azpk + E'Vk 

(3.26) 

and we find that 8(E) tends to zero when E~O. If we take 
N = I(i.e., Vk = l)andRg = E'(B *Byl (i.e',Pk = E'f3 k 2) 
we get 

t5(E) = E( I oo 

1 ) 1/2, 

k~O a~ + (dE)'f3~ 
(3.27) 

i.e., we obtain formally Eq. (2.38) except for a factor of vi 
An estimation, even more simple that (3.23) and similar 

to (2.41) can be obtained as follows: We consider the class of 
the linear bounded operators L:Y~X defined by 
Ly = }:,kEP'; lykUk, where lis an arbitrary finite set and 
Yk = (y,Vk)Y; then we look for the operator La in such a class, 
which minimizes the mean square error (3.4). Now let us 
consider the set 

(3.28) 

IE contains only a finite number of points for any E> 0 iff 
azpkvk- I tends to zero when k~ + 00. When this condition 
is satisfied, it is easy to see that La exists and it is the operator 
corresponding to IE' Therefore, given the value Y of 17, we 
have the following estimate of 5, 

(3.29) 

Equation (3.29) can be obtained from Eq. (3.24) replacing 
thefactor 1 - exp( - 2Jk)by 1 when Jk >!ln2 and by o when 
J k < !ln2. 

The minimum of the mean-square error (3.4) over the 
class of the operators Lis 

;5"i(U,E) = il!fQ (U;L,E) 
L 

(3.30) 

besides, when 5 has a finite variance, the minimum of the 
mean square error (3.11) is 

;5"i(E) = infQ (L,E) 
r 

(3.31) 

Since the condition azpkvk- I~O, k~ + 00 is assumed, the 
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expressions (3.30) and (3.31) are finite and we have the fol
lowing results: (a) 8(u,€)~0, when €~,forany uEX; (b) if 
the w.r.v. S has a finite variance, then 8(€)~, when €~o. 

In order to prove (a), we remark that Eq. (3.30) can be 
written as follows: 

_ + 00 
02(U,€) = I 0k(€) I (u,udx 12, (3.32) 

k~O 

where 0k(€) = Pk' kUE and 0k(€) = €2V~k- 2, kElE • Then 
statement (a) follows easily observing that 
0k(€)<Pk for any € > 0 and Ok(€)~O, when €~O. Analo
gously statement (b) can be proved recalling that, by as-

sumption, ~k+~"'oPk< + 00. 

4. OBJECT RESTORATION 

In this section we consider the problem of object resto
ration for the optical system described in the introduction
see Eq. (1.1); we recall that the problem is to estimate the 
object x, given the image y on the interval [ - 1,1]. If we 
assume that the object and the image have a finite energy, 
then both x and y belong to L 2( - 1,1). Besides, the integral 
operator A, defined as follows 

(Ax)(t) = II sin[c(t-s)] x(s)ds, Itl<1 
- I 1T(t - s) 

(4.1) 

is a linear, compact, self-adjoint, nonnegative operator in 
L 2( - 1,1); its inverse A -I exists but is not continuous, i.e., the 
problem of object restoration is an improperly posed prob
lem. Therefore, we can apply the general methods of Secs. 2 
and 3 by setting X = Y = Z = L 2( - 1,1). 

We give here a list of the main properties of the operator 
A which are useful for our analysis: 

(i) A is an operator of the trace class; indeed it is the first 
iterate of the finite Fourier transform operator, I which is of 
the Schmidt class. 

(ii) The eigenvectors of the operator A are given by 

Uk(t)=A k-1/
21h(c,t), k=0,1,2, ... , Itl<l, 

(4.2) 

where ¢k (c,t) are the linear prolate spheroidal wavefunc
tions l and Ak = Ak(C) are the corresponding eigenvalues; 
I Uk I t~"'o is an orthonormal basis in X = L 2( - 1,1). 

(iii) The eigenvalues Ak = Ak(C) form a decreasing se
quence: Ao >A I >Az > "', bounded away from 1 and ap
proaching 0 as k~ + 00. More precisely we have the follow
ing asymptotic behavior 

(4.3) 

which can be derived from the power series expansion of 
¢ k( c ,t ) as a function of C. 20.21 Besides we have 

+00 I Ak = tr(A) = 2chT. 
k~O 

(4.4) 

We recall also that the eigenvalues A k have a step function 
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behavior; i.e., the A k remain approximately unity for 
k < 2chT while they fall off to zero very rapidly for k > 2chT. 

(iv) The eigenfunctions Uk' for k~ + 00, tend to the 
corresponding Legendre polynomials, uniformly with re
spect to tE[ - 1,1]; more precisely21.>2 

Uk (t) 

(k + !)1/2 

= Pk(t) + aZ.IPk + 2(t) + aZ. _ IPk _ it) + "', 
(4.5) 

where at = 0 (k - Irl), k~ + 00, 2r> - k. 

(v) The linear prolate spheroidal wavefunctions ¢k(C,t), 
- 00 < t < + 00, form an orthonormal basis in the space of 

the L 2-band-limited functions (i.e., the L 2-functions whose 
Fourier transform has a support contained in the interval 
[ - C/21T,C/21T]). In particular we have the following 
expansion, 

+00 sin [c(t - s)] 

1T(t - s) 
I ¢k(C,t )¢k(C,s) 
k~O 

and, by means of Parse val equality, we get 

+00 I I ¢k(C,t) 12 = C/1T. 
k~O 

Then it follows the uniform bound 

l¢k(c,t)1 < ( : y/2, -oo<t<+oo 

(this property will be used in the next section). 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

We proceed now to discuss the problem of object resto
ration according to the methods outlined in Secs. 2 and 3. 

First we analyse the Tikhonov-Miller method and the 
case of "weak" stability and of "strong" stability [the cases 
(i) and (ii) of Sec. 2B, respectively]. 

In the case of "weak" stability we can reconstruct only 
some weighted averages of x, i.e., the functionals 

(x,uh= f~ I x(t)u(t)dt, Ilullx= 1. (4.9) 

From Theorem 2.2 it follows that we have a very good recon
struction of the functional (4.9) if uErange (A *), i.e., if (we 
recall that now A = A *) there exists a vector 
vEX = L 2( - 1,1) such that 

() II sin[c(t-s)] ()d 
ut = vs ~ 

- I 1T(t - s) 
It 1<1. (4.10) 

A function u as (4.10) is very smooth; indeed it is the restric
tion to the interval [ - 1,1] of an entire function whose Four
ier transform has a support contained in the interval 
[ - C/21T,C/21T]. Moreover, if the operator B has a compact 
inverse, then we can say thatMi€,E) tends to zero uniform
ly with respect to u (on the unit sphere) since we have 
Mu(€,E)<M (€,E), whereM (€,E)isdefinedby Eq. (2.3)with 
<.)= 1I·lIx· 

Next we come to the case (ii), i.e., to the "strong" 
stability. 
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First let us observe that, for any vector xEX we can 
always find a constraint operator B like (2.19), with 
limk~oo!3k = + 00, and a positive number E such that the 
vector x belongs to the compact subset of 
X:K E = I xEX IIIBxllx<E }. Besides, if we recall the proper
ties of the linear prolate spheroidal wavefunctions, we can 
interpret the constraint (2.19) as a condition on the concen
tration of the finite Fourier transform of X. 23 Then one can 
easily understand that the goodness of the reconstruction of 
x is as much satisfactory, as far as the finite Fourier trans
form of x is concentrated in the interval [ - C/21T,C/21T], or 
equivalently as rapidly as the!3 k tend to infinity. 

Now we take B = A -1, i.e, we assume that the object x 
belongs to range(A )-see Eq. (4.10); therefore, condition 
(2.19) holds with!3k = A k- I and Theorem 2.4 can be ap
plied. We see that in this case we have very satisfactory be
havior of the stability estimate when £-+0 (Holder type sta
bility). We can understand this result if we note that we are 
considering a class of objects whose finite Fourier transform 
is rather strongly concentrated in the interval 
[ - c/21T,C/21T]. However, usually, it is too restrictive to as
sume that the object belongs to this class. It is more interest
ing to suppose that the eigenvalues!3 k grow like a power of k 
for k-~ + 00. Let us spend a few words in order to justify this 
assertion. 

From property (iv)-Eq. (4.5)-ofthe linear prolate 
spheroidal wavefunctions it follows that 

x k = (x,ukh= O(x~), k_ + 00, (4.11) 

where 

x~ = (k + !)I12 J~ Ix(t)Pk(t)dt. (4.12) 

In other words the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients of 
the expansion of x as a series of linear prolate spheroidal 
wavefunctions is given by the asymptotic behavior of the 
coefficients of the expansion of x as a series of Legendre 
polynomials. 

Now suppose that x has continuous derivatives up to 
the order m and vanishes outside the interval 
[ - I + D, 1 - D] (D > 0, fixed but arbitrary), then the coeffi
cients Xk decrease,jor k- + 00, at least as k - m. Indeed, by 
means of a well-known asymptotic formula of Legendre 
polynomials24 (valid in the interval [ - 1 + D,1 - D]), inte
grating m times by parts, it is easy to show that 

f
l-S 

x(t )P k (t )dt = 0 (K - (m + 112», 

-1+S 
(4.13) 

so that, thankstoEqs. (4.11)and(4.l2),xk = O(k - m). Asa 
consequence of this remark, we can conclude that, if we take 
!3 k = k J.l in Eq. (2.19), then the set K E = I xEX IIiBxlix<E 1 
contains functions which vanish outside an interval 
[ - 1 + D,1 - D] and whose derivatives are continuous up to 
the order m >Il +~. 

We have now the following result: 

Theorem 4.1: If, for k> 2C/1T, !3 k = ykil (Y,1l > 0), then 
there exists functions Flo F2 such that 
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EF1( ; )<M(£,E)<EF{ ; ) (4.14) 

[whereM(£,E) is defined by Eq. (2.3) with <-> = 11'l!x] and, 
[or £-+0 

FI (£) = O(lln£1 .- Il), F2(E) = 0 (llnEI - 1l(1 - 7/», (4.15) 

where 'YJ may be taken as small as desired. 

Proof If we recall the step function behavior of the ei
genvalues A k and the increasing behavior of the constraints 
13k for k> 2C/1T, we can assert that the set I

E
/ E , Eq. (2.20), 

contains all the values of k until a certain ko > 2C/1T, provided 
that the ratio dE is sufficiently small. Therefore, in Eq. 
(2.22), Theorem 2.3, we have 

a(dE) = Ako' (3(dE) = y(ko + 1)1l and, from the 
inequalities 

we get 

!!..... (ko + 1) -'l,,;;;M (E,E)< 2E k 0- Il. 
2y y 

(4.16) 

ko is a function of the ratio dE. In order to prove the theo
rem we have to show that there exists an upper bound for ko 
which is 0 (lln(E/E)I), and a lower bound which is 
o (lln(dE)1 1 

- r/), where 'YJ may be made as small as desired. 

First we find an upper bound for ko. Property (iii), and 
more precisely, Eq. (4.3), implies that there exists, for fixed c, 
a constant YI such thatAk<ylexp( - k), k> 2c/1T; then, if we 
setk l = sup[ k Iylexp( - k »(ydE)kll J, wehaveko<kl.On 
the other hand, kl = [xl]; here [xl] denotes the greatest inte
ger such that [xtl<Xl and Xl is the solution of the equation: 
Xl-llexP( - Xl) = (YlE)/(yE). It is not difficult to see that, 
when E-O, Xl = O(lln(dE)I) so that, from the first half of 
inequality (4.16) we get the first half of inequality (4.14). 

Then we find a lower bound for ko. Equation (4.3) im
plies also that there exists (for fixed c) constants Y2, D such 
that Ak>Y2exP[ - (k)1 + s], k> 2C/1T, whereD may be 
made as small as desired; then, if we set 
k2 = sup{k IY2 exp[ - (k)1 +Sb(ydE)klll we have 
ko>k2• On the other hand, k2 = [x2], where X2 is the solution 
of the equation X2 Ilexp( - X~ +8) = (YE)/(Y2E). It is not 
difficult to see that, whenE-O,X2 = 0(lln(dE)1 1 - TI, where 
'YJ = D(1 + Dtl and, from the second half of inequality (4.16) 
we get the second half of inequality (4.14). 

Theorem 4.1 can be interpreted by saying that, when we 
do not make too restrictive assumptions on the unknown 
vector x, then the restored continuity in the problem of object 
restoration is, at most, logarithmic. 

Now we come to the probabilistic method. As regards 
the least mean-square error D(U,E), it is enough to observe 
that it has properties very similar to the best stability esti
mate Mu(E,E) (see, for instance Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 
3.3). 

It is more interesting to analyze the least mean-square 
error 8(£). If we consider the case where all the operators A, 
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Rs' R~ are diagonal, then o(€) is given by Eq. (3.26) with 
a k = Ah' now o(€) is finite if Rs is an operator of the trace 
class, i.e., if 5 has a finite variance. This assumption means 
that we are considering a class of optical objects whose aver
age energy is finite. The same assumption is reasonable for;; 
if we normalize the operator N in such a way that tr(N) = I, 
then €2 is just the average energy of the noise. We can easily 
find upper and lower bounds for o(€) if we further assume 
that A TPkVk- 1-0, k_ + 00 [i.e., we suppose that the 
amount of information on the component 5k = <5,u khof 
the object, contained in the corresponding component 
TJk = (TJ,ukh of the image, tends to zero for k_ + oo-see 
Eq. (3.24)]. Now we can say that the set IE' Eq. (3.28), con
tains only a finite number of points and we have the follow
ing result, 

!oo(€) <o(€) <oo(€), 

where 

( 
Vk )112 ( )1/2 

oo(€) = € I -2 + I Pk . 
kEI, A k MI, 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

The inequalities (4.17) follow from Eq. (3.26) when we ob
serve that: 

1 Vk PkVk Vk --< <-, 
2 A ~ A TPk + €2Vk A ~ 

(4.19) 

~Pk < PkVk <Pk. 

2 €2 A TPk + €2Vk €2 
(4.20) 

Now, the eigenvalues Ak decrease for increasing k; more
over, if the signal to noise ratiosPk1vk also decrease (at least 
for k > S), then, for € sufficiently small, we have 

( 

k, V k )112 ( + 00 Vk )112 
oo(€)=€ I -2 + I-2 

k = 0 A k k = ko + I P k 

€ 1 <- + --, (4.21) 
Ai<, Pkd I 

whereP~ = VIPk- I. As a consequence we see that, if the 
signal to noise ratios decrease like an inverse power of k, 
PkVk- I = (constant)-k - 211, then oo(€) is bounded by a func
tion which is O(lln€I-Il(1 -1/», for €-O (TJ may be taken as 
small as desired; the proof is just the same as in Theorem 
4.1). 

5. IMAGE EXTRAPOLATION 

The problem of extrapolation of optical image data has 
been already considered;6 in that paper a stabilization condi
tion was imposed by requiring the boundedness of the total 
energy of the image. Here we prefer to reinforce the stabiliza
tion constraint, requiring explicity that the functions, which 
we want to extrapolate, are optical images corresponding to 
objects whose energy is finite and bounded by E. Moreover, 
observing that the magnification of the optical system de
scribed by Eq. (1.1) is one, we assume that these optical im
ages are measured in the interval [ - I, + 1]. In this case we 
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can show that the restored continuity, in the problem of ex
trapolation of an image piece beyond its borders, is of the 
Holder type. Let us remark that this result holds true only if 
the images, which we want to extrapolate, are approximately 
known in an interval which is equal to the support of the 
object. Otherwise, if the images are measured in a smaller 
interval, it is reasonable to conjecture that the restored con
tinuity is not of the Holder type, but weaker. 

The problem of image extrapolation can be formulated 
as follows: Let x = x(t), - 00 < t < + 00, be a squareinte
grable band-limited function, i.e., 

f
CI2rr 

xd 2( - 00, + 00), x(t) = e2rritf<Jx(w)dw. 
- c/2rr 

(5.1) 

Let Ax be the restriction of x to the interval [ - 1,1], and 
y = Ax + z the image measured in the interval[ - 1,1]; z de
scribes the experimental errors. Then the problem of image 
extrapolation is to estimate x given y. 

Now, in order to apply the methods ofSecs. 2 and 3, we 
must specify the spaces X, Y, and the main properties of the 
operator A. 

In L 2( - 00, + 00) let X be the subspace of the band
limited functions (5.1); since X is closed, then it is a separable 
Hilbert space with respect to the inner product of 
L 2( - 00, + 00). Besides, let YCL 2( - 00, + 00) be the 
(closed) subspace of those functions whose support is con
tained in the interval [ - 1,1]; Y is also a separable Hilbert 
space and is isomorphic to L 2( - 1,1). Then A:X _ Y is the 
operator defined by 

(Ax)(t) = x(t), It 1<1; (Ax)(t) = 0, It I > 1. (5.2) 

A is a compact operator a/the Schmidt class; in other words 
the operator AA * is of the trace class. At this purpose,let us 
remark that the adjoint A *:Y_X is given by 

(A *y)(t) = I_II sin[c(t-s)] y(s)ds, YEY, (5.3) 
1T(t - s) 

as easily follows from the identity for band-limited functions 

() _I+OOsin[C(t-s)] ()d ~V xt - xs S, X<::A. 
-- 00 1T(t - s) 

(5.4) 

Indeed, from Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), we get, for any XEX,YEY, 
(Ax,y}y = (x,A *yh. Then, from Eqs. (5.3) and (5.2) we ob
tain that the operator AA * coincides with the operator (4.1) 
which is of the trace class, as it was shown in Sec. 4. 

Next we want to show that all the singular values of 
both the operators A and A * are nonzero. In other words we 
want to prove that: The equations Ax = 0 and A *y = 0 have 
only the trivial solutions x = 0 and y = 0, respectively. In
deed, Ax = 0 means that x is a.e. zero in the interval [ - 1,1]; 
since x is an entire function, we conclude that it is zero on the 
whole ( - 00, + 00). Analogously A *y = 0 means that the 
Fourier transform of y, i.e., y, is a.e. zero in the interval 
[ - c/21T,C/21T]; sinceyis an entire function, they y is zero on 
the whole (- 00, + 00), i.e.,y = O. 
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Now, let us denote by {Uk J /='0 the set ofthe eigenvec
tors of the operator A *A and by {Vk J /='0 the set oftheeigen
vectors of the operator AA *; {Uk J /='0 is an orthonormal 
basis in X and {Vk J /='0 is an orthonormal basis in Y. If we 
recall that AA * coincides with the operator (4.1) we have 

Uk(t) = 'h(e,t), It I < + 00; 

Vk(t) = A k- I 12th (c,t ), It I..;; 1; 

k = 0,1,2,.·., 

(5.5) 

tPk(e,t) being normalized to one with respect to the norm of 
L '( - 00, + 00 )-see also property (v) of Sec. 4. The vectors 
Uk' v k satisfy the relations 

AUk = YAkVk, A*Vk=YAkUk' k=0,1,2,.··. 

(5.6) 

At this point we can specify the stabilization constraint. 
We assume that the unknown vector x belongs to a class of 
optical images corresponding to optical objects whose ener
gy is finite and bounded by E, 

x(t) = JI sin[e(t-s)] v(s)ds, Itl< + 00, 
- I 17"(t - s) 

f~ I Iv(s)I'ds<E', (5.7) 

i.e., x = A *v, II vII y<.E. This condition can be written in the 
form (2.2) if we take B = (A *)-1. Since the operator 
(B * B)-I = A * A isofthe trace class, the problem is stable with 
respect to the norms or seminorms considered in Sec. 2. Be
sides, from Theorem 2.4, it follows that 

M(E,E)";;Y EE , (5.8) 

whereM(E,E) is given by Eq. (2.3) with 

<x> = Ilxl\x= (f-+ ",'" Ix(t)I'dt y12. (5.9) 

The approximation for the unknown vector x is then given 
by 

_ +'" Ail2 
x(t) = I YktPk (c,t), 

k=OA~+(dE)2 
(5.10) 

where 

1 JI Yk = (y,vdy= -= y(t)tPk(e,t)dt. 
YAk -I 

(5.11) 

Thanks to Eq. (2.7), x gives an approximation to the un
known image x [in the sense of the norm of L '( - 00, + 00)] 

with an error which is of the order ofyl'; (HOlder 
continuity). 

Now, if we consider the best stability estimate M u(E,E), 
given by Eq. (2.3) with 

<x) = I (x,uh I = 1 f_+",'" x(t)u(t)dt I, 

J
+'" 
_ '" I u(t) I'dt = I, (5.12) 
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then, from inequality I(·,uhl <1\'l\xand Eq. (5.8) we obtain 

Mu(E,E)<M(E,E)";;v-;E. (5.13) 

Inequality (5.13) means that, if one pretends to reconstruct 
only some weighted averages of x, then the error is, at most, 

of the order of V;. The situation can be more favorable if 
one takes uErange(A *)-see Theorem 2.2. 

Finally we come to the norm 111·111 defined in Eq. (2.30). 
Such a norm is interesting in the problem of image extrapola
tion, since it is stronger that the uniform norm. Indeed, from 
inequality (4.8) we have 

+00 
IIxli", =suplx(t)I< I IXklsupltPk(e,t)1 

t k =0 t 

(5.14) 

As a consequence, any stability estimate for M (E,E) with 
<-) = 111·111 is a stability estimate for the uniform conver
gence. Now, from Theorem 2.5, we have 

M(E,E) = V 2E I k • 
- ~ 1-( + 00 A )12 

k=O A ~ + (E/E)' 
(5.15) 

Then, from the inequality 

Then, from the inequality t2a";;Ca (t' + 1) 
[t> O,O";;a< 1,Ca = aa(1 - a)1 - a], with ° < a <!, we have 

=Y'2F E(~)a 
a E' (5.16) 

where r a < + 00 is a < !-see Eq. (4.3). If we denote by 
M", (E,E) the best stability estimate (2.3) with <-> = 11·1100 ' 
then we have the result 

M ",(E,E)";;(constant)E (; y, (5.17) 

where a is any number between ° and !. 

Now we come to the probabilistic method. The stabili
zation constraint (5.7) can be translated in a probabilistic 
language by saying that there exists a Y-valued w.r.v. w such 
that 5 = A *w; therefore, one has: Rs = A * R,g4 and the 
w.r.v. 5 has a finite variance. 

We have the simplest case assuming for Rs and R{; the 
following expressions, 

Rw=E'J, R{;=E'J, (5.18) 

where J is the identity operator in Y. Then it is easy to verify 
that, in this case, Eq~(3.6) gives Eq. (5.10). Moreover, since 

+00 
tr(Rs) = E'·tr(A *A) = E' I Ak = (2c/17")E' < oo-see 

k=O 
Eq. (4.4)-both the least mean-square errors (3.25) and 
(3.26) can be analyzed; more precisely we obtain 
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(S.19) 

and 

(S.20) 

Then we have 
8(u,€) = 2 - 112Mu(€,E) and 8(€) = 2 - 112M(€,E)-see 
Eq. (S.IS)-and therefore the results previously obtained for 
the best stability estimates hold true also for the least mean-
square errors. 

Next we assume in Eq. (3.26),Pk = E2AkWk, with the 
condition ~t=o W k = 1; furthermore we assume, for the 
noise, the condition ~t=ooo Vk = 1. Then 8(€) reads as 
follows, 

( 
+ 00 wkv0k )112 

8(€) = € . 
k.?O w0 ~ + (dE)2Vk 

(S.21) 

From the inequality used in Eq. (S.16) we get 

( 
+ Wi - av,z )1/2 

8(€)<,CIl2~EI-a ",00 k k 
a L 12a-1 

k=O /L k 
(S.22) 

with O<,a<, 1. The series at the rhs of Eq. (S.22) is certainly 
convergent for 0 < a <, ~ (in the specific case a = ~ it becomes 

~k+=O V WkVk <,1). The series can also converge fora > ~ if 
the sequence {(Vk!Wk)aA 1- 2aJ t=ois bounded; in the latter 
case we have a stronger Holder continuity. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The main result of our paper is the proof that in the 
object restoration problem, the continuity, in most realistic 
cases, is at best logarithmic. This result derives essentially 
from the rapid exponential fall of the eigenvalues A k of the 
operator A. Now we can try to extend this result. In fact an 
asymptotic behavior of the same kind [more precisely 
Ak = 0 (exp( - Dk Ink »whereDis a constant] holds true for 
every integral operator whose kernel is an entire analytic 
function of finite order.2' So we may argue that we get at best 
logarithmic continuity whenever, for inverting such an inte
gral operator, we impose a priori bounds on a finite number 
of derivatives of the solutions. Analytic kernels are involved 
in some inverse problems such as the near-field reconstruc
tion,26 or the Bojarski-Lewis inverse scattering method 
when one has information only over a finite frequency band 
(bandpass kernels).' 
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A set of operators which are associated with the Euler-Lagrange operator is introduced. An analysis of 
the commutation properties of these new operators, which will be referred to as the higher Euler 
operators, leads to a generalization of the necessary conditions for an expression to be an Euler-Lagrange 
expression. A product rule is derived for the higher Euler operators. In the special case of the 
Euler-Lagrange operator this product rule is basic to simple proofs of sufficiency theorems for the 
existence of a Lagrangian given the potential Euler-Lagrange expressions. By considering a certain 
homogeneity property, a characterization of Lagrangians in terms of their Euler-Lagrange expressions is 
established. Examples of applications of this characterization are given. A general procedure is given for 
constructing equivalent (not necessarily scalar density) Lagrangians when the field functions are tensorial 
and the Euler-Lagrange expressions are tensor densities. These results give particular significance to one 
of the higher Euler operators. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and examine a 
collection of operators which arose in the consideration of 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a La
grangian in field theoretic variational problems. These oper
ators can be viewed as generalizations of the Euler-La
grange operator and will be called higher Euler operators. In 
addition, a constructive approach to the inverse problem in 
the calculus of variations is developed and applied to par
ticular examples. We shall concentrate on the local form of 
the various operators and functions involved, obtaining re
sults within the domain of an arbitrary chart of some 
manifold. 

In Sec. 1, the notation used throughout the paper is 
presented and the higher Euler operators are defined and 
briefly discussed. The following section is a detailed analysis 
of the commutation properties of these higher Euler opera
tors. It leads to identities for Euler-Lagrange expressions 
and an interesting relation between the first Euler operator 
and the Euler-Lagrange operator. An identity, based upon 
the Euler-Lagrange expression of a product, is obtained in 
the third section. It gives rise to very simple proofs of certain 
sufficiency conditions for the existence of a Lagrangian 
when given expressions which are possibly Euler-Lagrange 
expressions. The analysis of the inverse problem in the calcu
lus of variations is continued in Sec. 4 where a constructive 
procedure for obtaining its solution is formulated in special 
cases. In the final section, methods of obtaining Lagrangians 
equivalent to a given Lagrangian are presented, giving added 
significance to the first Euler operator. 

1. Definitions and Notation 
Our considerations in this paper will be based upon an 

n-dimensional C 00 manifoldM. If(U,x) is a chart of M, then 
Xi, i = 1, ... ,n will denote the coordinates and the notation ,i 
will be used to denote partial differentiation with respect to 
Xi. The major concern of this paper is real valued functions of 
M which on the domain U of a chart of M take the form 

F = F(P A;P A,i;"';P A,i, ... i,,;An;An,i;···;An,i, ... i,:) (1.1) 

In (1.1), the PA'S and the An'S are field functions on M 
(PA = PA(xi),A = 1, ... ,NandAn = AIl(xi),fl = 1, ... ,N')and 
the function Fis assumed to be a differentiable concomitant 
of the field variables (e.g., for alIT = 0,1,2, ... , JF IJpA,i, ... ; 
exists and is fontinuous). It will not be assumed that the field 
functions ate tensorial or that any relation exists between 
field functions defined on two charts which intersect (unless 
specified otherwise). We demand that given any particular 
chart (U,x), there corresponds a set 9 (U,x) consisting of all 
field functions of the form ! P A (Xi);A n (Xi) J. The set of all 
concomitant functions Fofthe form (1.1) (for all values of a 
and a'), will be denoted by Y(9(U,x». Note that any ele
ment of Y(9(U,x» is offinite order in the derivatives of the 
field functions. 

To illustrate the above notation, we consider the follow
ing example. On a chart (U,x), take 
PA(Xa) = (gy(Xa),rjk(Xa» and AIl (xa) = (¢ixa», where 
gy(xa), rjk(Xa), and ¢ixa) take on x-component values of 
metric tensor fields, linear connections, and vector fields, 
respectively, on M. Then the x-components T ij of a tensorial 
concomitant of the form 

constitute n2 elements of Y(9(U,x». 

If FEY(9(U,x» [some (U,x)] then the notations 
F;A,i, ... i,: = JF IJpA,i, ... i. for T = 1,2,.·· and 

F;A,i''''i,: = F;A: = JF IJpAwill be used. The summation con
venti on will be invoked for repeated capital and small Latin 
indices and repeated capital Greek indices in any term of an 
expression (e.g., 

T A i, .. ·; ""N ""n TA i, .. ·i ) D fi . 
, "PA.i''''i,,: = "'"'A ~ 1 "'"'i" ...• i"= 1 • "PA,i, ... i,,· e ning 

the differential operator Di on Y(9(U,x» by 

D .1l'. = ~ (F;A.i, ... i"p + F;n.i''''i" 1 ) (1.2) 
,.. . ~ A.i i , •• ('; An,il,··j"; , 

a=O 

for FE'y(9(U,x», we see that in (U,x), F{PA;AIl),i 
= (Df'){PA;An ). The sum to infinity in (1.2) must stop at 
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some finite a since by definition F is of finite order in the 
derivatives of P A and A o' This technical convenience will be 
used repeatedly in the paper. Note that for each i, D; maps 
Y(&'(U,x» into itself. 

The primary concern of this paper is the Euler-La
grange operator which takes the form 

(1.3) 

for FEY(&'(U,x», whereD;, ... ;F = Fand 
D;; ... ; : = D;D; ... D; (a = 1,2,.··). Clearly if FEY(&' (U,x», 
th~~ for each A', EA(F) is also in Y(&'(U,x». One obtains 
useful generalizations ofthe Euler-Lagrange operator by de
fining the ath Euler operator (a = 1,2,. .. ) by 

EA.i'···;"(F): = ~ (- l)p(P)DF;A.i"";/J (1.4) 
L a '''11

0

'''0 ' 
p=a 

where FEY(&' (U,x», D; ... ; F: = F, and (~): 
(l t I (l 

= f3 !/(a!({3 - a)!). We extend (1.4) to a = ° by setting! 
E A';"";'(F): = EA(F). 

Clearly, know ledge of the partial derivatives F ;A,;, .. ·;" for 

a = 0,1,2,. .. serves to determine E A';"";"(F) for any 
P = 0, 1,2,. .. via (1.4). An interesting property of the set of 
Euler operators is that the converse also holds. In the follow
ing proposition and the remainder of the paper the conven

tion (~): = ° for a > f3 will be employed. 

Proposition 1.1: For any FEY(&' (U,x» and all 
a = 0,1,2,··· 

(1.5) 

Proof Substituting from (1.4) for thef3th Euler operator 
in the right-hand side of(1.5) we obtain the expression (JetF 
be of order f1 in the derivatives of P A) 

f (- Il(P)D . f (- I)lr)D. . F;A,;, ... ;,. 
/3=a a 1{l1!""fJ

Y
=f3 \t3 'n·."")' 

Upon interchanging the order of summation in the above we 
deduce the expression 

Due to the fact that 

f (- 1)y+p(p){r) = {O, 
p=a a \t3 1, 

ifr¥=a, 
ifr=a, 

(1.7) 

(1.6) equals the left-hand side of (1.5), proving the proposi
tion. The identity (1,7) is a special caseJr = 0) of the follow
ing lemma which will be useful later. LJ 

Lemma 1.1: 

(-IY( ~ )= i (_ll(P){7-r), for 
7 a P=r a \t3-r 

7- r>O. 
Proof. Expanding the expression [1 + x( 1 + y W - r 

X (1 + y)r via the binomial theorem and rearranging the or-
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der of summation we obtain 

[1 +x(1 +y»),,-r(1 +y)Y 

= at /a pt /p -rG = ~)(!). (1.8) 

Setting x = - 1 in (1.8) implies, upon expanding the left
hand side of (1.8), that 

(- tr-ra=t_/aC~J 
= i y" i (- Il- r(f3){7 = r). a=O P=r a \t3 r 

(1.9) 

Comparison of the coefficients ofya, a = 0,1, ... ,7 in (1.9) 
establishes the lemma. 0 

Thus the set of Euler operators can be used to complete
ly determine an element of Y(&'(U,x» (up to a constant 
function) in the same sense that the various partial deriva
tives do. (For this interpretation we take &'(U,x): = jPAj.) 
The advantage of the Euler operators is the fact that the 
Euler-Lagrange operator EA(!?) is a tensor density when
ever the PA'S are tensorial (or partly linear connections) and 
when!? is a scalar density.2 The higher order Euler opera
tors do not possess this property and do not appear to be 
tensor valued (of any type) except in a few special cases. 
(E.g" T::: a tensor of ath order in derivatives of PA implies 
EA.i'···;"(T:::) is tensor valued if PA is a tensor or linear 
connection. ) 

2. Commutation Properties of the Euler 
Operators 

One of the main theorems of the paper is proven in this 
section. We begin with two lemmas which are fundamental 
to its topics. 

Lemma 2.1: If FEY(&' (U,x», then) 

(Df');AJ,"';" = D/F;A,i""i,,) + F;A.U,···i" '(if> 

a = 0,1,2,. ... [In particular (Df')'A = D/F;A).] 0 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 follows easily from the defini

tion of Dj' 

Lemma 2.2: If FEY(&' (U,x», then 

[D . (F)];A,i""i" 
}1--10 

(2.1) 

for all a,f3 = 0,1,2, .... 

Proof We use induction onp. The casep = 1 is given by 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose (2.1) holds for allf3 = 0,1, ... ,7 - 1. For 
f3 = 7 we have, from (2.1), that 

[D . . (F)];A,i, ... i" 
)1 0

':/, 

~ (7 - I)D 8(i, .. -8" (D.F);A,i" , ]'''i,,). 
L.., (j'''j, , ,j" J, " j, 

r=O r 
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Applying Lemma 2.1 we deduce from the above equation 
that 

[D . (F)] ;A,i.···i" 
f.··j, 

A ·' a [(r - 1) -D F; ,1,"'1" D 
- j ... -j,( ) + I r j,(j"'-j,,., 

1"=\ 

. A' .) (r-l) X8(i, ... 8" (F; "''''''''')+ D . 
f" f. ,) r _ 1 (j,"1" 

where we have relabeled the summation index in the last 
term. Equation (2.1) with {J = r now follows from (2.2) after 
noting that the term in brackets under the summation sign in 
(2.2) is equal to 

( r)D. . 8~i, ... 8i, (F AJ, , ""i,,» D. r (j"'j, ,. f, ,,' f.) 

With the aid of Lemma 2.2 we may establish the follow
ing proposition: 

Proposition 2.1: For any FEY(&'(U,x» and any 
a,{J = 0,1,2, .. · the identity 

E Aj..-1"(FyBJ .... i" 

= i ({J + r)E AJ..-1{3(i, ... i'(F;B",. ''''i,,», 
1"=0 {J 

holds. 

(2.3) 

Proof The definition of the {Jth Euler operator along 
with Lemma 2.2 imply that 

E AJ,--'h'(F);B,i''''i" 

x ~ (r - {J)D. .... (F;Aj ... ,j •.. ,{i .... i,;B,i,., ''''i,,». 
L r fo,' j. , 

1"=0 

Upon changing the order of the sums in the first term on the 
right-hand side of the above equation we can combine the two 
sums in that equation to find that 

E Aj"',jO(F)B,i''''i" 

(2.4) 

In view of the identity 
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and the definition of the ,uth Euler operation, (2.3) follows 
from (2.4). 0 

It is well knownz that the Euler-Lagrange operator anni
hilates expressions of the form D;F i, where F iEY (&' (U,x». 
This result can be generalized to yield the next proposition. 

Proposition 2.2: IfF iEY(.9' (U,x», thenforr = 1,2,3, .. · 

EAJ,":J'(D;Fi) = _ EA,(j,-.-j. '(Fn ). 

Proof From the definition of the rth Euler operator 
(1.4) and Lemma 2.1 it follows that 

EAJ,--'j'(D;Fi) 

= f (- I)U(a)D. .. .. F i;AJ..-1" 
a = T T lj, j ! j" 

Expanding the second summation in the above and re
arranging terms we find that 

EAJ'''-j'(D;Fi) 

= f (- l)a(a)D. .. .. F i;AJ..-1" 
(l = T r 1)."-),, 

+ f [( - I)O(a - I)D. .. .. Fj";AJ,---j,, ,] 
a = T + 1 'T J. f 1 j(l 

00 [ (a-I) (jA' 'J' ,] + I (- 1)0 D. .. .. F ,; J,"1.V., , .. -)" . 
0= T r - 1 f. , , -)" 

In the above, the first and second terms on the right-hand 
side cancel while the last term gives - EA,(j ... -j. '(Fi,», 

proving the proposition. Note that the proof also works for 
r = ° upon defining (~\) = 0, r = 0,1, .. ·. This gives 
EA(D;Fi) 0.0 
Proposition 2.2 forms the basis of the following: 

Proposition 2.3: If FEY(&'(U,x», then for all 
a,/3=O,I,2,.··, 

E A,i, .. ·i" [E BJ..-1"(F)] 

= (_ 1)1'1 i ~ + r)EA,(i''''i'' yi(F;BJ'''-jflii" ,. ''''i,,». 
Y= 0 f3 

Proof The proof is inductive in nature. From Proposi
tion 2.2 we deduce that 

E A,i .... i" [E BJ''''jO(F)] 

= ( - l)P [E A,i'''·\F;BJ..-10) - f ( - 1)'" -fd,u) 
/l=P+l \f3 
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Now suppose that for I<T<a, 

EA.i""i"[EBJ'''-j(l(F)] 

Proposition 2.2 now implies that 

E A,i, ... i" [E BJ...-)fJ(F)] 

= ( _ 1)"1 [Tfl ~ + Il)EA.(i, ... i" "i(F;BJ...-)fJii" ", ''''i,,» 
/1-=0 f3 

+ [( - lY+ I f (- l)ill )E A,(i''''i'' 
/1-=f3+T+1 \f3 

• ,I 

, F BJ'''-j" • ,I i" .... i,,»]. 

We have shown that (2.5) holds for T + 1 whenever it holds 
for T( < a) and since it holds for T = 1 it holds for all T<a. 
When T = a the above equation implies the Proposition. 0 

With the aid of the previous propositions we may estab
lish the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 2.1: For any FEY(&' (U,x» and any integer 
O<a<T, where T = 0,1,2,. .. , the identity 

EA.(i, ... i"[E B.i" , , ... i·)(F)] 

= i (- ly-·a(:)E A,(iYI , ... i'(FyB.i, ... iy ) (2.6) 
y=a 

holds. 

Proof From Proposition 2.3 it follows, upon relabeling 
the summation indices, that the left-hand side of (2.6) 
becomes 

(-lY- a i ( r )EA.(iy , ''''i'(F;B,i''''iy». (2.7) 
y=T-a T-a 

From Proposition 2.1 we deduce that 

i C ~ )EA.(i. ,., '·"\F;B,i, ... i. "\ 
/1-=T-y r 

and thus the right-hand side of (2.6) becomes 

In order to compare this last expression with (2.7) we relabel 
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the summations to obtain the expression 

i i (- lY- a(:) (~= v) EA,(i" '·"\F;B,i, ... i.». 
y=av=O r 

Changing the order of summation in the above expression we 
deduce that the right-hand side of (2.6) is equal to the 
expression 

i [i (- l)y- a(:) C = v) 1A.(i .. , ... i·(F;B,i, ... i,». 
v=o y=v r r 

(2.8) 

The equality of expressions (2.7) and (2.8) now follows from 
Lemma 1.1 and the fact that 

(T - v) = (T - v), 
T-r r-v 

proving the theorem. 0 
An important corollary to Theorem 2.1 is the the fol

lowing result due to Anderson4
•
s: 

Corollary 2.1: If FEY(9(U,x», then EA(F) satisfies 

EA';''''i''[EB(F)] = EA(F);B.i, ... ;", 

for all a = 0,1,2,3 .... 0 
Theorem 2.1 can be bypassed in proving Corollary 2.1 

by taking the cases f3 = 0 in Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. The 
importance of Corollary 2.1 is that it gives necessary condi
tions for a collection offunctions TAEY(f2(U,x» 
[( f2 (U,x» = Ip A J], to satisfy in order for there to exist a 
function LEY(f2(U,x» for which TA = EA(L), namely 
EA.i''''i''(TB) = TA;B,i, ... i" for all a = 0,1,2,. ... These condi
tions can be applied to concomitant problems related to 
gravitation and other field theories. 6

,7 They are also basic to 
the study of conservation laws related to tensorial Euler
Lagrange expressions.4 ,s.7.8 

An interesting consequence of Theorem 2.1 is based 
upon the identity (set T = a + 1 in Theorem 2.1) 

E A (FyB.i, ... i" 

= J..-{EA·(i'(FyB,;, ... ;,,) _ EA.(i, ... i" '[EB.i")(F)]}, (2.9) 
a 

where a = 1,2, .. ·. If TA';EY(f2(U,x» is a set offunctions for 
which there exists an FEY(f2(U,x» such that 
T A.i = EA,i(F), then the equations 

TA;B.;, ... ;" = J..-[ TA,(;,;B,i, ... ;,,) _ EA.(i''''i" '(T B.i,,»] 
a 

(2.10) 

(fora = 1,2, ... ), form an integrable system of partial differen
tial equations for some functions rEY(f2(U,x». It is clear 
from (2.9) that TA must take the form 

TA=EA(F)+T~, (2.11) 

where T~ = T~(PB)' Hence knowledge ofEA,i(F) essentially 
determines EA(F) via (2.10) and (2.11). The properties of the 
first Euler operator EA,i will be examined further in Sec. 5. 

We conclude this section with the following alternate 
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form of Theorem 2.1 which is easily obtained (from the theo
rem) using Lemma 1.1 with Y = O. 

Corollary 2.2: For any FEY(9(U,x» and any integer 
a, where O«a«T and T = 0,1,2, ... , the identity 

E A,(i" , ''''i'(F),B,i''''i,,) 

= i (fJ)EA,(i, ... i(l[EB,iII. ''''i'\F)J, 
J3~a a 

holds, 0 

3. A PRODUCT RULE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
In the previous section, necessary conditions for a col

lection offunctions TAE.7(9(U,x» to be an Euler-La
grange expression were obtained. In certain cases these con
ditions are also sufficient as has been shown by Horndeski,9 
Atherton and Homsy,1O Anderson,l and Ahner and Moose,1! 
In this section we study the result of applying the Euler oper
ators to products of elements of Y(9(U,x», As a special 
case of this we obtain a product rule for the Euler-Lagrange 
operator which leads to very simple derivations of the above 
mentioned sufficiency conditions, 

Proposition 3.1: For F,GE7(9(U,x», 

EA,i" .. i"(FG) = f e) [Di" , ''''i(l(G)EA,i''''i''(F) 
J3~a 

+ D· . (F)EA,i''''iIJ(G)] (3,1) 
I" j 1,··If/ 

Proof To prove (3,1) we require the following Leibniz 
rule from calculus, 

From the definition of the ath Euler operator (1.4) it follows 
that 

EA,i''''i''(FG) = {'- (- lY(Y)D. . .. 
~ a 1,,* 1 ly 

y-=a 

X (GF;A,i''''i, + FG;A,i, ... i,), 

Applying (3.2) to the above we deduce that 

EA,i''''i''(FG) = ! (_ l)y(y)Y!a (y - a) 
y~a a r=O T 

X [D. . (G)D.,..;A,i""i, 
(I" t I""" , r In t -r -+ •••• ,1',.. 

+D. . (F)D. . G;A,i, ... iy ]. 

(I" t 1""" • r '" I T I 1""1') 

Redefining the range of the second summation on the right
hand side of the above equation so that T = a, .. "Y, then us
ing the fact that 
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we interchange the summations in that equation to obtain 

E A,i''''i''(FG) 

= ! (:)Di" i ''''i,(G) 
T=G 

x [ ~ (- lY(Y)D. .. .. F;A,;, ... i;]+ ~ (T)D' ... 
L-t T" t I ly L.- a '" j 1 'r 

y=T i=a 

X(F)[ ! (- lY(Y)D. .. .. G;A,;, ... i, ] 
r =- T T 'r \ \ 'r 

noting the symmetry of il···iy • Equation (3.1) now follows 
from this last equation and Eq. (1.4).0 

A useful special case of Proposition 3.1 occurs when 
a = ° in (3,1) yielding the product rule 

EA(FG) = f [Di''''il,(G)EA,i''''i{l(F) 
/3=0 

+ D . (F)EA,i''''i{l(G)] 
II''''(f ' 

(3.3) 

where F,GEY(9(U,x». Equation (3,3) is the basis of the 
remaining results of this section. 

A set offield functions 9 (U,x) = (PA;Aal will be 
called p-star-shaped with respect to 0p iffor all tE[O, 1], 
(PA;An )E9(U,x), where PA: = t(PA - ePA) + ePA and 
(PA;A a )E9(U,x). 

Theorem 3.P,9.1O,11: Suppose 9 (U,x) isp-star-shaped 
with respect to"p and let TAEY(9(U,x» satisfy 

EA';""i"(TB) = TA;B,i""i", 

for all a = 0,1,2, .... Then the function 

L: = f ITA(pA - °PA)dt, 

where 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

ITA. _ TA (Ip .Ip ..... Ip . A 'A' .. ·· A . .) . - B, B,i' , B,i), .. i,r fb D.I' , fl.II'··'l ' 

satisfies 

TA =EA(L), 

Proof Equation (3,3) implies that 

EB [ITA(PA - ePA)] 

= ITB + ! [EB,i''''i''(TA)(PA - 0PA),j, ... ;J, 
a '----'0 0 

In view of the fact that 

a a 
---= t ,a = 0,1,2, ... , 
apB,;, ... i" apB.i, ... i" 

(3.6) 

we deduce from (3.4) that EB,i''''\'T A) = ta'T B /apA,i, ... i,: 
Thus 

EB ['TA(pA - °PA)] 

= ITB + t f [ ~ITB (PA,i, ... i" - °PA,;, ... ;)] , 
a = 0 ap A,i, ... i" 
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from which we deduce the formula 
(dttT B Idt) = EB[tTA(pA - °PA)]' Equations (3.6) and 
(3.5) follow upon integrating with respect to t from ° to 1. 0 

While Theorem 3.1 is a major step towards a solution to 
the inverse problem for field theories, it is still deficient in 
certain aspects. Foremost among these is the possibility that 
the given functions TEY(9'(U,x» do not satisfy (3.4) yet 
there exists a transformation to an equivalent l2 set offunc
tions T AEY(9(U,x» which do. The author does not know 
of any progress towards resolving this problem except in the 
case of single integral problems in the calculus of 
variations. D 

Another difficulty with Theorem 3.1 which cannot be 
resolved is the nature of the space offield functions 9'(U,x). 
The theorem applies only when the field functions are star
shaped and, for example, is inapplicable to Lorentz metric 
tensor fields. Furthermore, whenever the function 0p A =#0, 
the resulting Lagrangian (3.5) depends upon °PA in addition 
tOPA and hence is an element of Y(9(U,x», where 
9(U,x) = {PA;Aa;OPA 1=#9'(U,x). (Note that °PA is fixed 
but P A and An may range over different field function val
ues.) This feature of Theorem 3.1 leads to some peculiar 
consequences as will be seen in the following section. Note 
that when 0p A =#0 we must extend the definition of E A in 
(3.6) to include Y(9(U,x». 

A partial solution to these difficulties can be obtained 
for functions 'PEY(9'(U,x» which are homogeneous of 
certain degrees in the field functions P A and their derivatives. 
Since many functions TA can be decomposed into a sum of 
homogeneous terms, the following result, which is a trivial 
consequence of (3.3), is of some use: 

Proposition 3.2': Let 'PEY(9'(U,x» be homogeneous 
of degree min thepA's and their derivatives. If TA satisfies 

EB';"";"(TA) = TB;A.i, ... i", 

a = 0,1,2,"" then 

(m + I)TA = EA(TBpB)' 

Proof From Eq. (3.3) we find that 

EA(TBp ) = TA + ~ EA.i''''i''(TB)ln ... 
B L rB.lf"·I" 

a=O 

Applying (3.7) to the above yields the equation 

EA(TBp ) = TA + ~ TA;B.i, ... i"p .. 
B ~ B,"""" 

a=O 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

from which (3.8) follows using Euler's theorem on homo
geneous functions. 0 

Corollary 3.1: If m=# - 1, then TA = E A (L ), where 

L=_I_TBpB.D 
m + 1 

To handle the case m = - 1 a different approach is 
required. This is the topic of the next section. 

4. APPLICATIONS OF A CERTAIN 
HOMOGENEITY PROPERTY 

Let A ij denote the second order tensor density concomi-
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tant of a metric tensor which is locally given by 

A ij(gab;gab,c;gab,cd) = V;G ij, (4.1) 

where G ij is the Einstein tensor and g = Idet(gij )1. (For fur
ther notation see Ref. 14.) Ifwe restrict attention to 4-spaces 
M, then clearly at any point P of M, 

A ij(tgab;tgab.c;tgabcd) = A ij(gab;gab.c;gab,cd)' (4.2) 

where tER+. (Aij is homogeneous of degree zero in gab and its 
derivatives.) It is well-known that A ij is derivable from a 
variational principle and hence satisfies Eqs. (3.7) with 
9' (U,x) = {g ij I. Therefore, by ~roposition 3.2, 

A ij = E ij(ga~ ab) = E ij( - V gR ) as we expect. The scalar 

density concomitant A: = - V;R is also homogeneous in 
gab and its derivatives, but of degree one. 

Since A ij is a tensor density there is another homogene
ity condition which it satisfies. Applying the transformation 
Xi = txi (tER+) to A ij we deduce the relation 

t 2A ij(gab;gab.c;gab,cd) = A ij(t 2gab;t }gab.c;t 'gab. cd ) 

at any point P of M, which simplifies using (4.2) to 

t 2A ij(gab;gab.c;gab.cd) = A ij(gab;tgab,c;t 2gab,cd)' (4.3) 

Since PEM is arbitrary (as is the metric gab) it follows 
that (4.3) holds throughout M for any metric tensor on M. 

An important feature of (4.3) is that any tensor density 
concomitant T ij of the metric and its first two derivatives 
which satisfies (4.3) and in addition satisfies Tijlj = ° must 

be a V;G ij where a is a constant. 14 A significant observation 
is that the scalar density A exhibits similar properties, 
namely, 

t 2A(gab;gab,c;gab,cd) = A (gab;tgab,c;t 'gab,cd), (4.4) 

for all tER+. Furthermore, any scalar density concomitant of 
the metric and its first two derivatives which satisfies (4.4) 

must be a V;R , where a is a constant. 14 The natural prob
lem to consider here is the extent to which the property (4.3) 
of Aij determines, through the relation A ij = E ij(A ), the 
property (4.4) of A. 

To formulate the relevant theorems we shall require 
some additional notation. Let FEY (9' (U,x» and define for 
y and y n nonnegative integers, 

F(t): =F(tYp ·t Y+ Ip ..... ·tY+ap .. ' 
B, B,p, B./l···"~' 

t rnA . t Yn + IA ...... t Yn + a'A . .) 
fl , n," , n,IIO"'n' , (4.5) 

(no sums over fl), where tER+. We shall be concerned with 
those FEY(9' (U,x» for which F(t) is defined for all tER+ 

and which satisfy the condition [generalizing (4.3) and 
(4.4)], 

f3F=F(t), (4.6) 

for some /3, y, r n and all tER+. One of the important conse
quences of (4.6) is that generally one can "reconstruct" the 

function F in the same sense that V;G ij was reconstructed 
from (4.3). This reconstruction process can best be demon
strated by examining a special case. 
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Lemma 4.1: Let !!J(U,x) = {PAl and let GEY(!Z2(U,x» 
satisfy (4.6) with y = 0 andp a positive integer. If !Z2(U,x) is 
such that limt--o.H (t )EY(!Z2(U,x» whenever 
HEY (!Z2 (U,x» and if G is of class d, then G is a polynomial 
in the derivatives of PA' Furthermore G is a sum of terms of 
the form 

where 

f Jlk=p·D 
k=1 

The proof of Lemma 1.1 is basically the same as that 
used to deduce Eq. (2.5) in Ref. 14. Differentiateptimes with 
respect to tin (4.6) (with G instead of F) and then take the 
limit as t-o+. 

The main result of this section can now be derived. 

Theorem 4.1: Suppose 9 (U,x) is such that 
limt--o.H(t)EY(9(U,x» whenever HEY(9(U,x». Let 
TAEY(9(U,x» satisfy 

(4.7) 

where tER+ andp, y, and Yn [cf. (4.5)] are all nonnegative 
integers. 

If there exists an LEY(9(U,x» (of order a in deriva
tives of PAl, defined throughout 9 (U,x) and of class (at 
least) CP+ Y+ a + I for which TA = EA (L), then 

TA = EA(l), (4.8) 

where 

- 1 d P + Y 
L:= lim--[L(t)]. 

(f3 + y)!t-~'dtP+ Y 
(4.9) 

Proof By direct computation using the chain rule we 
deduce that for all tER+, 

EA[L(t)] =tYEA(L)(t). 

Thus 

t YT A (t) = E A [L (t)], 

and by (4.7) we deduce that 

tP+YTA=EA[L(t)]. (4.10) 

Due to the fact that L (t ) is a differentiable function of the set 
of real variables {t:PA;PA i;"';PA i ... i ;A~;An i;"';A~ i ... ,' .l the 

• ,I (Z J.e • J"". I rt 

derivative d I dt commutes with the derivatives JI Jp A,i, ... i,.' If 
we consider L (t) as a function on x( U) X R+ 
~A = PA (Xi), An = An (Xi) onx(U)], then the differentiabil
ity requirements on L imply that the derivatives d Idt and 
d Idxi (= D) commute. Therefore, upon differentiating 
p + y times with respect to t in (4.10) we deduce that 

(f3+ )!TA=EA(dP+YL(t»). 
y dt f3 + Y 

Equations (4.8) and (4.9) now follow from the above equa
tion upon taking the limit as t~O+. D 

Theorem 4.1 can often be used to solve the inverse prob. 
lem considered in Sec. 3 when Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 
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3.2 do not apply. As an example consider the tensor density 
concomitant of a metric tensor given by 

Tij: = V;R (~ijR - 2R Ii) + 2V;R lij - 2V;gijR Iklk' 

in a 4·space. The problem is to determine if Tij = Eij(Y), 

where Y is a scalar density. Evidently, even if T ij can be 
shown to satisfy the conditions in (3.7), T ij is homogeneous 
of degree - 1 in gab and its derivatives so that Proposition 
3.2 will not apply. Ifwe require that gab be a Lorentzian 
metric tensor then Theorem 3.1 is also inapplicable. We can 
employ Theorem 4.1 by noting that under (4.5) (with y = 0) 
we obtain the relation t 4Tij = Tij(t). If Y is a scalar density 
concomitant of the metric tensor and its derivatives, then by 
demanding that T ij = E ij( Y) we find that the scalar density 

- 1 
Y: = -lim(d 4Idt 4)Y(t) 

4!hO' 

must also satisfy Tij = Eij(Y). We show that:Y is a scalar 
density by construction. Applying the replacement theo
rem 15 to Y (t) we find that 

Y (t ) = Y (gab;O;t 'gabed;,,·;t agabe, ... c)' 

where the gabe''''e,,' {) = 2, ... ,a are the corresponding metric 
normal tensors l' of gab' Hence upon applying the derivatives 
with respect to t and then taking the limit as t-o+ in the 
result we find that 

II nabedrstu(g) .cr + abedrs(g ) . =./ kl gabe(6:>rstu TJ kl gabedrs' 

Since the metric normal tensors may be rewritten in terms of 
covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor,I' :2' can be 
written in the form 

]/ r abedrslu(g)R R + r abcdrs(g )R 
= !> kl abed rSlu!> kl abed Iris' 

(4.11 ) 

where the ; ... coefficients are tensor densities built from gkl 
only. The last term in (4.11) is clearly a divergence and it can 
be shown 16 that the first term must take the form 

Y 1 =aV;R' +bV;RyRij 

where a,b,c, and d are constants. The coefficients of d in XI 
has an identically vanishing Euler-Lagrange expression. 17 
Since the Euler-Lagrange expression corresponding to 

V;(R' - 4RyR ij + Rijk~ ijkl) also vanishes identicallyl7 it 
is clear that X I will have the same Euler-Lagrange expres
sions as 

x, = (a - c)V;R 2 + (b + 4c)V;RyR ij. 

Demanding that Eij(Y) = T ij implies that E ij(x ,) = Tij 

which l8 yields the result a - c = 1 and b + 4c = 0, i.e., 

Tij = E ij(V;R '). 

In summary, we have answered the question of whether 
or not T ij was an Euler-Lagrange tensor by explicitly con
structing all possible effective Lagrangians which were sca-
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lar densities. Then by direct computation we found a suitable 
Lagrangian. 

Another application of Theorem 4.1 is the problem of 
determining a scalar density .2" which yields the Cotton ten
sor density defined by 

Cij - E;abRJ + eiabR; 
- alb alb 

(in a 3-space), as an Euler-Lagrange expression. Homdeski9 

has shown that CJ satisfies Eqs. (3.4) (P A = gij) and has con
structed a scalar density r of the form 

for which Eij(r) = Cij, where gab and hab are both positive 
(for negative) definite metric tensors. This result is basically 
a consequence of Theorem 3.1. The case of indefinite metrics 
has not been solved at present but if we seek scalar densities 
built from gab and its derivatives (only), Theorem 4.1 can be 
used to prove the following: 

Theorem 4.2: There does not exist a class c a + 4 scalar 
density.2" of the form.2" = 2'(gab;gab.c;···;gab.c, ... c) for 
which E ij( 2') = C ij in a 3-space. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 can be found in Ref. 19. Ifwe relax 
the demand that 2' be a scalar density, then the Lagrangian 
If of (4.9) can be written, after subtracting out a divergence, 
in the equivalent form 

L ' = f:" abcpqrS1Ug a ,g + f:" abcpqrsg a , 
~ ab,cOpq. SI.U!:t ab.COpq,rs 

where the s'" coefficients are functions of gab only. The ques
tion of the existence of coefficients s" for which 
E ij(L ') = C ij is unresolved at present. 

In spaces of dimension (2n + 1) for n = 2,3,.··, one can 
define tensor densities which exhibit properties similar to 
those of Cij tensor. It can be shown that Theorem 4.2 general
izes to incorporate these tensors20 so that Cij cannot be con
sidered unique (in the sense that it does not follow from a 
scalar density Lagrangian built from one metric). 

5. EQUIVALENT LAGRANGIANS AND THE 
FIRST EULER OPERATOR 

In this section we consider the field functions 

Y(U,x): = !PA"l~'= I where for each/l,PA" is a tensor. De
fine the integer KIJ. to be the number of covariant indices on 
P A minus the number of contravariant indices on PA . The 
following lemma is basic to our considerations here: " 

Lemma 5.1: Suppose TA, is a tensor density where for 

eachA v , TA'E.'T(T(U,x».(Thenumberofcovariantindices 

on TA, equals the number of contravariant indices onpA, and 

similarly for the contravariant indices on T A
,.) Then 

(n - K .. )TA, = ~ (K ~ TA,;B,,.i,"';''fJ ..... '" L Il ~ Blt.1 1 I" 
IJ. = I a=O 

(5.1) 

where n is the dimension of the space. 0 
The proof of Lemma 5.1 follows from Theorem 2.1 of Ref. 21 
upon contracting over sand r in (2.14) of that paper. 
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Theorem 5.1: Iffor someLE.'T(Y(U,x», EA'(L) is a 
tensor density for each v = 1""#0, then 

EA'(L) = EA'(L '), 

where 

(5.2) 

Proof Applying Proposition 3.1 we find that 

Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 imply that the above equa
tion becomes 

EA'(L ') 

= J..{[ ! KIJ.! EA'(LyB"';'''·;''fJB",;, ... ;" ]+ KfiA'(L) 
n IJ.=1 a=O 

+DRA,J(L) + [~ ~ aEA'(LyB",;, ... ;"p ..... J. r L ~ Bt/.l, la 

/<=la=l 

However, 

and thus by Lemma 5.1 applied to EA'(L) we find that 

EA'(L ') = EA'(L), 

proving the theorem. 0 
Since for tensorial PA and scalar densities 

2'E.'T(Y(U,x», E A"(2')'is always a tensor density,2 the 
following is an obvious consequence of Theorem 5.1: 

Corollary 5.1: If 2'ES'(Y(U,x» is a scalar density, 
then for any v = 1"",/lo, 

where 

.2'" = n
1 ! [KIJ.EA'(2')PA" - E

A
,,,k(.2")PA,,,d.D 

IJ.=1 
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The above results indicate that the first Euler operators 

(E A,,,k (L » and the Euler-Lagrange expressions determine a 
Lagrangian (provided the Euler-Lagrange expressions are 
tensor densities). In view of the analysis of Sec. 2 [cf. Eqs. 
(2.10) and (2.11 )], the Euler-Lagrange expressions are al
most determined by the first Euler operators. Thus, the first 
Euler operators contain most of the information contained 
in the Lagrangian. In some cases the Lagrangian (and there
fore the Euler-Lagrange expressions) is completely deter
mined by the first Euler operators, as is shown in the 
following: 

Proposition 5.1: Let LEY (Y(U,x» and suppose for 

each v, EA'(L) is a tensor density, is homogeneous of degree 

m" in PA" and homogeneous of degree mJ1 + 1 in PA" for all 

j-l*v. If n - 2;:"= lKll(mll + 1)*0, then for all v, 

(5.3) 

where 

- [~ ]-1~ Bk 
L: = - n - 11~1 KI/m,l + 1) <T~1 E" (L )PB".k· 

(5.4) 

Proof By Proposition 3.2 we have that 

EA{:"EB'(L )PB,) = Kv<m~ + 1) EA'(L). (5.5) 

Equation (3.3) and Corollary 2.1 imply that 

EA,(K\'E B"(L)p ) = K'l ~ EA'(L );8
"
.1,.,.1, '" 

B II L PB",II/,-
n n T~O 

for allf-l=fcv. The homogeneity of EA'(L) inpB then yields 
the equation I' 

EA{:'E B"(L )PB,) = KI1(m: + 1) EA'(L). (5.6) 

Theorem 5.1 together with Eqs. (5.2), (5.5), and (5.6) imply 
that for all v = 1,"',j-lo, 

_ ~EA, [ ~ E B",k(L)p .] L B,,,k 
n I' ~ 1 

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) now follow from this last equation, 
proving the proposition. 0 

Given an LEYCT(U,x» which is homogeneous of de

greem" + 1 inpA, for all v = 1, ... ,j-lo, theexpressionsEA"(L) 
are homogeneous of degree mil in P A" and homogeneous of 
degree m" + 1 in P A, for all v*j-l. This leads to the following 
direct consequence of Proposition 5.1 which is similar to 
Theorem 6 of Ref. 2: 

Corollary 5.1: If YE.7(:T(U,x» is a scalar density 
which is homogeneous of degree mil + 1 in PA" for all 
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j-l = l'''',j-lo, then provided 
A A. -

n - 2~"~ lKJ1(mJ1 + lli=.0'~ '(Y) = E .:.LY) for each 
v = 1, ... ,j-lo, where Y IS gIven by (5.4). U 

As an application of the above analysis, consider the 

scalar densi ty Y = V; R in a 4-space. This scalar densi ty is 
homogeneous of degree one in gab and its derivatives. Here 
K = 2 and therefore the Euler-Lagrange expression corre
sponding to Y is the same as that corresponding to the func
tion ,Y, where 

y = - !Ers"(Y)grs,1' 

By the definition of the first Euler operator we find that 

y = 19 (V-R );rs,t _ (V-R );rs,tu 
2 rS,1 g grs,1 g ,u 

and thus 

71' = !grs/V;R ),rs,1 + (V;R yrs,lugrs,IU - [(V;R )~:,:U] ,u' 

Carrying out the indicated operations in the above equation 
we deduce thae 

or explicitly, 

which is the usual first order Lagrangian in general 
rela ti vi ty, 2J 
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